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OUR GREETING.

OLD ORDER CHANGBTH, GIVING PLACE TCVNEW |

We beg to offer our cordial thanks to our numerous sub*

scribers—clients and readers, within and out of India,—»on

the advent of the Happy New Year
; men who have always

accorded real help and sincere patronage to the cause of

homeopathy deserve our heartfelt gratitude } those that have

united with us in the same cause, are also worthy of our

sympathy and admiration. . •

The past was a year replete with matters of eventful in*

terest ; but the very beginning of the present foreshadows

much more. It is idle, however, to compam the past with

the present Matters like these are of a 4>urely conjectural

character. *

In our humble opinion, HonuopeMiy seems now to have

spread over a larger area,^n the minds of all the multitudinous

sections of the people in this country, than fifty years ago.

If our memory serves us aright, those were dark da)r8> when

men laboured under grave and serious misconceptions and

dark and dismal opinions regarding the nature, scope aild

extent of the ney system of curing human ailments that was
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^introduced among and around them from the other side of

the' water. But to-day Homeopathy has become an accom-

plished and established fact, its followers counted by my-
riads. The old contention has certainly subsided, viz that

the Hahnem^nian system is an empiricism. In England

and America there have been instances of the noblest sacrifice

made at the altar of Mammon, when men of such profession-

al, status as that enjoyed by the founder Hahnemann him-

self, by the illustrious Hering, and others, gave up all pros-

pects and emoluments, by embracing the Divine maxim
of the new system of cure. India too, has not been very

unfortunate in the number of its converts to our science.

Owing, as it should appear, to the able arrangements

of the Municipal Corporation for the proper di.scharge

of its sanitary function, the epidemics plague^ malaria

small’pox and cholera^ did not rage so violently as in

years past. In moffusil towns and villages, the case was

otherwise, and we arc glad to observe that some of the

successful students of the several Homeopathic schools

in Calcutta have done ample service to the suffering people

and to the; cause of Homeopathy in those parts of the

country.

But whatever might be the sanitary aspects of Calcutta,

to w^hicii of course, the ebb-tide of epidemics is to be attri-

buted in the motrepolis, the state of public health all over

Bengal was far from cheering, and what it should have been,

during the past year. We had frequent occasion, through

the columns of our journal, to call the attention of our

readers all over the country, to the numerous cases of the

stereotyped epidemics in the country, such as cholera^

malaria, malarial cachexia, as also to discuss upon the

various means and methods of successfully combating the

virulence of their rage, by the proper and jqdicious adminis-
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tration of Homeopathic remedies. The labourers in th^

establishment of a Homeopathic Hospital have been stesR^jly

working from the past year and have organized them*

selves into a strong body of men, and we have every hope

that the new year will begin a new era in tfic propagation of

Homeopathy in India by the establishment of ^is hospital.

We arc sure, however, we cannot be too far-reaching ih the

matter of this project, as we are certain the helping hand^of

a benignant, intelligent and generous-hearted community,

will never be wanting in the case of a real and actual need

on this side the water.

The different charitable dispensaries scattered s»ll over

the country have done immense good to the people, and#

the number of patients in all of them hive gone on in-

creasing steadily. The Calcutta School of Homeopathy

and M. M. Bose’s Homeopathic School have been in a

prosperous condition. The blame that has been so long laid

at their door that they are sadly deficient in their teaching

of the fundamental branches of the science of medicine has

been effectually done away with by introducing compulsory

dissections and a strong body of men for impar^tipg instruc-

tions on those subjects. We have had a new member added

to our number last year, in the person of Dr. S. Goswami,

an energetic young graduate of the HeringMedical College of

Chicago, for whom we prophesy a brilliaijt future.* The new

club which is about to be started und,er the auspices of Dr.

P. C. Majumdar, Dr. Ray and others, in the new Premises of

Mesers. Lahiry & Co, tSe renowned Chemists of Calcutta, will

be a great source of pleasure and mutual enlightenment for

the workers in the cause of Homeopathy in this country.

One noticeable feature of the last year, in connection with

medical work in the country, specially in the department of

Homeopathy is that the many regular meetings held for the
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kit yeon^ kibong practitioners of all grades End denomi*

akikas have decidedly shown that the conflict between the

difierent classes of our brethren has died its natural deatk

Such a cordiality is truly worthy of the profession and

deserves our heahy co-operation and sympathy | and the

ilew year is (» be copgpratulated upon ‘on the advent of sudl

aoe^ spirit

^Thb Indian Homeopathic Review has reached its i6th

year since it first saw the light We leave it to our numerous

worthy readers and the profession to judge, how far it has

succeeded in acquitting itself honorably in the discharge of

die onssrous iduty it has undertaken to perform
; but we

•Wish it every prosperity as we do all our co-labouratemrs

in the field of Homeopathy.

SIMPLICITY m THE TREATMENT OF DISEASES.

' Atal Vihaki Bhaduri, m. a.

One of the most deplorable characteristics in the treat-

ment of ^vman ailments in modem times all over the

World, is the abhorrence, on the part of the physician, of the

bhoice of simpler methods, in prescribing remedies for the

removal«of disorders, as well as in recommending accessory

means and methods with a view to alleviate acute symp-

toms and afford immediate reli^, if possible, to the patient

This lamentable feature of the day is due to an absolute

unconcern and positive dislike in dobtors, - which is nothing

short of culpability affecting the whole humanity. It is

due to the scope and extent of our up-to-date civilisation

in almost every part of the world. We often striw so

earnestly for complications in prescribing remedies and

Applknces thftt the autm has aliaost passed into a
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And, we are afraid, is likely to become a s«£<»id natutt with*

dur professional brethren. Thh^ is particularly :bsenubla

in all the systems of treatment now in vogue in this cuuntry.

Among ouf brethren of the opposite scfioolf “the mom
war dance and fake medicine man mystery can be jammed
into a thing, the better it is liked by the oniMiyiry rtf|i ef

our c )untrymen.'’ The more adjuncts, such as vibratorSi

X-Rays, suigical instruments and a[>plications. pills and

potions and poultices can be shuffled one after another,

upon the patient, the more mystery would be assoeiated

with the professional status. The charm thus created on

the minds of patients and their relatives is nothing short

of that exercised by the snake-charmer, or that created by*

the exorcist. Again, unguents and other appliances^ pills

and powders freely laid at men’s doors, through the adver

tising mediums of papers and bilk have had a peculiar

affinity with the vaunted spirit of the age.

though essentially important in all mediOal advice and

prescript! n, is almost everywhere looked upon as charlatSn>>

ism. This mistaken idea or appreciation of the scientific

spirit nf the times, and of the advance of so-caHcd clvilistt-

Uon all over the world has been slowly and imperceptibly

Imitated even among the B«ids and Hakims^ in this

country, practising according to the crude syst|^of the

ancient medical lore :of the east The mercenary arid

money-making spirit of the age, an ageIn which the fittest

decidedly would survive and win the knuwl, Induces the

healers of human ailments, to leave no atone unturned, in

the way of securing some footing in the professional path.

This js the Worst feature observed among mankind hi the

gigantic struggle for existence all around us in the eoontry ;

and accordii^Iy, when a man comes to a physieiail with

Mme aflaumt wUeb is cansing ftte aecibas fneoneenfewcSk
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Ihe gets almost intuitively annoyed and frightfully irritated

if Hie is given a simple explanation as to the cause of

his malady, and be told of a simple remedy, specially

if it be something which must be done by him for himself,

and not by others for his own recovery. Pills and powders

whi<|h can gulped down, with some noxious aftertaste,

are believed to be capable of accomplishing anything and

everything of a miraculous character, by way of cure.

Not very long ago, a man came to Dr. B. H. Cubhagb,

as a last resort ( as many do ), having tried before nearly

everything which the profession could suggest, with very

little or no beneficial results. He was given a treatment

• which took the doctor perhaps eight minutes for the prescrip-

tion, and was told to return in two days, which he did, with

the words. “Say, doctor, what did you do f I have been

getting better since I came to you last*^ The treatment

seemed so simple to him that he could not understand the

reason for the beneficial result of the prescription in so short

a time.

Fortunately, however, this love for complications is often

a myth, whtch being removed or rent asunder, we find the

simple things are the real things after all, though the charm
ceases to exercise its influence in no long time. The gloss of

novelty ^sjon wesfrs off and leaves the patient not a whit in

advance of his original condition. Thus—
“When science from creation’s face,

Enchantment’s veil withdraws.

What lovely visions yield their place

To CO Id material laws j"

The Medical Talk reminds us of a lady who had lost the

key to her trunk. She visited every place in the city where

tnRnkS|..were sold, with the vain hope of finding out a key

that would unlock the trunk, Nonei however, could be found
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and alas i she was about to give up in despair, when thcf

thought occurred to her that the locksmith might posm^ly

have the key. Sure enough i Indeed, he Had the right key,

for it was he that gave the turn that opened the trunk.

This goes to illustrate that if our poor human trunks and

machines ( the suffering humanity ) had J^een cut into less,

and shattered less with nauseous drugs and laccT^ting appli-

ances, the doors, which have been closed so long against

every effort of nature would swing opened of themselves to

receive some, if not all, of the good things which nature has

had in Iu*r store for the alleviation of human sufferings.

Owx Homeopathy is the little locksmith with the • proper

“Key*', who has been ever successful in unlocking thdusanda#

of human machines in the past few years in this country.

In fact he has had so much exercise and experience in

opening trunks and machines which contain the secret of

health that he long ceased to be a little fellow and has

attained gigantic proportions. Yet, no matter how large he

grows, he will ever retain his simplicity, which really marks

The great man.

The most lamentable feature of the times wliich forma

the subject matter of this article, is to be observed, however,

when practitioners of ihe Hindu School of medicine in this

country, appropriate to themselves the manners and methods

as well as the style of later-day physicians^ in prescribing for

their patients. It is no part of our purpose or intention, at

least for the present, to enter into a discussion of the several

crude and undeveloped theories and principles that are

imbedded in their rude science, and lie on the surface of the

practical part of their manoeuvres. But in all candour, it

must be observed, that wc can hardly keep a grave face over

the matter, when we see an old or an unfledged Baid^ ;[ust

out of his teens^ appropriating to himself the hontArs and
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tiignitios of fiMeign culture, on^ opportioning to Us Jll-fated

pi8tc«t% die means end methods of western appliance Such

e^ish imitations would only serve to present before us “olowns

In regal purple dressed.”

Itis our firm 'belief that the aneient Hindu sages, os it

would appear from ^11 their writings, of whatever denomina*

tioo hr depli^ment of knowledge, aimed at Hmplk^ in all

iwactical endeavours, scientific or artistic, for the ameliora*

tion of the temporal sufierings of their brethren. For this

purpose they stood in need of no pots or pipkins. As far as

can be judged by the light and learning of western culture

and dik Uiaation, it is very easily to be observed that the

•ancient writings of the East are replete with aphorisms,

pithy and mysterious in all their practical character, which

onuld be interpreted only by the fortunate few that were

allowed a a;jecial initiation by way of favour from the gods

and goddesses. The gift of poetic genius, for instance, was

considered to be of the same or a similar character. In more
modern times, poesy was looked upon in the same light-«vas

in the case of the Venerable Baede or CordiwoM,—<even in

England |. The same feature is observable io the case of

the elder poets of the East.

It would thus appear that with the lapse of time, the

spirit of,the Hindu sages,, particularly in regard to medical

lore has ^isappeajed, and died out of the land of Ind, in

modem times. This, lamentable change In the old spirit of

simplicity, is by no means, in our bumble opinion, a move

in the right direction : and we venturi to suggest that nothing

can be nearer our heart than to find simpk and unosteuU*

tions spirit prevailing among the brethren of all the classes

of the healing art in our country. Homeopathy seems to

be^bert adapted for the purpose, specially in the wgy of

.simplfkfy and absence of pU ns^ppi piteQtetfcifi, We
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would never like to show forth and parade upon our patlcnt«t»

an array of tinsel prescriptions and model or appliar.cr^'^ to

take the laity by surprise, as is done in the Opp >siu'

of practice. VVe mean no scandal to our ])ii'rhren ttf thrit

School, when we find tliat complications of the ven'

essence of that School, and of a piece with its very nature

and existence.
' ^ >

PSORINUM.*

To-day I wi.sh to du’^ell n]>on the virtues of Psoriniim,

a remedy of very filthy origin, but which fact certainly

does not interfere with our administration of the same in *

patients, as vve generally do and always should use, in the

higher potencies. I seldom use it below the 200tli and

frequently get excellent results. I tried it on my own person

with very good effect lately, when 1 was suffering from an

acute attack of bronchial asthma. ,

This medicine belongs U* \hr class of remedies, which arc

called no.sode.s or which arc discasej-products. We have many

reliable remedies derived form this source. It Vi well to t(dl

you right now that the use we make of ihe-^c: rlrugs are strictly

homeopathic and not isopo/liic, as some erroneously hold,

for we use it according to Ihfe provings' wc have of these

drugs, and not as Dr. Swan recommended and that i ., using

the same thing for the cure of a certaia malady, that caused

it. For example, he used potentized strawberries for people

who could not take strawberries. lie thought he was able to

destroy the idiosyiiciacy in Iht.'i way.

Be that as it ma)
,
wcvill use them according to the

symptomatology and uc m*i d fear no niticism, for homeo-

A Lecicjii dtlivcjcil Ji# tl»c Laicuuu School oi Hcmcopatliy*
*
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^athy {s not an inductive science. We begin by expert*

menting.

*The therapeutic range of this remedy is very vast

for it seems to be useful in nearly all diseases, where there

is an underlying basis of psoric diathesis, or where the

apparently well selected remedies fail to act Here it is

simil#ir to sufphur, and the similarity is not confined to this

one symptom alone, as wc will see by and by. Excessive

weakness remaining after an acute illness frequently call for

this remedy. I have made use of this drug along with

Calc. Ars. in advanced cases of cholera and with wonderful

good results. I am told that we have not been able to treat

cholera cases so successfully this year as heretofore. I refuse

to admit it, but still if that is a fact, I must say that our

colleagues have not thought of such remedies as Psorinum,

Sulph, Calc. Ars., Laurocerasus, Capsicum, Opium, Valerian,

Carbo. V. and the like for the latent discrasia that hinders

reaction or shows a lack of reaction to medicinal action, or

else it must be bur inability to select the similirnum.

The Psorin patient has a foul odor about him that is

decidedly objectionable. Sometimes his secretions smell like

carrion. If ft a very useful remedy in diseases resultiug from

suppressed eruptions. There is a vcry;intercsting case report-

ed in Nash^s Leaders in which an old woman was cured of
C ' *

dropsy, where he was led to use this remedy by the appear-

ance of the skill. The skiu has a dirty dingy look about it

asjf it is never vvashe*d.

It is to be thought of in cases sim^ar to sulphur. In fact

it'has been called the chronic of sulphur. It causes herpetic

eruptions with great itchiness about them. It is often use*

All in cases when the skin has an oily look about it. Faring-

tpn rightly remarks that the .sebaceous glands secrete

in eSecess. It is excellent in, ulcers that refuse to heal. 1 cai^
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personally testify to its efficacy In this symptom. Right here/

it is well to remember our good friends Hepar and Calendhhi,

which I have used with wonderful good results in such cases

both externally and internally. ,

Profuse sweat, almost a hectic condition. Cardiac debili*

ty, an impending failure of the heart's action. ,^It is w^ll to

remember Calc. Ars. in this connection, for I consider it

invaluable, having tested it many times. Susceptibility to

catch cold, ( Calc. & Hep, S.

)

There is a mental condition that is very peculiar, and

that you should not forget, and that is, depression of mind,

“Greatest despondency, making his own life and thatoT those

about him almost intolerable." In summer time, children •

frequently suffer from diarrhoea and for this condition yo«

will find Psorinum excellent. Cholera infantum, stools dark

brown, watery and unbearably offensive. ( Graphites).

Just before children get to this condition, they become

nervous and restle.s5 at night, they awake frightened. The

Psorin child is good all day and cries all through the night

;

aggravation at night.

As you have already seen, Psorin is very • stmiliar to

Sulphur and is also complimentary to it.

J. N. Majumdar, M. O.

SOME ORDINARY FACTS NOf GENERALLY
UNDERSTOOD^Y THE INDIAN PHYSI-

CIAN AND THE PATIENT ALIKE.

Some years ago a renowned physician told one of bis

pupils when he was leaving the college after graduation

Do whatever you wish, but don’t put up the sign next ^to

your door plate.^
^
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Advice gratis. It is a thing so extensively seen in the

strSets of Calcutta^ that one often wonders, how these

people live, if they are always giving their advice free of

charge. From ^these one of the two conclusions must be

drawn ; namely^ either the doctors are immensely wealthy or

thej^ are frijgnds. •

It may be all right for people who have a dispensary to

put up this sign, for they make something by selling medi-

cines, which comes to their pocket if they arc themselves

the proprietors, but for people who do this to get up a

a practice necessarily cannot do it, because we cannot exist

on aii^ and we can speak from personal experience that the

» majority of them are not so well off, as to be able to be so

charitably inclined all the time. They think it is a good

way of attracting people to them, but frequently they are

grossly mistaken. And even if some of them, do get up

a large clinic, the result is, they begin to neglect their

patients and, both parties become demoralized.

A man has no more right to ask a medical man for an

advice gratis^ than he has to ask a baker for a bread or a

grocer foe vegetables without any payment. Often poverty

is put forth as an excuse for nonpayment, but it should

not be The poor should go to the properly endowed

Charitable DispcJnsarics, while those that can afford, should
it

never attempt to get medicines free of charge. It is at once

a sin and a crime. It we try to get the daily necessaries of life

without paying for them, we indirectly encourage laziness

and dishonesty.
®

If a doctor is unable to get up a practice, he should try

other means
;
let him be an assistant to a well-known doctor

atid thus get acquainted with people and show them his skill

a{id ability, or else let him leave the profession and adopt

some other vocation. But for goodness’s sake^ do not depredate
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the medical profession by ^retting into deceptive ways and

at the same time demoralize the public. Ignorant aif the

people of this country are, they need enough of education

and it is our bounden duty not to give them education of

the wrong sort.

MAN-MADE QUARANTINE LAWS
i

John F. Eugar, m. d.

Have you ever considered why the worst kind of contagi-

ous and Infectious conditions—Syphilis and Gonorrbsca were

not included in the list f ,

Could there be any more heinous contagiousness or in-

infectiousness f

Docs it compare with the eruptive abnormalities differen-

tiated as variola, scarlatina, measles, et al., in far-reaching,

destructive conditions, which it produces, especially when

treated allopathically for suppression, no matter of what

school of practice the practician claims to be f

^
If you are careful observers, can you recognize^ ^ny con-

tagious or infectious abnormality that equals the ill effects

of these two, Syphilis and Gonorrhoea, treated as generally

treated, i. e., for suppression, *out of sigl^:,'’ until {he fee is

paid ? Do you r can you f think that those who iflade these

man-made laws for quarantine were inspired and directed by

the same selfish motives that made the man-made "age of

consent" laws of 13, 12, and as low as 10 years

of age.

Doctor E. P. Mills, of Olathe, Kansas, in Aug. 1^04,

Medical Forum, asks, "why should not an infected harlot be

quarantined more energetically than even a variola cRse f*

'Big pox* versus "Small-pox."
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Vagt 44i> Oct, 1904, Medical World : A young lacier

bdtrayed by a lover, and after careful examination by two

M. D.’s, and when assured that she was afflicted and inocu-

lated with syphilis, declined medical treatment, and said

*she would not spare or respect any man, but would use all

her pnergy to spread this affliction.*

Case 3. A young man declared that he would spare no-

woman that he could secure an opportunity to affect, and

his acquiring Gonorrhoea during treatment for Syphilis de-

monstrated that he was carrying out his threat. And
remember that tlus treatment was suppression only, not

cure, and you can know what the effects for many genera-

tions would result.

Be it resolved by the Texas Medical Association for

Homeopathy that we advocate and will favour any man-

made law for quarantine purposes that will include all those-

who may acquire and become afflicted with Gonorrhoea or

Syphilis, and It shall be the duty of every physician, or

practician, druggist, drug clerk, or any layman, who shalf

have knowledge of any one so afflicted or affected, to report

the same for quarantine under penalty to be determinedabyr

this man-made law.

treTatment of sprains.
•

Surgeon-Major R. E. Wrafter ( Practical Medicine,

Delhi, India ) gives the following dfrections ;

I. A severe sprain demands rest in theiihorizontal posi-

tion for a few days;

3. A steady and judicious use of cold Arnica lotion

Wisapped around the parts and covered with oiled silk will

prevent the supervention of severe inflammation, and in a few
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tiays all tendency to its occurrence will probably have passed *

away, when the cold Arnica lotion can be slowly withdra^i^

Many favour hot instead of cold applications, and others

may decide between them, according to the sense of comfort

or discomfort felt by the patients. Warm* water applica-

tions, indeed, do well for some patients ;^but cold, properly

regulated, will invariably subdue the inflammation in* all

ordinary cases
;
and there are few or no patients who will find

it disagreeable, if it be regulated with proper tact and care.

Whichever plan of treatment is adopted, it should be steadily

maintained.

3. The liquid effusions poured out from the tori^ fibres

into the tissues during the first forty-eight hours are irritat-

ing, like similar effusions after other mechanical injuries,

and there is great advantage in getting rid of them. Unfor-

tunately, the drainage-tube cannot be employed here ; but

by gentle kneading ( massage ), followed by the application

of a bandage, the fluid can be pressed away to less irritated

regions, whence it may be absorbed. This effect is rendered

possible by the fact that all the cavities of the connective

tissue connect with each other freely, like the smeshes of a

sponge. Professor Agnew would postpone massage longer,

but experience proves that gentle stroking, with neat and

equal hand pressure, from below upwards soothes the pain,

diminishes tenderness and presses away the irritating

secretions in other non-inflamecl portions *of the connective

tissue. There is no harm, but much benefit to be gained

by this measure, if employed with skill and care once or

twice a day.

4. As soon as the acute inflammation or the tendency

to it, is somewhat abated, we must bear in mind the liability

of the lacerated layers of ligamentous fibres to form abnormal

adhesions among themselves and to adjacent nerve fibres ;
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•hence we must, after a few days, follow the stroking massage,

with passive and then with active movements of the

joint, in all directions of its normal motion. In case the

synovial membrane participates in the inflammation, the

active and passive exercise must be greatly limited. The

diagnosis can generally be assisted by pressing the joint

surfkces firmly together in such a way as not t6 strain any

of the tender ligaments. If acute synovitis exists, this

pressure will elicit pain, and, as friction and pressure of

inflamed synovial surfaces upon each other is injurious, the

surgeon will then be compelled to modify his desire to move

the hsvnpered ligaments, and must comply moderately with

the demands of the synovial membranes for rest. Fortunate-

ly, a very free movement made once a day will often suffice

to free the ligaments from their adhesions without seriously

retarding the recovery from synovitis. As time passes on,

and it becomes clear that there is no synovial inflammation

present, the surgeon should become bolder in his manipula-

tions, and in chronic cases should persist in them even though

some ligamentous irritation should follow each clfort. In

cases which have become decidedly chronic inspite of

gentle exercise, and in which there is neither a rheumatic

diathesis or synovitis present, it will be justifiable to resort

to the ^yrenching^plan as practised by the ^'native bou-setters,"

and try slrong, forced movements to rupture the adherent

fibres. Finally, if all other methods fail, it may be best in

some cases to practise neurotomy on certain nerve-twigs, so

as to paralyze the sensation of the fidberent spots and thus

rid the patient of his pain.

In the treatment of recent sprains, surgeons differ some-

what. According to Dr. T, Holmes, at first, while the active

state of effusion is present, antiphlogistic measures are

necessary, where it is grateful to the patient ; the sedulous.
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application of ice-bajjs is what he thinks the best, but if thii

is not tolerated, local depletion followed by warm foijieuta*

tion or evaporating lotipns, or irrigating with spirit and

water, will best check the tendency to effusion. As soon as

tlie patient can bear it, equable pressure,* by strapping and

bandage, or by splints, with perfect rest, should be adopted.

HOMEOPATHY—ITS LEADING FEATURES.

Atat. Viit\t?i Bhaduri, m. a.

(
Continuedfrom VoL XIV. No. ii. Page 330, \

In our previous ^ticle under this bead, we believe, we haue

atnpl)^ discussed upon the fundamental maxim of Homeopathy, and

its general acceptance among the laity and the other schools of

medical practice in this country. It now remains for us to unfold

the merits of our science, and refute the arguments adduced by

practitioners of those schools, and remove the many don’ots and mis*

conceptions regarding the scientific character of the llahncmaiYian

science, which already, has well nigh overturned the entire system

of practice, hitherto in vogue, all over the world. With this object in

view, and [mrlicularly with an eye to secure an cfficit^nt method of

curing human ailments in our country, we will now retuin to the

subject, entering more particularly into the principles and practice

of Homeopathy. •
*

**What is Homeopathy Our answer is; '*It is emphatically a

system of spe cifics,” the disunguishing "Characteristic being that

every individual disease ought to be treated separately, and by

therapeutic agents having a distinct individiial proiietty bearing

directly upon the morbific action of the disease. In this principle

embodied in the popular expression of *'Like cures like’, we have

the foundation-stone of the system, though it is accompanied by

three corollaries^ which we believe, all homeopathists consider as

indispensable to a true and successful practice.
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•• (a) The fint and,foremost of these corollaries is a necessary

'Consetiuencc of the original law, and demands a close and searching

investigation of the [>roperties of each individual medicine, ascer-

tained by numerous and reiterated experiments upon the healthy

human frame.

(i^) The second is, that each medicine shall be administered

singly, t
*

(r) And the third is, that the quantity administered shall be

the very smallest, commensurate with the initial and inherent

power of the medicine, and compatible with the restoration of the

patient.

On this last point, both as regards the particular preparation of

the mediAne, and the actual quantity administered to the patient,

fituch diversity of opinion prevails, some practitipners preferring the

use of low dilutions or mother tinctures, others lauding their success

from the employment of infinitesimals of high dilutions, yet all

agreeing upon the above law, as regulated by their individual

experience, and all employing drugs in portions, which are infini-

tesimal, as compared with those in use among their predecessors

and contemporaries of the other schools.

We can now imagine those who have come to the discussion of

the subject with unbiassed minds, but who have hitherto only heard

or thought of ilnmcopathy as something so inconceivably absurd as

to he capable of imfiosing only upon the simple, exclaiming in some

«urpn>:<'— Is this Homcop;jthy ? Surely, the systcim har. in it some-

thing highfy aicientiPv’, wlncli t’nis requires a physician to adapt his

remedy so exactly to'flie condition of his patient, and choose it

under all circuiustanc<’s*in accordance whh a determinate

Jaztf. ’

^
Oiight it not to be the duty of every conscientious and careful

practitioner of the healing art, as in all, other sciences, to act

according to some established pritifiplc ? Do not all thoughtful

inen desire and require this y Would not both science and all

mankind gain by the discovery of such a principle ? We should be*

always answering such questions in the affirmative, and would
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further fearlessly challenge the approbation of every wise anft

right-thinking man, for the various points of Homeopathic prtctjlce;

beginning with that which demands that the powers and properties

of each individual medicine be determined by the most accurate

observation and repeated experiments.
*

For the simple administration of single remedies, we must also

challenge approbation, holding heartily witTi Bacon that “thfre has

been hitherto a great deficiency in the recipes of propriety resi"»ecting

the particular cures of diseases ; for as to the confections of sale,

which are in the shops, they are for readiness^ and not for praprkty,

for theyttre upon general principles of purging, opening, comforting,

filtering, and not much appropriate to particular diseases/' But

upon this point we cannot do better than let flahnemann speak for

himself, and with certainty . that his arguments may meet witlH

reply, but with no answer.

**Is it wise,” asks Hahnemann, ‘Ho mix many substances in one

recipe ? Can we, by so doing, ever raise medicine to certainty ?

Can we tell which of these suhsUiiices we have employed has effected

the cure, which the aggravation ? Can we know, in a similar case,

what medicine to avoid, what to select

To «]uestions like these, Hahnemann in his own way, very

pertinently remarks, that ifi vital dynamics, we can se^jjpni guage a

simple force, and that of all problem^, the most difficult is the

ascertainment of the extent and direction of the resultant of several

forces. “Would it not^ puz/Ie liny one to predict the position which

six billiard balls, flung with the eyes shut, upon the Vable, would

ultimately assume ?” And yet our practitioner very composedly

flings into the human system his ’half-dozen ingredients, and pro-

fesses to know and predict their exact and 'definite result upon the

sensitive frame. It is evident that two dynamic agents can never,

when united, produce nvhat they would do separately \ and that

from their combination, there . arises an intermediate efieot which

certainly, can never be calculated%ipon. To prescribe compound

prescriptions is the height of empiricism^ absolute, unqualified and

unpardonable. ^
*
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Nature loves simplicity^ and obeys eternal and immutable laws ,

an<^tbe chef-d'amvre, the true stroke of art, lies in prescribing the

right remedy singly^ and not many mixed.

We now come to the third point—minimum doses of medicineis

and their af/enuaiioh. Direct experiments have shown that massive

doses occasion aggravations as virell as new pains and complicated

symptoms, which only serve to add to sufferings and impede cure ;

while infinitesimal doses and dilutions of the appropriate remedy,

varied according to the age, sex or strength of the patient, would be

sufficient to effect a speedy and permanent cure. To hold and say

that is not possible, which every-day observah-m demonstrates to be

an assured seiontifie fact, is mere assertion, of no value against

positive cle monstrative experience
;

while to refuse to employ such

remedies, until we know how they art, as Hahnemann pertinently

remarks, would he like a raan’s refusal to light his fire until he

knew why his striking together flint and steel should generate a new

substance, fire, of which a momentary contact should yet suffice

to melt and curry away with it small particles of the hard metal.

We bar in this discussion, any consideration of the several

theories tlial have, from time to time been broached, as to the action

of small do'^es. These are, in general, supposed to influence the

vital powers directly tlirough the nerves but into such discussions,

we do not enter at present. They form the subject of pure philo-

sophical investigation, and the truth may or may not reward inquiry.

Our legitimate province lies only sfith tho%e parts of the system

which admit tof ordinary tests, and which any man of fair ability,

and of honest, patient temper may iscertain for himself.

Homeopathic drugs aVe never administered in their raw state,

but after the most careful preparation, great fiart of their cura-

tive success is due to the sluking or rubbing together of their

IMirticles or molecules among themselves. To Hahnemann is^ due

. the credit of discovering this chemical fact in substances, although it

^;i^ ,&iditly struck some of his predecessors. iHe found that various

'ih^duices, insoluble in the crude condition, became, after trituv**

'

ration, capable of solution in water or spirits o/ wine. The dark
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liquof of sepia is soluble, in its primitive condition, only in water /
but the homeopathic process makes it soluble in spirits of wintf t#o,

Magnesia, marble and other calcareous substances, after undergoing

this process, become perfectly soluble, though they will not tho-

roughly combine with cither water or spirits of wine.

The explanation of the efhcacy of infinitesimal doses rests upon

the fact observed in nature and proved by direct experiment? that

the inherent properties of substances become augmented by rubbing

together the particles or molecules thereof among themselves.

Accordingly, it is uj)on the augmented force of the medicines,

however reduced in bulk, which results from this mode of prepay

ation, that the efficacy of Homeopathic remedies rests.
^

‘The clown who lights his pipe, with flint and steel, little thinks

of the surprising power which his operation has developed
;
mere *

rubbing will draw out the latent caloric, for Count Rumford found

that chambers might be heated by the simple motion of metal plates

rubbed rapidly together. Horn, bone, ivory and some other sub*

stances, though inodorous when left alone, emit a smell, when

subjected to friction.”

Clinical Gases.

A young boy aged 7 years was attacked with cholera

about the earlier part of thi.s winter. There was cholera

raising at the place he resided, and the rrtbrtality^ Was also

very high. It was about 8 o’cloc^ in the morning when I was

first called, and I found the boy in the collapse condition.

He was having frequent evacuation.s of the rice-water consis

tency and the nausea an<f vomiting was also equally great. He
had great thirst

;
there was extreme restlessness and violent

cramps of the extremities, which wer.e also quite cold and

clammy. Cupr. Ars. jo was administered for about 3 times

every two hours. In the afternoon I visited the child again

but found him no better. His body was warmer but the
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pulse was imperceptible as in the morning, and the restless-

was even greater, and the appearance was becoming

truly Hippocratic. Aconite 3 x every two hours.

Now it is ^quite clear to everybod)’^ who has any

experience of cholera cases that this is a very grave condi-

tion^ When reaction is established it is absolutely necessary

that it should be complete. While the body was warmer,

the pulse at the wrist was still imperceptible, and Aconite

is generally one of our best remedies in such conditions,

particularly if the characteristic restlessness is present with

it In the case of this boy it had the desired effect, and it

brought about a decided change for the better. From that

**time on, he made a rapid recovqjfy, requiring a dose or two of

Carbo. Veg. and Sulphur as "intercurrcnts for symptoms,

xnainfested.

2. While treating the above patient, a young boy about

2 years old, and a brother of the 6rst ]>atient was attacked

with the same malady, in the evening of the second .day of my
attendance. He was a delicate child, and had been subject

to attacks of diarrhoea occasionally. Two or three large-

motionS^ofc j'cllow watery substance, had prostrated him
completely. Podophyllum was given three times that night.

The next morning when I saw him, the diarrhoea had
stopped^, Jbut h^ had passed no urine, and was slightly

tympanitic and drewsy and had great thirst.

Nux Mosch 30 three doses during the whole day. He
'was moved several times during th^day and the tympanitis

was better. But a new symptom in the shape of a constant

nausea developed and kept troubling him all the timp, and
the drowsiness seemed to be no hatter. Urine still suppressed*

Tabacuin 6x twice during the night. The next morning he
seemed to be better in all respects and there was a copioKie

ftow of urine.
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Placebo was given frequently during the day. About

5 o’clock ill the evening, I was called in great haste

little child seemed to be in a very bad condition. He had

high fever, the face was flushed and he was alternately drowsy

and restless, screaming out occasionaly. The urine also

seemed to be obstructed in some way. He would pass small

•quantities of water a time and cry out just before urinating.

Bellad. 30 every three hours during the night, but no

improvement was noticeable the next morning, and the child

•seemed to be getting into the hydrocephaloid condition.

Apis 6 x every two hours brought about a complete

change in his condition in about 12 hrs, and in the efening

. when I saw him he was decidedly better. He made an,

uneventful recovery thence ibrward and needed no other

medicine.

Kews and Notes.

There was an afternoon party at the new residence of

Dr. P. C. Majumdar, No. 22 Loudon Street, on Suttduy the

24th December, 1905. The homeopathic fraternity of Calcutta

was present in a body and the function was a most successful

one. Music, tennis, tea and lete*a*tete formed the items of

business.

Our customary New-year’s day meeting was held this

year at the neat and commodious premises of Messrs.

Lahiry & Co., College Street Photographs were taken of 4U

the gentlemen present and the guests were offered tea

and sweets. There was a dinner later on.

We are glad to learn that our young colleague Dr. S. K.

Nag has joined the Hering Medical College for a course of

thorough training in Homeopathy, We congratulate the
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young doctor on this choice of the best college of its kind,

Apdl,hope be will be much benefited by his sojourn in that

premier land of civilization and advancement at the present

day.

Chicago Homeopathic Society.—At the October meeting

tbe^ {following programme was presented : “Preservation of

vitift forces,*’ by L. A. Wisrick, M. D. “The Prevention of.

Infectious and Contagious Diseases," by H. Spalding, M. O.,

Chief Medical Inspector of the Health Department of the city

of Chicago. “Prevention of Diseases in Young Girls at the

age of Puberty,” by Sarah Hobson, M. D.. and “Prevention

of the*spread of skin and veneral diseases,'* by C. D. Callins,

M. D., and Frank Wisland, M. D. On the i6th of November,the

meeting was held in the clinical amphitheatre of Cook County

Hospital. The medial staff had charge of the evening.

Heart and chest cases presented, and after the meeting

adjourned, several multiple stethoscopes were provided for

those who wished to examine individual cases.

Messrs, Thacker, Spink and Co. announce the

forthcoming publication of a new and important book by

Majortfi, R. Newman, I. M. S., on Aseptic Surgery in

India. This subject is at present practically without a

literature, and a handbook is sadly needed by both" students

and practitioners. Major Newman has had experience of the

difficulties of a mpfussil surgeon’s practice, and has made a

'Special study of Asepsis with the idea of combating the

serious drawbacks with which surgeons in this country must

necessarily contend. It is the o]Snion of those who have

viewed the arrangements devised by Major Newman to'

ensure perfect Asepsis that he has been extremely socce8.s>

ful. A good deal of friendly pressure, it is stated, has bean

brought to bear ou Major Newman by his brother medteps

to give his experiences to the world, and it will be gocd news
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to miny that he is doing so. The price of the book will bi^

moderate. The above information from the {$

perfectly useful to us. As homeopaths, we cannot indulge

in antiseptics so freely, for it frequently interferes with

our treatment, while asepsis is a thing we must stictly enforce^

for our countrymen have so little idea ofacleanliness^
^

We can have nothing to complain when our friends of the

other school recommend patent medicines, for they knoiy

no better. But when an avowed homeopath, a graduate of

Hahnemann Medical College. Philadelphia, extols sanmetto

for gonorrhoea and recommends it as an excellent com(>ound»

we stand aghast What is homeopathy coming toy America

is a land of liberty, but certainly this kind of liberty iSi

much to be deprecated.

Dr. E. A. Taylor, of Englewood accidentally cured a

chronic case. He was so pleased with this that he took

a trip to the far west, and there upon the lonely peaks of

Colorado gave way to the sublime reflections. The energy

of his asseverations, the frequent iteration of his sentiments

and the gesticulatory accompaniments of his speech lease

no doubt among his friends as to the sublimity gCJ^olorado

scenery.

Thr0ugh the British Isles by Automobile, A party of

hidies and gentlemen is now being formed for a stour of

the British Isles by autobus, during the mpnths of *July and

August In addition to a thirty day^s .tour embracing the

most interesting portions of England, Wales, Ireland rand

Scotland, a week will b(?spent in London and three or ..iiSAir

,
days in Paris. Speed limited to ten miles an hour so aa

the country.* Further particulars from Auto Bus,. <trc

of North American, i8i W. 73rd. St New York.

‘ Compulsory Vaccination :
—**Chambersburg, Pa., is excited

over the vaccination law. The law says that no child vidio

4
*
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w •not been successfully vaccinated shall be allowed to

Attend school^ either Sunday school or public school* The

Sunday school superintendents are to have a meeting, add

the school 'directors say that coercive measures should not

employed to enforce the law, but that moral sanction

shotdd be employed to make it operative. We thought the

last word had been said on this subject. Vaccination does

prevent small-pox. It is perfectly proper for any govern-

jnsent to pass a law requiring every one to be vaccinated.

Vaccination, properly done, does not spread disease. These

Att facts which the people in Chambersburg should recog-

niae.*-^N. Y. Medical Jour.

The only fact in the above is the fact that the asserted

•fact*^ is not a fact. Vaccination does not prevant small-

pox in all cases by a large majority, and when it does the

prevention is by creating so great a departure from normal

health as to prevent the milder disease from taking hold.

The N. Y. Med. Jour, and its kind are as the reputed

ostrich, they stick their heads in the sand and refuse to sc^e.

Of recent 3^ears, we have taken occasion to ask every person

we meWihsit was pock-marked, or whom we knew to have

had the small-pox, whether he or she had been vaccinated*,

•and in every instance the reply was that they had been. One
gentleman said 4hat the only member of bjs family who

escaped tlie disease was the one who had escaped vacci-

nation. Friends and enemies of vaccination, do not take

assertions, on either .side this question but inquire into it,

and especially ask everyone you 6an conveniently who hf^s

' the small-pox, whether be had been vaccinated'^

Homeopathic Envoy.



Hints;

Phos. Ac., Apis, and Silicea in Toothache.

Phosphoric acid is suitable for bleeding and swoUati' ‘

.

gums }
tearing pains which are worse when warm in '

and also from heat and from cold, burning in the front

teeth during the night, pains from hollow teeth, extending

into the head.

Apium Virus for the most violent ^ains in the gjpms,

also for jerk and throbbing in the molars, with involutary

sudden biting together of the teeth, headache, bleeding

of the gums.

Silicea for tedious, boring, tearing pains day and night,

worse during the night, spreading over the whole^ cheek,

also into the bones of the face ; discharge of offensiva

matter from openings near the roots of the teeth, or from*

the gums ;
swelling of the jaw.—A. H. P.

Belladonna is the chief remedy in sore throat, when, it'

is red and dry and swallowing painful. Those who are

haunted by suicidal thoughts should take Aurum.

LEDUM PALUSTRE.

To me Ledum is a very interesting study, so

many common cases in our every-day pmctice. It is a great

remedy for the surgeon, and is closely associated with

Arnica and Hypericum in traumatism.

For punctured wounds, wounds from needle^! nails and

splinters that do not bleed, where the parts turn cold and are

mottled and paralyzed, Ledum will be better and Hyperi-

cum in all such cases.
*

When tetanus comes on from punctures in the paliQ|,or

soles, administer Hypericum, but if a horse should step pq a

nail that touches the cofRn hope, tetanus is most sqre to

fdllow. Put Ledum on the tongue and there will be no

<ilb^uble, for it removes the tendency to mthhim
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* When the sentient p.irte, like the ends of the finders or

nails, are torn and lacerated, Hypericum is the remedy par

excellence.

It may be said, for punctured wounds, study Ledum ;
for

bruises. Arnica T for wounds of sentient parts or nerves,

Hypericum
;
for open lacerations or cuts. Calendula.

Symptoms that arise from internal cause, treat with

internal remedies ; and symptoms that come from external

causes, when all there is of the case is external, treat

locally.

Exposed, raw and bleeding surfaces should be treated

with something bland and soothing, and possibly nothing is

better suited to such wounds than Calendula diluted to a

sixth or tenth. Tlio tincture will smart.

Often the Lcdiuin patient is cold, with hot head. Some*

times however, we find the other extreme. The whole

body is hot, the skin hot and purple, throbbing, pulsating

all over the body ; wants tlie covers off.

A Ledum headache wains the head in cool air—stuck

out of the window, bathed in cold water, very cold water.

Face^iands and feet may bloat
;

purple, mottled,

bloated con3ition from knees down to feet, getting relief

only by putting ttiem in cold water. Ledum will be grate-

ful Jto all^such conditions.

Pulsatitla and Ledum both have this symptom, relief

-from bathing feet in cold water. Ledum is often useful in

inflamed surfaces if inclined to bleed, blood black. Old

painful ulcers that eat, or spreading ulcers with mottled

edgas. if coupled with a cold constitution, will find speedy

rialief from Ledum.

In rheumatic and gouty natures, with chalk stones itji

tile joints, dei>osits in wrists, fingers and toes, depositi

going from below up, joints become inflamed suddenly' 4|||||
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relieved by cold
;

face puffed, bloated, besotted, like an pld*

drunkard's. In fact, Ledum does counteract the effeti^

whiskey, and to a great, extent remove the appetlttt foV

,

whiskey. Ledum is to whiskey what Calendula is to the

smoking habit.
'

Ledum has a blue, mottled, puffed^ oedematous ery$i«

pelks that sometimes takes on an acute characteristic *Witti

burning
;
phlegmonous erysipelas of any part of the bbdyi.

out of the face in particular.

A medicine having such a gouty nature should have,

more or less of kidney symptoms. Urination frequent, sdanty^

diminished or increased
;
stream often stops during tlie flow;

,

burning in the urethra after urinating ; itching
;

rednesi^^'

and discharge of pus. It has red sand as fully marktid a#

Lycopodium. Great quantities of various colored sand, and!

often, too, when the patient is feeling his best. When tl^

quantity is less, the gouty symptoms are more severe and

the patient does not feel so well.

Remember the rheumatic symptoms or tendency i$

from the lower extremities upwards, and from the circiint''

ference to the centre.
^

Ledum acts upon the serous, fibrous and mucous tissues,

the periosteum and the skin. It causes inflammatory

tOms of a rheumatic character and a deposi^of solid* eiuthy

matters in the tissues.
*

I have used it in many cases as abm^ outlined, and knowr.,

It to be a great remedy whenever indicated.—'Med. Fbrufll
.

A NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR CLINICAL RESEARCH.

Our maders^will remember that in our issue for

.
'{Hibij^ed a letter from I>1L 'ConiRd Wessdhbldk, of
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s^ambridpe, Mass., U.S.A., Chairman of the Committee of

'^l^lgital Statistics of the American Institute of Homeopathy

;

ftiiS also an appeal from him and the Committee on the

value and importance of collective 'investigation on homeo-

pathic questions and desiring concurrence and conjoint

,
Wofking on the part of British homeopaths in this scheme.

'Our article was entitled “The American Institute of Homeo-

pathy and Collective Investigation,” and will be found

at p. 389.

We have just received another important letter front

Dr. Wesselhoeft along with “A Preliminary Report of

the Coiymittee on the Formation of a National SoCiaTy

FOR Clinical Research.” Dr. Wesselhoeft's * letter is so

Important, and explanatory of the entire scheme that we

have much pleasure in inserting the letter.

Cambridge. Mass., U,S.A., Nov. and, 1905.

Dear Doctor,—On my return from Europe I found

your card and the number of the Review containing the

appeal of the Committee of the American Institute having

In hand the formation of a National Society for Clinical

Research. Since you were good enough to introduce the

matter wJlff' some forcible remarks of your own, showing

an interest in the subject, I am encouraged to ask for

further favours, and now send you enclosed the Preliminary

Report offhe Committee with the request for publication

in the Review. The Committee and no small number of

colleagues outside are impressed with the need of

leaping the question of minute and eexact clinical research

iherapeutie purposes before the profession, despite the

.{Rtiit that our Report was treated with scant consideratfoin

'^.i^e* Institute, last June, in Chicago. It was crowded Intel

^ concluding session of the meeting, when no proper

ditctiaaipn could toke place, and may have deserved Mr
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better treatment, since it pretended to no higher status thab
that) of a mere preliminary report. But certain it is •tiiet

on these great occasions fnany matters of great practical

and scientific interest are deprived of a hetying by endie^
discussions on purely business and parliamentary points.

We are in no wise discouraged, howeverf as from the i^tSet

we have fully realized the magnitude of the obstacles in our

way. Public opinion in our branch of the profession must
be aroused and brought to bear on the subject, and to this

end we feel that the Reviem can lend most effective aid.

In passing, Li may say that already a local branch of

what we hope«may soon be a National Society for \^linicitl

Research hasi been formed by the staff of the MassachusettSs

Homeopathic Hospital. It would give us"great encourage*

ment if the staff of the London Homeopathic Hospital could

constitute itself as a similar local organization. So far the

peculiarities of our hospital government and management
preclude the possibility of conducting our enquiries as in

the end we hope to see them carried on. We are alive,

however, and ready to begin our work as soon as we are

liberated from the limitations still standing in ouMvoy.

Our Committee has communicated with many of our

foremost practitioners, and is in receipt of many favours

and response. We purpose to persevere in*our effects, and

to bring before the International Homeopathic Congress to

meet next September on this side of the water, a full ajfN^

practicable report on tl\p methods and aims of the wotkf

Meanwhile, we again appeal to our British colleagues to

give the subject their best thought, and to come to the Coil'

gress prepared to discuss it as earnestly as a serious eiSbrt

to faise pharmaco-therapy to a scientific plane deserves

to be discussed.

' With your pesmission I hope to send from time to time
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'reports of such progress as we are making, with the request

tlyifrthey be published in the Review.

My late European trip was cq|pfined to a visit to Bad'

Nauheim, with a course of the treatment there, of which

I can speak most favourably. I regret very mucli not hav-

ing been able to sto^) over in England, where it would have

been a great pleasure to look you up and talk over homco*

pRthic matters. Fraternally yours,

Walter Wesselhoeft.

( The Monthly Homeopathic Review.

)

Book Eeview.

Hand-book of Homeopathic Practice by C. G. Puhlman m. d.

translated by J. Foster, m. d. and published by Dr. Willmar Schwabe,

^ipzig.

This is a comparatively small book of 609 pages, considering the

vast amount of information that it contains. One feature of the

book that has impressed us very much is the handling of all the

latest scientific discoveries of medical science, for the translator

justly reip^ks, it is absolutely necessary that we should show to the

public that as homeopaths we are not behind-hand in our knowledge

of the fundmental branches of medicine, while we have an invaluable

materia medica and therapeutics, that put us far ahead of our

brethren of the othes schools. The descriptions of diseases are

excellent and the arrangement of the different chapters is equally

.
{gbod. While not able to confirm all the procedures and accessory

measures adopted in the treatment of th^different maladies included

; in this brochure, we must say that the medical treatment and the

potencies recommended are very satisfactory. On the whole it is

.

book that will be very useful to the layman as well as to the practi

tioaer« The gat^up of the book is very nice and
, does the publisher

great credit
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THE GREAT HOMEOPATHIC HALL
We beg to inform the public that we have opened a Homeopathic

establishment under thd above name. The medicines are imported
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perience in this line of business is of long standing. We have besides

secured the co-operation of the best Homeopathic QhTsidans who have

given us the advantage of maintaining by their instructions the newest

methods and processes. The prices compare favourably with firms of a

similar position as will be seen from our printed catalogue which 4t shall

be glad to send on application. We may mention the
** Great Borneo-
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idementary to our old Allopathic hrm.
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HOMCBOPATHIO PHYSICIANS.

G. L. OUri'A, M. 1).
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NRIIMCNDRA NATH SET,i.. m
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Dr. P. C M.XJU.MDAR.
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S. GOSWAMI, M.
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HOMEOPATHIC REVIEW.
A Monthly Journal of Homeopathy and

Collateral Sciences.
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HOMEOPATHY IN INDIA.

When we hear so much about the propaganclism of

homeopathy from almost all quarters of the globe, it is

jubt as well for us to fctand a while and think, how we are

faring in India.

It is now over fifty years, that homeopathy has been

existent in India, From the days when India heard the name

of Hahnemann and homeopathy from a psciido-lj^mcopath

like Honigberger, on through the periods with which the

names of such persons as Tonnere, Berigny, and Rajcndra

Dutt are connected as preachers of homeppathy irk India,

till the present time, it has, so to speak, been*buildyig

up its foundation on which the future ^superstructure and

edifice oP the healing art of homeopathy will .stand. The

names of Bchari Lall Bha*Huri, Mohendra Lall Sarkar and

I-eopold Salzer will stand intimately connected with the

period, when the great superstructure .stood under construc-

tion and these were no doubt master hands for the building

of that structure. At this time a man who rose to great

eminence and uho wa.s untimely called away flora out

5
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^midst was Dr. Brajendra Nath Banerjce. Much was ex-

pected of him, but homeopathy was unfortunate in having to

lose such a champion. At this period there was another

individual who did much to further the cause of homeopathy

in the North Western Provinces. Babu Loke Nath Maitra,

though a lay practitioner like Rajcndra Dutt, had a wonder-

ful ability and power, which enabled him to do much for

homeopathy, in that part of the country.

Coming now to the present time, we may practically be

considered to have arrived at the harvest time, and it

remains to be seen how well or ill, we reap it. Drs. P. C.

Majumdar, D. N. Ray, A. K. Dutta, C. S. Kali, W.

^Younan and a gallaxy of young practitioners are doing a

splendid practice in the metropolis, while Drs. Ganguly of

Cawnpore, Chatterjee of Bankipore, and Gossain of Scrampore

enjoy an enviable position in their respective communities,

and it remains to be seen what they will do to immortalize

Hahnemann in India, by giving the superstructure a finishing

touch at the present moment.

The times are propitious.

To th^Hahnemann Society of Calcutta, founded by our

late illustrious colleague Mohendra Lall Sarkar, a new club

has now been added in the shape of the Calcutta Homeo-

pathic Society, v^hich had its first sitting the other day and

a full repdrt of whose proceedings will be found elsewhere

in this issue of the^Review. The present week will also be

memorable for some other events. The Calcutta*Homeo-

pathic Hospital will have its inaugural meeting in the Albert

Hall under the presidency of Raja Peary Mohon Mukherjee,

C. S. I.i a great champion of homeopathy in India. The
annual celebration of the Calcutta School of Homeo-

pathy will take place under the presidency of the great

Bengali orator Mr. Surendra Nath Banerjee. It remains to
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be seen whether the present generation will be able to fulfil

its duties satisfactorily.

We wish our colleagues in India every success in their

endeavours.

THE PLACE OF BACILLINUM IN^HOMEOPATHIC

THERAPEUTICS.

Ram Proshad, a Hindu boy, aged about 8 3’ears, inhabi-

tant of Baiikipore, came under my treatment in October 19041

suffering from an attack of continued fever of adynamic

type. lie had been suffering from the fever for over a

month before this and had been under the best Allopathic*

treatment but to no avail. When I took up the case the

adynamia of the patient was most marked. He was cx*

ceedingly dull and lethargic in his behaviour, and was

hardly able to make any voluntary movement. When I

first saw him the features of his face made an impression on

my mind, it being characterised by a pallor and a flabby

oedematous swelling which was quite peculiar.

The tongue of the patient was very foul andln fact the

entire mucous tract of his mouth was unhealth)' in appear-

ance and was studded over with many foul^ aphthous .sores.

There was an intense offensive and putrescent smell about

the person of the patient which was chiefly emitted from his

mouth. His abdomen was distended, * hard and tender to

touch. Liver enlarged.* Aiijemia was extreme. Fever

stood high. His temperature ranged between io3*F and

io4*F or thereabouts. There used to be exacerbations

in the evening.

Under my treatment the patient made a satisfactory

progress within a comparatively short time. The medicines
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1 used ill the beginning were baptisia, rhustox and merci^

rius .sol. which gave desirable results. Later on 1 adminis-

tered sulphur and lycopodium. After taking these medicines

the patient entirely got rid of the fever and was apparently

convalescent. The course of the fever was thus broken after

having lasted for nearly two months. The patient continued

to be*frce from fever for about a week. I now allowed him

to take rice, which was his natural food and which he had

abstained from, for a long time. Shortly after this the

patient had a relapse of fever. The father of the patient

ascribed it to errors of diet. This relapse proved to be very

intractable.

I might observe here parenthetically, that during the

lime when the patient was free from fever, his general im-

provement and progress was not as satisfatory as could have

been expected. The peculiar pale flabby and edematous

appearance of his face was unchanged. The derangements of

the digestive system continued. In short a healthy reaction

was wanting. I felt a misgiving when I observed all this.

After this relapse, I made the following note of the case :

—

‘The fever is of remittent type, there is a fall of the tempera-

ture in tlffi morning coming down to between lOO'F to

I0I*F. The exacerbation takes place in the evening when

the temperature goes up nearly to I04*F. During the

exacerbation the patient has cold feet and aching of limbs.

He often feels gripes in his bowels which are relieved by

evacuations.

Perspiration absent since the relupse and so is the thirst

There is marked enlargement of the liver. The mucous

membrane of the buccal cavity is unhealthy as before.

Tongue foul mapped and ulcerated with streaks of white

coating over it Abdomen swollen and hard. Urine of

s.traw color arid pretty copious in quantity. Appetite bad»
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I treated the patient symptomatically after the relapse

with care but all the medicines, however carefully scl^cHitl,

failed to produce any pfoocl effect, I then thoujrht of

Bacillinum and administered a dose of the hundredth

potency in globules dry on the tongue. The result was

remarkable< The report I got next day was that the

patient was decidedly better after it. I administel’ed a

second dose of Bacilliniim next morning but the report that

I got after it was not so favourable. It was reported that

the advantage gained after the first dose of the medicine

was lost after the second dose and the patient was worse

again as before. I now stopped all medicine and administered

placebo only. The improvement was thereby restored and

the patient henceforth made a remarkable and rapid pro**

gress towards recoveiy.

The only medicine 1 had to administer after this was the

repetition of Bacilliiium a dose every week by which the

cure of the patient was complete within a .short time.

The patient was not only free from fever permanently, but

the entire range of his complications vanished. He regained

his strength and the heaithy appearance of his countenance.

The peculiar pale, flabby and oedematous appearance of

his face gradually changed into natural lively appearance.

It was a typical homeopathic cure. The prognosis of the

case was grave enough at the very outset and i4i was more

so after the relapse. The patient suffered from high fever

for nearly 4 months with great adynamia, marked cachexia

and pronounced anemia with dropsical tendency. The

digestive derangement was profound, and there was a

chronic enlargement of the liver. These latter circum.stances

interfered materially with the assimilation and the support

of the patient There was evidently a badfConstitution

at the back of all the complications which like the root of a
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plant supplied the morbid sap to all the branches of the

disease and kept them alive. Every experienced physician

will bear witness to the fact that cases like this prove most

intractable and generally fatal but for an inspired and

a happy therjipeutical hit which is possible only in Homeo-
pathy. All honor to the memory of our late lamented

colleag[ue Dr. J. C. Burnett for the introduction of Bacillinum

into homeopathic therapeutics. Although its symptomato-

logy is as yet imperfect, nevertheless it has always been

proved by accumulated clinical experiences to be a very

important antipsoric and an invaluable acquisition in the

domain of homeopathic therapeutics. Our experience has

borne out that as an antipsoric, it has a place of its own and

ft fills up a gap which would have been left unfilled without

it. It would be a mistake to suppose that it is a remedy

for tuberculosis only. The laurels achieved by it are not

confined within the limits of so-called tubercular affections

but the accumulating clinical experience and records indi-

cate that it has an extensive sphere of action which should

not be artificially restricted by any medical nomenclature.

It has its place and applicability in almost all constitutional

and deep-rooted diseases and in the derangement of the

function of general nutrition. Unfortunately we are not as

yet able to individualise a case for its use by referring to its

pathogenesis which is a desideratum up to now. Dr Burnett

used it and used it successfully too, upon general pathological

indications with the wonted happy hits of his instinctive and

versatile genius. In the cases recorded in his book named

*New Cure of Consumption’ and also in the cases recorded

in his other books, Dr. Burnett has used Bacillinum exten-

sively as a constitutional or diathetic remedy. He used it

chiefly when the constitution of the patient was found to be

faulty* when a diathesis was diagnosed and when the patient
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had the following symptoms in pgrticnlar Emaciation,

evening fever and duskiness of the skin. He has u|ed it

also in ringworm and other skin-diseases to which con-

stitutional causes have been ascribed. It is however in

diathetic affection in particular that Bacillinum has proved

to be a remedy of great importance. Dr. Burnett recom-

mends it as a medicine having a specific* action in tubdi'cular

diathesis or what he calls consumptiveness. The clinical

testimony that he has furnished, fails to show that Bacilli-

num has any marked action in acute or developed phthisis.

He says in the same book 'New Cure of Consumption'

"Bacillinum has no influence over acute phthisis, in full

blaze." Clinical testimonies from other sources arc in agree-

ment with this observation of his and my personaf

experience is also in keeping with it. I have several times

used Bacillinum in acute and developed consumption in the

way prescribed by Dr. Burnett, but the results on the whole

have not been satisfactory.

I have now nearly given up the use of the medicine in

acute and developed consumption, in disappointment

However problematic the advantage of Bacillinum may be

in acute and confirmed tuberculosis, there could t>e no doubt

that it is pre-eminently a remedy for tubercular diathesis.

Bacillinum is a constitutional and diathetic remec^ of vast

importance and it has an extensive rang» of action

in this sphere as it is the case with all constitutional and

antipsoric medicines. It holds its place side by side with

such medicines as Sulphur, Calcarea, lodium, P.sorinum &c.

and when in the treatment of any constitutional or diathetic

disease the above medicines fail, the claim of Bacillinum

should be taken into consideration.

Let me now revert to the case cited above. I should say

why 1 selected Bacillinum in the case when I failed with
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Other medicines. The ^case had absolutely no tubercular

histoi^ and the most careful examination failed to detect,

any* trace of tubercular affection in any part of the system.

It was at the outset a case of malarious remittent or

continued fever with adynamic and typhoid symptoms.

Cases of this type have been also named typho-malarial

fevers.* Such cases jJrevail in this part of the country after

the rains and arc endemic here.

We are so much familiar with the aspects and character

of this class of fever in our everyday practice that we can-

not mistake them. It was a case, of malarious remittent

fever, buj the case was complicated on account of the vicious

constitution which the patient had. The malarious remittent

Which has an extraneous origin was engrafted on a vitiated

constitution. This combination of an alien disease with a

vitiated constitution gave the case its obstinate and intract-

able character. The fever at first yielded to the remedies

usually used in low malarious remittent. Every such case

has a fixed and limited course after which defervescence

takes place. And so the defervescence came in this case also

in due course.

But theirthere was a relapse of the fever. Why f Because

the constitution of the patient which was already diathetic

now gave way under the tyranny of an alien disease. This

fever of*tfee relapse was essentially different from the

previous fever and so it defied all the remedies which were

so useful at first. Tt was no longer a case of malarious

remittent. The second fever or the relapse had a constitu-

tional basis. It was now a case of constitutional fever. So

a constitutional medicine was required for its cure. This

constitutional medicine was Bacillinum. Let me now say

how I came to select Bacillinum in the case. When I was

in difficulty about the treatment of the case after the
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relapse, no medicine however carefully selected having

answered, I attentively inspected and examined that pa^ie^it

and it struck me that the real fault or hitch must be in the

constitution of the patient and it struck me further that this

constitutional fault must be in the sphere of the cellular

system. I thought that the cellular vitality of the patient

was below par and the process of cefl proliferation * was

defective
;
healthy cells were not being generated and in this

place a system of lowly organised, flabby but exuberant cells

were being generated, giving the patient a flabby, pale and

dropsical appearance. While I was taking this pathological

view of the case it struck me also that Bacillinum mu«t have

its action in the sphere of the cellular system. Bacillinum is

•prepared from tubercle. Tubercle essentially consists of low-

grade cells not capable of higher organisation. They are a

set of low grade organisms which cannot grow up to the

standard cellular organisation of the human body.

Tubercle is the specific product of a constitutional diathe-

sis which is called tubercular diathesis. It is a diathesis that

is characterised by the diminution of general cellular vitality

with a tendency to low grade cell proliferation. I thought

that this specific product, the tubercle, must be* remedied

homeopathically by a medicine which is characterised also by

cellular devitalisation and low grade cel I -proliferation^ Upon
this consideration I administered Bacillinum to my patient

and it had the desired effect most remarkably.

I now present my observation in this paper before my
professional colleagues anti elders for their consideration and

criticism. I have tried to keep to facts and to build my
inference upon them. The inference I have been led to by
my observation, is that as a constitutional or diathetic

remedy, Bacillinum has its place when the fault lies in

the sphere of the cellular .system with a tendency to the

6 -
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generation of low grade cells or defective cell proliferation*

Tlic clinical experiences already gained with Bacillinum

leave no doubt that it is an important constitutional remedy-

But its real place in Homeopathic Therapeutics has not

as yet been defined. My humble object and attempt in this

paper has been in the direction of defining this place for

Bacillinum. I have* used Bacillinum in other cases besides

the one cited above and I have observed its remarkable

remedial cfifects in some of them but in no other case have

I found its effect so pronounced, so complete and so striking

as in this. Whatever value may be attached to my inference

I woul^l earnesly and re'^pectfully invite the attention of my
colleagues and ciders in practice to the remarkable clinical

•record given above and the striking therapeutical effect

produced by Bacillinum in an intractable and almost hope-

less case. I trust the accumulation of clinical records like

the one 1 humbly offer here will eventually define the place

of Bacillinum in Homeopatic Therapeutics and that at no

distant date it will be given a high place therein as an

aotipsoric and constitutional remedy.

Pares Nath Chatterjee, l. m. s.

Bank! pore.

LITTLE THINGS.

Aconite—stool green like chopjited herbs, relieved in the

open air a\^d at night.

Cham >milLi—stool green like chopped herbs, aggravated

in the open air and at night.

Alliiiin Ccpa—copious bland discharge from the eyes and

acrid from the nose.
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Euphrasia—copious acrid discharge from the eyes and

• bland from the nose.
i ^

Aloe—painful hemorrhoids protruding like bunch of

grapes with diarrhoea.

Collinsonia—painful hemorrhoids protruding like bunch

of grapes with constitutional symptoms.

Alumen—palpitation of the heart from lying on* the

right side.

Phosphorus—palpitation of the heart lying on the left side.

Apis—eyelids puffy, specially the lower; worse in the

after-noon and better from cold.

Kali-Carb—eyelids puffy specially the upper, worse in

the morning and better from warmth.

Beilad.—photophobia lachrymation with pupils dilated.
*

Physostigma—photophobia and induration with pupils

contracted.

Camphor—coldness with no perspiration, better being

covered.

Causticum—menses only during the day-time.

Magnesia Carb —Menses only at night.

Causticum - restless only at night, better by damp and

rainy weather.

Rhustox—restless all the time, worse by damp and rainy

weather.

Causticum—spurting of urine while coughing, eough and

.hoarseness, worse in the morning.

Pulsatilla—spurting of urine while coughing, cough and

hoarseness, worse in the Evening.

Coffea—headadhe as if a nail were being drivef.. through

the sides of the head, better in open air.

Hepar Sulph -headache as if a nail were being driven

through the right side of the head, better in the open air and

lying down upon the painful side.
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Coffea—toothache better holding cold water in the mouth,

Plantago—toothache worse in the cold air or by holding

colS water, better while eating.

Lycopod.—fanlike motion of the alae nasi with dyspepsia

better by eating, and a handful of food causes fulness.

Chelidon - fanlike motion of the alae nasi, with dyspepsia,

eatiflg only tempoftirily relieves.

Ferrum lod.—bearing down in the uterine region, feels as

if something was pushed up.

Sepia—bearing down in the uterine region, feels as if every

thing would escape.

Feg*um Met.—rheumatic pain in the left deltoid muscle,

better by slow motion.

Sanguinaria—rheumatic pain in the right deltoid muscle,

worse by motion.

Ignatia—headache as if a nail were being driven on the

top of the head, better by eating.

Thuja—headache as if a nail were being driven on the

frontal eminence, better by lying down.

Ino.- indegestion and diarrhoea, worse from fat food with

thirst

Pulsat.—indigestion and diarrhoea, worse after fat food

without any thirst.

Lycopod.—sore throat right-sided, better swallowing hot

things.^ c

^

Lachesis—sore throat left-sided, worse swallowing spe*

dally hot liquids.
'

Nat mur.—mild tearful, consoJation aggravates, pulsat

while tearful, consolation relieves.

S. Goswami, m. d.



THE CALCUTTA HOMEOPATHIC SOCIETY.

A meeting of the Homeopathic profession of CalciUta

was held at the premises of Messrs. Lahiri and Co. on Wed-
nesday the 19th Januar}' at 4 P. M.

Drs. J. N. Ghosh, M. L. Jelovitz, P. C. Majnmdar, S. C.

Dutta, J. N. Majumdar, harid Baran Mukherji, B. B. Cftatter-

jee, S. Gosvvami, S. L. Mittra, N. N. Mukherjee, K. L.

Bagchi, A. K. Dutta^R. M. Banerjee, D.N. Ray, &c. &c. were

present. Tlie meeting was called to order by Dr. J. N. Ghose

and Dr. B. B. Chatterjee was unanimously voted to the chair.

The president then expressed the object of the » meeting

in the following few words : —
We have met here this evening to form a society of all th6

homeopathic practitioners of this city, with a view to meet all our

professional colleagues, interchange our views and co-operate in

every movement that would further the cause of Homeopa thy in

India.

Dr. P. C. Majumdar then rose and said that it is necessary

that the institution should be named, and that we should meet at

least once a month. Dr. M. L Jelovitz expressed that he could

not see why a separate society should be formed when there was one

already existing namely ; The Hahnemann Society of Calcutta.

Dr. A. K. Dutta then remarked that practically this society is

extinct
;

it only meets once a year to commemDrate the i)irth day

of Hahnemann, and it is necessary that a new soEiety should

be started to give life and energy to our ca^se and to be abreast

with the times.

Dr. J. N. Majumdar proposed that the society be called the

Hahnemann club j
this motion was seconded by Dr. J. N. Ghose,

put to vote and lost.

Dr. A. K. Dutt in a long speech proposed that it be called the

Ca^lcutta Homeopathic society ; the motion was seconded by Dr.

P. C. Majumdar^ put to vote and carried.
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Proposed by Dr. J. N. Majumdar, seconded by Dr. K. L.

Bagchi and as ammended by Dr. A. K. Datta the following resolu-

tion was then put to vote and carried.

^That all Homeopathic practitioners and those who are profes-

sionally devoted to the cause of Homeopathy are entitled to be

members of the society.”

Di^ P. C. Majumdar then proposed that Dr. Hara Nath Roy be

elected president of the society for the year 1906 ;
the motion was

seconded by Dr. A. K. Dutt and carried unanimously.

Dr. P. C. Majumdar then proposed that Drs. A. K. Dutt

and D. N. Roy, be elected Vice presidents for the year

;

this motion was seconded by Dr. S. Goswami, put to vote and

lost. <

Dr. A. K. Dutt proposed that Drs. P. C. Majumdar and

1C. S. Kali be elected Vice-presidents for the year, this motion was

seconded by Dr. Mohendra Nath Chakraverty and carried.

Dr. P. C. Majumder then proposed that Dr. B. B. Chatterjee be

elected Secretary and Drs. J. N. Ghose and R. M. Banerjee be

elected Assistant Secretaries for the year ; the motion was seconded

by Dr. K. L. Bagchi and carried.

Dr. D. N« Roy proposed and Dr. J. N. Majumber seconded

that Dr. A. K. Dutt be elected treasurer, the motion was carried

unanimously.

After some discussion it was decided and carried by the

majority that the subscription for membership of the society be

fixed as aMeast 8 AS per month.

It was also resolved that the society should meet at least once a

month. <

Dr. R. M. Banerjee on behalf of I^essrs Lahiri & Co. then

informed the meeting that the firm is willing to place their hall at

the disposal of the society for their use permanently.

Dr. P. C. Majumdar proposed a hearty vote of thanks to

Messrs. Lahiri & Co. for their generous offer
;
this motion was

seconded by Dr. J. N» Ghose, and unanimously carried with

acclamation.
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The next meeting was decided to be held about the middle of

February, the date to be fixed by the Secretary.

After a hearty vote of thanks to the chair proposed by Dr.V^.
Majumdar the meeting separated.

RHEUMATISM.

Arnica, Bryonia, Rhus. In the Pacific Coast Journal

of Homeopathy, Dr. W. J. Hawkes says :
-

In rheumatic conditions Arnica corresponds to the

gouty kind : there is extreme soreness of the parts affected.

The parts are so sore and sensitive, the patient dreads even

the approach of any one towards his bed. Farrington says of*

of Arnica : "Arnica develops a true neuralgia of muscles of

any part of the body. They are of traumatic origin or they

come from over>exertion and are accompanied by thi^ sore,

bruised feeling, which is so necessary to the choice of the

drug.”

In rheumatism you may employ Arnica, not for true in-

flammatory rheumatism but for local rheumatism which

occurs 'in winter weather, and which seems to be the com-

bined effect often of exposure to dampness and cold and

strain on the muscles from over-exertion. The affected part

feels sore and bruised. Any motion of dburse jig|;ravates

this sensation. These are sharp, shooting pains which run

down from the elbow to the forearm 'or which shoot up

through the legs and fe^t. The feet often swell and feel sore

and bruised.

In the Bryonia rheumatic patient, the joints are more

likely to be affected. Inflammatory rheumatism where the

•lightest motion causes most excruciating pain. With Rhus

the opposite obtains , the patient is restless ; and gentle
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motion relieves, and the muscles and sheaths of nerves are

the tissues selected. In sciatica especially of the left side,

Rl?us is much more frequently called for, and if it has an

equal, has no superior in this affection
;

w'hile in rheu-

matism of the joints, in inflammatory rheumatism Bryonia

is more often indicated, and is as valuable. But whatever

be th'6 condition, the'differentiating symptoms will guide to

the choice of the remedy *, Arnica, extreme sensitiveness and

soreness* so that the soft bed seems hard, with tendency to

ecchymosis. Bryonia, aggravation from least motion, Rhus

tox, restlessness and relief from motion and always worse

before a c storm with rain. The Rhus patient is a good

weather forecaster
;

for he can predict the coming of a

tain storm twenty four or even forty-eight hours before it

comes.

Both Arnica'and Rhus have the sore, bruised feeling,

but Arnica is worse from motion, and with Arnica the sore

bruised feeling is more marked.

Considering causes as factors, traumatism, whether from

blows or violent straining of parts, belongs to Arnica, while

getting wet while heated over violent exercise, belongs ?to

Rhus., with Bryonia a dryness of the membranes seems to

be a chief cause, it is certainly a condition.

The same symptoms apply to pneumonia, with the addi-

tion that the more the tendency to a typhoid condition, the

more we think of Rhus.

Materia Medica Notes.

Abrotanum : Acts upon the nervous system of vegetative

life producing digestive disturbances, and a sensation as if
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the stomach were floating. Indicated in atony of the digest-

ive tract, with alternate constipation and diarrhoea, ’ g^re^t

emaciation especially in children, with or without a bloody

serous oozing from the umbilicus, useful in the 6 to la

dilutions.

Absinthium, This drug produces great exhilaration

followed by grave conditions such as slow delirium, epilepsy,

repeated convulsions with a resulting loss of sensibility and

memory. The subject falls as in {epilepsy, with facial

contractions and spasms, bloody foaming at the month,

biting of the tongue. Constant desire to micturate, urine of

an intense yellow orange colour and with strong quinine

odour. Indicated in atonic conditions with general anes.

thesia or hyperesthesia. Epileptiform convulsions, D. T's

insomnia in typhoid states, convulsions of infants. Dilution

6 to 30.

Acalypha'Indica : This drug irritates the respiratory tract,

producing expectoration in the morning of pure blood, in the

evening of coagulated blood. In the A. M. the patient is very

indisposed but gains strength as the day advances. Indicated

in hemoptysis of tuberculosis resisting all other medication ;

in cachectic leucorrheas.used in the 6 to 30 dilutions.

Acetic Acid, Produces intense thirst, dryness of the

mucosae, hot skin, increased clear urine and pauses grc^at dis*

turbance in nutrition with profound ai\emia and henTorrhages.

Indicated in dropsies, albuminuria, anaemia, and dyspepsia,

polyuria with or without diabetes and chroYiic infantile

diarrhoea. The 12 to 30 ‘dilutions are used ( Joya Homeo-

pathica Barcelona).

Dr. W. M. Boericke in the Medical Century, says the drug

is especially indicated in phthisis where the bronchial tubes

are Intfamed and dilated with loose cough, green muco-

purulent expectoration, sweetish or salty taste. The cough

7
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may be strangling, chest feels weak and sore, respiration

shi^t^nd oppressive, hectic fever, exhausting night sweats^

especially towards morning. So in bronchial catarrh with

soreness of chest, stiches, oppression, deep sounding cough,

yellow sputa with retching and vomiting of food and always

with much general weakness ; weak voice, weak chest, empty
sensations, tired and weary, neglected colds which tend to

go into consumption. There is an aggravation from noon till

midnight.

In phthisical cases stannum iodatum in the lower tritura-

tions is always preferable. Whenever the progress of the

disease ft rapid especially in patient with a clear complexion

and long eyelashes, there is a tickling dry spot in the throat

causing constant cough, with shortness of breath, weak feel^

iiig in the chest after coughing.

Toothache remedies. Dr. Hachl in the Homeopatiscfte

Monats blatter commends mercurius as the chief of tooth-

ache remedies. It seems to regenerate the teeth and to pre-

vent further decay
;
it is as suitable to rheumatic as to con-

gestive conditions, to toothache from caries or periosteal in-

flammations, This should interest dentists where it is desir-

able to remove periosteal inflammation before filling the

tooth. A potency of mere, on cotton, placed in the cavity will

act upoa the tissi^e directly. Merc, pains are drawing, tearing,

boring, an8 commonly extend to one or both ears
;
markedly

worse at night andsalivation is an additional symptom. If the

gums are diseased and the breath offensive, the remedy is

further indicated
;
gums of dirty appearance with white edges,-

painful to touch, swollen spongy, bleeding easily, the glands

are also affected
;

solubilis is the preparation commonly

used
;
at the beginning a few drops of the 3x to I2x every ten

minutes, lengthening the interval with improvement or ten

dtnps of the 6x in a glass of water frequently. For pain in the'
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•

cavity left by a successful extraction mere, bin is commended.

In pulpitis mere. cor. serves better.

Plantago : In Switzerland this is an ancient renSedy
;

the root or leaf being placed in ear. In periodic toothache

with boring pains, sensation of lengthening, great sensitivity

to touch, with swollen cheeks it is almost specific.

Pulsatilla : especially in rheumatic ^congestion and nerv-

ous cases. The pains are drawing ending with a sudden

twitch. There is a feeling as if the nerves were slowly drawn

out and then let go like a rubber band
;
then follows a mo-

mentary relief. The pains commonly locate in one side of

the upper or lower jaw, and no tooth can be definit9ly point-

ed out as the seat of trouble. Pains are worse in warmth,

.better in the cool open air. There is never any inflainma*

^on nor swelling of the check, nor pallor of the face. Puls.

especially indicated before and during menstruation
;
also

in pregnancy and in anemic women with suppreisscd menses.

1« irritation of the dental pulp, if this appear at the mens-

trual epoch, it is equally useful. Naturally in .such cases it

is only palliative
;
for with such pains, excavation and filling

of the tooth it is indicated to prevent a pulpiti.s.

Natruvt arsenicum^ naphthalin. In the American Physician

Dr. M. E. Douglass writes of these drugs—
Nat. Ars. is valuable in syphilitic headaches, when

across brow over orbits. •

It is also useful in chronic conjunctivitis, membrane very

rough, eye dry and painful ;
granular* lids. It is one ofjour

best remedies in nasal catarrh, with supra orbital headache,

burning in e3^es. watery discharge, dry throat, worse in the

morning or with pain at the root of the nose, the discharge

passes into the throat and has to be hawked up. When the nose

constantly feels stuffed with mdre or less affection of the eyes.

This drug is of great value in diphtheria With excessive
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•welling and great prostration, throat dark purple, uvula ex-

cessively swollen, like sac of water, body cool and sweaty,

great oppression of heart, feeble intermittent pulse.

It is highly useful in tuberculosis, hectic fever, night

sweats, emaciation, greenish profuse expectoration with rack-

ing cough.

For eruptions od the chest, with dark brown spots scaly,

on a red base, without itching, Nat. ars. has been proved to

be a valuable friend.

Naphthalin has been found a valuable remedy for hay

fever, many inveterate cases seeming to have been entirely

arrestee^; sneezing, eyes inflamed and painful, head hot

;

also spasmodic bronchitis, and asthma better in open air,

•with soreness in chest and stomach, has to loosen the cloth-

ing
;

also pulmonary emphysema, with great dyspnea,

sighing inspiration, better violent motion
;

it seems as if

patient could not get air out of the chest
;
it is also valuable

in whooping cough with long continued paroxysms, cannot

get an inspiration.

Neoplasm : Nitric acid. A woman had suffered for ten

years with a wart like swelling over the sacrum, sometimes

suppurating and bleeding but always growing worse. Various

consultants had advised operation, but she intelligently re-

marked that if the disease was not cured internally, it would

recur, ^hen first seen by the author, the place was found

extraordinarily sensitive to touch. The boracic dressing

which had been applied daily for sometime was discontinued

as too irritating and the milder lanoline used. Favourable

prognosis was withheld because of the chronicity and size

('3-4 in.) of the ulcerous spot. In eight days after beginning

medication the sensitivity and suppuration had materially

decreased ;
in eight days more cure seemed possible

j
in

anoUier eight days the spot was healed. Nitric acid was
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the remedy prescribed because of the similarity between a

warty tumor exuding pus and blood and the flat

against which nitric acid is speciflc, whether found in

diptheria,with vaginal troubles, in aphthous conditions, in any

flat superflcial ulceration with acrid discharges. The occasional

bleeding was also considered and here we note a character-

istic of acid nitric which is especially indicative in sub-acute

or acute hemorrhages, e. g. nasal, menstrual, pulmonary

etc.

Dr. Goullou. Leipziger Populare Zeitschrift fur Homeo-

pathic.

—North American JournaL

AN ERYSIPELAS CASE.

An elderly gentleman called at my office one afternoon

to consult me about a swelling in the thigh that was giving

him trouble for two or three days. He had also slight fever

with it. On examination I found the whole of the right

thigh highly inflamed, quite hot and angry in appearance,

and the pain, he said, was excruciating, so much so that it

made him very restless. He had little <jr no slqjgp and

the temperature also rose at night. He also itemed to

be very nervous. I gave him some Rhustox 30 to be taken

three times daily and advised him to keep to his bed.

The next day I was c*alled to see him and found him in

much worse condition. From the right leg the swelling had

extended to the left leg also and was of a distinctly erysipela*

tons character. The parts had a shining red appearance and

looked highly inflamed. He was alternately drowsy and rest-

less. HJa face was flushed and the nervousness was also greatly
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aggravated, so much so that he was shaking all over. The

Ipoy^els have not been moved for two days. Belladonna 30

every three hours that day.

The next day the patient was in the same condition ex-

cepting perhaps that the fever was a little less. The drowsi-

ness was greater and the urine had become scanty and high-

coloured, the inflammation remaining the same all the while.

Apis 6x three times that da)'. The patient seemfed to be

better in many ways. The inflammation in the right leg had

subsided somewhat, a quantity of pus having come out of a

sore spot that I had not noticed before. The left side was

about the same. The urine was quite free and the drowsiness

had disappeared. But still he had no motion and was feeling

slightly ’uneasy on that account.

Placebo three times during that day
;

I also told the

patient that I would give him an anema the next day if he

was not moved by then. The next morning, he was feeling

•very uneasy for not having had a motion for $ days and the

inflammation of the left leg had extended downward.s. The

knee was involved and seenied to be very much swollen and

the nervous shaky condition was also worse this day. I gave

him an injection of about an ounce of pure glycerine,

and gave him 3 doses of Lachesis 30 to be taken three times

that d^iy.
^

The iText morning I was informed that he was better

in every way but the fever was still troubling him. He was

moved about three times on the day previous after ihi in-

jection. Placebo three or four timA during the whol^ day.

The next morning I had the report that the fever was

still the same and the swelling had extended to the foot.

Lachesis 200, one dose. The next day the fever

left him and he felt better generally, but the swelling

was still the same. Placebo continued (or two dajfs. The
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improvement was steady. The swelling became less and the

skin over the aflfected parts began to peel off.
^

From that time onward no other untoward symptoms

developed and the patient made a perfect recovery inj..Hbout

a week's time from then.

He is a hale and hearty man attending to his business

today

J. N. Majumdak, m. d.

SCIENTIFIC MEDICINE AND HOMEOPATHIC THERAPY.
•

The last decade has witnessed a marvellous change of method

in teaching of medicine. The medical college curriculum, to-day,
*

consists almost entirely of laboratory work in the first two years,

in place of the former lectures upon the elementary branches.

This change has undoubtedly resulted in a better understanding of

the subjects taught and the training of the student's powers of

reasoning and observation cannot help but be of benefit to him in

the practice of medicine. The student* who makes drawing of what

he sees with the microscope and of his dissections, or written notes

of his physiological and chemical experiments, not only learns

something at first hand, but in learning it in this way has developed

faculties which will make him keen in noting the symptoms of

disease and logical in interpreting them. » »

We would not for a moment go back to the old way of teaching

but it seems to us that those, having chargp of the direction of

medical education, should be careful that they do not place too

much importance upon the so-called scientific side of medicine.

We believe that in forcing to the front the inexorable laws of modern

pathology, the accurate diagnosis and the unchangeable prognosis,

the physician oftentimes deprives his patient of much in the way

of helpful therapy which it is the duty of the true physician to give.

This is especially true in the practice of allopathic physicians of
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recent graduation. With them, the laboratory has been the basis

of their study of pharmacology and therapeutics ;
scientific medicine

is*to them only that which can be demonstrated in the laboratory.

The result is a condition of therapeutic nihilism, the diagnosis and

the prognosis is carefully and accurately made, and little or no at-

tention is given to the mitigation of symptoms of the disease.

Scientific medicina has not been without its effect upon homeo-

pathic therapeutics. There is an increasing tendency to consider

the patient as pathological entity and to have the symptoms of the

disease to take care of themselves. If the case is one in which the

prognosis is favorable, the homeopathic physician is no more inclined

. to carefully differentiate thesymptoms t ban his allopathic colleague.

He takes it for granted that the patient will get well, no matter

what the therapy may be. I'he direct effect of this is to lessen

*symptomatological prescribing, the one thing in which the homeo-

pathic physician is better equipped than his compeers. He often

fails to go to the limit of homeopathic therapy in meeting the

various symptoms of the disease as they arise and thus deprives the

patient of the help which is available. Does he not treat the disease

more and more rather than the patient ?

Our plea is for a return to the old family homeopathic physician,

who knows nothing of diagnosis as it is now understood, but whose

sympathy and attention to every symptom in the patient made him

a successful practitioner of medicine, that all of his qualities in

this regard may be added to our present knowledge of disease, its

pathology and its ceurse.^ C/ev^iand JIf, S. Reporter.

^ THERAPEUTICS OF .CYSTITIS.

For the internal treatment I need not enlarge on the well-known

indications for such remedies as aconite, cannabis sativa, cantharis,

antimonium crudum, berberis, belladonna, gelsemium, lycopodium,

mercurius corrosivus, hepar sulphur, boracic acid, and a host of

others.
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Among the newer remedies are Populus tremloides (American

aspen), with scanty urjne containing a large proportion of bloo^ aijd

pus, exceedingly painful tenesmus
;

especially in the old, with

chronic enlarged prostate. Inveterate cases, from recent experience,

often respond to five drop-doses ix, every three hours. From a

physiological stand point it certainly bears out its proving.

»Pareira Brava—This ( wild vine ) drug is^imilar to Berbe#is.

Violent tenesmus, worse at night ; patient assumes position on

knees and hands or forehead, to urinate
;

urine containing large

quantities of thick white, ropy mucus, more noticeable in the morn-

ing hours. The bladder feels full, and worse after urinating
;
pains

in the thighs. ( Berberis has pains mostly in the hips ), calculi, with

violent pains in glans penis-

Equisetum Hyemale—This is worthy of trial when the above

fails.

‘ Eupatorium Purpureum—In the vesical irritation of women,

with excessive burning in the urethra.

*' Pretroselinum—Likewise in children, who become frantic,

dancing up and down, etc., when the urging to urinate manifests.

Thalaspi Bursa—In uric acid diathesis, with history of renal

calculi,this (fifteen-drop doses of tincture) has rendered marked relief

in my experience in one case, preventing the accustomed monthly

attack of renal colic and clearing up the cause. Its protracted use

in lower attenuations must be guarded, however ;
in many cases it

produces annoying hemorrhages from the nose, urethra, and other

parts.

' Uva Ursi is to be remembered.

, Saccharin—This, alternated with Eucalyptus or Chimaphilla, is

recommended by Hale.
^

' Chimaphilla—Two drops of fluid extract, to half glass of

water, a teaspoonful every two hours in acute cases, will often

benefit In chronic cases Boracic acid, ten to twenty grain dosei

sterilizes the urine, and is claimed to have greater ranges of utility

than injections of antiseptic fluids ( twenty to sixty grains a day )*

41edeoma ( Squaw Mint )—This,, like Terebinth, is to be

8
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remembered when urine is dark, tea-colored, which is indicative of

ti^ucli blood.

Where albumen is prominent, Mercurius corrosivus 3X and

Phosphorus 3x will benefit. C N. Cooper, m. d., Cincinnate,

Clinical Ga,ses.

I. Cystitis with bloody urine cured by Terebinth.

A young man, aged about 25, thin and anmmic-Iooking,

came under my treatment on the 4th July 1904. He never had

gonorrhoea or any other venereal disease in his life. He had

to suppfess urination owing to pressure of business. This

led to somewhat like incontinence of urine but it was cured

by some native medicine.

This, I believe, was due to the suppression of the discharge,

for subsequently he could not make water freely and it took

some time to finish it

The following symptoms were observed by me :
—

Burning in urine during and a little after urination.

Stream free but requires time to finish making water.

Urine bloddy, the blood and urine mixed intimately.

Straining in making water caused to defecate at the time.

Passed urine rather frequently. Bowels irregular
; sometimes

constipation, at q^hers diarrhoea.

Tympstnitic distention in abdomen especially more in the

evening. Urine had pungent and fetid smell. There was a

dirty, grumous sediment in urine.

Burning and drawing pains in ifidneys, slight feverish-

ness in the evening. Fain on pressure in the region of the

bladder.

There was a hard swelling over the bladder even after

thoroughly emptying the bladder.

Patient was peevish and hopeless of recovery as he was
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treated by several eminent allopathic doctors and kabirajes,

some of their medicines having made him worse.
^

Nux vom. 30 one dose, morning and evening, for three

days. The patient was no better. Burning and pain made

him irritable, constant desire to urinate, passing only a few

drops
;
on the 12th July one dose of Cantharis 200 globules

dry on the tongue. Much better the nexf two days, biifning

was less and on one or two occasions no blood with the

urine. Placebo four powders for two days. Improvement

continued. No medicine.

I thought the patient convalescing. But he had that

straining and heaviness over the bladder. %

Placebo one do.se a day. On the 2Sth July by some

indiscretion in food, he had purging and vomiting and •

tympanitis.

This was followed by agonising pain in making water.

Urine very red and bloody, with constant urination.

Teribinth 6x one dose every four hours.

Purging and vomiting stopped and the flatulence dis-

appeared.

Bloody urine continued with smarting and burning

during micturition.

Terebinth 30, morning and evening This was followed by

immediate relief of the urinary troubles, urine clear. Tere-

binth 30 one dose a day for four days, followed byk placebo.

This cured the case in a fortnight. An occasional dose was

required.

II. Renal oolio cured by calo. c. high.

A young man of 35 years of age was down with excru-

ciating pain in the region of the right kidney. I was called

early in the morning of the 20th of August 1904. *'
^

He was writhing and crawling with the intensity of pain.

Making water frequently but little at a time.
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Vomiting'^of food at first and acid stuff afterwards.

Hands and feet were icy cold. Perspiration cold over the

heacf. Another physician gave him Nux v. 30 to no effect.

Patient was irritated and wanted to be shot

Calc, carb 200 one dose dry on the tongue. I sat down to

watch the effect. In half an hour's time the pain subsided and

the putient fell asleejD. No more medicine was required, and

in the evening I got information that he had no more pain

and wanted to eat. Usual food was given the next morning.

The man lives near my dispensary and I had occasion to

see him often. He has not had any attack of the disease

since.
^

III. Ooiigh and obstinate oonstipatinncuredbyAntim Tart,

c Babu K. C. Das's mother, about 82 years old, thin but

strong had an attack of cold for the last few days.

Cough often and troublesome at the first part of the night.

Very little sputa coming out but the sound indicated

' much accumulation in chest.

Obstinate constipation, stools like hard balls and eva>

cuated with great difficulty. No fever. Palpitation and weak-

ness of heart. Bryonia, Rhustox, Ammon carb, Opium, Nux
vom, all failed to make any impression.

At last I gave her Antim Tart 30 on the 10 February

1904. Two doses were given in the day time.

Cou^h ,much better, in fact there was no trouble that

night. Next morning she passed a healthy stool which she

had never done since her cough. A few doses of placebo were

given and she made a perfect recovery.

Her palpitation and weakness also disappeared.

I had never used Antim T. in cases of cough with such

an obstinate constipation. I thought it rather contra-indi-

cation but facts are stubborn things.

P. C. Majumdar, M. b.
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I.

Chronic catarrh of the nose, Babu Surendra Nath pasSj

a boy of 20 years of age, was suffering from an attack of

chronic coryza for the last two years. He took several sorts of

medicines to get rid ofthis obstinate disease but nothing gave

him entire satisfaction. Though he was relieved of his com-

plaint from time to time by other modes'*of treatment, It did

not leave him entirely. At last he came under my treatment

on the 2nd January- 1905, with the following symptoms.

He had constant sneezing and complained very often of the

heaviness of the head and eyebrow. He was almost deprived

of the sense of smell and taste. I tried on him vterei sol, 30

puls. 30, calc, carb 200, sulpk 30. Lastly I gave him 6 pow-

ders of Cyclamen Europ. 30 ;
it produced wonderful effect*

on the patient. He was completely cured of his disease by

taking only 4 doses of this powder; Since then he is all

right and he is no longer susceptible to cold.

II.

Infantile liver. Baboo Akhil Chandra Dutta^s son, Sital, a

boy of 3 years of age, had been suffering from an attack of

infantile liver and .spleen for more than six months. On the

4th April, ic;02, Akhil Babu brought his son before me in

sadly hopeless state and narrated the history of his son's

case. The boy had been placed under the \reatiT^enf of the

most eminent allopathic physician of this town from the very

beginning of fever and had all along been under his medical

treatment. He came to me to place his boy under my treat-

ment when the case was totally given up hopeless. I saw the

boy in the following state. He was almost reduced to skele-

ton (as if deadly looking), very much disfigured and jaundic-

ed. Fever remained constant and he was suffering from dysen-

tery and ulcer of the gums and mouth. Great enlargement
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of liver and spleen, liver extending downwards nearly

2 inches from the ribs and was very tender. Urine very
c

deep yellow. Profuse sweat every night, so much so that

the bed-clothes were stained yellow and the color could not

be removed by washing. Little thirsty. I gave him mere,

sol. 30 (globules', 2 gibs, at a time, thrice daily, morning, noon

and dvening. To rny^utter astonishment as well as to that of

his parents, the boy's fever, dysentery, and almost all other

symptoms began to subside from the 2nd day. I changed

no medicine and continued the same for a week. Fever,

jaundice and dysentery disappeared altogether
;
even the

ulcer of «*-he gums, tongue and mouth was also reduced by

half. I stopped the medicine for 4 days and gave placebo

^during that .time. The boy began to improve daily in every

respect in spite of the stoppage of medicines. Again from

the 5th day after cessation, I continued to give the same

medicine 2 gibs at a time, twice daily, morning and evening,

for the next week. The patient became almost all right in

the course of these days. Again I continued placebo for

some time to satisfy the medicine-hankering of the parents

of the boy. Tlie magical curative power of homeopathic

drugs and of a single medicine in so minute doses in this case,

is not the least exaggerated ;
I challenge those who dis-

believe it, to come to me to see this patient who is still
U I

alive all hale and hearty through the blessings of the

Almighty Father.

III.

Baboo Akhoy Kumar Sinha's son, a boy of 4 years of

age, had been suffering from an attack of infantiU liver and

spken for more than a year. As a rule of this town the boy

was at first treated by an allopathic doctor for a long time and

then by an efficient and learned kabiraj for a certain period
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but to no effect The boy came under my treatment on the

5th June 1902 with the following symptoms. The boy had

constant fever, pulse very quick, but low, the minimum

temperature in the afternoon was 100* and the maximum
temperature in the afternoon was 104*, the fever began to

rise with chill, icy cold hands and feet, had yellow watery

diarrhcea, one or two stools in the daytime and 3 •or 4
stools during night. Abdomen little distended, oedema of the

face, hands and feet
;

enlargement of liver and spleen,

jaundiced, diminished or almost lost appetite, thirst often

but little at a time, sometimes empty eructations, tongue

dirty white, grinding of the teeth during sleep, but rare.

Profuse perspiration during sleep. As the case came to iny

hands after long and continued allopathic and kabiraji treat- •

ment, I began to treat withNux Vom. 200 morning, noon and

evening. Nux Vom. 200 seemed to have done some

good to the patient
;

but almost all the symptoms of the

patient struck me for the indication of China. The 3rd. day I

changed the former medicine and gave r/u»a 30, every six

hours. China 30 produced the desired effect. In course of a

week, the high.temperature was much reduced, temperature

did not rise more than 100 in any part of the day. Diarrhcea

and distention of the abdomen almost gone, jaundice

lessened and osdenia of the feet and bands was also reduced

beyond expectation. I stopped the medicine for 5«days and

gave placebo in its place. The patient seemed to have im-

proved very slowly. I gave a dose of Sulph 30. and no medi-

cine for the next 2 days. fThen ^ain I continued to give

China, 30., twice daily morning and evening for a week.

The boy was all right by this time.

IV.

Baboo Khetter Mohan Sanyal, aged 21 years, had

an attack of intermittent feveri on the 9th March 1904. and
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was cured by taking big doses of quinine. He again fell

sick in a week, no sooner he took rice for 3 or 4 days. Then
fie called me for treatment on the i8th March. I went to

his house, saw him in the shivering state and took the re-

port of the case of previous days from his mother. The
patient was a thin, tall man of brown complexion with brown

hair» very irritable? of nervous temperament, peevish and

oversensitive to pain. There was great stretching in limbs,

yawning, ’•[‘a dry teasing cough before chilliness. The fever

used to come precisely at the same hour every day between

10 and II A. M. with great shivering, lasting nearly for an

hour/^lfn cold extremities and thirst Intolerable drawing pain

in the thighs, knees, and legs. After chill, with aggravation

of heat, the thirst and headache began to increase. Frequent

thirst and great at a time, headache unbearable ( as if

beaten with hammers ). Tongue red in the middle and

white on- the sides. Profuse sweat, especially on covered

parts. Bowel is not very clear. I have tried Nat. Murat. 30, Nux
voni 30, Rhus Tox 30 Bryon 30. but to no purpose. But at last

seeing the guiding symptom of the tongue (white at sides and

red in the middle) and examining the irritable temper and

obstinate dry cough of the patient, I prescribed 4 doses of

Cham. 1 2, every 4 hours. From the next day there was no fever.

With fever the obstinate dry cough and all other symptoms

disappearisd. The most important thing tomention here is that

only by the assistance of the above guiding symptom of the

tongue I have cured* good many cases of intermittent fever

when other symptoms are nat very eonspicuou.s.

Serampore, I Dakshina Ranjan Dutta,

The 30th January 1906. J Medical Practitioner, Serampore.
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THE AYURVEDIC PHARMACY,
18>1 A 10, LOWEB OHITPOBE BOAD, OALOUTTA.
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The efficacy of our medicine^ »s universally allowed. The Medical

Oils, Ghees Baluses^ Musk, Makaradhawaja, and other Ayurvedic reme-

dies prepared or kept by us, are admitted the best and cheapest

KESHRANJAN Oil*.
* I

Keshrai^fan for the Hair is a tonic, cleansinj;:, invigorating pitepfl^

tion ; it causes the hair to grow luxuriantly, keeps it soft and pliant^

imparts to it the lustre and freshness of youth, eradicates dandruff^ pre-

vents hair»falling, cures bal(ines:^debility of the brain, nervous dittinesif

Melancholia, shortsigbt, vertigo,^c. Price per phial Be. 1 * Packing

and Postage Ab. 6.

A LOST BANK-pTE I

Is not so much a serious loss to a gentleman who lives in the sphere

of activity as the loss of Vital Power, Many thousands if men suffer

from enervating weakness and cannot 4nd a cure for tbenc^ though

there is a simple and certain thing at his door, which can effect an

immediate relief. Spermatorrhoea, Errors of Youth, Loss of Energy

Weakness, Despondency, Prematuie decay, Noises ij| the Ear, indicate,

that there is a loss in the Vital System wbi<jj^et|ptres m repair* Our
world-ienowiied Batibilas is a best specific lor suck cogipleints and

can be safely recommended to any suifeter who expects a awe relieC

Price per Phial Rs 4. Packing and postage AsR.

Mind the Liver—
The largest secreting organ in the body and ai? important* fhetor for

preserving the healthful state of your system. Any Liver Complaint

should not be neglected. If you are a sufferer, |;ake $ bottle of out

JAKRIDARI KASHAYA the best and surest vegetable Liver-restorer

of acknowledged reputationi It promotes the healthy and proper ashore**

tion of the Bile and improves the power of digestion.

Price per phial with one box, Rs. i. Packing and postage* As. CL

EAVlilAJ NAGENDBA NATH fm,
Oovenunent Medioal Diploma-Hoiear.

MOiibtr, Paris Cliemital Society, Src.,
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PROGRESS OF HOMEOPATHY.

It was only the other day when we remarked in the pages

of this Journal that the times are propitious but even then

we hardly realised our situation to the fullest extent The
presidential remarks of Rajah Peary Mohan Mukerjee and the

testimony accorded to our system by the Honorable Justice

Mittra, Babu Narendra Nath Sen and others were remarkable.

Even then suspicions were roused here and there that we

might not have as yet acquired that much ofrecognition from

the public as would enable us to stand on a safe footing in

our gigantic efforts. While it is undoubtedly true that homeo-

pathy is gaining grounds steadily among the* people ©f this

country and the number of practitioners are steadily increas-

ing. yet we have always to work under jdisadvantages that

are generally encountered in all businesses that do not obtain

official patronage in this country. But we rejoice to find that

the discussion that took place at the Senate House on the 7th

of this month has had a salutary effect and has effectually

done away with the misgivings that so long existed in the

minds of so many of our collaborateurs.

9
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And for this we owe a debt of gratitude to Father Lafont

for so honourably and boldly upholding the cause of homeo-
patliy when he considered it to be at stake

;
and to Colonel

Lukis for his most upright and just remarks.

"A rather interesting discussion ensued over the proposal

relating to a declaration to be signed by each recipient of the

degree of M. B. *

Sir Gurudas Bancrjee questioned the necessity of intro-

ducing a declaration where the recipients were to give an

undertaking not to advertise or employ any other unbecom-

ing method of obtaining practice or to allow his name to be

conne^g^ with any one who so acted or who was engaged in

any discreditable kind of medical work. Sir Gurudas pointed

,
out that the regulation already provided a condition that

none but persons of good moral character and respectability

were to be admitted into the profession. To introduce such

declaration now was not only unnecessary but it served to

cast a slur on recipients of the degree inasmuch as it went

to show that these recipients were not what they were repre-

sented to be. Colonel Harris of the Calcutta Medical College

observed that he was not quite keen as to the adoption

of this measure which he agreed was unnecessary but he took

exception to the term "slur* used by Sir Gurudas Banerjce.

This w^as in vogue in England and he himself had signed

such a •declaration. He did not think any harm in signing

such a declaration.

In his closing /cmarks Sir Gurudas drew allcntion to

the fact that the terms of the proposed declaration were ac^

tually included in the charge pronounced at the Convocation

proceedings and so he questioned whether that charge was
now to lose its effect.

Father Lafont here raised a point in connection with the

wording in the concluding portion of the proposed declaration,
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Expressions such as "unbecoming methods” and "discredit-

able kind of medical work” might mean to prevent those

dcsirious of practising homeopathy and other modes of re-

cognised treatment. From his own personal experience he

was quite pfcpared to shoto that homeopathy was far in

advance of the times.

Colonel Lukis, Principal of the Calcutta Medical College,

President of the Medical Board and a member of the Senate,

observed that what was meant by the expression referred to

was qiiackary and such like practices. In response to further

remarks from Inither Lafont. Colonel Lukis said that Homeo-

pathy zvas not considered by any doctor to be a disfryditable

kind of medical work.

After some further discussion the proposal to transfer
,

this form of declaration to the body of the regulations was

rejected.”

SMALL POX.

Last night when I saw the ghastly features of a young

man suffering from variola hemorrhagica pustulosa, I thought

your idea of having a discussion on small pox was quite

opportune and I only hope you will all try to discuss the

matter with precision and care and not talk,at randotfn, as it

is a disease that requires our closest attention, (ftirticularly

at a time when the mortality is so high from small pox in

the city.

I cannot but mention the name of our city health

officer with gratitude for giving us timely warning by saying

that we should expect a severe epidemic this year,even though

A lecture delivered before the February meeting of the Calcutta

Homeopathic Society.
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that gentleman is not very favorably disposed towards

homeopathy.

Without going into the details of the etiology, pathology

and treatment of the disease, I shall only mention such facts

as have presented to me during my observations of the

last two epidemics that we have had in Calcutta. I dare

say you have all observed that the epidemic breaks out with

peculiar regularity every five years.

While fully aware of the dangers of the S3-stem of man to

man vaccination, I cannot stand up against vaccination in the

face of the tremendous mass of statistics in favour of vaccina-

tion, ySyto 8 per cent against at least 35 per cent) and after

the closest observations 1 have come to the conclusion that by

, vaccination we do acquire immunity to the disease at least

for a short length of time. But it is at the same time equally

as certain that we can never acquire immunity for life by

one vaccination.

Now comes the consideration of the kind of lymph to be

used and the modus operandi thereof. According to iMsher

pure forms of lymph are the best and that is my opinion also.

The operation must be performed under strict aseptic rules ;

any neglect in this direction is criminal. All the vaccino-

syphilis and the evil effects resulting from vaccination that

we hear of, are the results of neglect in this direction.

No^r let us find out whether it is not equally effective to

take varioliiium or vacciniiium inwardly. In this connection I

will refer you to a recent article in the Progress for Jan. '06.

The best effect that vaccination ^as, is to create an im-

pression in the mind of individuals that they are safe from

infection. If we can do something in this direction without

having to subject people to the various painful phenomena

of vaccination, it would be a great boon indeed.

Now as regards the mode of carrying the contagion, it i»
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tay opinion that people suffering from varioloid and variola

cart convey true variola to others. I have seen only lately a

young man contracting from another young man siiffeVing

from a mild attack, a violent attack of purpura variolosa

and dying therefrom in 3 days.

I know of instances where 6 or 7 people contracted most

violent attacks of small pox from attendiag on a person*wh(>

was suffering from a very slight attack of varioloid.

I am sorry I cannot agree with those who say that

variola, varioloid and varicella are distinct maladies. It has

been a very peculiar experience with me that contrary to

plague and the other infectious diseases, people who migrate

from place to place are more prone to the disease than those

that remain in the infected area. In one instance, I remember, •

the mother who always had the child in her lap escaped the

disease while the grandmother who left the house being

mortally afraid contracted the disease and died from the

effects thereof.

Six children that were removed about 200 miles away

from an infected hou.se, all contracted the disease, while those

that remained in the house escaped from the disease. If a

person is removed from the house while the disease is on

him, it is almost sure death for him. It is just the contrary

with plague.

Now a word or two 'as to treatment before I cofletude.

The treatment should be thoroughly .symptomatic. The more

attention we pay to this the better. •

To me Ant. Tart, seeips to be the successful sheet anchor,

being the similimum in so many cases.

In some rare instance I have been led to use Malandrium

and Variolin. Besides I have used Bell., Hyosc, Apis, Ant.

crud, Rhus and Muriatic Acid according to indications. In

moderate cases the patient should be allowed to get up as
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soon as the fever subsides, a practice so strongly recommend-

ed by the renowned Sydenham.

MY CONVERSION TO HOMEOPATHY.

In the early fifties of the last century, when I was yet a

boy attending college, I was taken seriously ill with what

subsequently developed into a bad type of typhoid fever. In

those days, in very many families, the native kabiraj was a

standing institution, in preference to the allopathic physi-

cian whp, from more causes than one, was less frequently

patronised : Homeopathy was scarcely heard of, nor were

, its adherents and practitioners, if any, sufficiently known. I

was consequently treated by the family kabiraj^ who, as the

event proved him to be, was a sorry and indifferent specimen

of his class. People, at the time to which I refer, had an un-

bounded faith in the treatment of disease by their medical

attendant; and of this faith, I became a passive and uncon-

scious victim. Day by day, the fever gained ground
; and

despite all his nostrums, the kabiraj began to perceive the

futility of his endeavours to get it under control. In such a

contingency, it was the practice of the kabiraj to administer

to the patient as a last resource, the poison of the cobra, in

the foftn of pilluies, commonly known as bis bari. Accordingly

my attendant kabiraj^ in the hopelessness of my condi-

tion, gave me a dose of the cobra poison
; he never put in

appearance again.
^

As far as 1 can now at this distance of time, remember,

the poison primarily affected my cerebral system. Delirium

set in, and I completely lost all consciousness. In this state

of unconsciousness, I continued for upwards of a fortnight,

and I began to get daily worse and worse until 1 was brought
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to a moribund condition. At this .stage of the disease,

a Dr. Watson .who was in charge of one of the local

Government hospitals and who had the reputation of bdng
a very successful physician was sent for. He gave it as his

opinion that had he been sent for a couple of days later, my
case would have been indeed a hopeless one. Under his

efficient treatment 1 began to improve steadily daily, ^nd
in the course of a few days I was convalescent. It took a

few weeks longer for me to get over the weakness and regain

my normal strength.

When quite recovered, whether as a sequela of the fever

or, as I afterwards came to learn, the effect of the cobra

poison that had brought me to death’s door, I was bequeath-

ed the legacy of a most distressing abnormal symptom

which served to harass my existence for many long years to

come. I felt constantly a plug as it were of very tenacious

mucus in my larynx, which caused a continual tickling or

irritation and cough, and could neither be dislodged by-

hawking nor swallowed. The constant irritation and cough

became in the course of time a burden to my life the more

so,as from the tenacity of their hold on the system they induced

the suspicion in my mind that they might possibly be the pre-

cursor of some pulmonary disorder, thus importing a psycho-

logical element among the pre-existing morbific elements, as

a further cause for the persistence of the disease. I oftemspoke

to an allopathic physician, my family medical attendant,

about this feeling, but all my appeals for relief were

met by the remark that it was only the result of imagina-

tion, and required no medical treatment
; so it was left

severely alone, and I had to simply "grin and bear it*

Matters continued so from 1854 fo 1872, and for eighteen

long years, this harassing symptom claimed me for its vic-

tim. In 1872, I chanced to make the acquaintance of Dr.
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Leopold Salzer of this city, the then sole European represent

tative of the homeopathic school of medicine ( of which till

theti, I had not the remotest knowledge ), under circum-

stances which, as the sequal will show, contributed in no

small degree towards my conversion. One day in course of

conversation, I related to htm the facts of my case, and

asked whether he could not do any thing to rid me of the

scourge which had afflicted me for so many years past. He

said he thought he could ;
and accordingly he ordered the

babu in charge of Messrs. Berigny & Co's dispensary, at

which he attended at the time, to give me a dose of Lachesis

(990) in two ounces of water, directing me at the same time to

take a teaspoonful that night, and another on the following

morning, and report to him the result on the evening.

I took a teaspoonful at night and a second one next

morning, as I was directed. In the course of the morning I

began to perceive that I had completely lost the irritation

in my throat and the attendant distressing cough which

had been my constant boon companions for such a number

of years. I thanked God for the relief I had obtain-

ed through the agency of Dr. Salzer
;
and I prayed fervent-

ly that I might never find them, nor come across such com-

rades again ! I reported the matter to Dr. 1 Salzer and I had

the gratification to learn that my long cherished companions

had taVen their departure, and, despite the intimacy of our

friendship, had deserted their quondam colleague fol.ever,

a result which orthodox 'allopathy by its non^recognition

of the malady had not till then atteinpted to realise.

{To be continued)

Ca.iPa Hogan*



'DOING WITHOUT A*DOCTOR»

A PreoiouB Hint.

ATAL VniARI Bhaduri, m. a.

'‘Can’t we do without youjDoctor y” was the question put

to me more than once, durin;; tny profcss.vpnaI tours in every

province I have lived in, by dames and damsels.

*By all means yon can all, but the majority may not* was

the reply I pertinently made, in nine cases out of ten.

“I have ten fine healthy children—six boys and four girls,

Doctor, since you visited us last. I have borne eleven children,

but lost the second, a baby, when only nine months old,

through waiting too long for a doctor, in your absence, being

then an ignorant young mother, for I thought doctors were

the only source of help.

*My baby had cholera in/aHium, as you call it, and as I

too have since learnt to call it, caused doubtless by careless

and negligent feeding. My breasts were sore at the nipples,

and I could hardly apply the baby to either of them, think**

ing they would be inflamed, and disfigured, for ever ;
for,

thought I, suppuration were sure to follow, to be cured only

by the scalpel. I sent for the doctor, and it was ten days

before he arrived, and the child was past help. From that

time I have made up my mind that I would* know haw tp-

feed (j^perly and care for my babies. In such a case now.

Doctor, 1 have learnt not to call you in, as I know what^- to

,do myself.
, ,

“After my sixth child was born we moved into the

suburbs, on a homestead, as my husband must,have sent inti*

matlon to you, Doctor
;
and here these five children have

been bom with none by my side but my husband. A neigb*

hour woman i n an adjoining house, very kindly cared for the

lb
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«

new-born babe ;
all went on well, and I recovered quickly. I

have still a livelj^ remembrance of what I underwent at the

tinfc, with a doctor in constant attendance, who, as the false

pains (which induced me to have him called in) stopped of

themselves, caused new and unforeseen pains to set in, in

Consequence of the irritations ih the bladder and the uterus.

1 was a healthy woman, and such a condition as this, as you

can conceive very easily, Doctor, which was a veritable con*

trast to my constitution, as that terrible ordeal was, induced

me to think it would have been better were I left alone to

bring the child into the world, as with my last five/'

In America, a doctor charges not less than twent3’’‘five

dollars for an ordinary visiting trip, and in ordinary circum-

stances, one can hardly be expected to pay for a doctor. A
woman who has never borne a child cannot certainly in all

cases, be advised to be confined out of the reach of a medi-

cal man
;
yet it is believed that in the vast majority of cases,

a baby can he* ushered into the world, even if the mother

were left alone under the influence of nature. Since the

introduction into our own country, of the western culture

of medical education, a sad change has taken place, specially

in cases of obstetric management. The old, indigenous and

healthful practices have totally passed away, giving place

to certainly deleterious courses of management. It would in-

deed be surprising to many of our readers, in this and foreign

countries, were we to observe that the system and course of

such management, recommended and held up in latest times,

by eminent and veteran practical sqentists in England, Ger-

many and America, are exactly those
, followed by old

matrons in this country, in times out of mind. Yet such is

the actual fact. The complicated and expensive practices in

accordance with the civilisation of modern times, reCom-

iwnded and followed by physicians of the opposite scho<>l'^
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in particular, and their hospitals, have beeX condenmed in

the strongest terms. The process of elaborate bathing ancf

adornment in the way of dress, of new-born infants, the ase-

less and clumsy dressings for the umbilical cord, the old-

fashioned and "time-honoured” belly-band, and the acrid

soapsuds bath, have been all declared in the fatest times to

be nothing more or less than a "hoary nijisance j” whil^ the

use of bistoury or sharp scissors has been recommended to

be dispensed with. In this country, in times gone by, such

procc.sses were unheard of
;
and they have been introduced

only in very recent times, with the advent of the "old”

school of practice. We certainly mean no disparagement to

the so-called lady doctors and midwives around us in these

days—and their name is legion—when we confidently assert

from abundant experience, that in families in which intelli-

gent young mothers still tread upon the footsteps of old and

experienced matrons, infantile ailments are very few and far

between, unlike those that are guided unefer the western:

model. In the vast majority of cases, the division of the

umbilical cord is effected very conveniently with some sim-

ple form of ecraseur. Our matrons find no a.lvantage what-

soever in the application of any wrapping or envelope to the

umbilical cord. On the contrary, as the process of separai^

tion is one of drying—desication— it appears that the usual

wrapping, by excluding the atmospheric tcontact, Should

hinder and retard, rather than promote the intended process.

Just ligate a large, plump cord, with all its local blood re-

tained, wrap it in rags wgll smeared with lard, apply over

all the ‘‘belly-bai\d," and in a day or two of hot weather in

these tropical climates, you are sure to find a state of fetor

sufficient to attract a flock of buzzards, not to speak of the

add:itional drawback of non-separation for a coosideraUe

nttflMier of days.
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Matrons in Ais country disapprove and condemn from

the bottom of their hearts, the practice now so much in*

vogue, in fashionable families in particular, of feeding new

bom infants from bottles imported for the purpose
;
and we

cannot but uphold and endorse the condemnation, when

we actually find that in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred,

sucl^ a practice proyes to be a fruitful source of infantile

diseases. As a matter of fact, these feeding bottles^ by

virtue of being furnished with that invariable accompani-

ment—^the biiish^ are never, and cannot be cleansed

thoroughly. The danger to infiintile life can be very well

measured by observing that the minute particles of curdled

milk retained in the brush or in the bottles, serve merely to-

decompose all fresh milk introduced. In cases of deficiency

of food in the "'natural fountain of infantile life”, we can

safely recommend the introduction of milk in a flat, open-

faced earthen vessel well cleansed with pure water, and feed-

ing the infant through a clean cotton stick sufficiently

drenched in the milk. Care should be taken that the pot

and the stick be new each and every time that the infant

is fed.

We disapprove heartily the practice so often recommended

m the profession, of feeding infants with condensed milk in-

cased and imported from abroad. This appears to be heavy

of digdfetion to tlfc infantile stomach and operates as a veri-

table poison. Very similar is our disapprobation in respect of

the various kinds oftartificial food introduced in our midst of

late. An intelligent mother nevef uses as food for her

cbildreni an article.the ingredients of which are a sealed book

to her. It is undeniable that no other article of food can, in

all reasonable consideration, be specifically prescribed for

infants, than nnlk^ specially the mother's milk. If the several

classes of medical practitioners in our country were to make.
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an honest avowal of facts that have fallen wfthin the range

of their experience, it would plainly appear (that the com-

plaint under the present caption haj? had in a very large ex-

tent to account for the increased rate of infantile ailments

and mortality, since the evil day when these artificial appli-

ances were introduced in our midst. Infants and children have

been found to be less a prey to diseases and distempers^ in

families in which such methods have been sedulously dis-

countenanced, either intuitively under the guidance of old

matrons,or through the influence of judicious medical advice.

Infantile convulsions, rickets, constipation^ diarrhoea, pot-

bellicdness and hepatic derangements, have in our opinion,,

grown more rife in these day.s, than in former times.

We might happen to come to grief with many members

of our profession were we to state that it has almost grown

into a common belief in our coutry, that in the matter of

curing ailments in general, man docs everything and nature

does nothing. A more baneful or erroneous misconception

there can never be
f
The less doctors are called in, the less

medicines are gulped, the less artificial modes of life and

living are resorted to, and the more men depend upon a

natural and constitutional system of living, the better it

would be for the healthy prosperity of our country. To refuse
'

to acknowledge this patent fact on the part of physicians

as well as patients, is an obstinate denial of ^absolute 4ruth

and a veritable sacrilege against Nature.
*

REPORT OF The inaugural meeting of the

CALCUTTA HOMEOPATHIC HOSPITAL

The inaugural meeting of the Calcutta Homeopathic Hospital

was held on the 19th February at 4 p. m. in the Albert Hall, College
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Square. There was a large attendance of influential Indian gentle^

men including a large number of the members of the medical

profession and a few European ladies and gentlemen. The chair was

occupied by Rajah Peary Mohun Mukerjee, c. s. i., who in opening

the proceedings said that the necessity of a Homeopathic Hospital in

Calcutta has been long felt. The treatment of the poor is undertaken

under great disadvantages. AVith their dwellings situated in imsani-

taT3f localities and wanting in common necessaries and comforts,

the treatment of the sick poor becomes in not an inconsiderable

number of cases purely speculative and the results do not answer

to expectations. Their health can hardly be expected to be fully

re-established in such circumstances while the opportunities of

watching the action of medical agents are wholly lost to the physi-

cian. The means for segregating patients afflicted by epidemic

diseases are also wanting in the houses of the poor
;
and their rela-

tives and neighbours are exposed to all the dangers of infection

and contagion. AVe want a hospital therefore not only for the treat-

ment of diseases under pro|)er sanitary and hygienic conditions but

also for the advancement of clinical experience. In no other pro-

fession is the experience of failures and successes so very valuable

as in medicine. A hospital would-be the means of affording proper

treatment to the sick poor and at the same time of promoting the

knowledge and experience of the profession. The number may be

counted thousands of noblemen and gentlemen of Calcutta and^

its suberbs who have adopted the homeopathic system of treatment

ih their families and who have immensely been benefited by it. AVith

their liberal support we may confidently hope that we shall not have

to wait long to see a Homeopathic Hospital established in this city

on a well organised Hasis and trusting to divine blessing we ma^
look forward to a bright future for •the cause of Homeopathy.

The Hon ’ble Mr. Justice Sarada Charan Mitra proposed the first

resolution which was as follows

—

'*That it is desirable that a hospital for the free medical treatment

of poor people according to the n^ethods of Homeopathy should be

established in Calcutta."
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In doing so Mr. Justice Mittra observed that whilst they had in

Calcutta Homeopathic schools it was essentially necessary for the,

stij||lents to have practical experience which could only be gained

in a hospital.

Ho said that in 1870 his life had been saved by homeopathic

treatment and since then homeopathy had been expanded. The

efficacy of the system had now been recognised
|jfy

many people in

Calcutta. Europe and America had been provided with Homeopa-

thic hospitals and it was time that there should be one in Calcutta.

It was about the year 1875 that homeopathy* made its reputation in

Calcutta. Several instances were cited showing the success which

attended homeopathic treatment and the speaker concluded by

expressing the hope that funds would be forthcoming in aid of the

proposed hospital.

Babu Narcndra Nath Sen in seconding the resolution said that

he had always taken the deepest interest in the progress of homeo-

pathy. He had been a homeopath for the past 30 years and had

become so on conviction. There was abundant testimony to show

the rapid advancement in homeopathic treatment in Calcutta.

Wonderful cures of diseases which the flesh was heir to had been
*

achieved by such treatment. It was specially suited to children and

helped largely to reduce infantile mortality.

The establishment of a Homeopathic hospital would h^p to wipe

out a long-standing reproach.

The second resolution was proposed by Khan Bahadur A. F. M.

Abdar Rahaman. »
*

It was seconded by Dr. Akhoy Kumar Dutta and runs thus

“That the following gentlemen be appointed a committee, with

power to add to their number, for taking such steps as they think

fit towards the establishment of the hospital”

Patron,
Maharaja Bahadur Sir Jotindra Mohan Tagore, k. c. s. v &c. &c.

Trustees.
Mkharaja Manindra Chandra Nandi, c i. b.

Raja Peary Mohan Mukherjee, c. s, 1.
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The Hon’ble Justice Sarada CharsLn Mitra.

Babu Narendra Nath Sen.

Kumar Dincndra Narain Roy^

Ba,bu Kumud Prokash Ganguly.

Babu Lungat Singh.

P. C. Majumdar, m. d.

JD- N. Roy, M.^D.

Members.
Maharaja Siirja Kanla Acharya Choudhury, Mymensingh.

Nawab Khaja Sulimullah Bahadur of Dacca.

Maharajkumar Sir Prodyot Kumar Tagore.

Raja Banabehary Kapur.

Raja of Khoira.

Raja Ashutosh Nath Roy, Cassimbazar.

Raja Pramada Nath Ray, Dighapatiya.

The Hori*ble Seraj-Ul-Islam Khan Bahadur.

The Hon’ble Justice Ashutosh Mukherjee.

Kumar Monmotho Nath Roy Chowdhuri.

Nawab Bahadur Syed Ameer Hossain, c. i. E.

Nawab Abdul Shovan Chowdhuri.

Rai Camaleswary Prosad Single Bahadur.

Roy Bahadur Baikunta Nath Bose.

Kumar Bahadur^of Kakina.

Shamsul Ulama Maulvie Ahmed.

The Hon’ble Babu Nalin Behary Sarkar.

Khan Bahadur A. F. M. Abdar Rahaman.

, Th^ fl[on*ble K. G. Gupta, i. c. s.

Babu Rabindra I^ath Tagore.

„ Jotirindra Nath Tagore.

Mr. Satyendra Nath Tagore, i. c. s.

Babu Gaganendra Nath Tagore.

Mr. Chowdhuri, Bar-at law.

Mr. B. Chakrabarti, Bar-at law.

Mr. Surendra Nath Banerjee.

B. Palchowdhuri,
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Rai Sita Nath Roy Bahadur.

Babu Harendra Nath Roy.

Mr. R. N. Mukherjee.

Babu Jadu Nath Sen.

„ Kali Pado Barick.

Rai Pashupati Nath Bose Bahadur.

Babu Nibaran Chandra Dutta.

Kumar Sarat Chandra Singh.

„ Satish Chandra Singh.

Kaviraj Bijoy Ratna Sen.

Mr, N. N. Ghosh, B^r-at-Law,

Mr. T. N. Mukherjee.

Babu Kishori Lai Sarkar, M. a. b. u
Dr. Akshoy Kumar Dutta, l. m. s.

„ A. N. Mukherjee, m. d.

,, Barid Baran Mukherjee, l. m. s.

„ Bepin Behari Chatterjee, m. b.

,1 Behari Lai Bose, l. m. s.

„ D. N- Roy, M. D.

,, G- L. Gupta, M, D.

„ J« N. Majumdar, m. d.

, „ Jagatifiath Chatterjee, l. m. s.

„ Nitye Charan Haidar, l. m. s.

„ Nripendra Nath Set, l. m, s.

„ Paresh Nath Chatterjee, l. m. s.

>, Pratap Chandra Majumdar, m* d*

,, S* K* Naug, L. M. s.

,1 S. Goswami, m. d.

,, Suresh Chandra Dutta, l m. s-

^ T. K- Mukherjee, l. m. s-

,, W. Younan m. b. c. m. (Edin.)

Mr. O. C. Ganguli, Attomey-at^Law.

Mr* N. C- Bose, Attorney-at-Law,

HSpn’ble Babu Bhupeodra Nath Bose.

Bam Shew Prosad Jhoonjhoonwallah,

It
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Babm Lungat Singh.

Babu Maharaj Bahadur Singh.

Babu Bejoy Chandra Singha.

Mr. R. D. Metha.

Babu Janaki Nafh Roy-

Dr. Durga Dass Gupta, m. b.

^

Babu Kanai La! Set

Babu Gopal Lai Set

Rai Ganpat Singh Bahadur.

Dr* Surat Lai Mitter*

Mr. T. P. Banerjee.

Rai Dwarka Nath Sarkar Bahadur.

Dr. Raimohan Banerjee.

Dr. Kishori Lai Bagchi.

Dr, S. K. Barman.

Babu Durga Prasad.

Mr. P, N. Mukherjec, m- a.

Babu Dhanpat Singh Nawlacca.

„ Ramendra Sundur Trevedi, m.a.

Rai Moni Lai Nabar Bahadur.

Babu Bijoy Singh Dliudhuria,

„ Chandi 1^1 Singh.

„ Kanai Lai Khan.

„ Bbaba Nath Sen.

The third resolution was then proposed by Dn P.^ C. Maju ra-

dar 1^0 jaid as follows :

—

The names already mentioned to you are sufficient guarantee for

a successful issue of*our project

In India hospitals for poor patientS are urgently requited We

have several allopathic hospitals in our city but none where homeo-

pathic patients can take shelter, It is .therefore necessary that we

should have one for these poor patients.

Gentlemen, you are already aware that there are people Irho have

ftirong faith in the efficacy of homeopatliic medicatim aiu}«
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number is not few. To them we have a duty, we ought to do some-

thing to facilitate their treatment.

In all parts of the civilized world there are bomeopatthic hospitals.

In England we have four big hospitals and some smaller ones* There

are two in France. There are a few in Germany, Russia, Austria

and other countries of Europe. In Australia even, there is a hospital.

In America, the land of liberty and enlightenment, we have seve-

ral very big and well-equipped hospitals. ^
.

There are i6 hospitals in New Vork states, 4 large hospitals in

Chicago-, 9 in Boston, 10 in Pensylvania, besides others in different

parts of the States. With these few remarks I beg to move this reso-

lution.

“That the following gentlemen do constitute an executive com-

mittee for the purpose of raising funds, preparing a scheme and

drafting the rules and bye-laws for the management of the hospital/’

President.

Raja Peary Mohan Mukheijee, c. s. i.

Vice Fresideets.

The Hon’ble Justice Sarada Charan Mitra.

Babu Narendra Nath Sen.

Members.
Mr. N. N. Ghosc, Bar-at-law.

Babj^ Kishori Lai Sirkar, m. a., b. l.

Khan Bahafitir A. F. M. Abdar Rahaman.

ShamSul Ulama Moulavie Ahmed.

,

* Mr. P. N. iMukherjee, m. a.

' The Honorable Serajul Islam Khan Bahadur.

Akshay Kumar Dutta, l. m. s.

Baridbaran Mukherjee, l. m. s.

Bepin Bebary Chatterjee/' m. b

Behari Lai Bose, l, m. s.

D. N. Roy, M. D.

G. L. Gupta, M. D.

Majumdar, m. d*
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" Mitai Cbaian Haidar, l. h. s.

Hripendra Nath Set, l. m* s.

Faredi Nath Chatteijee, l. h. s.

Pratap Chandra Majumdar, m. d.

S. Goswami.'u- d.

Dr. Snrat Lall Iditter.

Sjiresh Chandra Datta, l. h, s.

T. K: Mukheijee, l* m. s.

W, Younan, M. b. c- m- {Edinb),

Thb resolution was seconded by Babu feijoy Chandra Singha with

a few remarks and was carried unanimously.

With a short speech the fourth resolution was proposed by Prince

Buktm Shah, c i. e-, and seconded by the Honorable Serajul

Islam Khan Bahadur.

“That when the scheme has been prepared and the byelaws draft

ed, they shall be placed before the general committee who will be-

registered under Act. VI of 1882. after the scheme and the bye-laws

have been approved.”

The names of the following gentlemen were taken in the list at

the request of Rajah Peary Mohan Mukherjee :
—

Hurro Nath Roy, l. h. s.

Girish Chandra Dutta, l m. s.

Hem Chandra Ray Cbaudhuri, L. M. s.

Amrita Lai Sarkar, l h. s.

M. G. Jelovits, m. d.

Dr^A. K Dust proposed that the name of Dr. C S. Kali be also

added to the list.

. '.With*a vote of thinks to the chair, proposed 1^ Dr- J- N.Ghos^

dip Bpedog separated.

Gliiiical Gases

V. Babu Abinash Chandra Bhattacliarjee, aged alwut

MYeara, had been suffering from an attack of tatermitteat
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fever for more than 2 months. The attacks had been sup-<

Impressed at times by Quinine mixture, administered by the

most leading allopathic doctor of this town, always to return

sooner or later, with added new sufferings. Having been

disgusted with constant relapses, he sent for me for treatment

on the 29th October 1902. 1 saw him in the morning of that

day at about 8 A. M. with the following symptoms. The
patient was lying down in bed with excessive trembling.

Insatiable thirst, but drinking caused nausea and vomiting

and hastened the chill. Yawning, stretching pain in the back,

especially above the right ilium and the bones of the ex-

tremities as if broken, distressing pain in the stomach and

spleen. I gave him Eup. Perf 6th, 4 doses, every 4 hours.

Next day evening I took the report of the case and was

informed that though there was relapse of chilliness and

vomiting just at the same time next morning, still it was in

a modified shape. Hot stage lasted for a long time with thirst

and throbbing headache, which continued for several hours

even after the fever was gone. No sweat on the previous day.'

Again I sent 6 doses of Eup. Perf. loth tp be taken every 3

hours during intermission of fever. The case was cured'

without the recurrence of another paroxysm. Symptonui of

Eupatorium fever are "clear cut* and well defined,^he
terrible bone pains and the insatiable thirst, nausea and

bitter vomiting after constant drinking are ks characOSristic

symptoms.

VI. Baba Trigoona Frosonno Boser aged about 50f

Subordinate Judge of Bankura, had been attacked with

remittent fever accompanied with an enlargement of livor

on the \%th March 1900 and was under the medical treat-

fUent of the Civil Surgeon of the city from the beginning^ He
telegraphed his sister's son, Babu Adhar Chandet. Sircar,

fhtvSnt of Scramble Bar. for sending me there ' for his
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t(<N^«nt'The rVason of his asking my medical aid at sq long*

a instance was this. A year before I had cured him at Seram*

.

pore froih an atttack of obstinate fever with several com-

plications which baffled the attempt of even the best allo-

pathic physicians of Hooghly when he was the Subordinate

Judge of that place.

{ reached Bankura on the 2nd April at about 2 P. M
After my dinner was over, I was called at about 5 P. M.

to see and examine the case before the Civil Surgeon

who was then present there. I was introduced to him and

learnt the history of the case. I saw the patient in the follow-

ing state. He had high fever and was very restless,

almost naked ;
constant thirst, drinking very often and

Utde at a time. He felt burning sensation over the whole

hody, so that he lay on the floor without any bedding ex-

cept pillow. Liver was enlarged, very hard, but painful on

pressure. Little jaundiced, constipated. No stool for the

'^ViouB three days, tongue furred, with red streaks down the

middle. Aversion to food. Pulse very weak, small and easily

compressible. I gave Arsenic 30th. 4 doses, every 4 hours
;
the

medicine produced wonderful effect, after the administration

of2 (}oses only. He perspired copiously at about i A. U. and

With'^he perspiration, thirst, re-stlessness &c. all disappeared.

. Next morning he passed a copious* healthy stool and seemed

, to be dl right • 1 advised him to take Mm cocoanut water

N*!) with ice, as I knew it to have produced,

miicb benefit on his .system on the previous occasion with

similar asrmptoms. I ga.vs Arsenic ^^Oth, 2 doses, every 4

bnurs.
' In the afternoon, the temperature was normal, and.

^ fever left him altogether. He was very impatient for

feed and declined to take sa£;o. 1 told him to take fish soap.

«»d .mw*
' i'Fdt the next two days, he

.
remained perfectly walk ..Qp
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thft 4th d«y of tny treatment he was compelled to attend

to his business at court for a few hours, to give over

the chai^ to somebody else. When be was making over

the charge, he again got fever and came back home

with great shivering. I was very much depressed to see him

in this state. The stage of chilliness lasted for nearly a

hours, then hot stage again returned with, ail the previous

symptoms. I gave Arsenic 30th this time too, but it did not

have its desired effect as before, though all the symptoms of

Arsenic were clearly present. I was at a loss to understand

what to do in this crisis. I gave a dose of Sulphur 30 and no

more medicine for the remaining day and night except a feUr

unmedicated pillules, every 4 hours. Next morning, though

he was far better, yet be was not completely exempted from

fever. I gave him Ars. ,Alb. 200 to be taken every 4 hoprs.

In the afternoon at about 4 P. M. fever left him with profuse

perspiration, and he was all right. On the 6th day he could

not be desisted from taking rice and fish soup. Rice he took

on that day at about 1 1 A. M. and I also took departure

from him in the afternoon. After my arrival at Serampore

I was once requested to send medicine for the hardness of hfs

liver and was informed that he had no fever since I left him.

VII. Cholera -'Qikm. Saradindu Roy, aged about 46^ the

chief clerk of the court offmall causes, was attacked with

thoUra of a virulent type on the 13th November 190^ afabout

s A. M. I was called for treatment on the same night at 5 A. M.,

when another most eminent allopathic ‘doctor of this place

was sitting by his side, who had already administered tum:;

6 doses of Arsenic 30 on the notion that arsmUt is the AAuMf

timehoir for cholera. The symptoms of the patient wem ai

follow :->stools watery with meal-like sediment ; stools.|wiOr

od out gushing with 'much spluttering
; loud gutgling iloitta

•aolsvater, before and woietimea after, stool, vielant Udnt
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for «old drinks, constant vomiting of hot frothy mucus ;

great restlessness, tossing about the bed ;
violent cramps of

the feet, calves, and thighs ; and perspiration on the head, I

' gRve Podophy. 30 after every stool and vomiting. After 3 hours

again I went to see him. The color of the stool was changed

and became bloody and appeared just like washings of meat 1

restlessness, pale ^sunken face, tongue very dry and rough ;

Much thirst for cold water, drinking very often and much at

a time ;
vomiting stopped but nausea still persisted } violent

cramps and tearing pains down the thighs. I changed the

medicine and geve six doses of Rhus. 30, to be taken every

hour. The patient enjoyed sound sleep for 4 hours'after taking

2 dose's of Rhustox only. When he awoke, he had no other

complaints except prostration. No more medicine for the

night. He was all right the next morning.

Dakshina Ranjan Dutta,

Medical Practitioner, Seramfore.

PSORA.

> I shall speak of Hahnemann and Hempel together, on

.Chronic Diseases.

In the year 1828, Hahnemantf*published bis remarkable

work Sh Qhronid Diseases, their nature and homeopathic

. taeatoent. This work consists of 5 volumes, the first volume

qMMaining Hahnemann’s views of the origin and nature of

Chronic Diseases, and of their homeopathic treatment, !n-

duding a' number of highly interesting and important re*

sharks concerning the reputation and strength of the tao&y

lines to be employed in the treatment of chronic aflec*

..lltnM) .
and the remaining volumes giving remedies Wlu^

ipiilliMns ‘ are transitory, but sufficient enough to eomhat
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with the strength of epidemic, endemic and sporadic

diseases etc.

Hahnemann's first volume on Chronic Diseases discover-

ing the cause which he unfolds to the world, is the crowning

glory oft his great discovery.

‘'Ever since the year i8i6 and 1817.'' writes the great

Reformer^ “I had been employed day and flight in trying to

discover the reason why homeopathic remedies, which

were then known, did not effect a true cure of the above-

named chronic diseases. I tried to obtain a more correct

idea of the true nature of thousands of chronic ailments which

remained uncured in spite of the incontrovertible truth of

the homeopathic doctrine
; when behold ! the Giver of all

good permitted me, about that time to solve the sublime pro-

blem for the benefit of mankind, after unceasing meditation,

indefatigable research, careful observations and the most

accurate experiments.'’

As long as the nature and treatment of chronic diseases

were not reduced to scientific principles, the treatment of

diseases according to homeopathic law, was not only incom-

plete, but also unsatisfactory. No doubt immense progress

had been made over the established methods. In acute

diseases, either epidemic or sporadic, homeopathy had

shown her superiority over the ancient system of medi-

cine in an incontestible manner ; venereal di^^eases ji^ere like-

wise treated more safely, thoroughly, and expeditiously

by homeopathic means
\

secondly syphHitic diseases were

unknown under homeopathic treatment which removed
external loca^l symptoms by curing the internal constitutional

diseases by means of specific remedial agents.

But there remained the chronic diseases the number of

which is so immense that we cannot count them.

Now tp cure chronic jtnaladies safely, thoroughly and

12
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permanently, was the great problem which Hahnemann
thought to solve with all his gigantic might.

By observing the symptoms of a chronic ailment he found

that they generally developed themselves in successive order,

and this development often extended over a considerable

period. Hence he concluded that those multifarious and

successively appearing symptoms all referred to some Hydra^

headed monster lying hidden in the inmost recesses of the

organism and that this primitive disease which constituted

the series of chronic ailments in the individual constitution

In the shape of so many external phonomcna or manifesta-

tions, originated in some chronic miasm.

Guided by the thought which, thus flashed upon his

mind, he came to the conclusion that the itch vesicles were

the most urtiversal external representatives of the internal

chronic miasm.

have reached this point, writes Hahnemann "when my
investigations and observations upon iion-venereal chronic

patients led me at once to perceive that a previously exist-

ting itch, which they often confessed to have had, was the

cause why diseases that appeared to be separate and origi-

nal maladies, could not be cured by Homeopathic treatment.

All the subsequent suffcriiigs were dated from the period

when the psoric eruption had manifested itself. In many of

these chipnic pfftients, who were unwillingly toconfess having

had the itch or had been too careless to take notice of it

or had no recollection of it, I often discovered by careful

enquiries, that Uie,vestiges of itch had shown themselves upon

their bodies from time to time,in the shape of small postules or

letters, as so rpany infallible signs of the chronic contagion."

"These circumstances coupled with the fact, that the

psoric eruptions which had been removed by evil practices

or by any other cause were evidently followed in otherwise
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healthy persons by chronic ailments having the same or simi

lar symptoms as had been observed by other physicians as

well as by myself in an infinite number of cases, left no

doubt concerning the internal enemy which I had to combat

in my medical treatment."

“This internal enemy/' continues Hahnemann, “I shall

designate by the general term psora, It is ap internal disease,

a sort of internal itch, and may exist either with or without

an eruption upon the skin*'

To sum up I believe that it is the opinion of all intelligent

and carefully observing Homeopathic physicians of the

present day :

—

1. That the itch is an internal disease.

2. That the external eruption is not merely a local symp-

tom but the manifestation of an internal malady.

3. That the destruction of the acarus alone does not

necessarily imply the cure of scabies.

4. That a cure of the disease is best effected,by the proper

use of internal means.

5. That the suppression of the eruption by external

medical treatment, is followed by distressing, dangerous

inveterate and even incurable ailments.

Gentlemen, Dr. Bcahr the greatest occulist of the present

century who was Professor of ophthalmic surgery in the

medical school of Vienna, the hotbed of modern materialism,

relates a ca.se of amaurosis which came on in consequence

of a violent suppression of the itch. . He treated the patient

with sulphur internally^ in doses of a grain^ and the

man’s sight was perfectly restored. I am unable to say

whether the eruption was brought out again, but I think it

was. '

. ,

Dr. Constantine Hering says that ’'Hahnemann's psora

is hereditary chronic miasm."
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Odr great master hf'id not the least materialistic view. We
with Dr. Hempel say that *the human mind will naturally

enquire into the cause of things
;
and our men of science

fancy that the microscope and the crucible will reveal to

them the ^ultima thumbs” of all knowledge. Let them go on,

they will come to a dead halt just as surely as the atmos-

pheric air is the vehicle against this tendency to materialistic

view of things. Hahnemann was opposed to this with all the

force of his genius. He was eminently a spiritual thinker. Our

modern men of science are not materialists ;
man is the

god of nature. He has made himself a microscope

through which he tries to have a peep at the Omnipresent

Spirit as He weaves with His invisible threads the glorious

tissue of creation
;

and he expects to inform the eternal

weaver, sometime or other, that His universe is all gas,

that modern science has revealed Him as the leading chemist

Qf the age, and that acarus is the cause of the itch.

( To be continued )

Nilambar Hui,

Serajgunge [in Pubna)

THE LATEST PLAGUE DISCOVERY.

The fundamental change introduced during the past month

by the Government of India, in the policy which officials are

ordered to pursue against plague, increases in significance in the

light of dfcoveries just announced from Bombay. The recent

orders ofthe Government of India set the removal of rats above

all other measures for combating plague. Disinfection,segrega-

tion, evacuaton.inoculation.and the host ofother means hither-

to relied upon are still commended as useful, but have come,

evidently, to be looked upon as mere supports and no longer
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as the main attack. Colgnel Leslie^ 1. M. S. has placed upon

record in his last Sanitary Reporta mass ofevidence, so com-

prehensive and carefully weighed that it must carry conviction

to the most sceptic»'il. It points, in the clearest manner, to

the fact that plague-stricken rats and not plague-stricken

people are the principal means of both introducing and

spreading the malady. The old theory that^the plague patient

himself or the plague patient^s clothes were the focus of infec-

tion has to be dropped. In its place has risen a theory that

the rat is primarily responsible and that the rat-flea which in-

fects him conveys the disease to his rodent brethren. It

appears to be certain that rat fleas desert a rat that is sick

and congregate upon rats that are well, conveying thereby

the disease in an ever-widening circle amongst the rat com-

munity of a neighbourhood. The histories of epidemics in

particular localities have been traced laboriously. They point

with extraordinary unanimity to the fact that the disease

spreads along the tracks of the rats and not along that of the

people. It has been noticed, over and over again, that go-

downs set back to back with entrances opening into diffrent

streets, and totally disconnected except by a rat run, are ex-

ceedingly likely to follow each otlier as locations of human
plague cases. The fleas found upon rats which are suffering

from plague have been shown by the microscope to harbobr

plague germs. Rat-fleas, though not ordiniirily founi upon

human beings, occasionally attack mankind when the rats

with which they have associated die. Up to a few \veeks ago

scientifle knowledge went no further. There was a strong sup-

position that the rat-flea occupied in regard to plague very

much the same position that the mosquito fills in relation to

malaria. The recent orders of the Government of India were

evidently based upon this supposition, but absolute

proof was lacking. The announcement is now made that the
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scientists working in the Parel Laboratory, Bombay, in

connection with the Plague Research Commission, liave sup-

plied the link required in the evidence. Amongst these

scientists there are two young Indian Medical Service

officers.—Major Lamb and Captain Liston—who have

long been following up the subject. They have placed

rats effected by plague alongside healthy rats, in some cases

so that the fleas could pass freely from one to the other. In

other cases they have caged in the healthy rat with wire gauze

fine enough to prevent fleas from passing through it, but

leaving the prisoners exposed to the contaminated atmos-

phere which surrounds the plague-striken creature. They have

been able to show that, under certain conditions, the disease

is conveyed from rat to rat by the fleas, also that the gauze-

fended individuals escape. Direct association has also been

traced between certain plague cases amongst Euro]>eans in

Bombay and the finding of dead rats in their houses. An
explanation has still to be produced of why these experi-

ments have not invariably been successful. For rats bitten

by fleas from their plague-striken brethren proved, in the

earlier stages of the investigation, strangely resistent to in-

oculation. There is still room for the objection that the rat-

flea may not be the sole agent for conveying infection, but

the fact must be taken as established that in some cases at

least it^s the responsible agent and that excluding it affords

protection ^sometimes. The bearing of these discoveries upon

the problem of the prevention of plague is enormously im-

portant. The lesson to be learnt is, first to get rid of rats, and

secondly, to take precautions against the fleas they harbour.

The destruction of rats is sometimes costly and always

difficult, but the careful housewife knows well how to clear

fleas of all kinds, including rat-fleas, from the rooms she

inhabits. Science has come round to the support of soap and
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water and speaks with no uncertain voice in regard to the

desirability of the use of the familiar insect powder and the

damped kerosine oil rag. Further investigation must be await-

ed for the clearing up of the doubtful points. A means, how-

ever, of fighting the ilisease is already indicated and cannot

be neglected in the future.

( The 'Statesman.)

Hews and Notes.

The Bombay papers announce the death of Dn Kaikhosh-

roo Phiroz Dastur, younge.st son of Mr. P. H. Dastur, Second

Presidency Magistrate. The deceased, who was of only

twenty^threc years of age, passed the L. M. S. examination

only last year, and was practising among native families. On
Friday last the deceased, notwithstanding he had a small cut

on one of his fingers, assisted Dr. Nicholson in opening the

buboes of a plague patient at Mandvi. The following day

he was taken ill and soon developed the symptoms of plague,

to which he succumbed on Monday evening.

The Calcutta Homeopathic Hospital—Babu Peary

Mohan Ray, grandson of the renowned Raja Ram Mohan

Ray, has .promised a commodious plot of land dn Sukea's

Street for the erection of the hospital. The gentlemnn has our

heartfelt thanks for his generosity.

The Calcutta Homeopathic Society—The next monthly

meeting will take place at the society hall on the 27th of

March at 6-30 P. M.
'

^ •

The “editor” is spending a few days at Madhupur' to

give his tired nerves a bit of rest. He is expected to return

in a week.
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We ar^ pleased to learn that Messrs. Lahiri and Co, have

taken great pains to prepare reliable potencies of the cobra

venom. They are advertising the same for sale.

‘ &mall pox is still raging in the city while the approach of

plague threatens no inconsiderable part of the town. The total

number of deaths from small pox has been 707 as against

770*in March 1895, the latter figure representing the biggest

mortality ever recorded from small pox in
^
the month of

March. The health department is pushing vaccination

measures far and wide and large numbers of people are

being vaccinated everywhere^ but still the mortality is on

the increase from day to day.

The Hering Medical College reports prosperity. It has

the largest freshman class in ten years in their new home
which is the old Chicago Homeopathic building. It is right in

the medical centre of Chicago with unexcelled clinical

facility. This college stands for pure Hahnemannian Homeo-
pathy and the large classes are evidence that there is a

good field thereof. It should not be foigotten however that all

colleges teach good homeopathy and to our mind that is

what we need and we cannot have too much of it.

The Actionic rays of sunlight are largely absorbed by the

atmosphere through which they pass to the earth. Therefore

it is not the so-called chemical (actionic) rays * alone that

make sunlight the universal necessity
;
it is known to be the

animal and vegetable life on this planet but the combined

rays—the white light (‘‘leucpdescent* rays) of which the high

power (300-500 C. P.). Leucodescent therapeutic lamp is the

modern perfected type.
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HOMCBOPATHIG PHYSICIANS.
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G. I. GUPTA, M, D.

General Practice.

Residence Office

35 Chasa Dhopa- 78, Upper Chitpur

para Street, Road.

Calcutta. Hours—7-30 to 9 A.M.

5 to 6 P. M.

Dr. J. N. MAJUMDAR*

General Practice.

Residence Office

203-1 Cornwallis St. 2-5 Chowringhi

Calcutta. Calcutta.

7*8 A. M. 3-4 P. M. 10 TIA-M. 5-6 P.M.

NRIPENDRA NATH SET,L. m. s.

General Practitioner.

78 and 79 Beadon Street, Calcutta.

Hours -7 to 8 A. M.

3 to 5 p. M.

Dr. P. C. MAJUMDAR.
Consultation Practice.

Residence Office

22 Loudon Str. 2*5 Chowringhi,

Calcutta. Calcutta.

•7 A. M, 3-4 P. M. 5 to 6 P. M.

A. N. MUKERJEE, M. u.

Residence

106-3 Shambazar,

Calcutta.

Hours—

7 to 8 30. A. M.

3 to 5 R M.

Office

1 19 Grey street,

Calcutta.

Hours—

8-30 to 9 30 A.M.

5 to 7, P. M.

S. GOSWAMI, M. D.

General Practice.

Office
.

21 Roopchaad Roy’s Strtet, .

Calcutta.

Hours— Hours—

810 A. M. 3*5 ^

I



C IRinger Si Co,

HOMEOPATHIC ESTABLISHMENT.

4, Dalhousie Square East,

CALCUTTA.

Just received per S. S. Anchoria

and Bavaria large Consign-

ments of fresh Medi-

cines and Books.

SPECIFIC FOR LEPROSY.

LEUCODERMA.
j^RlCE ^ER 2 pz,. jPoT Jis, 2-8,

*
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BOERICKE & RUNYON,
MANUFACTURING HOMBOPATHIO CHEMISTS

PUBLISHERS AND IMPORTERS.

Headquarters for Fresh Plant, Tinctures, Triturationa Com-
pressed Tablets, Tablet Trituratea Cerates, Suppoei-

*

tones, and everything pertaining to Homeopathy.

PHYSICIANS AND PHARMACIES SUPPLIED.

We solicit a trial order and a comparison of our goods with

any in the market.

Write for CATALOGUES and Terms.

BOHBICKB & RUNYON,

II West 43ND. Street, New York, U. S. A.
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BOERICKE & TAFEE
WHOLESALE HOMEOPATHIO CHEMISTS.

We oariry the largest stock of Homeo-
pathic Medicines in the World.

PHARMACIES SUPPLIED WITH EVERYTHING
PERTAINING TO HOMEOPATHY.

CATALOGUES SENT ON REQUEST.
* OOBRBSPONDBNOB SOLICITBO.

We have ten branches. Our export house is

located at 145 Grad St.>

NEW YORK U. S. A.

M. BHATTACHARYYA AND CO-

BOONOMIO PHARMACY.
Head Office---ii Bonfields Lane,

Branch— 153 Bow Bazar Street, Calcutta,

Homeopathio Medicines

5 and 6 pies per dram.

Cholera Box with 12, 24, 30 and

48 phiiils of medicine*., a dropper,

camphor and a ynide 14*5. 3, 3 8,

5-5, 6-4 and ri-8 respectivelv.

Pamfly Box wiAi 24, 30 48, 60,

and lor phials of medicine, a

dropper, and .t fiuide, 14s, 3, 3.S,

’S*3» ^*4- and 1 1*8 respectively.

Pbarmaoeutist's Manual, i. e,.

Homeopathic Phannucopia in

Bengali and Engh&h < Second
Edition, cloth ) Rs. 7-4,

Family PractiGe in ncngaii i3rd

Editon, thoroughly revi.scij and
rewritten I j8o pages, • loih As. 8.

A very usefal booUc for f.imily use.
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XabW X do..
WHOLESALE AND

RETAIL
chi-:mists ANr>
DRUGGISTS.

BOOK.SETXERS AND PUBLISHERS.

Importers of Homeopathic Drugs and Sundries

FROM
ENGLAND, AMERICA AND GERMANY.

• •

HEAD ESTABLISHMENT
35, pOLLEGE ^TREET, pALCUTTA,

BRANCH FHABMACIBS,
T. SHOVABAZAR BRANCH —29i:-i. Unn^r CI>it|>otp Road. Calcutta,

a BARABAZAR BRANCTT— 2-2. Bonfiold’'? Lane, C.ilrmta.

3 BHOWANIPORE BRANCH -68, Rus-sa Road, Uhowanipore,

4 HANKIPORE BRANCIl-ChowhHtta. Bankipore.

S- P.ATNA BRANCII-CIiowk. P.atna City

6 MATHURA BRANCH—Hardm-’s Gate. M ithura, N. W. P.

Fr**sli and j'enuine Hoineopatlur medicmos of every potency, medi-

cal pnhlirritions both domestic and foreij»T, and Physicians* Requisite*

of all sorts always kept on hand.

All the Pharmacies are undci tiie direct supervision of experienced

physicians.

JUST RECEIVED THEIR QUARTERLY INDENT OF
HOMEOPATHIC medicine’s.

GBN2BAIi BATSSS. *

Per Drachm.

Rs. As

Mother Tinctures ... ... o 6

Dilutions up to isth ... o 4

„ up to 30th ... o 6

^ lip to 200th ... 1 o

Bnbini’s Spirits of Camphor
oz. As. I oz. As. 14

Per Drachm.

Rs. As.

Crude DniRS o I 3

Triturations tip to 6 ... Q

„ up to 30 ... o

Tinct Triturations

Camphor pilules }4 oz. Re. r

• • oz Rs. I 4

Price List free on Application.



The Bengal Soap Factory*
64-1 MAOBTTA BAZAJEt BQAD.

. CALCUTTA.
We sincerely believe that the choice of a brand of Soaps is quite a

serious affair. For, apart from its cleansing properties, its action on the

skin should have our paiticular attention. The most delicate and almost

transparent skin often becomes hard and dull by using a quality of soaps

that contains dangerous irritants used by some manufacturers to lessen

the cost of production. Futher point to be noted is that by allowing a

quantilV water to be left in the soaps, practically a lessel* quantity is

sold to the buyer than he apparently pays for. When kept for long, this

quantity of water evaporates and the soap is left in a shrunk, hard and

deodourised condition.

BENGAL SOAPS.
do not corrode the skin, have no water in composition, possess lasting

and sweet fragrance and have thorough cleansing properties.

OP
Dp. Willmeu* Schwabe. Leipzig. Germany.

The largest cknd most celebrated Homeopathic Pharmacy
in the World.

Wholesale Retail and Export
of all Homeopathio Medioines

in tinctures, triturations, pilules, globules and tablets, con-

scientiously prepared in accordance with the instructions

laid down by Hahnemann, the founder of Homeopathy.

Dojnestic, Travelling, Pocket & Veterinary Cases.

TJnmedicated globules, pilules,and sugar of milk,
Dietetio preparations, homeopathio pharmaoeutioal

utensils and instruments for
medicine and Burgrery.

Publication and sale ofhomeopathio works in aU
fuodem lanerua^s.

Illustrated oataloffU^s on demand
gratis and postfree.



‘THE GREAT HOMEOPATHIC HALL
We beg to inform the public that we have opened a Homeopathic

establishment under the above name. The mldicines are imported

from the most celebrated firms in Europe and America, and the work

of supervision has been entrusted to an expert Pharmacist, whose ex-

perience in this line of business is of long standing. We have besides

secured the co-operation of the best Homeopathic Physicians who have
given us the advantage of maintaining by their instructions the newe<;t

methods and processes. The prices compare fabournbly with firms of a

similar position as will be seen from our printed catalogue which we shall

be glad to send on application. We may mention the '^Gieat i^omeo-

path4c HalP' is an independent establishment, and not in any way sup-

plementary to our old Allopathic firm.

BUTTO KBISTO PAUL A Go.,

12^ Bonfield*5 Lane^ Calcutta.
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BBST BBAZI]^ PEBBLB SPBOTAC^Sd:
We snpnly alt sorts of spectacles rn Gold, Silyef,

Nickel and Steel Frames at moderate price. OccuU^t's
l^ic^ciipiiou:» accuiaieiy uxecuied. Price list free on
apj>lication.
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iitfl fswr srtf^ i St^ttnai ^«Jt8

^1. ’vtcars <51^ I ^-sait? 6n*ii ^finr

^tc»i «rtr’p r
We snpplv Spectacles by V. P- P. to Mofussil

Customers on iheir btatin^ their a^^e and how far they
pee small letters in driy-lij»ht, &c, and if repaired,

instrument foi examining the eyes may be sent per
V. P. P. on dcposiliiig R^ lo.

RAY,MITTBR&Oo.
OPIICIANS,

IOS, JVie7e/ China Bazar St-^ Calcutta.

Branch Office,

PATUATULI, DACCA.
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THE AYURVEDIC PHARMACY.
KESHRANJAN—The Beit Hair-Oil

available in the Market

;

IJEAUTIFULLY SCENTED AND SCIENTIPICAtHY MEDI*
GATED : ABSOLUTELY THE PUREST AND THE

MOST HIGHLY REFINED HAIR-OIL,
Prepared from the best assortment of indigenous vegetable oils in

a peculiar harmless process, and perfumed with the aid of many a mild

•and odorous ingredient which ate perfectly soothing and refrestfing*

The unique success of our Kesliranjjtn in Baldness, Nervous Diui-

ness, Debility of the Brain, Melancholia, Short-sight, Weakness of Body
and of Memory, and in Vertigo, has secured for its favour the unanitnout

verdict of the entire civilized w'orld, of the West and the East alike. A
^ Head without Hair is the greatest calamity,— the worst deformity^—the

greatest tormentor of the mind, which our Keshraujan removes in no

time. It arrests the falling off of the hair and readily brings about a

4iew and steady growth. Keshranjana imparts a shine to the body^

a gloss to the skin, and brilliancy to the countenance. Its fragrance is

most pleasing. If you want to have a sound head, and a cool brain, a
curling, luxuriant, and healthy growth of ravenlike black and glossy

iiair, a beaming and ever-brilliant countenance, a soft and shining skin,

use our famous

KESHRANJAN OIL.
Shulanirvana-churna

OR
specificfor Acidity.

A Most Valuable Tonic and Digestive. It is a wonderful remedv
•against gasirodynia, want of appetite, d|stensiun of^the stomachspecially
after meals, sour eructations or belching, costiveness, dijarrhaea, high
coloured urine, occasional diarrhma, a nasty taste in the mouth, dreadful
dieams and sleeplessness, alternate constipation and relaxation of
*bowels, soreneS'* and extreme sensitiveness of the right side of the
abdomen, a constipated condition with cley-coloured stools and difficult

defecation, headache accompanied with obstinate constipation or
diarihsca, &c ,

&c. It would be as efficacious in Acult as in CkronU
emses.

Price for one phial Rs. i. Packing and Postage As. 6. e
' KAVIRAJ NAaENDRA NATH SEN.

Government Medical DiplbmarHolder,

^
Member, Paris Chemical Society, &c., &Cn

18-1, & 19, Lower Ghitpore BoeAi Oalentts.





THE INDIAN

HOMEOPATHIC REVIEW.
A Monthly Journal of Homeopathy and

Collateral Sciences.

Vol. XV. ] APRIL 15. 1906. [ No. 4.

THE STUDY OK MEDICINE.

While it is undoubtedly true that Homeopathy has

created a new field of medical practice and gives a new
aspect to the study of diseases and their treatment, still it is

always wise for all people who really desire the welfare

of a science or an art, to tarry a while and look around

and seft how ill or well they have performed their individual

tasks, and respective duties. The editor of the Chironian truly

remarks :

—

*'There is» in the Homeopathic School a shortage of good

practice of a reliable character. The old school pin their

colors to such books as Osier and Anders, and ufell they may,

for they represent the true characteristics of the allopathic

schools. But what good are they for us as homeopaths f

True, they give the general characteristics of the disease,

together with the course it runs, the prognosis and mortality.

Again, what good are they to us as Homeopaths f If our

cl&ims be true, should not the course of a disease be different

if treated homeopathically ? Should not the mortality and

P rognosis be decidedly altered by careful prescription f Wbat
13
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we need as homeopaths is a , rattling good practice giving

statistics, not as Dr. so and soi of the old school says, but*

according to our oivn homeopathic institutions'*’’^and private

practice.

Let some good man read this and think it over. We do

not want a cowpend, a short live method but something good
;

se we may look our old school friends in the face and say,

'Those are the statistics according to Dr.—who is an autho-

rity.*
•

It is indeed true that we have had a Hering, a Dunham, a

Lippe and an Allen, who have all immortalized themselves by

making true advance in the cause of medical therapeutics but

it is a regretable circumstance that we have been peculiarly

wanting in the development and advance of the allied

branches of medical therapeutics. True it is that almost all of

us have received the same rudimentary training in the

different branches ofthe study of medicine,but how little have

we helped in the growth of the knowledge of these subjects
J

Hahnemann, it is held, was a ^eat chemist, but the soluble

mercury that was his own preparation was the culmfhating

point of his advance in this direction. We, however,

cannot expect much from him in this direction, for so

much of his time and energy was occupied in formulating

the cardinal principles of the doctrine of homeopathy, of

w^ich^ystenl of treatment he was undoubtedly the founder.

The name of Count Von Bonnighausen shines as one of

the beacon lights in Continental homeopathy, still we know

little of his work excepting perhaps the hydrogenoid consti-

tution, an expression that is very expressive and that was

made use of in this connection by him for the first time. He
it was, I think, who gave a peculiar interest to the study^'of

Repertory in connection with Homeopathic practice. The

aames of Hempel, Jahr and others are also intimately
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connected with the growth of Continental homeopathy but

they were all|j:rue medicine men and their works on materia

medica and therapeutics stand as unique even to this day. The
name of Hughes, I think, stands out most prominently in

connection with homeopathy in England, but his works are

almost all compilations from a close study of the medical

literature of the day and has little of originality in theril.

The names of Dudgeon and Burnett may be mentioned as

those of original thinkers. Skinner has also expounded some

original ideas, while the name of Clarke must be mentioned

in connection with the compilation of his materia medica.

Travelling across the Atlantic now, wc come to the great

arena of the growth of homeopathy. Here it is that homeo-

pathy has made the most remarkable progress and the many
big institutions, dispensaries and hospitals are testimony

enough that homeopathy occupies no insignificant place in that

country. Homeopathic physicians and surgeons are in

evidence even in the army and the navy.

It is here alone that we may mention with some delight

that homeopaths have flourished as great surgeons, occulistSr

gynecologists and the like, besides being materia medicists

and therapeutists. The names of Hclmuth, Ludlam, Van

Lennep, Pratt, Baylies, Walton, Shears and others stand out

prominent in this connection. ^
But still it will never do for us to argue tt\at ai^atomy

physiology, pathology &c. have little use in connection

with medical practice. The discovery of the circulation of

blood, the prophylaxis against small pox, the use of asepsis

and antisepsis in connection with the handling of patients

and the treatment of diseases, and the more recent discoveries

in connection with; the germ theory of disease, and the

anode and the cathode rays of Roentgen and the discovery

of Radium &c, have conferred inestimable boon to mankind,.
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and for which we owe a debt of gratitude to our brethren of

the other school The names of Harvey, Jenqpr, Virchow,

Lister, Nothnaegel, Pasteur. Koch, Kitasato and a host of

others will always be remembered for all those discoveries

tliat have opened out new chapters in the history of the

human race. J. N. Majumtmr, m. d.

LICENSED KILLERS Vrs, UNLICENSED HEALERS.

Our article under this caption, in October 1905, raised

curiosity in some quarters, both in the profession and

amongst the laity, and doubts and suspicions in many

more. Were it not for the removal of these, we could wait

longer. Our brethren of the other schools, have been casting

about for some time past as to what could have prompted

such casuistic observation
;

and some amongst ourselves

too, —and their number is legion— ,
are not without remarks

about the efficacy of our pursuit and the truth and correct-

ness of our statements. Beyond the waters, there appears

to have been elicited nothing more or less than an honest

appreciation of what seems plainly to be an unreserved and

unvarnished truth. ’

Comparisons have ever been held to be lightly odious
;

nothing can be, in all rational probability, beside the

subject^ or decidedly farther from our intention, were we to

descend into pcirticularities. On the other hand, the bare

statement of records of some cases, managed by ourselves

and mismanaged by persons of professional light and culture

will bear out the truth or otherwise of our observations*.

It forms no part of the art of healing, the npblest of arts

conceivable, to withhold proper care and caution tfrom the

suffering humanity
5 yet we are painfully constrained to

observe, such happi'iis to be • the fact in iiinety-niiie cases
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out of every one hundred. And is it not a gross and palp-

able viol|tion of plainness and honesty, vauntingly to de-

clare, that the cure of such and’' such diseases, in particular

cases, depends upon a mere fiat of the healer’s will ?' As-

severations like these arc as the broomstick prescription

of the exorcist, and have nothing in common with a proper

and practical application of the absolute laws of ndtiire:

True culture in our humble opinion, should rest upon differ-

ent basis, which after*all, is too broad and extensive for the

insignificant e3'e of tte purblind observer..

Is it not the noblest prerogative of the art of healing

to cure speedily, painlessly and by the application of a prin-
‘

ciple based upon a law of nature ? And can we be said tt>

be far from the truth when we say that tlie Hahnnemanian*^^

.system decidedly lays claim to such a prerogative ? To
deny this is no less than a shamefaced dismissal of truth \

and to refuse to act upon such .principle is a daring dis-

regard of conscientiousness and morality.

To come down to special cases. Not more than a year

ago, in a muffnsil town in East Bengal^ a child of about

three years was suffering from low fever that came on with

no apparent regularity, after intervals of a week or two,

and was accompanied with a little derangement of the liver

and the spleen. The disease was set down to be one of

chronic malarial fever, with enlarged livei* and splefffn. An
old and experienced allopath treated from the outset but

with no permanently perceptible effect ; the child waxed

lean and anaemic. Tlve feyer began to recur with redoubled

force, the temperature standing at 103* F. After a persistent

course qji^treatment for nearly four months, in despair and

dejection the parents were persuaded to call us in. The

case appeared to me to* be one of quinine cachexia, unalloyed

and pure.
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By a judicious dietary and with few remedies, the child

appeared to recover in course of three weeks aft^r which

placebo prescription was continued. At this stage a curious

incident occurred, which we consider needful to mention*

for the amusement and edification of our readers.

It is a common custom in many towns and villages in

Bengal^ ( not till then known to me, inasmuch as I was

a new comer in such parts of the country ), unlike that in

cities^ that the physician performs his (fi'ofessional perambu-

lation round the different houses within a certain locality,

every morning and evening, without being called in, and

of his own accord, except on occasions of urgent help. The

ostensible object is to enquire after the health of the several

inmates of the house. As luck would have it, some one or

other of these must necessarily have felt a little out of sorts,

perhaps a slight chill the night before, or perchance, a bit

of costipation or looseness of the bowels in the morning.

But these must be made to be looked upon with some

apprehension, as forerunners of some imminent peril or

precursors of a grave malady-involving life-long suffering, the

only immunity from which can be purchased in the shape of

pills and potions and powders from our physician's workshop.

The turmoil and , consternation created by our village Dr.

Fell of the rhyming couplet, in the minds of the juvenile sec-

tion of Ihe house, tery often surpass those of

—

•'The boding tremblers who learned to trace

The day's disasters in his morning face.''

We have since actually notice^ that this domestic tribula^^

tion is a veritable fiery furnace, and seldom fails to appear,

•'As when the sun new- risen,

Looks through the horizonal misty air,

Shorn of his beams
; or from behind the mooiv

In dim eclipse, di.sastrous twilight sheds
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On half the nations, and with fear^Df change

Perplexes monarchs !**

One morning in the course of such a disastrous flight did

our hoary-headed ^sculapian suddenly made his appearance

in the midst of my poor client^s family^ when one of the

female inmates, happened amongst other things, to request

him to examine the child carefully to see if the malady, was

still lingering, and any remnants perceptible, under homeo-

pathic treatment ; when lo 1 with fiery red eyes, raving as

a maniac and ferret-like, or as a horse champing the bit, he

exclaimed '*why can't you have the child examined by the

blacksmith to whose anvil you have consigned it ?" *‘Look

here, my brother,'^ said I pertinently, '‘where you, goldsmith

of an allopath, fail with ten beats of your hammer, we black*

smiths succeed with one single stroke." The cure eflected by

homeopathy in so short a time seemed too much for our

doctor to endure.

This is but one typical instance of aspersions frequently

cast upon successful homeopathic practice, and more are not

far to seek. To our mind it seems perfectly consistent with

reason and good conscience to judge every man by his work,

rather than by the class to which he belongs, or the bit of

paper he might happen to hold. "That alone is the right

medicine that can cure a malady : he alone is the true physi-

cian that can restore health,” should be vthe princi^^le all

should go upon. Such a principle is certainly beneficial, as

we believe it would drive away from the field, and indeed

out of existence, many jjretenders and more of doctors that

are incompetent to practise. At the same time it would en-

courage those who are really worthy of confidence, and who

(hrough genuine sympathy for their subject are able to make

friends among those that patronize them.

It may not be out of place to put on record an interesting
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case, illustrating many points mooted in our last article on

the subject now treated. It was one utterly mismanaged or

injudiciously handled by an aliopatfaic doctor’ and cured

completely under homeopathic treatment. Some eminent

homeopaths of Calutta, of high culture and of reputation

were called in from time to time, to watch the progress made

undei* our treatment, and we feel proud to state, that in the

estimation of these wc were declared to have acquitted our-

selves fairly, if not honorably, in the trial. One practitioner

of our own brotherhood endeavoured at one time, to put enor-

mous obstacles in oiir way, but these^were like the chafif

before the wind. We succeeded in the long run, and the in-

fant patient, now a lusty lad in full vigour and strength, the

heir in a family worth many thousands, came to a com-

plete cure.

A few years ago, the infant boy of Babu Nunda Lai

Goswami, still residing at lo Radhamadhub Goswami's Lane,

Bagbazar, Calcutta, was reported by a friend of mine to have

been suffering for a period of three months under remittent

fever. The little child aged a little more than a year and a

half, had been from the very onset of the disease put under

the case of a very experienced and old allopathic doctor,

reisiding at the north end of the city, and holding almost

a monopoly of practice all about the locality. The treat-

ment l!ad gone on for three complete months, a bundle

of prescriptions numbering two-score or more had been

made out, but no perceptible change was visible in the

malady. Convulsion made its appeyance at last, and the

parents considerably alarmed, thought it judicious to have

the child treated by ourselves.

We honestly declare our profound veneration for our

worthy predecessor in the case. Indeed, when the child

was first committed to our care» we expostulated very
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Strongly, and assured the parents that they could fully

confide in the physician they had chosen. On examining

the pat icnt, however, for the first time, nothing could exceed

our regret that the case had been so sedulously mismanaged.

The child, though suffering so long, showed not the slight-

est emaciation, as compared with children in perfect health

as ordinarily found in other families
;
the lungs werepcrfec^y

clear, but the abdomen was persistently tympanitic. The

bowels were constipated, having been moved twice or

thrice a day hy ' ^magnesia and like remedies. The stools

presented a dirty, black colour in the main, with occasional

green and yellow. The fever was strikingly irregular, rang-

ing from TOi to 106 and sometimes higher. The most

urgent feature that deserved attention was the convulsion,

which came;on' in paroxyms «o frequent and violent as to

throw the parents and other relatives into utter consternation

and dismay. The first couple of days, we prescribed

Belladonna, which had the desired effect. We next turned

to the fever, which as stated above was very irregular, both

as to periodicity and the different stages. Such remedies

as Zincum M. and the like, though apparently indicated

proved utterly futile for nearly a w'hole week. Where then,

thought we. could be the lesion f The liver, though de-

clared by my worthy predecessor, to be the primary cause,

appeared to me to present nothing abnorm^il, beyond^ a

slight, though very perceptible, engorgement.
*

We were casting about long, during which time, the

eminent physicians of the city we named above were called

in. The remedies prescribed by both, however having been

found to run along the very line we had adopted, were of

little efficacy. Such visits were therefore discontinued, as

not much needful and the case was completely committed

to our care.

14
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f

On looking more cauttonsly and minutely into the

condition of the patient, a typhoid state became clearly

apparent to me, judging from the character of the stool, the

persistent tympanitis, though not very violent, as well the

nature of the fever at its height Were there any eruptions

ever apparent ? This feature occurred to us to be of vital im-

portance in determining the proper line of treatment at this

stage. The following facts were then elicited upon enquiry.

More than three months ago all the children ofthe family

were attacked with measles. All had recovered in the

usual and natural order } but our juvenile client's case prov-

ed otherwi.se. The red patches and the eruptions were re-

pelled on the second day of their appearance, and the slight

fever with which they liad been ushered in, having grown

more violent and persistent, professional assistance was con-

tinued in the manner mentioned above. With this key-note

we started anew, and with a single remedy the eruptions

made their appearance once more after a day only of its ap-

plication and disappeared in the natural course, with a con-

comitant subsidence of the fever, i^xtreme pro.stration

followed, inspite of which placebo prescriptions were conti-

nued, and the child recovered in a .short time.

Need it be pointed out, that the continuous application

ofpurgative and stimulating agents in this case, tended only

to help pt repdiling the eruptions and bring on finally the

fits of convulsion f And .should our brethren of the opposite

school, as guardians of public health, in the face of such

matters, sedulously and persistently ignore, and shut their

eyes to and close their eyes upon the superiority of Homeo-

pathy f Can there be physicians, worthy of the name, with

souls so dead, whose hearts would not burn ?

“If such there be, go mark him well
;
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High though his title, proud his name ;

Boundless his wealth, as wish can claim •,

Despite those riches power and pelf.

The wretch concentred all in self,

Living, shall forfeit fair renown,

And doubly dying, shall go down
To the vile dust, from whence he sprung.

Unwept, unhonoured and unsung.^

Enough has been said, we believe, to convince one of the

truly scientific character of homeopathy, as also to enable

the reader to judge for himself and distinguish between
quackery and scientific practice. In our humble opinion, free-

dom and fraternity should be the guiding motto of all practi-

tioners of the art of healing
;

and justice being essential and

a sine qua non to progress, a radical revision should now take

the place of the evils of rancorous aspersion. VVe need no

politico-medical oligarchy who assume to take the position

of our masters and guardians or our patrons, sunder the false

pretence that they protect our country from quackery^ but

whose methods smack of the inquisition, and whose failure

IS conspicuous as that of Spanish priesthood to protect the

people from heretics. We are certainly in favour of the

suppression of quackery in the form of mal-practice on the

part of practitioners, to whichsoever class or denomination

they might belong, or however much might be their long-

acquired academical merits, and we arc prepared to uphold

any means that can be devised, which will aid in protecting

the people from the rampant evils . of malpractice without

depriving them of this sacred and inalienable right to dioose:

their own physicians.



THE EFFECTS OF QUININE UPON THE EAR.*

HERBERT D. SCHENCK, B. S., M. D., OET A. CHIR.

Quinine was isolated under the name of Kinine in 1820, and its

constant effect in producing tinnitus and deafness have been known*

almost from that time, but have been believed to be transient.

Moderate doses of quinine for “grippy colds’* and other ills have,

wkhout a doubt, augmented deafness in those having ear trouble

and caused it in many of those susceptible to its action.

Although most car cases reported have had naso-pharyngeal

trouble, there seems to be no doubt that the aggravation of the

ear symptoms has been so marked when the drug has been used

that 4hy fair inference must lead us to the drug as the cause of the

aggravation. Every aurist has seen a number of such cases each

winter, especially since la grippe has been prevalent, and the laity

has adopted quinine and whiskey as a preventive, taking from two to

ten grains at a dose, and repeating it from one to three times a day.

All works on diseases of the ear state that the effects of quinine

on the hearing are often permanent. In his latest work Dr. Dench

says this ‘‘When the ear is the seat of a chronic inflammatory

process or is particularly susceeptible to circulatory changes, its use

is to be guarded against. *11 should never be given ex-

cept in an extremity, and then in small doses, and discontinued fis

soon as possible. The habit of prescribing large doses of quinine

for ‘cold in the head* cannot be too strongly prohibited.**

The most recent experiments with quinine upon animals tend to

sh®w that quinine has a specific action on the nervous system, par-

ticularly causing an ischajmia
( a bloodless condition ) of the in-

ternal ear. Experiments have shown that upon dogs it produces

congestion of the brain and lungs with stupor, difficulty in main-

taining equilibrium, dilation of the pupils, coma, convulsions and

finally death. It also lessens the activity of the white blood cor-

puscles, and, indeed, destroys or arrests their production. Even^

* Abstract of paper read at«Ohicago, June, 1905,
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weak solutions are more highly poisonous to the lower animal

life (' protozoa and infusoria ) than strychnia (w- morphia.

Although quinine may produce, temporarily, an exhilaration, and

hi some cases, an intoxication similar to that of champagne this*

is followed by constriction in the head, giddiness, vertigo and noises

tn the ear with deafness
,
the latter, in some cases, becoming per-

manent. After the stage of excitement there is a calming and se-

dentary effect upon the nervous system and circulation. In large

doses it reduces the action of the nervous system and may paralyze*

in a greater or less degree the heart and nervous system.

Dr. Ringer says that large doses affect sight and hearing, caus-

ing objective noises, such as liells ringing in the ears and deafness.

“No doubt a sufficient dose will lower the febrile temperature, and

its frequent repetition will keep the temperature normal, but at the

same time the patient becomes greatly depressed and greatly incon-

venienced by deafness, headache, loss of appetite, etc.”

In 1874, Dr. D. B. St. John Roosa gave quinine as an experiment

to Dr. William A. Hammond and to other physicians. After

having carefully tested their vision, noted their pulse, tested their

hearing and examined their cars, he gave Dr. Hammond ten grains.

In half an hour the conjunctiva was congested. In one hour and a

half the head felt full, ears began to ring, the face flushed and the

middle ear was congested. All these symptoms gradually passed

away, disappearing during the following night.

Another doctor in'.good health, who had never had any ear

trouble, took ten grains of quinine, and in thirty minutes his Iffiddle

ears were congested but he developed no tinnitus.

Another doctor after fifteen grains had fullness in the ears, heat

and tingling over the whole body, congestion of the middle ear

with nervous excitement and high'{utched noises in the ears. This

developed in one hour after he had taken the quinine and coiv

tinued for several hours.

Dr. Roosa,* after quoting mjmy cases of*quinine poisoning, sum-

marizes its effects upon the ears as follows :
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‘ Large doses will aggravate a previously existing aural inflam-

mation and place it beyond the possibility of cure. The ringing in

the ears, resulting from large doses of the remedy, must be due to a

congestion of the end fibres of the auditory nerve. That congestion

usually disappears, but not always
; certainly not in every case where

there is pre-existing congestion of the ears. Quinine, therefore,

beciwes a doubtful remedy in cases of acute meningitis or in cases-

of acute affection of the middle ear.”

Many cases have been cited in medical literature where even small

doses have produced disastrous effects, not only upon the ear, but

upon the general nervous system, and from these, I think, we may

fairly deduce the following conclusons ;

First. That the deep action upon the brain, nervous system,

heart and circulation should cause it to be given with more care

than is usually exercised-

Second. That the susceptibility of many persons to its action,

particularly upon the ear, should make it incumbent upon physicians

to use the utmost care in giving it, even in small doses, to those who

report bad effects or who have any disease of the ^r.

The laity should be warned repeatedly of the harmful* effects of

this powerful drug until the present habit of taking it for every ache

and pain is stopped.

In 1898 one-third of all the quinine produced was imported into^

the United States, amounting to 20 grains for every man, woman

and child. This enormous consumption undoubtedly largely aug-

mentathe nervousness to which Americans are very prone, as its.

persistent ifoe in small doses produces many nervous wrecks, espe-

cially among men.

Clinical Gases.

I. Babu R's wife was attacked with fever and dlarrhceai

simultaneously, . The first two days she had allopathic
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treatment, which having failed to make 'any impression^

homeopathic treatment was resorted to.

When I saw her, the temperature was io6, the bowels

were being moved every fifteen minutes. The stools were

yellow, watery and there was great trenesmus and the pa-

tient did not feel satisfied. She thought she would be moved

again. She was also very much prostrated and weak, but at

the same time very restless. Nux. v. 30. every three hours.

In the evening I wassent for again and 1 found the patient

in almost the same condition. She had been moved about 20

times and the temperature was still very high.

Aeon 3x every three hours during the night until she

felt relieved. After two doses, she fell asleep and in the

morning when I visited her again, the fever had gone down

and she was feeling much better. She had only four motions

during the whole night, but the stools had become more of a

dysenteric nature and there was a trace of blood with them^

Placebo continued during the day. In the evening I saw the

patient again. She was almost in the same condition, only

the bowels had been moved about 6 times during the day

and there was more blood and mucus with it. The tenesmus

also was very severe. The temperature remained the same,

in about loo* F.

Merc. sol. 200, one dose at once, followed by frequent

doses of Placebo for the night. No more stools durinj^the

night. •

The next morning the patient was better in every way

but the abdomen was slightly distended and she felt thirsty

and very much exhausted. Placebo continued.
,

In the evening I found the patient better. No more

stools and the temperature was also normal. But the patient

complained of great distress about^the stomach and seemed

to be very restless and dry about the mouth. She seemed
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to me to be somewhat hysterical. Nux moschata 200 one

dose followed by Placebo.

From that time on she made an uneventful recovery^

there being no necessity of repeating the N ux moschata or

any other remedy.

II. Babu daughter, aged 2 years, was attacked

with high fever and a swelling in the axillary region. The

glands were very much swollen and highly inflamed. As

plague was making its reappearance in the city, the parents

were much frightened and sent for me in great haste.

I found the child alternately drowsy and restless and al-

though the temperature was so high as io5,the skin was moist.

The bowels had been moved naturally in the morning. Bella-

donna 30 every three hours. After two doses I got the report

again that the temperature hadgone down to 102 but the child

was still very drowsy and the swelling continued the same.

Placebo frequently during the night. In the morning the

temperature was still 102 and the child complained of great

pain and discomfort about the enlarged glands, the other

conditions remaining the same.

Merc. sol. 30 two doses during the day. No improvemen t

by the evening, Hepar s. 30 two or three doses during the

night with almost the same result as the Merc. ^

The next morning I was informed that the child was in

the 4l^me condition but the scar of the vaccination marks

have suppurated again, the child having been vaccinated about

six weeks previously. Silicia 30, two or three doses, followed

by Placebo set the whole thing right, the scar having healed

the swelling disappeared completely*' in about a week's time

from then.

III. R—a young man aged 20 years was attacked with

high fever with a swelling in the groin. I was sent for in

great baste and I found the patient in great distress. His
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temperature was 105 and he complained of a severe head-

ache, The skin was also slightly mpist Belladonna 30, every

three hours during the night While I was coming away,

some one suggested there might be something else the matter

with him as he was the spoiled child of a very rich father.

The next morning I saw him again but found him not

much improved. Perhaps the headache was slightly better,&ut

all the other symptoms remained the same, and sure enough,

on closer examination I found that he had an acute attack

of syphilis, of which the bubo was but a secondary manifesta-

tion. He had a sore on the glans about the size of a pea that

was exuding a quantity of unhealthy mafttpr from it.

Merc. sol. 200, one dose at once followed by Placebo. In

the evening I got the report that the fever had gone down
and the bubo was less painful. Placebo continued. In two

days' time the bubo disappeared completely ‘and the fever

left him, and in about a week’s time the sore healed com-

pletely without the intervention of any other remedy, or the

repetition of another dose. This is a very good example of

a single dose cure of the higher potencies.

J. N. Majumdar, m. d.

MY coNviiRsiON t;o HOMEOP.^THY
o

( Concludedfrom page 72)

To be rid of a morbid affection which, though treated by

allopathy as a hallucination, had harassed me for nigh twenty

years of my life, with a single dose—the second dose m^^ht

have been dispensed with, had the first been allowed to ex*

haust its action before repeating—was in itself sufficient

reason for adjudging the palm of superiority to homeopathy

over the vaunted orthodoxy of the allopathic system, if

*5
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system it may be styled, without a therapeutic law to guide

the selection and administration of remedial agents. But

at the same time, I had occasion to witness other instances

of most remarkable homeopathic cures, some of which

I shall now proceed to relate, which, with my own case,

served the double purpose of determining my final abjuration

of ‘allopathy, and of impressing in my mind its impotency

as a curative system.

The ease, I shall first notice, is that of an infant in arms,

who, the mother one day perceived, declined to take the

'breast. The child kept continually crying, and nothing

could soothe it, nor induce it to suck. The matter seemed

serious, and the family allopathic physician was sent for.

On examination, it was discovered that the child was

suffering from a painful hard swelling on the right side of his

tongue, of the size of a small marble. Judging the case to be

one for a surgical operation, the medical attendant was of

opinion that it should be seen by a professional surgeon.

Accordingly, the following day» Dr. Wilson, the then (1862)

Professor of Surgery in the Calcutta Medical College, was
brought over by the family doctor, as a consultant. Owing
to the inability of the child to suck, it was decided that an
immediate operation was necessary : and the child was taken

into an adjacent room where the operatipn was performed by
Dr. Wilfon. After all the turmoil incident on the operation

had abated, the child was restored to the arms of its mother,

4nd applied to the breast which, relief from the intensity of

the pain and hunger caused it to take with avidity.

This was certainly no cure, for after the wound had healed,

the swelling still continued, though it was painless and some*

wrhat reduced in size. In course of time, the tumour (which

we must now call it) again began to show signs of activity,

It perceptibly grew larger
; and the pain must have beea
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equally great, judging from the constant restlessness and
screams of the child. This time the opKsration was perform'*

ed by Dr. (afterwards Sir Joseph) Fayrer, the theft incumbent

in the office of Professor of Surgery in the Calcutta Medical

College, with a like result. Dr. Fayrer considered that no cure

could be possible till the child was olcf enough to bear the

diseased portion cut out. At irregular intervais, the tumour

used to assert itself, and cau.se a renewal of the child's suffer>-

ings. On each occasion the little patient had to undergo the

horrors of an operation.

Matters went on thus fur nearly ten years, when the tumour

exhibited symptoms of a rather virulent outbreak, which

Induced the parents to look elsewhere for a cure which allo-

pathy had proved 'itself powerless to effect The persistence

of the tumour for so many years, was abundant proof

that it was not the result of any active local congestion that

could be extirpated by excision. To the least Observant

mind, it would seem to be axiomatically patent ‘that the

tumour must have been due to vitiation of the blood, which

no amount of operation could possibly remove. What then

is one to think of the insensate practice of the adherents of

a so-called system, which in their conceit they have been

plea.sed to style rational and orthodox, when they go on, as

they have done in the present case, subjecting the poor,j)n-

fortunate victim of their ignorance to the tortures of the

knife, year in and year out, with full knowledge of the utter

Inefficacy of their operations ? It were better, one would

have thought, to let the (taticnt die from the disease, the

sooner to find freedom from his sufferings, than thus prolong*

his agony. Where does reason, where does orthodoxy

come in f It is difficult indeed to decide
|
—And this sens#

less procedure is followed to this day, by the brightest lunsa*-

fuuriea of sdf-styied rational medicine
j;
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Homeopathy was at the time (1S72} coming to the fore

;

and it was suggested to the child's parents to show the case

to Dr. Salzer, who after a careful examination agreed to

take up the treatment. He however added that it was a pity

that the tumour had been so often operated upon which was

calculated to retard, if not to prevent a radical cure
; but

thaV he would dt> his best He ordered a drop of Silicea (30)

in two ounces of water, with instructions to give the child

a teaspoonfuf twice a day, and report to him the following

evening. It must be stated that the child was in a very

critical condition, as the tumour had grown to such a size

tKat ft tilled the cavity of the mouth, and the boy could

hardly speak, nor could he swallow aught but liquids^' and

that with the utmost difficulty and only a few drops at a

time
j

in short, the patient was in intense agony.

The boy had two doses of the medicine
; and, on the

morning of the next day on waking he went to a mirror to

see the state of affairs. As he opened his mouth and attempt-

ed to protrude his tongue, the effort caused the tumour to

burst, and the |>us to flow in a stream. The pus was thick,

and of a greenish colour, and of a most fetid odour. It kept

flowing so long, that the muscular strain in keeping the

mouth open, and the nauseating smell of the ichor, nearly

cau^ the little patient to faint. The pus did not cease run-

ning ttll cthe ^ac of the tumour was completely emptied.

Oh, what' a relief for the poor child
|

Or. Salzer expressed himself quite pleased at the resuUa

and directed that the medicine should be continued, as one
of its properties was to heal from inside after all the pus had
been exhausted. In a few days, the wound did heal, and the
llimour had considerably diminished in size. The next
accession of inflammation in the tumour did not occur
till nearly five years after ^ and tlie same treatment waa
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equally effective. Since then the titmour has given no trouble

beyond occasional slight pains, due perhaps to local conges-

tion, which was removed by a few doses of Belladowna low.

Is not this case too, a triumph for homeopathy ? It would be

interesting to learn what allopathy has to .say.

The other instances of homeopathic cures to which I have

made reference are cases of dengue or break-bone fever wiycli

in 1872 happened to be epidemic in Calcutta..! had witnessed

several cases of the disease, and the utter ineflffcacy of the

allopathic system towards removing the dreadful pains which

the patients were hopelessly doomed to bear for weeks and:

months. I saw around me men and women who had been

protlotinced cured, and whom allopathy could no longer help»

limping, actually hobbling about, and simply wearing out

their pains. On the other hand, I knew of some personal

friends and relatives who had been cured by Dr. Salzer and

who, in the course of a very few days, were seen going

about rejoicing in the sense of renewed htalth^ the precious

gift of homeopathy. * ^

With such remarkable cases before one's eyes—evidences

of the triumph of homeopathy, and of the impotency and

worthlessiiesj of orthodox medicine, was any other course

open to an unbiased mind but to yield submission to the

doctrine of similars, the only true therapeutic principle ? I

therefore heartily abjured allopathy \ and, in, the earnesCdess

of my new faith, I actually took to the study of homeopathy

yhich I feel glad to be able to say I have since practised, as

an amateur, with some a^mount of success.

I thank God a thousand times for^ my conversion which

has led me, under His guidance, to far higher and happier

results than I might have otherwise attained. .

C, P. Hogan.



A LETTER.

A very interesting article appeared in the February issue

cf the Medical Century entitled ^^Homeopathic therapeutics

of surgery." The author doubtless has handled his subject in a
masterly way. The different interpretations of the title

reflect the writer^s views on the subject before we enter into

a thorough perusal of the discussions. His interpretation

^Homeopathic therapeutics instead of surgery^ would surely be

the most desirable, if so it could always happen
;
but at the

step where our therapeutic advancement stands at present with

Still so much to be explored^ we certainly stand in need of

something more than what we already have in our possession^.

Had we been so fully equipped! with medicines that we could

cure every case and in every stage of it^ our art of healing

would doubtless be a perfect one, the formula of surely

is a law, but we have not found as yet a siviitar for each

morbid condition. True indeed that many cases are treated

surgically or being brought into a surgical condition through

the negligence or oversight on the part of the physician, true

that many more are usurped by the user of the knife,.but can

we jipt deny the importance of surgery or dispense with ita

Me, and fill the gap with medicine ? Hardly content with

limiting this branch of the healing art within the marks of

what we call minor surgery we cannot hut give it its due

credit as the reliever of human suffeting. in times of emei>

gencies, when even the*best selected remedies are but toa

slow for mortal good. Fault may be on the part of the physf-

cian and a sheer neglect qf duty to let a disease grow into

what is styled a surgical condition, but when it has come to one

pyothorax,with dyspnoea^ symptoms threatening pyaemia^
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or a gfrowth In the neighbourhood of some vital organ, en*

croaching too far over the sarroanding structures, or a dystocia

in child labour, involving the life of the mother, or the child

* or perhaps both—can we not then think or feel the need of

something quicker than medicine ? These and still more

of such instances are no doubt enough to call our reaspns back

to us if they should happen at all to fly bewildered with»the

miracles done by similars. Little are we justified—how ever

small we curtail the province of rational surgery—to mark "the

treatment of a broken bone or a cut artery, the removing of a

fish bone in the throat or a cinder in the eye as the only

clear field for the surgeon and a legitimate work that is his

alone.* If this is the light in which we are to look at the work

of the surgeons \\fe may go further and perhaps even deny him

the extractions of fish bones and cinders which the clinics

claim for silicia and its like. Best indeed for the doctors to

dispense with the use of the knife in as much aii they

reasonably can, and give the laity a bliss to enjoyi but

would it not be dkngerous to adept this practice at the risk

of human life, when time .glides away and the patient's con<

dition is declining; to sit and expect the similar to act when

hardly perhaps has the assumed similar any similarity with

the malady ? When medicine can'eure a case the homeapathie

similimum will answer the r«//,'but there is a time when medi*

cine, (at least what we already have within the limits of^our

present knowledge) fails should we not then give the suffering

wretch a chance on the. use of the knife,rather than irrational-

ly uphold a dogma and l^t him die untried ? Death indeed is

the end of many maladies, and it seems :they am only those

that are alike beyond the pale of medicine and surgery that

are meant to carry the excess from the world for the Maker's

unknown use. Fraternally yonts^

S. Goswami, m. d.



DIAGNOSIS, PROGNOSIS AND SEQUELAE OF

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS.

BY F. W. Gordon, m. d. Sterling, III.,

Standard authors tell us that chronic bronchitis is rarely a primary

disease, but may be so from the beginning. It usually results from

irequeni attacks of acute diseases, and while generally diagnosticated

without much difficulty it is likely to be mistaken for various other

diseases, especially phthisis in its early stages. It may also be mis-

taken for the primary symptoms of whooping cough or measles.

The symptoms ordinarily are much like the acute form of the

diseases, but much less severe. Fever which is a cardinal symptom

of acute bronchitis, may be wholly wanting in the chronic form.

Pulmonary tuberculosis differs from chronic bronchitis in its tuber-

cular histor]^, loss of flesh and strength, consolidation of parts of

one or both lungs in many cases, hectic fever, abscess of the

lortgs, and, finally, the tubercle bacillus, all of which symptoms

are rarely found in chronic bronchitis. Phthisis, however,

is given as one of the causes of this disease, also alcoholism, rheu-

matism, gout, syphilis, organic valvular affections, obesity and

chronic Bright’s disease
; cough is common, but pain is seldom com-

plained of. The disease is very common in middle life and old age.

Dilated bronchi are occasionally found in this disease, says

Quffn, and such cases arc the most difficult to differentiate from

phthisis, hfedium-sized bronchi usually affected. Chronic bronchitis

is frequently found among the working classes for obvious reasons,

such as lack of fresh air, proper food^ clothing, cleanliness, etc.

Thousands of cases are found among all classes and conditions due

to dissipation and unnecessary exposure. Many complain of short*

ness of breath, especially when ascending stairs or on any unusual

exertion. Percussion may not reveal much that isabnormal unless com-

plitiations have developed. Auscultation is likely to reveal harsh respi-

ratory murmurs. Expectoration is usually scanty but may be profuse.
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Prognosis : Chronic bronchitis is seldom known to end in com-

plete recovery, except in very mild forms, and in cases of relatively

short duration. Lumsden says ; “The temporary intermissions not

infrequently observed in the course of chronic catarrh during favor-

able seasons of the year, must not be regarded as actual recoveries,

for under the influence of some slight injury, a slight cold, a wetting,

or even without the influence of any special cause but merel/

with the approach of the inclement seasons, all the symptoms

prompty recur. There remains, therefore, in even very favorable

cases an unusual predisi)Osition to such catarrhal affections. The

prospects of recovery are, as a matter of course, relatively more

favorable in strong, youthful subjects than in weak individuals, and

those in the decline of life. The severest forms of chronic bronchitis

lead‘’finally to a fatal termination through a scries of secondary

affections, although for the most part not until after long duration.

Sequelae : Serious diseases and complications are likely to follow

long-continued bronchitis especially in cases where repeated attacks

of the acute forms have arisen from time ^to time. The principal

ones are mitral insuflicicncy, cyanosis, hypertrophy and dilation of

right heart as result of disturbed^circulation, Bright^s disease, dropsy

emphysema, spasm of the glotis bronchiectasis, and in those pre-

disposed to tuberculosis, this disease is likely to be increased.

(Rock River Inst.)

ADDRESS.

“Lest we forget’’

An address authorised by the Regular Homeopathic

Medical Society of Chicago,

Truth is unchangeable and uncompromising. Whenever found

it is in perfect harmony with all other truths. Whenever and where-

ever you find discord you may rest assured that something has been

I
allowed to creep in thstt is false, and that something must be re-^

moved before harmony can be restored. To just the degree that

l6
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truth is made to yield to the demand of errors will the results be

unsatisfactory and real progress retarded.

Homeopathy stands for a law of cure. It is claimed to be founded

upon a truth, and the same has been demonstrated not only by

means of its works, but by reason of its harmonious relation with all

other established truths. Today it is divided into two uncompro-

rtising factions. Either one is right, or both are wrong. By their

fruits shall we know them. It is a spacious plea that homeopathy is

limited in its action, and consequently our students must be taught

every thing in medicine : but alas and aback ! The time has been

too short for every thing, so Homeopathy is being crowded out

The public ask for homeopathy and are given to understand that

they are receiving the very best Homeopathy in the market, a strictly

modern, up-to-date twentieth century inspiration. The public know

no better, and ofttimes the physician shows equally limited know-

ledge of the real truth, for he is thoroughly consistent with much of

the teaching received while attending a homeopathic (?) college.

The old cry against th^ ‘^narrow,”
*
‘dogmatic*' “sectarian** spirit

of Homeopathy is heard no more.
^

On the contrary, the old barriers are being removed and the

door swings wide open to the “modern** Homeopathy, and why not,

when there has been such a complete surrender of every thing that

savors of Homeopathy ? Mark this radical difference, however,

'between the recreant Homeopath and the convert from the empirical

•aaachings of the “old school,” the first departed from the faith

hecause^he was not willing to make the close application required

from a faithful follower of Hahnemann, and, for the same reason,

usually is content with the discarded practice of a past decade,

while the convert to Homeopath^ invariably insists upon the

strictest application of the teachings of Hahnemann.

Were it a matter of individual opinion our lips would be closed

because it is the Inalienable right of every thoughtful man or woman

tb act as his or her best judgment may dictate
( provided the com-

mon rights of humanity are not encroached upon by such acts)
^
but
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when these would-be leaders, these self-constitiited moulders of

medical thought adopt the tactics of their worst enemies by treat-

ing with ridicule the conscientious efforts of homeopathic practition-

ers, and wherever possible, closing the door of opportunity in the

face of those who would challenge their teachings. The time has come

when the mass of homeopathic practitioners should rise up in their

might and repudiate the leadership of such false teachers.

If we read the signs correctly, the time is right and the profession

ready to begin an aggressive campaign for the restoration of Homeo-

pathy to its logical place in the domain of medicine. This is to

be no ephemeral movement, but the beginning of a struggle that

will be most vigorously pushed until the banner of Homeopathy

shall have been rescued from the hands of its traducers and res-

tored to its former proud position as the synonym of law and

truth. It bases its expectations of success upon the convinc-

ing power of its “law of cure’* the comprehensive scope of its-

organization and the earnestness of its adherents.

To day Chicago is recognized as the “homeopathic centre of

the world.*’ It therefore seems natural that this new movement

should find a focal centre at this point, and the logical outgrowth

of the protest which has been made for many years is found in the*

organization of the regular homeopathic medical society.

It is actuated by the single purpose of preserving and promoting

the principles of Homeopathy, and will co operate with any indivi-

dual or organization having a similar purpose. Its declaration of

princij)les is broad enough for any honest follower of Hahnemann,

and at the same time simple enough to admit of no misunderstand-

ing. No attempt is made to dictate the practical application of those

principles. That is left to the judgment of the individual
;

but

every known means will be employed to make the application of

those principles so simple that the temptation to resort to doubtful

expedients will be continually lessened.

About seventy-five responded to the first general call, February 6^

1906, when the following declaration of principles was adopted:

—
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First The l^w of similars is the law of cure.

Second. The single^ similar remedy is the only scientific

prescription.

Third. The proper dose is the minimum amount sufficient

to cure ( the potency being left to the discretion of the physician).

Fourth. The indicated remedy is the remedy based upon the

totality of the symptoms in each individual case ( totality meaning

the sum total of the deviation from the normal state.)

Note. This Society recognizes that there may be time in the

practice of individual members when, not knowing what else to do,

they may think it necessary to resort to palliative measures. While

such treatment may seem justifiable, and will be tolerated, it is

nevertheless unhomeopathic and is not endorsed by this Society.

The officers elected were :

.President, A. C. Cowperthwait, m. n.

First, Vice-President, H. C. Allen, m. d.

Second, Vice-President, D. H, Me Mullen, m. d.

Secretary, G. P. Waring, m. d.

Treasurer, H. H. Baker, m. d.

Executive Committee, president { ex-officio ), Drs. E. A. Taylor,

H. Farrington, J. B. S. King, J. W. Kingston, H. W. Pierson,

G. P. Waring.

Regular meetings of this Society will be held on the first Tues-

day night of each month at 8 o’clock. Stenografic reports of each

meeting will be made, and bound copy of the transactions for

the year may become the property of each member. For the present

yearly ddes have been placed at two dollars.

. A cordial invitation is extended to all homeopathic physicians

who can attend to become members. Other cities and localities

are also urged to organize where the regular homeopaths desire to

co-operate in the above plan to preserve and promote homeopathy.

G. P. Waring, m. d. Secretary.

55 State St., Chicago.

ChicagOy February^ /6 ; /po6



•‘WHAT IS CURABLE IN DISEASES.''

Hahnemann said that homeopathy is capable of curing all

maladies that are curable, otherwise man would be immortal.

But he never could put a boundary line between the diseases

that are curable and those that are not. But our friends of

the other school, at least the great majority of them, with

their vaunted knowledge of pathology seem to know all

about the curable and incurable diseases. Cancer is incurable^

and so is tuberculosis.

I. The other day a patient about sixty five years old,came

to me with an inflammation of the mammary gland that was

very hard and full of nodes. The lady doctor who examined

and treated her for some time before me, wrote, in narrating

the history of the case “no medicine could do her any good'^.

She wrote the history and the symptoms of the case quitfe

clearly and of course I was thankful for that But I was

much astonished to find her make the bold assertion that

medicine was of no avail in her case. This statement of

course naturally makes it an established fact that she knew

all about all medicines. But from the report herewith attached

it will be found that for once at least she was mistaken.

I began the treatment with Conium 30 twice daily for a

week. At the end of that time the glands became softer and

looked slightly inflamed. I continued placebe for some little

time, but that did not seem to help matters much and it seemed

that these glands would suppurate. Now I began the treat-

ment with Hepar Sulph §rst in the 30th potency in frequent-

ly repeated doses and then with the 200th potency at much
longer intervals. In about a month's time, the abscess healed

completely and for once a mammary cancer' in a lady of

advanced age was completely cured with the indicated remedy

inspite ofthe bold assertions of Qur friends of the other school
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ir. Some years agfo a young man about 30 years olcT,

put himself under my treatment for a dental fistula that had
been troubling him for 3'cars. He had recourse to all sorts of

treatment but to no purpose. At last he was recommended
to go to the Medical dollege Hospital for a radical operation'

which would necessitate the removal of all the teeth of the ad-

5&CQint parts and have the inferior maxillary bone* thoroughly

scraped, and if necessary, a part of it taken out, for the

bone was undoubtedly affected.

As the last recourse he put himself under my treatment.

When his former physician heard that he had placed himself

under my treatment he laughed and said that he would kill'

himself, for no earthly medicine could do him any good.

We however proceeded with the treatment first by giving*

Silicea 30, then the 6th and ultimately the 200th and though
this seemed to improve his condition somewhat, it failed to

cure him completely. I had to use a few doses of Sulphur 20O'

and Calc. Fluor 6x to complete the cure. I refrained from-

reporting about this case as I have known patients to have

had frequent relapses even after they had undergone radical

operations and recovered therefrom completely.

But this man I came across after nearly three years, when'

he came to call me to see a brother of his, who was suffering

from renal colic, and when he told me that he had never had
any trouble with* the jaw or the teeth since he was cured

under our treatment.

III. An elderl)- lady was suffering from profuse hemorrhage
of the uterus with an enlargement the uterus that was
diagnosed by some experienced lady doctors as an uterine

fibroid. She came under homeopathic treatment because the
allopathic doctors declared that nothing would stop the

hemorrhage unless she underwent an operation and had that

fibroid removed.
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When we saw the patient she was very much prostrated,

^he had great burning, she could bear no clothing, wanted to

throw away all her clothing. The blood was dark and in clots.

Lachesis promptly stopped this hemorrhage and strange to

say in about a month’s time under Sepia, Platina, Calc, Flor

and Calcarea carb, the big tumour disappeared completely

and she is a perfectly hale and hearty lady tc-clay. •

J. N. Majumdar M. U.

News and Notes
The customary celebration of the birthday of Hahnemann

•was held in the hall of the Indian Association for the Culti-

vation of Science. Dr. Hem Chandra Ray Chowdhuri, the

senior Vice-president, presided on account of the sudden

death of the President of the Hahnemann Society, Dr. Hurro

Nath Ray. Dr. Girish Chandra Dutt read a paper on the

Sanitation of Calcutta. Light refreshments were served to

the guests at the conclusion of theVmeeting.

Dr. J. B. Norton of the Ophthalmic Therapeutics fame,

is making a tour round the world and is expected to spend a

few days in Calcutta. fWe hope the homeopathic fraternity

of Calcutta will not fail to give the doctor a good reception

while he is here.

Dr. P. C. Majumdar has been invited to attend the meeting

of the International Homeopathic Congress of Homeopathtf*^
‘

I*

physicians, that will take place this year in Atlantic cky.

The monthly meeting of the Calcutta Homeopathic

Society took place last njonlh on the 27th and after some

discussions the byelaws were passed. The discussions on

.

Small pox and Plague will take place at the next meeting,

A new society has been formed of the Hahnemannian

Homeopaths of Chicago, called *'The Regular Homeopathic

Society of Chicago* whose proceedings we publish elsewhere.
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It IS a very good sign that so many of the recent gradu-

ates ofthe Calcutta Medical College are becoming homeopathsj»

while the number of American graduates are also increasing.

Dr. Barid Baran Mukherji, one of the more recent con-

verts to Homeopathy, is taking a great interest in the estab-

lishment ofthe Calcutta Homeopathic Hospital. It is through

his exertions that we are able to secure that plot of ground

in Sukeas Street. We are sorry to learn that the doctor has

had bereavements by the sudden death of a nephew and

cousin. We offer the doctor our sincere condolence.

Book Beview.

Diseases of Children. A Text-book for the use of

students and practitioners of Medicine, By C. Sigmund Raue,

M. D.t Clinical Professor of Paediatrics at Hahnemann

College, Philadelphia, Pa. Visiting physician to the Chil-

dren’s wards and Chief of the Children’s clinic, Hahnemann

Hospital. Paediatrist to the West Philadelphia Hospital.

Second Edition. Revised and Enlarged. 6i Illustrations.

776 pages. Philadelphia. Boericke & Tafel. 1906.

The very fact that the book has gone though one edition

in such a short time is proof enough that it is a valuable

book and has been well received by the profession. ‘The

*iJev^edition has been considerably enlarged and many illus-

trations have been introduced that really enhance the value

of the book. The practical hints given by Dr. Raue are very

valuable and should be studied ctgrefully by students. In

therapeutics the remedies used or at least some of them and

the potencies generally recommended might have been

slightly different. The get up of the book is nice and reflects

eredit on the publishers.



DIRECTORY

<a?^

OF

HOMCBOPATHIO PHYSICIANS.

G. L. GUPTA, M. D.

General Practice.

Residence Office

35 Chasa Oliopa- 78, Upper Chitpiii

para Street, Road.

Calcutta. Hours— 7-30 to 9 A.M.

5 to 6 P. M.

Dr. J. N. MAJUMDAR!

General Practice.

Residence Office

203-1 Cornwallis St. 2-5 Chowrinfihi

Calcutta. Calcutta.

7-8 A. M. 3-4 P. M. 10 IIA.M. 5*6 P.M.

NRIPENDRA NATH SET,l. m. s.'

General Practitioner.

78 and 79 Beadon Street, Calcutta.

Hours— 7 to 8 A. M.

3 to 5 P. M.

Dr. P. C. MAJUMDAR.
Consultation Practice.

Residence Office

22 Loudon Str. 3-5 ChowrinKhii

Calcutta. Calcutta.

6-7 A. M. 3-4 P. M. 5 to 6 P. M.

A. N. MUKERJEE, M. D.

Residence

106-2 Shambazar,

Calcutta.

Hours—

7 to 8 30. A. M.

3 to 5 P. M.

Office

1 19 Grey street,

Calcutta.

Hours

—

8-30 to 9-30 A.M.

5 to 7. P. M.

S. GOSWAMI, M. D.

General Practice.

Office

21 Roopcbapd Roy*s Street;'

Calcutta.'

Hours—
8-10 A. M,

Hours—

3-5 P- M-



C. IRinger d do,

HOMEOPATHIC ESTABLISHMENT.

4, Dalhousie Square East^

CALCUTTA.

Just received per S. S. Anchoria

and Bavaria large Consign-

ments of fresh Medi-

cines and Books.

SPECIFIC FOR LEPROSY.

LEUCODERMA.

^RICE J*ER 2 pz.tjPoT j^S, 2-8,



BOERICKE & RUNYON,
MANUFACTURINQ HOMBOPATHIG CHEMISTS

PUBLISHERS AND IMPORTERS.

Headquarters for Fresh Plant, Tinctures, Triturations, Com-
pressed Tablets, Tablet Triturates, Cerates, Supposi-

tories, and everything pertaining to Homeopathy, t

PHYSICIANS AND PHARMACIES SUPPLIED.

We solicit a trial order and a comparison of our goods with

any in the market.

Write for CATALOGUES and Terms.

BOERICKE & RUNYON,

II West 42ND. Street, New York, U. S. A.
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BOERICKE & TAFEL
WHOLESAlf HOMEOPATHIC CHEMISTS.

•

We carry the largest stock of Homeo-
pathic Medicines in the World.

PHARMACIES SUPPLIED WITH EVERYTHING
PERTAINING TO HOMEOPATHY,

^CATALOGUES SENT ON REQUEST.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED-

We have ten branches. Our export house is

located at 145 G-rad St-.

NEW YORK U. S. A.

M. BHATTACHARYYA AND CO*

BOONOMIO PHARMACY.
Head Office— ii Bonfields Lane,

Branch— 153 Bow Basar Street, Calaitta,

Homeopathic Medicines

5 and 6 pies per dram.

Cholera Box with 12, 24, 30 and

48 phials of inedicitieSf a dropper,

camphor and a nmde Rs. 3, 3 8,

6-4 and 1 1-8 respectively.

Family Box wuh 24, 30, 48, 60,

aifd loi phials of medicine, a

dropper, and a Riiide, Rs. 3, 3*8,

5-3, 6-4. and 1 1-8 respectively.

Pharmaceutist’s Manual, /. e..

Homeopathic Phannacopia in

Benf>ali and Eii^libh { Second
Edition, cloth ) Rs. x-4.

Family Practice in Bengali (3rd

Editon, thoroii^iily levised and
rewritten) iSo pages, cloth As. 8.

A very useful book for family use.
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»abiri & do.,

liemwpatMt (
BOOKSELLERS AND PUBLISHERS.

Importers of Homeopathic Drugs and Sundries

FROM
ENGLAND, AMERICA AND GERMANY.

HEAD ESTABLISHMENT
35 ,

jHoLLEGE ^TREET, pALCUTTA,

BRANCH PHARMACIES.
T. SHOVABAZAH BRANCH—29«;-i, Upcer Chitpore Road, Calcutta.

2 BARABAZAR BRANCH— 2-2, Bonfielci’s Lane, Calciiita.

3. BHOWANIPORK BRANCH -68, Russa Road, Bhowaniporc.

4 BANKIPORE BRANCH-Chowhatta, Bankipore.

5. PATNA BRANCH-Chowk, Patna City.

6. MATHURA BRANCH—Hardin-^s Gate, Mathura, N. W. P.

Fresh and f^enuine Homeopathic medicines of every potency, medi-

cal publications both domestic and foreign, and Physicians* Requisites

of all sorts always kept on hand.

All the Pharmacies are under the direct supervision of experienced

physicians.

JUST RECEIVED THEIR QUARTERLY INDENT OF'*-

HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES.

GENERAL BATES.
Per Dr«jchm.

Mother Tinctures

Dilutions up to 12th

,,
up to 3oih

^ up to 200th

Ruhini*s Spirits of Camphor

yi oz. As. 8, I oz. As. 14

Rs. As.

o 6

o 4

0 6

1 o

Per Drachm.

Rs. As*

Crude Drugs o 12

Triturations up to 6 ... o

^ up to 30 ••• o

Tinct Triturations

Camphor Pilules % oz. Re. x

- • oz Ks. 14

Price liiat fkee on Application.



The Bengal Soap Factory,
64-1 MAOHUA BAZAR ROAD,

CALCUTTA.

We sincerely believe that the choice of a brand of Soaps is quite a

serious affair. For, apart from its cleansing properties, its action on the

skin should have our paiticular attention. The most delicate and almost

transparent skin often becomes haid and dull by using a quality of soaps

that contains dangerous in iLants used by some manufacturers to lessen

the cqst of production. Futher point to be noted is that by allowing a

quantity of water to be left in the soaps, practically a lesser quantity is

sold to the buyer than he apj)arently pays for. Whenkeprt for long, this

quantity of water evaporates and the soap is left in a shrunk, hard and

deodourised condition.

BENGAL SOAPS.
do not corrode the skin, have no water in composition, possess lasting

and sweet fragrance and have thorough cleansing properties.

OF
Dp. Willmap Schwabe, Leipzig. Germany.

The largest and most celebrated Homeopathic Pharmacy
in the World.

Wholesale Retail and Export
of all Homeopathic Medicines

in tinctures, trituralions, pilules, globules and tablets, con-

scientiously prc|5ared in accordance with the instructions

laid down by Hahnemann, the founder of Homeopathy.

Domestic, Travelling. Pocket & Veterinary Cases*

Hiimedicated globoles, pilule^ and sugar of milk.

Dietetic preparations, homeopathic pharmaoeutioal
utensils and instruments for

f, medicine and surgery.
Publication and aale of homeopathic -works in all

modem laneruases.

lUuetrated catalogues on demand

gratis and postfree.



THE GREAT HOMEOPATHIC HALL
We beg to inform the public that we have opened a Homeopathic

establishment under the above name. The medicines are imported

from the most celebrated firms in Europe and America, and the wotk
of supervision has been entrusted to an expert Pharmacist, whose ex-

perience in this line of business is of long standing. We have besides

secured the co-operation of the best Homeopathic Physicians who have
given us the advantage of maintaining by their instructions the newest

methods and processes. The prices compare fabournbly with firms of a

'similar position as will be seen from our printed catalogue which w^e shall

be glad to send on application. We may mention the “Great Homeo-
pathic Hair* is an independent establishment, and not in any way sup-

plementary to our old Allopathic firm.

BUTTO KBISTO PAUL & Co.,

12y Bonfield^s Lane^ Calcutta,
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BBST BRAZIL PEBBLB SPEOTACLBSS.
*

We supply all sorts of spectacles in Gold, Silver,
Nickel and Steel Frames at moderate price. Occulist’s
Piesiciiptiuiis accurately executed. Price list free on
application.

f
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We supply Spectacles by V. P. P. to Mofussil

Customers on their stating their afi^c and how far they

see small letters in day-li;>ht, &c. and if repaired,

instrument fot examininf> the eyes may be sent per
V. P. I*, on depositing Rs to.

RAY. MITTBR & Co.,

OPTICIANS,

105, New China Basar 5'/>, Calcutta,

Branch Office,
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A FEW POIINTTED REASONS.

*Tst. Oar Keshrunjan O/V—is a nicely scented Hair Oil whidi mfliicee

«tlie brain cool, head active and hair soft and glossy • therefore, it should

be used by every brain -worker, such as Students, Scholars, Advocates,

Judt>es &c.

2ad. Our Kilshranjan—‘has stood the test, of severe competition,

‘by its virtue, quality and excellence. It gives the hair a Luxurious

growth, removes baldness and makes it amenable to brus|^ or

comb. 'For this reason, it is a pleasant toilet requisite for ladies and

gentlemen of every position in society*

'Price per phial ••• ’Re* i.

Packing and Postage ••• As. 5.

A DEPUTY CORONER'S TESTIMONY.
A. S. P. Joyhsugha, Dy. Coroner, Welegainpety (Ceylon) writes to us

to say—“From the few boxes of your famous Panchatikta Batika I

have cured several cases of long standing fever with such beneficial effect

as to give no occasion for a relapse m a single case. Your SWASARISTA

after a few days' use made the patient (a friend of mine) much better

and he will send you order for another Phial.” The above extract will

speak for itself.

Price per phial with a box of pills ••• Re. •X*

Packing and Postage ... As. 3.

.PLEASE NOTE IN A CORNER OF YOUR DIARY.
Our Sarjiban Rasayan^is a cooling, soothing and invigorating

drink. It is reputed for its sustaining and restorative properties. It

assuages thirst, mitigates the burning blaze and savage rage of the sum-
mer season. It is particularly valuable to students, pleaders, &c.

Price per phial ... Pge. i.

Packing and Postage ... As. 7.

Our asokarista— is the best medicine for all female irregu-

larities. In Metritis, Endometritis, Dysmenorhcca, amenorrbeea and
Leucorrhcea it acts as a charm. It easily cures colic pain, corrects

displacement of the uterus, dispels general debility and infuses health

and strength to the system.

Price per phial with pills ... Rs. i-8.

•Packing and Postage »« As. 7«

Eaviny Nagendrda Nath Sen.
OOVT. MBDICAL DIPLOMA-HOLDBRi

Jd. C. S. (Paris), S. C. 1. (London), M. S. A. S. (London)^ &C.,

Nos. 18-1 & 19, liowar Ohit^ur Boad, CMouttm,



,
DHIHAJ PLOTl,

"The mttsic'Communinty of India have been unanimous in declarinjjf

Vhat mine is the best harmonium* 'of the day. -It is beautiful in desi^Di

^exquisite in tone and fttted with the latest improved iaechanisms. A trial

*ieiMer will bear«out the truth of my assertions.

Dricebf Dhir^l Flute.

Reed with 2 stoppers, Rs. 2$, 28;j2.

2 Set Reed with 4 stoppers, Rs 45, 50, 55.

2 set Reed with <5 stoppers, Rs. 65, with Coupler Rs.70.

1 undertake to repair all kinds of Musical dnstruments at a moderate

orate.

vFleaee compare my rates,

D. K. POLEX,

38, Cornwallis StreeTi CALCum.
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ABUSE OF HOMEOPATHY.

Homeopathy will improve or deteriorate as we use or

abu.se it. It therefore behoves all true homeopathic phy-
sicians, the true custodians of the immortal healing art of

Hahnemann, to beware of the shoals and loose sands that our
new system might fall into. While every new cure (/, e, a real

cure ) that we make, makes our foundation strong, every

mistake we make in prsecribing leads us into chaos and con-

fusion. It is indeed a great pleasure to sec many converts

that are made almost daily among the laity to our new sys-

tem, whose enthusiasm is at times beyond reasonable measure.

On the other hand, with the increase in number of the phy-
sicians of pur system of treatment, we find mapy truants, rc«>

wolves in sheep's clothing, who take up this as a profession,

because they have a very accommodating conscience and they

think it very ea.sy and harmless
; and what is the resultf They

practise any thing but homeopathy and still call themselves

homeopaths in the hope of alluring people into their snares*
'

In America with the advance of the new system of

treatment we find a natural overgrowth of this treatment

on both directions, the more materialistic among tho.se

gradually reverting to the old system almost, by gradually

21
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losing faith in the efficacy of the infinitesimals on account

of their lack of knowledge and inability to prescribe the

similinaani
;
while the others, thinking the infinitesimals to

be the only thing, often leave the selection of the remedy or

the study of the pathological condition of the case in hand

toi>e unimportant and are equally driven astray. This state of

extremism is spreading in our country also, and we are very

much afraid, as our condition is not yet so strong in

India that we can afford to play these foolish pranks.

Another evil that is also growing fast and that is one that

finds a very easy way into our country on account of the

large number of our poor people, is the growth of an

unusually large number of lay practitioners who are seen

almost everywhere in the city and the country wherever

you go. While they are no doubt useful in their own way, at

times they are very mischievous and presumptuous. For the

purpose ol* gaining a small fee, they will often mislead a lay*

man and undertake to treat cases about the pathology of which

they are totally ignorant. Some time ago I was called by

a so^ailled homeopath to see a case of tuberculosis in the last

-stage. Inspite of the fact that the patient had a; continuous

liig^ temperature with very frequent pulse and profuse

sweating and the extreme emaciation and the loud gurgling

*VRd bubbling rples heard all over the lungs, he was trying to

impress on the mind of the patient’s relatives, that she was

getting better, as the expector^ion had become quite profuse

since taking his medicine ;
and what was more,he wanted me

to corroborate his statement. 1 was amazed at his audacity

and only remaked that the sputum was muco-purulent and

dtere were elastic fibres in it
;
but I do not think the learned (?)

doctor understood the significance of all this, for be still

kept on saying *the patient will be all right very soon on the

jindkated remedy, homeopathy could do wonders.*
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I came out of the «ck room quietly an.! told the patient's

relatives that the disease has extended so far that a cure

was absolutely impossible in her case. All we could and

should do, would be to relieve her sufferings, for after all it

was only a question of a few days. The patient's people aipre

quite taken aback and said in that case there were some

very important duties to be done. She was a very rich lady

and she might want tomake a will or make some arrangements-

about her property. The doctor was very much vexed at

my conduct, for he lost a few more fees which he would have

had, if he had not called me ; but. the patient’s relatives were

satisfied, and after all I did my duty. Later I learnt that she

died about four or five days after my visit. These so-ealtedt

doctors would do well to learn that a physician has many
duties besides prescribing the indibated remedy according to

the symptoms.

J. N. Majumdak.

HOMCEOPATHY-ITS LEADING FEATURES.

{ Continuedfrom p. Vol. XV. No. 5 )

We now propose to enumerate some of the more leading

objections which are usually brought against Homoeopathy b;s

practitioners of the other schools and the laity, who are not

conversant with Hahnemann's system. As already stated,

all these objections will appear, as far as we can judge, to be

of a frivolous character, bding very often made merely for

their own sake. For ourselves, we must own, that they are-

not worthy of much attention, beyond that of the mnuteness

ofthe dose, which we have sufficiently discussed in our pre*

vious article.

Some say that Homeopathy is very good fmr childten.-

To ourselves, this appears to be no.more than an idle attempt-
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to escape the burden of examining a system whose cures can

never be denied in these days. Homeopathy must stand or

fall by its own key stone— similibus curanturfix "like

cures like," wliich is admittedly as true and established a law

of nature, as gravitation. Considering the extremely minute

quantity of the medicines used in Homeopathy and the mer-

vellous cures being entirely opposed to the preconceived

notions and the common experience of men, we can only at-

tribute such cures to the peculiarly grand principle upon

which they are effected and the medicines used. Grant there-

fore that Homeopathy succeeds only with children and you

give up the whole question. The principle whose applica-

tion has cured a child of croup or whooping-cough, no

reasonable mind can conceive to l^e inadequate to the re-

moval of diseases in the grown-up brother or sister, or the

old parents. In fact such has been the case. No homeopathist

will admit of such a random distinction based on- no differ-

ence; and the cases recorded are as well authenticated upon*

the one point, as the other.

Another common objection is that it is to nature that

Homeopathy owes its cures. We would simply ask, if such

is the case, why do people not try homeopathy? If nature can

ifilire so well,, there should be no legitimate room ibr prescrip-

tions of noxious and unpalatable pills and potions. Because

they know better, and that if they were to leave patients to

the ordinary and natural progress of cholera, of inflanri'mations-

and congestions,of suppurations add convulsions, death would

probably deliver them quickly from all controversy as to the

fittest remedy. Some, again bold, that the supposed cure is

owing to imagination, but upon what grounds ?

The homeopathic physician has had to encownteir many

positive difficulties under this head. T^e iiiagination resists,

belief in such apparently inadequate powers. Under the
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potent influence of the remedies employed by practitioners of

the opposite school, so fearful a commotion is caused upon

the sensitive frame of the poor patient, that perforce, he will

believe anything that his doctor may tell him regarding the

effect of his drugs, the paftYhe is suffering being sufficient in

his eyes to justify any revolution. The homeopathist,

on the other hand, in accordance with the very nature of the

system he practises, and the method in which his remedies

are administered, is debarred from obtaining any such

mechanical aid. After a minute examination of the present

illness, as also of all previfms disorders and their treatment, •

constitutional and hereditary proclivities &c., he takes hi.s

leave, and sends a mixture, without taste or color or any

appreciable smell which the patient takes, wondering^ in the

first instance, whether it can do him any good. And here

there are unquestionably fewer grounds than ordinary upon

which the imagination may exert itself The disease is either

relieved,or cured or continues. Successful results, in general^

follow so .speedily, that it would be contrary to all ex-

perience to attribute them to aught but the remedy. Such

objections again, cannot hold good against those chronic

disorders which, having resisted all other methods of cure,

3deld at last to homeopathy. In such cases the imagination

might have been as eflectual under the othe»i modes of treat-

'

inent previously adopted, as under homeopathy. They are

equally fertile against the cures of infants and children, of

those who have had not Required sufficient power to know

what they have taken; and further in cases of disorders of

animals, in which also the law of similars, as might be

expected from its universality, lias been found to be eminent-

ly succe$.sfut.

It has been declared by many that Homeopathy is prac-

tised by none but quacks. Our readers will observe that Uk
,
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some former parts of our discourse under the present caption^

we have endeavoured with sufficient care and clearness to

unfold, who the real quack and empiric is
—“he who Heter-

tnines the powers and properties of each medicine by patient

and presevering study, as well as tlft most accurate and re-

peated experiments, and then applies the one that possesses

properties manifesting conditions exactly the same as those

that appear in his patient ; or he who without being able

to give any precise reason for the drugs in his possession,

applies them with a random hit. of which he knows not the

direct result upon^the morbid system ?* We have every

reason and abundant proofs to declare that the titles of the

professors of Homeopathy, all over the civilised portions of

the modern world are grounded upon precisely, the same

authority and license as those of their opponents. Such ex-

pression therefore, and similar other observations, can only

be implicative of extraorchnaiy illiberality and injustice to-

wards a body of men that our common and' daily experience

has shown to be one of unusual intelligence and attainments,

who have nobly stepped out of the ranks of a system, false-

and delusive, speciffiis and exploded, and have thereby

exposed themselves to a discourtesy of treatment . almost

bordering upon insult, from their medical brethren, which)

can scarcely beV:onceived by those out of the profession.

Sometimes it is said that in diet lies the- secret of success

in homeopathy. No body can deny that the homeopathic

dietary is unquestionably a goodk one, and free from those-

btemlshes that characterise- the regime of the opposite-

school
j
and from it doubtless the physician obtains goo<l

assistAnce, and at the same tine- experiences- very^ little-

hindrance to the action of the remedies administered. Thu
chief point of rationality lies in the fact that it follows and

obeys,and never opposes and dogs, the coarse of nature. For
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instance, where there is aversion to food, all food !s fisrbidden

eo long as the natural desire is not established in the patient

Yet the article of diet will never explain the striking and

miraculous success in the treatment of such disorders as

croup, diphtheria, and |pdden inflammatory attacks, and

the objection falls to the ground in the case of children, and

of those invalids in whom no change of diet can be effected.

The last and most amusing objection has been to its

poisons. Homeopathists use ^^uch dreadful poisons, and that

is why they give so little medicine. It is indeed difficult to

keep a grave countenance over these fears from persons who

would not scruple to give, or perhaps take, during sickness,

•quantities of colocynth, tartar emetic, iodine, calomel, opium,

nux vomtea, or arsenic, that would serve a whole army of

homeopathists for their lives. We learned, on gocxl authority,,

that there was a time,when in one whole year, of the valuable

homeopathic medicine, lachesis, so well known to many
nervous sufferers, only ^wo drops had ever been brought to

Europe. be continued)

Atal Vihari Biiaduri. m, a.

THE CALCUTTA HOMEOPATHIC SOCIETY. -
«

The third monthly meeting of the Calcutta Homeopathic

Society was held on Monday the 30th April 1906, at 6-30 F.M.

in the Hall of the Society,, No. 35, College Street. In the ab-

sence of the President, Dr. P. C. Majumdar, the Vice-

President took the chair.

Among the members the following ladies and gentlemen

were*preMnt :—Drs. J. N. Majumdar,W. YounaniMiss Sykes,

B. B. Mukerjee, Gopal Lai Mitra, T. Palit, S. Goswami,

J. Biswas, Dakhinaranjan Dutta (Serampur), Nabadwip
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Chandra Das, Sreehary Ghose, Kaliparla Mukerjee, Baikunta

Nath Mukherjee. Kishori La! Bagchi. Raimohan Banerji,

H. L. Ghose, J. K. Maitra. Narayan Das Maitra/ N. P.

Mukiverjce, Satya Charaii Laha, Kali Nath Mukherjee and

others.

o The Chairman, in his opening remarks expressed his sor-

row at the death of their President Dr. flara Nath Ray. The

deceased gentleman was perhaps the oldest Homeopathic

physician in Calcutta and was well-known amor.g the practi-

tioners of Calcutta for his erudition and kindness towards all

people that came to him for medical help. He was a

graduate of ‘the Calcutta Medical College and for sometime

practised in Allahabad. lie became a convert to homeopathy

early in his career,and was a friend of Drs. Leopold Salzer

and Mahendra Lai Savkar. Dr. Majumdar then requested

Dr. T. Palit to say something more about the life of the

President, as he was better known to him. With these few

words he closed his opening remarks.

Dr, Palit then expressed his regreat at the sad death

of Dr. Hara Nath Ray and said that he could say some-

thing about the latter part of the life of the president, as

he knew him intimately then, but could ,not say anything

about the earlier career of the doctor, as he was not known

To him at thaf'time. He was always very kind and good to

every body that came to him, those that cauic to

him for medical help. He then proposed that the Secretary be

requested to send a letter of condolence to the bereaved family.

This motion was seconded by Dr. J. N. Majumdar and

carried unanimously.

The Chairman then requested Dr. J. N. Majumdar to

read the report of the last meeting for the Sacretary, who

was unavoidably absent.

The report was then read and confirmed.
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Then the discussion on Small-pox which was postponed

in the last meeting was opened by Dr. T. Palit

He said he would like to put a few questions before

the meeting for elucidation and for the enlightenment of

his colleagues.

(«) Nothing, to his experience, has been able to soothe

the terrible burning that comes on generally before the erup-

tions appear. Has any of the members been able to do any-

thing ?

(6) The terrible bone pains after the eruptions, have been

also very distressing and intractable. What is the best course

to be adopted for them f

(^) Another symptom that is also very annoying is the

swelling of the extremities and the synovitis that he had

frequently come across.

Dr. H. L. Ghose suggested that Rhustox, Lachesis and

Arsenic were the best remedies for the burning^ according to

his experience.

Dr. Younan said that the patient should be treated con<^

stitutionally. He had not much experience with the epidemic

of the present year, but he believed that the patients could

be treated with success under the law of similars.

Lachesis 200 did some good in one case where the erup-

tions were not properly developed. Bryonia add Sulphur did

not do much according to his experience. In conclusion he

said that we ought not to be disheartened for it is ‘Tailure

that makes us learn much.^'

Dr. Gopal Chandra' Mitra suggested Tarantula for the

terrible burning.

Dr. J. N. Majumdar said *Ve should treat the case and

not the symptom and the more difficult the case the closer

should be our search for the similimum. The law of similars

is an immutable law of nature. He said that he had failed!

22
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iin some cases of the hemorrhagic variety, bat in most of these

'Cases homeopathy was resorted to very late in the course of

the disease. He had frequently been able to allay the

’burning in these patients with Arsenic, Apis and Cantharis

•aecording to indtcadons.

' Dr. fiarid Baran Mukerji said he could not underhand

why Dr. Palit was so severe in his criticisms on the efficacy of

our drugs. He had himself received some very good results

only lately. For the burning of small-pox he considered

Merc soI,Hepar sulphur and Arsenic to be excellent remedies.

Dr. Boykunto Nath Mukerji said he had cured one case of

the hemorrhagic variety with Lachesis 200 single dose.

Dr. F. C. Majumdar, the Chairman, in closing the discus*

sions for the evening remarked that while treating the patient

according to the symptoms elicited, it was their bounden duty

to pay the greatest attention to the latent d3^CFasia that was

almost always present in these patients and that hindered

and eetarded recovery in so many of these cases. He bad

found out from personal enquiries made from the *Sitola

Brahmins” { artM ) that their medicines generally con-

tained Arsenic, Sulphur, Ac., remedies that are homeopathic

to so many cases, so that in a way their treatment was un-

conscious homeopathy. The meeting then separated with

the eastomary^vote of thanks to the chair at about 8 p. u.

Glinicsl Gases.

CisAra.—Baboo Mahendra Chandra LaWri's son, a boy 3

years, was attacked with infantile cholera on the loth June 190a.

He sent for me to treat his boy in the evening of the same day at

about 7 p. M. During the day, the boy had been treated by another

‘fioinedpathic Doctor of this pUce* I saw the boy in the evening
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in the following state :—stools watery with meal-like sedimentsi

profuse and gushing out forcibly wkh^ much spluttering
; loud gurgl-

ing noise, as of water from- the bottle > perspiration on the head

tongue coated yellowish
;
violent thirst

; constant vomibing’ of hot

frothy nHicus^ sometimes gagging or empty-retching
;
great restless-

ness, cold claniny skin, Httle cramps of feet and thighs. I gave six.

doses of Podoph. jotb; to be taken after every stool and vomiting.-

Neift morning I saw the' boy in much worse state. He was almost

in collapse state. Pulse- was imperceptible
;

extremities icy cold }

copious perspiration* all over the body ; he liked' very much'to be un-

covered, throwing away the coverings of the body
; paJe and sunkeiu

foce ; eyes sunken deep in the sockets
;
unquenchable' thirsty drink-'

ing. very often and much at a time*; persistent nausea^. constant

purging and vomitings stool colorless watery, vomiting watery fittid^,

increased after drinking
;
cramps in the chest, handsi toes>j fingers,,

toes spread apart, bent backward.
;

voice inaudible ; com-

plete suppression of urine. I gave 8 doses of Secale Cornu-

turn 30th, tO' be taken every half an hour. Secale produced*

wonderful effect. In the afternoon the boy seemed to be

much better.

Perspiration^ cramps almost gone, puisei' became perceptible,

thirst much lessened, vomiting and purging stopped. BUfe he was*

very restless now, he felt indescribable burning sensation through-

out the whole body internally, yet he did not like to be uncovered,

drinking little but very often. I changed the me^cine Secale and

gave 4 doses of Arsenit: Alb loth next morning, to be taken- every

% hours.

XnqMte of the administration of 4 doses of Ars., the boy’s inter-

nal burning sensation and thirst were still persisting. K dose of Sul-

phur 3!0th. was given and no more medicine for 6 hours. No parti*

cular improvement was marked. I gave 4 doses of Canth 30th.

for that night The boy had copious "urine at night at about

4 A. If. after taking a doses of Canth goth. The next morning he*

seemed to* be calm and quiet Hie was- alhiost relieved of aU
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his complaints except very few. He was very anxious for the

open and cool air and desirous of taking cold things. Pub.

30th, 4 dosqp were given every 4 hours. I gave him cold water

of palm fruit ( ) and cocoanut water and sago

with ice. He was gradually in convalescent state and all right in

a );/eek.

IX. The cure of a case of uterine hemorrhage of long standing by

a single medicine—An elderly widow of a respectable family, nearly

fifty years old, was suffering from an attack of uterine hemorrhagic

disturbance from time to time for a long period. Some five years

back her catamenial flow stopped altogether and remained so for two

years. After this long cessation, she felt one day an indescribable

pain in the abdomen, the result of which ended in a profuse hemoF'

rhage from the uterus for five days, which was cured then by the

assistance of an allopathic doctor after great exertion. A year

after, she suffered from an attack of a high remittent fever

for 3 weeks and was cured by a homeopathic practitioner.

During this fever she again had a relapse of uterine hemorrhage

but in a modified shape, the hemorrhagic discharge was not so pro-

fuse as on the previous occasion. This small quantity of discharge

appeared as a spot on the cloth every now and then for several days.

During all this time 'she had been under the treatment of the same

homeopathic doctor. Though her hemorrhagic disturbance was

gradually lessened,^ yet it appeared on while straining at stool.

This had been ^disturbing her for the last eight months. It was

so obstinate and regular in appearing at the time of attending

nature’s call, that this symptom could not be removed by any

mean& At last she placed herself urvler my treatment I gave her

Arsenic sooth, 9 doses to be taken, thrice daily, morning, noon

and evening. Thice days after she again sent for me. I heard, the

obstinate hemorrhagic disturbance disappeared on the snd day

after taking 4 doses of Arsenic sooth. I discontinued the medi-

cine and gave Placebo for 4 day& No more complaint, and she

is all right now.
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X. A Wonderful Cure of Typical Malarious Fever of shr

monthd sfctnding^ by a single medicine only, Babu Madhavanandk

Bhattacharya’s son, aged about 4 years, had been* sulibring from an

attack of malarious fever with enlargement of liver and spleen, for

more than six months and was under the treatment, from the very

beginning, of a learned allopathic doctor for 4 months and then

under a well-educated Kaviraj for 2 months. The case was getting;

worse day by day and the boy was at last reduced to skeleton. One

day in the month of Nov. 1903, when 1 was passing in a carriage

by the side of his gate, he ( Madhavananda Baboo ) called me in

and showed me his bed-ridden child and asked my advice as to

what was to be done in that crisis. He asked me most anxious-

ly and seriously *Ts there any hope of the child^s recovery
;
may this

boy be brought round from the grasp of Death by the Hahnne*

manian mode of treatment** ? I said to him plainly, “I cannot

4)romise you the child’s life
; because it is at the discretion of Him

who gave it, but I dare say that if there be any rational

and conscientious mode of treatment for saving the life of your child

from this miserable or deplorable state of health, it is the homecK

pathic treatment.”

There is no medicine in the world so scientifically invented

in accordance with a law of nature for the healing of the diseases

the human flesh is heir to, as those prescribed by homeopathy.

Jiowever Madhavananda Baboo being hopeless^ of his child’s life,

placed his boy under my treatment on the 26 Nov*.* 1903. Paroxysm

every other day at ii a. m., with severe pain in the limbs and small

of the back, chill lasted nearly 3 hours, with no thirst during dhill.

Fever all the afternoon, withgreat nausea and vomiting, accompani-

ed with bursting, intolerable hammering headache, and intense^

constant thirst for large quantities of cold water. Yellow complexioDi

enlargement of liver and spleen, great debility. Stupefaction and

consciousness during heat. Profuse perspiration during night which

gradually removed all the symptoms of hot stage, yellowish-white

coating on the tongue, fever blisters covering the wh(de lips. Loss of
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appetite. I gave Nat Mur. jotb every 4 hours during apyrexia. Next

taro chills a little tighter. One powder Natrunr Muriaticuin aooth be-

lore next paroxysm, then Sac Lac every 4 hours for three days. Not

the sKf^tcst mdication of any more chills or fever or headache or the

enlargement of liver and spleen was seen, these gradtally di^ppeat*

kig by the admamstiation of Placebo only.

Dakskina Kanjah Dutta, ScranpHR

A LETTER.
To

THE EDITORS OF THE INDIAN HOMEOPATHIC
review;

Sirs,

At our last monthly meeting of the Calcutta Homeopathic

Society, held on the 30th April 1906, I was sorely wounded at the

sarcastic remarks of Mr. Palit on- his sad failure in mitigating the

distress, such as awful burning sensation,una{q>easable thirst, distresK*

ing headhche etc., of the poor sufferers from the attacks of virulent

small'-pox by homeopathic medicines. Mr. Palit said he had not only

foiled to give help to the poor victims but his consulting physicians-

( the leading homoeopathic practioners of the town ), too, could not

do anything otr the said points during the hat horrible epidemic of

amall pox hr Calcutta. Nothing can be more absurd' thair to- jump*

into condusions in hot haste at the failure of removing the above

i^ptoma only in a couple or a dbzen-of caaes, either by himself or

by the combined "intellects of one or two leading Homeopathic

dooton- of Calcutta. Before entering into the dbtaifo about the sao>*

CflM ofthe Hahnnemaniatr drugs ii> small pox, 1 request my friend

most bambly to remember the weUiknown remarkaUe Hoes in*

Shakespeare, whetr Hamlet said to his fnends 'There are mcae

diings in HCaven and Earth, Horatio, than- are dreamt of hr yoHr

idiilosopby.’" Tire failure or success in the treatment of ai^

disease, either small pox or plague etc., depends not only on the

qrgtem of treatment ( AllopaChy, -Homeopathy <» Kabiraji ), but on

the tactiiC8> expertness, and the power of aeliecting the ^ifppopdtiter
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medicines according to the various symptoms ^Homeopathy
), of

the physician who treats the particular case. It .might be that

Mr, Palit and his consulting physicians took much interest in the

treatment of the above caseSp it might be that they were intelligent

•and renowned homeopaths, but in spite of these advan- tages, I must

request my friend to remember always that every man, however

learned and well educated he may be, is liable to commit errors,

specially in the practice of medicine. 1 can boldly say that the failure

of Mr. Palit and his consulting physicians in removing unappeasable

thirst and distressing headache of his small pox patients was not due

to the fault of the Hahnnematiian mode of treatment but to the

mistakes of Mr. Palit and his consulting doctors, in selecting the

•appropriate drugs according to the symptoms developed in the above

cases. The failure in selecting the proper medicines according to the

fiahnnemanian system of treatment is apparently seen to occur

rOmost an the daily practice of homeopathic practitioners, however,

learned, well educated, enthusistic, scientific and experienced

they may be. It is for these reasons that the homeopathic

doctors change their prescriptions every now and then, as they

know well that when the proper medicine according to the

symptoms of the disease would be selected, the agonies and the

sufferiengs of the patients would be removed then and there-

by the application of a dose or two. For the satisfaction of the

curiosity of the public and for the removal of the vaunted boast of my

fellow-brethren, I shall quote here a few examples from the practice

of the gigantic pillars of Homeopathy of this country. Drs.

Saricar, Saltser, and B. L. Bhaduri were the most learned, edu-

cated, experienced, successfiilc and renowned homeopaths of the

r9th century, in this country. 1 think there is no difference of pph

nions about this. Some fourteen years back when I used to piac

rise in Calcutta I had a case in Hatkhola, Baniatollah Lane. Baboo

Madhusudan Singha, old gentleman, aged about seventy five, .an in*

habitant of Chakda, Nuddea District,ihad been suffering for more

than 6 months from hardness and enlargement of the liver, accom*
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panied with 'hectic fever, jaundice, loss of appetite, and above all,

*lhe most obstinate constipation—so much so, that scarcely he had

one atool even in a week, and it was so hard and knotted that it

. could not be drawn out from the rectum except by mechanical assis^

tance, that is either by inserting the finger or forceps to the rectum.

After giving a fair trial to ail other so-called best modes of treatment,

the case was at last placed under my treatment in the month of July

'189a. Having seen the nature of Che case and having been informed

that the patient was a man* of afHuent circumstances I called first Dr.

A. K. Dutta for consultation. Having failed to have the desired

effect from our medicines for a week, 1 was compelled to call Dr.

Sarkar for consultatioii in accordance with the opinions of the

patient’s son. He also tried the patient for a fortnight, during which

he used to come to see the patient once every day, even sometimes

twice a day, but without any good result. One day after a deep

meditatbn and consultation with books he prescribed Platinum 30th,

4 doses, every six hours. After taking 2 doses of Platinum 30th

during that night the patient seemed to have been almost right

by next morning, he had copious healthy stool, fever was gone,

the enlargement of the liver almost disappeared
; and the patient

•was very hungry. Dr Sarkar was very much surprised to see

such a marvellous and miraculous result of Platinum on such

. an old .man within so short a time, namely within 12 hours. From

this we imtst come to the conclusion that so long as appropriate

medicines were itot selected, even Dr. Sarkar,' the gigantic pillar

xjf Indian homeopathy, could not do any thing for his patient.

On the 15th day, no sooner Platinum 30 came to his head,

the old man of 75 years was much ^benefited within 12 hours.

I shall quote here another example from the treatment of Dr. Sar-

kar. Some fifteen years ago, my cousin Baboo Nalinaksha Dutta,

Zemindar of Kasiaddanga in the District of Nuddia, had been suffer-

ing from an attack of bilious caluli for more than a year. Having

failed to get rid of the obstfliate disease by any other mode of

tieatment, he was fortunate enough to place himself at last under th6
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In all circles in Indian society there is a gradually fncreas*^

ing section of members who take more alcoholic drinks than

they can stand, and certainly more than is good for them.

They pay the penalty sooner or later with hepatitis and liver

abscesses and those other phenomena which we find generally

associated with chronic alcoholism in the tropics. As

Simpson says "Neurasthenia, depression, and incapacity for

mental work in the Tropics not uncommonly owe their origin

to a consumption of alcohol, which would be without any

corresponding effect in a more temperate climate."

In India when the thermometer stands at III® in the*

shade, o-iie relishes a glass of milk and some fresh fruits far

more than any triumph of the culinary art But there are

people here who would have their wlusky. We may leave

such people to settle accounts with their own liver. But with

others who are niore reasonable it is far different It is the

duty of the members of the medical profession to point out

to them the most suitable articles of diet. Dr, Robert Hut*

chisan'asks them to "drink milk.” If we may add anything to

that excellent advice, it is to ask people to drink milk and to>

eat a few plantains with it'— 77^^ Statesjnan,

GELSEMITJM-A PRACTICAL STUDY.
r

by P. W. SHEDD, M. D.. KEW YORK.

Gelsemiurn is a drug which serves perhaps better than any

other (excepting Nux vomica) to illustrate the fundamental

and striking difference between the allopathic, eclectic (or

physiologic) and the homeopathic systems of therapy.

To states that the physiologic preseriber is not using

Gelsemium as a scientifically known means to an end is quite

as absurd as to make the same statenofent of the Homeopath,

who', using a different instrumentation, prescribes the drug for
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extremities from any exertion
;
the entire muscular system

is inco-ordinated ;
debility and tremor are characteristic

^

chills or coldness alon|r the dorsal spine.

The physiologic effects of Gelsemium are the homeo-

pathic indications for the Drug's use in potency.

• One school^ having a gross knowledge of the de pressant

action of Gelsemium, but governed by no law save that of

force^ uses the drug in excitant conditions without regard to

the individuality of the case, and might become right. In

acute conditions this may have a happy issue if the case be

watched, and the excitant conditions do not, by an over-

swing of the pendulum, pass into a lethal depression. The

common pharmacist wisely tables the drug "poisonous in

over-doses."

The other school with a far more delicate and extended

knowledge of the depressant action of Gelsemium, and

governed by a law of nature as unvarying as the law of gra-

vitation, and with an instrumentation which utilizes that law,

restores cellular and functional equiibrium, cito, tute et

jucunde, with no fear of poisonous over-dose, but with the

certainty if Gelsemium be the similimum that it will cure.

Which is the more scientific ? The lawless or the lawful

method ? It is not a question of sectarianism, nor ever has

been, but a (question of cool, calculating, unyielding science.

It is needless to remark that the Gelsemium syndrome

prescribed for by Scudder is scientifically incomplete
;
moda-

lity, causation, temperament, mentality, concomitants are

necessarily lacking ( of what use would they be in the choice

of a drug on the physiologic, antipathic basis t). Scudder's

syndrome would recall to the Homeopath not tlie ( here )

despotic Gelsemium but the similar, legal (if the term may

be used) Aconite or Belladonna, or Hyoscyamus, et al.

Depression, passive congestion, inco* ordination, paresis
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In all circles in Indian society there is a gradually increase

ing section of members who take more alcoholic drinks than

they can stand, and certainly more than is good for them.

They pay the penalty sooner or later with hepatitis and liver

abscesses and those other phenomena which we find generally

associated with chronic alcoholism in the tropics. As Dr.

Simpson says "Neurasthenia, depression, and incapacity for

mental work in the Tropics not uncommonly owe their origin

to a consumption of alcohol, which would be without any

corresponding effect in a more temperate climate."

In India when the thermometer stands at I IT in the

shade, one relishes a glass of milk and some fresh fruits far

more than any triumph of the culinary art. But there are

people here who would have their whisky. We may leave

such people to settle accounts with their own liver. But with

others who are more reasonable it is far different. It is the

duty of the members of the medical profession to point out

to them the most suitable articles of diet. Dr. Robert Hut-

chisan'asks them to "drink milk.” If we may add anything to

that excellent advice, it is to ask people to drink milk and to

eat a few plantains with it.— 714^ Statesman.

GELSEMIUM-A PRACTICAL STUDY.

by P. W. Shedd, m. d., kew YORK.

Gelsemium is a drug which serves perhaps better than any

other (excepting Nux vomica) to illustrate the fundamental

and striking difference between the allopathic, eclectic (or

physiologic) and the homeopathic systems of therapy.

To state that the physiologic prescriber is not using

Gelsemium as a scienti5cally known means to an end is quite

as absurd as to make the same statement of the Homeopath,

whot using a different instrumentation, prescribes the drug for
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Extremities from any exertion ; the entire muscular system

is inco-ordinated ;
debility and tremor are characteristic

5

'Chills or coldness along; the dorsal spine.

The physiologic effects of Gelsemium are the homeo-

pathic indications for the Drug’s use in potency.

^
One school, having a gross knowledge of the de pressant

action of Gelsemium, but governed by no law save that of

force, uses the drug in excitant conditions without regard to

the individuality of the case, and might become right In

acute conditions this may have a happy issue if the case be

watched, and the excitant conditions do not, by an over-

swing of the pendulum, pass into a lethal depression. The

common pharmacist wisely lables the drug 'poisonous in

over-doses.”

The other school with a far more delicate and extended

knowledge of the depressant action of Gelsemium, and

governed by a law of nature as unvarying as the law of gra-

vitation, and with an instrumentation which utilizes that law,

restores cellular and functional cqulibrium, cito, tute et

jucunde, with no fear of poisonous over-dose, but with the

certainty if Gelsemium be the similimum that it will cure.

Which is the more scientific ? The lawless or the lawful

method ? It is not a question of sectarianism, nor ever has

been, but a q^^estion of cool, calculating, unyielding science.

It is needless to remark that the Gelsemium syndrome

prescribed for by Scudder is scientifically incomplete
; moda-

lity, causation, temperament, mentality, concomitants are

necessarily lacking ( of what use would they be in the choice

of a drug on the physiologic, antipathic basis f). Scudder’s

syndrome would recall to the Homeopath not the ( here )

despotic Gelsemium but the similar, legal (if the term may

be used) Aconite or Belladonna, or Hyoscyamus, et al.

Depression
,

passive congestion, inco-ordination, paresis
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and sugars. That this difference in diet in different countries'

is entirely due to climatic considerations and not to any

racial peculiarlity is quite evident Dr. Simpson mentions

the case of a German Officer who, after his retirement, came

and lived in Ceylon and subsisted entirely on fruits, not even

eating vegetables. And when Dr. Simpson met this Ger*

man Officer, the latter had already been in Ceylon for over

three years on his exclusively fruit diet and was in the- best

of healths " Most men called him a. fadist,”' says Dr. Simp«

son, "and I was not inclined to differ from them on that

score but, at the same time, he always appeared to me as ani

embodiment of an experiment which,showed that it was pos-

sible for a European to live, in certain circumstances,, quite;

well and happily as a fruitarian losing nothing in. healA and<

strength and capable of much exertion in the Tropics with*

,out undue fatigue.” The diet of the inhabitants of the-

Tropics -for that matter of the inhabitants of all countries—

has been determined by the result of the experience of cen-

turies. The Aryans when they lived in their Central Asian-

home must have been meat-eaters< But when they entered the

burning plains of Hindustan and settled down there, their

experience must have suggested to them the desirability of

adopting a vegetarian diet and of becoming total- abstainers,

from alcholic drinks. According to Dr. Sit^son- even the

fasts enjoyed by various Eastern religions are intended to as-
^

sist “ the system to recuperate from the effects- of excess and.

from ill results caused by the defects in the elementary func-^

tions of overstrained organs. It may not be such a pleasant;

process as drinking the waters at Homburgh, Baden Badent

Wiesbaden, Strathpeffer, Harrogate, and-other health resortSt-

but the results obtained are very much the same."

The old time-worn discussion- as to the relative superior-

ity of ammal or vegetable diet has lost all its interest at the:
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jfrotn our Words, as we sire insignificant beings, I cc^n quote here nu-

merous examples of success and failure t)f the leading practitioners of

the town, Which solely depended on their selection of the appropriate

medicines according to the symptoms. So long as they are unable

to select the similimum, so long are they quite unable to show any

good result to the patient, .but no sooner the appropriate medicines

are selected, however dangerous and obstinate the disease may be,

whether acute or chronic, than they will relieve the pain, soothe the

patient, though they cannot give life. Mere title and name cannot re-

move the sufferings of patients,it can by no means restore health to the

victims
j
it is the ^*law of similars,*’ the Hahnemannian truth which

has the only rightful power of achieving the noble victory. In conclu-

sion! can make the bold assertion that when we fail to alleviate the

distress of the sufferers, it is not the fault of the ^*Law of similars’*

but is due to the sad blunder of our own. That Heavenly sent

Hahnnemanian truth is ever unchangeable. It is in perfect

harmony with all other truths.

Dakshina Ranjan Dutta,

Medical Practitioner,

Serampur.

EVILS OF OVER EATING AND OVER-DRINKING.

To the special diet number of the Practitioner Dr. W. J,

Simpson, Profe^or of Hygiene in King’s College,London,and

sometime Medical Ofiicer of Health, Calcutta, contributes an

excellent article on Diet in the Tropics:—“ Temperature has a

very powerful determining effect on the kind of food relished,*

says Dr. Simpson, but he also admits that in a good many
cases racial preferences and customs exercise an equally im*

portant influence. Speaking generally, the people of cold

climates ^'prefer meats and fats,” while the inhabitants of hot

countries are content with milk products, cereals, pulses, fruits
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and sugars. That this difference in diet in different countries

is entirely due to climatic considerations and not to any

racial peculiarlity is quite evident Dr. Simpson mentions

the case of a German Officer who, after his retirement, came

and lived in Ceylon- and subsisted entirely on- fruits, not even

eating vegetables. And when Dr. Simpson met this Ger-

man Officer, the latter had already been in Ceylon for ot'er

three years on his exclusively fruit diet and was in the best

of health. Most men called him a fadist,* says Dr. Siinfik

son, “and I was not inclined to differ from them on that

score but, at the same time, he always appeared to me as an

embodiment of an experiment which showed that it was pos-

sible for a European to live, in certain circumstances, quite

well and happily as a fruitarian losing nothing in health and

strength and capable of much exertion in the Tropics with-

out undue fatigue.” The diet of the inhabitants of the

Tropics - for that matter of the inhabitants, of all countries-—

has been determined by the result of the experience of cen-

turies. The Aryans when they lived in their Central Asian,

home must have been meat-eatens. But when they entered the

burning plains of Hindustan and settled down there, their

experience must have suggested to them the desirability of

adopting a vegetarian diet and of becoming total abstainers

from alcholic drinks. According to Dr. Sin^son even the

fasts enjoyed by various Eastern religions are intended to as-

sist “ the sy.stem to recuperate from the effects of excess and

from ill results caused by the defects in the elementary func-

tions of overstrained orglins. It may not be such a pleasant

process as drinking the waters at Homburgh, Baden Baden^

Wiesbaden, Strathpeffer, Harrogate, and- other health resorts,,

but the results obtained are very much the same.”

The old time-worn discussion as to the relative shtperior-

ity of animal or vegetable diet has tost all Its interest at the
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from'our words, as we are insignificant beings, 1 can quote here nu-

merous examples of success and failure of the leading practitioners of

the town, which solely depended on their selection of the appropriate

medicines according to the symptoms. So long as they are unable

to select the similimum, so long are they quite unable to show any

good result to the patient, but no sooner the appropriate medicines

are selected, however dangerous and obstinate the disease may be,

whether acute or chronic, than they will relieve the pain, soothe the

patient, though they cannot give life. Mere title and name cannot re-

move1!he sufferings of patients,it can by no means restore health to the

victims
}

it is the ^^law of similars,” the Hahncmannian truth which

has the only rightful power of achieving the noble victory. In conclu-

sion I can make the bold assertion that when we fail to alleviate the

distress of the sufferers, it is not the fault of the “Law of similars”

but is due to the sad blunder of our own. That Heavenly sent

Habnnemanian truth is ever unchangeable. It is in perfect

harmony with all other truths.

Dakshina Ranjan Dutta,

Medical Practitioner,

Serampur.

EVILS OF OVER EATING AND OVER-DRINKING.

To the special diet number of the Practitioner Dr. W. J.

Simpson, Profe^or of Hygiene in King's College,London,and

sometime Medical Officer of Health, Calcutta, contributes an

excellent article on Diet in the Tropics:—“ Temperature has a

very powerful determining effect on the kind of food relished,”

says Dr. Simpson, but he also admits that in a good many

cases racial preferences and customs exercise an equally im-

portant influence. Speaking generally, the people of cold

climates ^'prefer meats and fats,” while the inhabitants of hot

countries are content with milk products, cereals, pulses, fruits
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In such cases it may prove fatal in quite moderate doses. A
number of these cases are on record, in three or four of which
death was produced by as small a dose as gtt xxx of a
common tincture. It has one other specific action which is

worthy of mention. It is the remedy in dysuria from stricture,

and will rarely fail in enabling the patient to pass urine* in

from four to eight hours. (Scudder's Specific Medication.)

This excerpt is the clearest possible illustration of the

antipathic (enantiopathic, Organon, Section 56, etc.) medica-

tion of the allopathic and eclectic schools. (The eclectics

differ from the ^'regular’* school in agent and dosage, but not

in general theory or application), viz., a drug is given of which

it is known absolutely that its general action is directly and

physiol(^ically antagonistic to the indication in the case.

Gelsemium is aatispasmodic, diaphoretic, a neural depressant,

paralyzing motility and sensitivity by central action upon the

cord, and it is used physiologically where we have flushed

face, bright eyes, contracted irides, increased heat of the

head, restlessness and irritability, spasms, convulsions ; a

depressant remedy for an excitant condition. Scudder wisely

warns against its use (in his dosage) where there is already a

vital depression.

Contrast with Scudder's syndrome the h^eopathic in-

dications for Gelsemium ; acting upon the central motor

spheres from above downwards, it exhibits vaso-motor para-

lysis and sequent passive congestion. The Gelsemium patient

desires to be alone and undisturbed
; there is depression and

an asthenic nervous excitability ; vertigo beginning in the

occiput ; dim vision
;
diplopia

; headache beginning cervical-

ly and spreading over the head, causing a sensation in eyes

and forehead as if about to burst or as if the head were

tightly bound about above the ears
;
the tongue tremble,

m oves with difficulty ; there is great fatigue in the lower
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conditions diametrically .^opposite. The difference is some-

what similar to that between a siut of clothing ready made or

made to order •, one may cover the individual in a way but

seldom fits ; the other covers and fits, and ia dealing with

life and death this may be a matter of vital import. Science

pre-supposes exactitude ; hence, the prescription that covers

and fits the individual case is the more scientific, and when

vitality or reserve force is low or when the case is chronic in

nature, it is absolutely essential. With abundant vitality

many cases of disturbed functional or cellular equilibrium,

recover without medicinal aid.

Scudder has marked out clearly the physiologic (allopatho-

eclectic) indications for Gelsemium. He says : *'Gelsemium

exerts a specific influence upon the brain, and to a less extent

upon the spinal center and sympathetic. It relieves irritation

and determination of blood and the disordered innervation

that flows from it Probably there is no remedy in the materia

medica more direct and certain in action. Given a case of

irritation and determination of blood to the brain, marked by

flushed face, bright eyes, contracted pupils, restlessness and

irritability, we prescribe Gelsemium with certainty. This-

being a common complication in diseases of childhood it is

especially the^hild's remedy. Acting in this direction, it

lessens the frequency of the heart’s action, and removes ob-

struction to the free flow of blood—a sedative. It also in-

creases secretion in the same way. I do not think that Gel-

seminm exerts any important inflimnce other than through

this action upon the nervous system. But, as will be observed

tlus is a very important action.

It is contra-indicated where the circulation is feeble and

there is tendency to congestion, especially if there be a feeble

circulation in the nerve centres. We never give it if the e3rea

are dull» pupils dilated, and the countenanu e]q>rcssionless.
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In such cases it may prove fatal in quite moderate doses. A
number of these cases are on record, in three or four of which

death was produced by as small a dose as gtt xxx of a

common tincture. It has one other specific action which is

worthy of mention. It is the remedy in dysuria from strictyre,

and will rarely foil in enabling the patient to pass urine in

from four to eight hours. (Scudder's Specific Medication.)

This excerpt is the clearest possible illustration of the

antipathic (enantiopathic. Organon, Section 56, etc.) medica*

tion of the allopathic and eclectic schools. (The eclectics

differ from the ''regular*' school in agent and dosage, but not

in general theory or application), viz., a drug is given of which

it is known absolutely that its general action is directly and

physiologically antagonistic to the indication in the case.

Gelseraium is antispasraodic, diaphoretic, a neural depr^ant,

paralyzing motility and sensitivity by central action upon the

cord, and it is used physiologically where we have flushed

face, bright eyes, contracted irides, increased heat of the

head, restlessness and irritability, spasms, convulsions i a

depressant remedy for an excitant condition. Scudder wisely

warns against its use (in his dosage) where there is already a

vital depression.

Contrast with Scudder’s syndrome the hojpeopathic in-

dications for Gelsemium ;
acting upon the central motor

spheres from above downwards, it exhibits vaso-motor para-

lysis and sequent passive congestion. The Gelsemium patient

desires to be alone and undisturbed
; there is depression and

an asthenic nervous excitability ; vertigo beginning in the

occiput ; dim vision
;
diplopia

j
headache beginning cervical*

ly and spreading over the head, causing a sensation in q^’es

and forehead as if about to burst or as if the head were

tightly bound about above the ears
;
the tongpie tremble,

moves with difficulty ; there is great fatigue in the lower
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present time. For pure vegetarians who exclude such

wholesome products of the anim*al kingdom as milk, butter

and cream are not to be generally found. And secondly it

has been proved that even in a purely vegetarian diet the

vegetable proteids can replace animal proteids as muscle

builders. Vegetable fats arc of equal value with animal

fats, and vegetables are the sole source of carbohydrates.

But of course a great dc il depends on the particular veget-

able that is chosen as the staple article uf diet. Rice, which

is llie chief article of diet in this part of India, contains only

about 6 per cent of proteids and about 72 per cent of car-

bohydrates; whereas the dried soy bean so much used in

Japan, contains 34 per cent of proteids, 17 per cent of fats,

and 33 to 34 per cent of carbohydrates. We have temper-

ance Societies and Total Abstinence Associations everywhere

carrying on their crusade against the use of alchotic drinks.

What we now want, says a writer in the Antiseptic, and the

necessity is no less urgent—are organisations to put down

over-eating. Particularly is this the case in the case of too

much meat being consumed by inhabitants of tropical coun-

tries. Fortunately so far as the people of India are concerned

this particular aim of scietihe medicine is easy of accomplish-

ment, as the personal inclinations of the average Hindu are

generally againV* meat-eating. The physician has only to

follow the memorable teaching of Sydenham that ** more im-

portance is to be attached to the desires and feelings of the

patient than to diiubtful and fallaciojus rules of medical art.*^

Even in those cases of wasting diseases where the physician’s

duty is to feed up” the patient it can be best accomplished,

as Dr. Robert Hutchison says *by ordering the patient to

drink milk."

•Closely associated with the question of eating is the ques-

tion of drinking.
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treatment of Dr. Sarkar. He treated this case for a mon th. Con-

stant vomiting, hunger, obstinate jaundice and itching all over the

body had been troubling the patient for a long time. Dr. Sarkar tried

several medicines on him for lo days but could not relievo him of

his complaints in the least. But on the eleventh day he prescribed

Berberis ix, every 4 hours, and it acted on his system as a oharm.

From the very day Berberis ix was prescribed, all his complaints

began to disappear, and he was in a state of convalescence in a very

short time. Another example : some 22 years back, Baboo Jogeshur

Sing, Zemindar of Baughs^Durgapur in the district of Nuddoa came

to Calcutta for treatment. He had been suffering from an attack of

dysentery of the most virulent type. He placed himself under the

treatment of Dr. B. L. Bhaduri and myself. We used to sec him

twice daily and tried several medicines on him for 12 days but to

no effect. One day Dr. Bhaduri having been much disgusted said

to me privately ^^Well, Dakshina, it is a great shame to us as

Homeopaths that we can^t do anything for this gentleman.” He
then ordered the maidservant of the house to spread a mat before

the patient. Both of us sat down on the mat. Dr. Bhaduri ordered

to get tobacco ready. He began to smoke and put questions to

the patient. Being informed of all the particular symptoms of the

case, and the colour of the stool being just like lar, he gave Leptandra

Virginica 30th, 2 doses only, to be taken every hour until the sharp

cutting pain and distress in umbilical region was removed. After

taking one dose only the patient fell asleep and civjbycd sound sleep

for 3 hours, which never occured to his lot for 15 days, I do

fully remember the above incident, though it took place 22 years

ago, because those symptoms were impressed on my mind for

ever. Though the sharp cutting pain in umbilical region again re-

lapsed, and the patient died at last under the treatment of, Dr.,

B. L. Bhaduri and Dr. Sarkar, yet I shall be lacking in my duty, if I

forget to describe the charming and miraculous power of Homeo-

pathic drugs in every disease, however obstinate and acute it may be.

I can prove it by several such examples from our daily practice* Far

23
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present time. For pure vegetarians who exclude such

wholesome products of the anitrml kingdom as milk, butter

and cream are not to be generally found. And secondly it

has been proved that even in a purely vegetarian diet the

vegetable proteids can replace animal proteids as muscle

builders. Vegetable fats are of equal value with animal

fats, and vegetables are the sole source of carbohydrates.

But of course a great deal depends on the particular veget-

able that is chosen as the staple article of diet. Rice, which

is the chief article of diet in this part^of India, contains only

about 6 per cent of proteids and about 72 per cent of car-

bohydrates; whereas the dried soy bean so much used in

Japan, contains 34 per cent of proteids, 17 per cent of fats^

and 33 to 34 per cent of carbohydrates. We have temper-

ance Societies and Total Abstinence Associations everywhere

carrying on their crusade against the use of alcholic drinks.

What we now want, says a writer in the Antiseptic, and the

necessity is no less urgent—are organisations to put down

over-eating. Particularly is this the case in the case of too

much meat being consumed by inhabitants of tropical coun-

tries. Fortunately so far as the people of India are concerned

this particular aim of scietihe medicine is easy of accomplish-

ment, as the personal inclinations of the average Hindu are

generally agains^ meat-eating. The physician has only to

follow the memorable teaching of Sydenham that ** more im-

portance is to be attached to the desires and feelings of the

patient than to doul:>tful and fallacious rules of medical art.*'^

Even in those cases of wasting diseases where the physician’s

duty is to feed up” the patient it can be best accomplished,

as Dr. Robert Hutchison says " by ordering the patient to

drink milk."

Closely associated with the question of eating is the ques-

tion of drinking.
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arc the fundamentals of Gelsemium ;
so marked is this

depression tha;^ the patient may intuitively feel that unless

he forces himself to move, the heart will stop beating. (Cf.

Cansticum, another but deeper paralytic drug
; Gfflscmium is

acute.) However, there are slight oscillations of the Gelse-

mium pendulum, and it is suitable to children, young people*

women of a nervous, hysteric temperament ( yet asthmatic),

irritable, sensitive, excitable ; but depression and paralysis

of function 1 urk near and readily evolve from exciting or

bad news, from sudden eAotion or the anticipation of an

unusual ordeal. ( The paretic diarrhoea, for example, cf.

Argentum nitricum.)

Mentally, there is great prostration, and this enters

directly into the Gelsemium prescription. Weakness or pare-

sis of body, with an acute, clear mind, would rather eliminate

this drug. The mind is sluggish, there is drowsiness, stupor

;

the patient does not much care what happens (yet is not be-

sotted as in Baptisia).

The modalities are :

< from heat of sun or summer.

< from sudden change from hot or dry to damp weather.

^ in damp weather, cold damp.

< in a foggy atmosphere (Hypericum).

^ from motions (except the cardiac symptotffs ).

from physiologic stimulants, as alcohol.

< from hot applications. (The occipital pain.)

< from covering up w^irmly ( during all stages of the

intermittent paroxysm.)

Potencies : i to 1,000 according to the sensitivity of the

patient. The 30th has been found especially valuable in

neuralgic conditions.

24



A CHOLERA CASE.

’ Two weeks ago I was called to attend a young woman,

'who was suilering from an attack of cholera. There had been

another case in the same house that ended fatally and this

patient had nursed the one deceased.
*

She was in the collapse condition, her pulse was imper*

'ceptible
;
she was somewhat apathetic, but answered ques-

tions that were put to her. The ^domen was slightly tym-

panitic and the stools were watery and copious, mixed with

mucous shreds. She had also great nausea, but vomited

little.

Colchicum 30 after every two stools. In the evening about

'5 P.M. I saw the patient again and found her in a much worse

condition. She had slight difficulty of. breathing, and she

complained of great pains which were particularly worse on

motion, so that she had to keep perfectly still. The stool and

urine had all stopped, the tympanitis was worse and she was

very n^ch distressed. The nausea was gone, but in its place,

she had constant hiccough with dry cough and a tickling in

the throat. 1 directed Bry. 200 to be taken every half an hour

-and to report again to me in two hours, as I expected the

Carbo Veg, v^ondition would soon supervene.

But Bryonia did wonders for this patient, as the next

report was that she had gone to sleep and therefore must be

more comfortable. At first I had grave doubts and enquired

reputedly whether she had really gone to sleep, or whether it

was the eternal sleep. But they emphatically declared that^

she had gone to sleep and was better. Placebo continued

during the night.

.The next morning I went^o see her early and found her

ia a much better condition, and thenceforward she made an
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tmeventful recovery. ‘Bryonia is such an unusual remedy in-

cholera, but after all we treat the patient and not the-

disease.

N. Majumdak, m. d.

News and Notes.

Health of the city 1*^ unusually good fipr this time of the*

year. There is no epidemic of any kind whatever. Small-

pox has died out There wits no recrudescense of plague and’

there are very few cholera ca^^es.

After the severe spell of hot weather, the rains nave at

tast set in, much to the satisfaction of the people who were’

suffering agonies under the heat of the tropical sun.

Dr. P. C. Majumdar has returned to Calcutta, after a*

prolonged stay of six weeks in Darjeeling.

Some very remarkable cases of typhoid fever have been-*

cured 'under homeopathic treatment this year. We hope to-

.

publish the report of some of them in our paper.

We are grateful for the invitation extendjpd to us by our'

American colleagues for the International Homeopathic Con-

gress that will be held this September in Atlantic City.

Dr. D. N. Ray is still in Darjeeling but is expected ^to

return to Calcutta by the end of this month.

We are glad to learn that Dr. S. K. Nag has graduated

from Bering College. Chicago, this year, heading the list of

the passed candidates. .

The next monthly meeting of the Calcutta Homeopathic

Sbeie;^ will be held at the Society rooms, 35 College Street^.,

on Saturday the 30th June at ^ P. MK

The Calcutta School of Homeopathy opens on* the

June and lectures commence from the 2nd of July, 1906;

Dr, 1\1 N. G.hose> one'* of the veteran teacbecs of
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school, who has been away from town; has again joined the

teaching staff after his return to town. The first year class

promises to be unusually large.

The following is from a late report of the Surgeon-Gene*

ral of the U. S. Army :
—“The report of the Surgeon-Generai

of thd U. S. Army up to June, 1901, records for thetyear

246 cases of small-pox with 113 deaths, a mortality of about

46 per cent. During the three }'ears preceding there were

among the successfully vaccinated 705 cases of small-pox

w ith 220 deaths. ‘Yet every enlisting soldier is vaccinated at

the time of being recruited, a nd re-vaccinated, not only on

enterinli the U. S. Army, but also as often after as seems

advisable to the army medical authorities.”

“In the two years preceding June, I9c»j '13,811 cases

needed hospital treatment on account of vaccination.’ From
such a record where the 'ancient rite’ has had the best op-

portunity to demonstrate its prophylactic virtues, is it any

wonder that intelligent people who read the daily papers are

clamouring for better or safer protection The Medical

Advance^ Febntary, 1905.

The local dfictors are all agreed, says the Times of Ceylon,

more or less as to the cases of the serious outbreak of dy-

sentery and enteric in Colombo, and it is clear that the time

h& come for.a thorough enquiry to be conducted into the

question of the sanitation of Colombo by the out.side and dis-

interested experts. It is impossible that any thoughtful person

can read the interviews with local medical men, of estaUish-

ed repute and holding the public Confidence, without realis-

ing to the full that an abnormal and decidedly unsatisfactory

state of things exists.



THE STUDY OF THE MATERIA MEDICA.

The other day a patient of mine remarked to me a very

peculiar experience. He had been to a Medical College to

get a certificate from one of the lecturers for having been

absent from work on account of illness for a few days. On
his saying that he had fever, the professor asked *'What have

you been doing
f**

"I was taking Aconite and Bryonia and

that set me right" "What f Aconite and Bryonia and why
f

What is Aconite good for f* He said^'‘tbe homeopathic Aconite

is very good for fever." "Oh
\
The homeopathic Aconite f

That would do you no harm. You can take gallons-ful of it

and it will do you no harm." He replied, "just so doctor, it

never does any harm but always does some good, while

your nauseating drugs always make me sick."

Now it id the study of this Aconite and Belladonna, that

will constitute the principal feature of our work here. These

are tlile things that constitute the Materia Medica of the

homeopathic school, and are called drugs, which aSect the

human organism in sickness as well as in health and it is a

mistake to suppose, as some people do, that drugs in minute

quantities cannot aflfect the human organism in health.

Any thing that can affect our system in disease must be

able to affect it in some way in health also. If our duty

had been to deal with the poisonous effects of these drugs in

their cruder form, I could have shown it to you very quickly
;

but the study of that portion more properly belongs to the

domain of toxicology and forensic medicine.

Leaving aside the chemical action of drugs, we wilt

discuss the therapeutic value of these substances or whjtci^

is better known in our school by the term dynamic action of

drugs.
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According to the homeopathic Materia M edica yom
prepare the mother ticture or the crude drug and from that

you prepare the potencies, and these are generally used for

the alleviation of human suffering.

In the treatment of sick people various substances are

braught into requisition to restore them to- health. Me-
chanical means are often resorted to in cases where handy
work is necessary and these properly belong to the sphere of
the surgeon. Then again sometimes the chemists and the

' hygienists have their share in the work, that is where chemi-

cal reagents and sanitary measures are necessary to bring

about healthy equilibrium, but it is not in these spheres that

we will concern our.selves in the following Iwturcs. It is as-

the therapeutists that we will chiefly devote our attention

to that subject

As a practitioner of medicine we have to deal with hu-
man beings. Naturally we have to be thoroughly conversant

with the nature and function of this organism- and fof this

I will content myself here by referring you to the chairs of
Anatomy and Physiology. Wte have also to consider the
various disorders and ailments that we are subject to, for a
thorough description of which the professor of pathology will

hold himself responsible to you and I myself as profes-
sor of MateriaKMedica will consider myself satisfied if I can-

teach you how drug? should be selected and the mode in

which they are to be used in treating diseases.

I am afraid time will not permit me to go into the merits
and demerits of the different schools of medicine and so-

I will content mytolf by telling you the principal features of
the Hofflceopathic Materia Medica with which we are chiefly

;OBoncemed here. The law similia sitnilihus curenfur is the thera-

peutic guide of our school, And in this also we should' always;
semerober that the employment of drugs must be secondary
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a!id subordinate to ^ resort to^j hygienic measures. The

iftw*of similars is an immutable law t)f nature. The law

similia means that likes are cured by likes ; it is a condition of

similarity or likeness and not one of sameness. It necessitates

that diseased condition^ or symptoms should be removed by

administering drugs that are capable of producing similar

diseased conditions or groups of symptoms when takdh in

health. This naturally brings us to the second principle In

our teaching of the Homeopathic School. And this is the

proving of drugs. This is a procedure that is entirely the pro-

perty of the Honieopathic School. It means the taking of

drugs in health to see what effect they will have or in what

way they will affect our healthy organism. Such experiments

are called provings of drugs. They are made by greater or

less numbers of independent observers. The coincidences of

effects observed by independent provers are cheering eviden-

ces of the correctness of this method. By the application of

physiological knowledge to the 'results of these provings a

more or less complete appreciation of the action of a drug

may be gathered. It is in this way that we ascertain the

nature and properties of drugs.

The next question is the administration of drugs. It is

one of the cardinal features of our school that we always

give the single, simple remedy in the potentiv^d form. The
reason, why we give the single remedy, is that we are entirely

guided by the proving of drugs in our selection of the remedy,

and as each drug is provqf} singly, it" is impossible for us to

administer drugs in combination, or alternate them, because

we never know what action they will have in that way. More-

over H^nemann found after many years of experimentation

that drugs were best and most successfully administered im

the smallest dozes, so much so, that with advancing ex-

pjrience, we find Hahnemann going up higher and higherj,io
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the^'scale of potency, for we find that qfiore the drugs were

diluted, the more they developed their latent power of ctMring

human ailments.

Naturally then we must believe that medicines are capable

of action even when administered in the minutest quantity.

Iirfact potentization (the word means increasing in power) is

also'*' another feature of the homeopathic doctrine. And
this, I might just as well tell you right now, is the great dis-

puted point in our school. I can do no better than quote a

few lines from Nash with whom my opinion agrees very well,

that I condemn the use of crude drugs both in the old school

and in ours. The question of dose is still an open one and

we can draw no definite conclusions. I will give you the dose

that I have found most useful and will leave it to your discre.

tion to use it as best you can.

J. N. Majumdar, m. d.

GAIiCimA HOUEOFATHIC SOSITCAL.
DONATIONS.

(Received and Promised)

Moharaja Sir J. M. Tagore, K. C. s. i, &c. ... Rs 8000

Babu Shew Prosad Jhunjhunwalla 1000

Babu Durga Prasad 500

Sreemati Barahi Devi 1000

Babu Jogendra Nath Ray ... 5

„ Romesh Chandra Bhatta • #
5

„ Satish Ch. Majumdar. •• * * * n 10

Sreemati Mon Mohani Dasi • •
. 30

Total Rupees io55(
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4 BANKIPORE BRANCH -Cbowhatta. Bankipore.

5. PATNA BRANCH -Chowk, Patna Crty

6 MATHURA BRANCH—Ha AJing’s Gate, M ithura, N. W. P.

Fresh and {genuine Homeopathic medicines of every potency, medi-

cal publications both domestic and foreij^n, and Physicians* Requisitea

of all sorts always kept on hand

All the PHARMACiE.s are under the direct supervision of experienced

physicians.

JUST RECEIVED THEIR QUARTERLY INDENT OF
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES.

QBNSRAL BATES.

% Per'Drachm. Per Drachm
Rs. As. Rs. As

Mother Tinctures ... ... 0 6 Crude Druj^s • 9 • •». 0 12

Dilutions up to isth ... 0 4 Triturations up to 6 •*. 0

^
up to 30th ... 0 6 . up to 30

a, JU*

,,
up to 200th ... I 0 Tinci Triturations ...

Rubini’s Spirits of Camphor I Camphor Pilules }4 oz. Re. x

}4 oz. As. 8, 1 oz. As. 14 I

• • oz Rs, 1*4

Price Liflt fi*ee on Application.



The*Bengal Soap Facjtpry,

6^1 MACHUA BAZAR ROAD,

CALCUTTA.

We sincerely believe that the choice of a brand of Soaps is quite a

serious afiftiir. For, apart from its cleansing properties, its action on the

skin should have our particular attention. The most delicate and almost

transparent skin often becomes bard and dull by using a quality of soaps

that contains dangerous in itants used by some manufacturers to lessen

the cost of production. Fiiither point to be noted is that by allowing a

quantity of watei to be left in the soaps, practically a lesser quantity is

sold to the duyer than he apparently pays for. When kept for lot»g. this

quantity of water evaporates and the soap is left in a shrunk, hard and

deodourised condition.

BENGAL SOAPR
do not corrode the skin, have no water in composition, possess lasting

and sweet fragrance and have thorough cleansing properties^

He peweepthif
OP

Dr. Willmar Schwabe, Leipzig. Germany.
The largest and most celebrated Homeopathic Phannacy

in the World.

Wholesale and Retail Export
of all Homeopathic Medicines

in tinctures, triturations, pilules, globules and tablets, con-

scientiously prepared in accordance with thd instructions

.laid do\j;n by Hahnemann, the founder of Homeopathy.

Domestic, Tr^tvelling, Pocket & Veterinary Cases.

Dmedicated globules, pilules and sugar of milk.

Dietetic preparations, homeopathic pharmaceutical
utensils and instruments for

medicine and surgery.
' Publication and sale of homeopatbio works in alt

modem languagee.

Illustrated catalogues on d'lemand

gratis and posKree.



THE GREAT HOMEOPATHIC HALL
We beg to inform the public that we have opened a HomeopatJ|ic

establishment under the above name. The medicines are imported

from the most celebrated firms in Europe and America, and the work
of supervision has been entrusted to an expert Pharmacist, whose ex-

perience in this line of business is of long standing. We have besides

secured the co-operation of the best Homeopathic Physicians who have
given us the advantage of maintaining by their instructions the newest

methods and processes. The prices compare fabourably with firms»of a

similar position as will be seen from oiir pnnteil catalogue which we shall

be glad to send on application. We may mention the “Great Homeo-
pathic Hall’* is an independent establishment, and not in any way sup-

plementary to our old Allopathic firm.

BUTTO KBISTO PAUL & Co.,

Boftfieiifs Lane^ Calcutta.
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: £BB8T BRAZIL PBBBLB SPSOTACLBS.
We supply nil sorts of spectncies in Gold, Silver,

Nickel and Steel j^rames at moderate price. Occulist's

Picy^criptioiis ac'urately ix cutcd. Puce list ftree on
application.
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^1 «f»l 0*IH1 ^file's
I,
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We supplv Spectacles by V. P. P. to Mofiissil

Ciisiotners on their statin}> their n^e'and how far they
‘?piall letters in day-liqht, &r, and if required,

instrument for emmininf^ the eyes may be sent per

V P. P. on depositing Rs lo

RAY, MITTBR&Oo,
OPTICIANS,

105, jVeicf China Basar St^.CalcuttOs

Branch Office,
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A FEW POINTED REASONS.

list. Our Keshranjan O//—is a nicely scented ^air Oil whidi Hldlm
*the brain cool| head active and hair soft and glossy

; thereforei it should

be used by every brain-worker, such as Students, -Scholars, AdvocattSi

Judges &c.

2nd. Our KasHRANjAN—has stood the lest of severe competitioai

•by its virtue, quality and excellence. It gives the hair a luxurioui

growth, removes baldness and • makes it amenable ^to brush or

comb- Fol* this reason, it is a pleasant toilet requisite for ladies and

gentlemen of every .position in society.
*

-Price per phial ««• Re. -I.

Packing and Postage — As. 5.

A DEPUTY CORONER'S TESTIMONY.
A, S. P. Joyasugha. Dy. Coroner. Welegainpety (Ceylon) writes to us

to say—'‘From the few boxes of your famous Pamchatirta Batika 4

iiave cured several cases of long standing fever with such beneficial effect

as to give no occasion for a relapse in a single case. Your Swasahisxa

after a few days' use made the patient (a friend of mine) much bettor

and he will send you order for another Phial.’’ The above extract will

speak for itself.

Price per phial with a box of pills Re. x.

Packing and Postage ... As. 3.

PLEASE NOTE IN A CORNER OF YOUR DIARY.
Our Sanjiuan Kasayan—is a cooling, soothing and invigorating

drink, it is reputed for its sustaining and restorative properties, it

•assuages thirst, mitigates the burning blaze and savage rage of the sum-
mer season. It- is particularly valuable to students, pleaders, &c.

Price per phial ... Km. i.

Packing and Postage As. ?•

Our ASOKAKisxA^is the best medicine for all female irregu-

larities. In Metritis. Sudometritis. Dysmenorhcea. amenorrhoea and
•Leucorrhcea it acts as a charm. It easily cures colic pain, corrects

-displacement of the uterus, di^els general debility and infuses health

•and strength to the system.

Price per phial with pills Ra. i-d.

Packing and Postage ... As. 7.

Ravir^ Ifagendr^ iTath SeOf

-COVT. MKOICAL DI»U)MA-H0LQ1CI^

-M. C. S. (Paris), S. C. I. (London), M. |L A. S. (Loadi^X Ac., Ac>

JITos. 18-1 Ss Lower Ohitpv Bead, Oa^oial^



©HIRAJ^JPLtTTB.
' 'The music Community of India have been unanimoufs in declaring

tthat mine is the best harmonium of the day. I( is beautiful in design,

i^xquisite in tone and fttted with the latest improved mechanisms. A trial

•order will beat' out the,‘truth of my assertions.

Price of Dhiraj Flute,

vx set Reed with 2 stoppers, Rs. 2$, 28, 52.

2 set Reed with 4 stoppers, Rs 45, 50, 55.

2 set Reed with 5 stoppers, Rs. 65, with Coupler Rs. 70
.1 undertake to repair all kinds of Musical Instrument!, at a moderate

>«ate.

.

'x
•Hease comparemy rates,

U. K. I’OLEX,

38, CORNWAU.IS SlRKKT, CAIXTJTTA.
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TYPHOID .FEVER.

It is a specific, infectious and mildly contagious feveri

with rose-colored eruptions^ abdominal tenderness, tym*

panitis and enlargement of the spleen. It is characteris-

ed anatomically by hyperplasia and ulceration of the Peyers^

patches, swelling of the mesenteric glands and spleen and
parenchymatous changes in the other organs. Bacteriological*

ly the Eberth-Gaffky bacillus is constantly present in these

lesions.

Looking back at the history of the disease we find

nothing definitely described until 1829, when^ Louis’ great

work appeared in which the name typhoid was given to

the disease. Previous to that it had been mentioned or

hinted at in a vague way by different men such as Huxham,
Trousseau, Velpeau and otliers. For a long time typhoid

and typhus fever coexisted in England, but they were both

considered to be the identical disease and the intestinal

lesions were thought to be of accidental occurrence in tho

course of the ordinary typhus. America can justly claim

to have laid down the difference between the two diaeaaea

25
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for the first time, inasmach as the vrritings of Gerhard of

Philadelphia, one of the students of the renowned Louis, in

the AroerSban Journal of the Medical Sciences 1837, are

nindoubtedl(7 language, which give a full

account of the clinical -and anatomical distinctions -of the

•disease.

'Immediately after this appeared the two elaborate

memoirs from the Massachusetts General Hospital by James

Jackson and Enoch Hale. In England the question of

'Donidentity of typhus and typhoid was not finally settled

until the publication of Jenners* observations between 1849

:and 1851.

Btiology.

Characteristically a disease of the temperate climate, it is

ifound in almost every quarter of the globe, it is a significant

fact tiutt typhoid fever is becoming less prevalent in large

•cities in consequence of improved sanitation, while in country

•districts it is appearing on the increase.

1 cannot but make an en passe remark here that we

•ought not to be at all astonished if we should find severe

•epidemics of typhoid fever in the city of Calcutta, in a very,

short time, with its fearfully bad drainage as manifested by
the overflow of the drains whenever we have a downpour of

T^in and also its stinginess in supplying the rate-payers

with an abundant supply of water. 1 cannot understand why
these things are tolerated by the health department when

It is an well estabished fact that in cities the prevalence of

typhoid fever is directly proportioitate to tlie inefficiency of

the drsdnage and the water sup^y. I have often thought, that

fqany of these so-called plague cases are nothing but speci*

(qeins of tl)ye ambulatory form, of the typhoid fever and^ noth-

but the absence of the Ebevth Gafki bacillus and the

tirevtilence etCpUgue bacilli could, make the diagnosis' positive,
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particufarTjr when wr take into consideration the mode of
living of the laboring class and how little they care about

health until they are actually struck dowa
The disease is sO' common during the autumn months-

and statistics also so conclusively prove this, that it has-,

acquired the name autumnal fever among the laity. •

Now that the bacterial theory of the disease is welbestab*

iished, it is necessary that we should know something aboup.

the morphology and biological properties of this germ. The

bacillus is found in colonies in the spleen, liver, mesentefic

glands, kidneys and intestines of cases of typhoid fever. It

is also found in the blood and the faeces but rarely in the -

urine. It is a short, thick, motile bacillus, with rounded ends,

.

at one or both of which there is seen a- glistening round body,

at one time thought to be a spore but-no longer so regarded.

It can be cultivated in nutrient media and grows on potato in

a characteristic manner. It resembles in many respecta

bacterium coli commune but it can be differentiated frqm.

it as well as from other bacilli with which it had- bteert*

confounded.

In this connection' it is necessary to- mention the Widal"

reaction of the blood which is considered a most reliable-

diagnostic sign of typhoid fever at the present time. It is-

based upon- the property posses.sed by blood fipm> typhoid^

patients, of causing clumping of the typhoid bacilli in> young

cultures in bouillon. It is now universally regarded as a very

valuable evidence of the presence of that disease,' although it

is occasionally absent in cases of typhoid fever and very

exceptionally for some unexplainable reason-, appears in- other’

conditions- or in healthy subjects. Bartlett in his- excellent!

brochure on *Qinical Medicine” mentions three methods* af
applying the Widal reaction as- follows^—

(a) The dty metbodr
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(b) The fresh blood method, ^ '

ic) The separated serum. . \

Young cultures of the typhoid bacilli are al^oI^Crfy
'•

essential to the proper performance of the test. They m^jlt

not be more than twenty-four hours old. To prepare such «

culture some of the micro-organisms from an agar cnltiire

.

should be transplanted to bouillon. In each of the three'

methods mentioned above, it is necessary that the specimett

be sufficiently diluted with typhoid bouillon never le.ss than

'

in the proportion of one to ten. In well marked cases

the reaction is obtainable in the proportion of one to two

hundred.

To make the examination a drop of the mixture of bIoo4'<''

and bouillon is placed upon a cover glass and then' placed face

downward upon the concave surface of an especially construct*

ed glass slide. The .specimen is thus examined under the

microscope as a hanging drop. Some observers are satisfied

to use an ordinary fiat slide.

’The reaction which takes place in the presence of typhoid

serum is as follows :—The bacilli at first lactively motile are

soon attracted to each other and become clumped in large

masses
;
hence the term agglutination reaction. This change

must take place quickly, otherwise it will have no clinical

significance.

The baci'llus typhosus fulfills two of the conditions

necessary to establish its causal relation with typhoid
;

it is

constantly present in the characteristic lesion and it grows

outside the body in a specific manner. The third condition,

namely the experimental production of the disease by the in-

troduction of pure cultures into the bodies of healthy animals,

has nob yet been realized. This organism will resist drying

*>' for months and in water outside the body it will retain it^

vitality for weeks
; it may live in ice ibr a long time ; it
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.grotw^s rapidly in milk ; in the upper layers of the soil it

retains its vitality for months
;

in certain epidemics it has

hejiV (il^tected in the infected water supply. In this connec*

{ipn the investigation of Shakespeare of the epidemic at

^^lyhiouth Fa in 1885 is worthy of note. The bacilli may

ije* blown about in dust and this mode of spread of the

disease has not perhaps hitherto been sufficiently realized.

.Uncooked food stuffs are very liable to contamination in this

way. It is therefore always advisable to have everything

well boiled and cooked when an epidemic is raging. Even

drinking water should be boiled. Cellerics and salads have

been suspected of carrying the infection. The certainty that

the germs of typhoid may be conveyed by the gases escap.

ing under pressure from infected drains and sewers has led to

the universal recognition of the necessity of ventilating all

soil pipes, drains and water closets.

Brieger and Frankel have .separated a poison from bouil*

Ion cultures which they have called typho-toxin and the

more serious features of the disease are ascribed to it

Sanaralli has found that the typho-toxin produces changes

in the small intestines particularly in the lymph elements in

animals.

Pathology.

After considering the pathol(^ in short we shall

pass on to the consideration of the clinical course and fea-

tures of typhoid fever. A catarrhal condition of the small

and large intestines exists from the very beginning. I.ater

epitliilial desquamation begins involving Payers patches

throghout the intestines to a greater or less extent according

to the severity of the case. At first these lymph follicles are

deeply hyperimic
; then there is a great accumulation and

increase of ceils of the lymph tissues and the blood vesauls

are consequently more or less compressed, which mak^ the
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follicles look anemic and white. This condition apfiears to be
at its height about the tenth day when either resolution or

necrosis results. In ease of the latter the graver symptoms Of

the disease appear soch as hemorrhage and perforation of the

bowels resulting in peritonitis. As there have been cases of

undoubted typhoid fever without intestinal lesions, it is neces-

sary to mention that occasionally but very rarely cases might

occur where all the symptoms of typhoid fever may be pre-

sent without the characteristic abdominal lesions. The
spleen, mesenteric glands and kidneys are swollen and eon-

.

jested and even bacilli are detected in them.

The spleen is always more or less enlarged but the liver

rarely so, the mesenteric glands in the affected part are

also swollen. Degeneration of the myocardium, hypostatic

congestion of the lungs^ bronchitis, laryngitis and pharingitis-

are frequently met with during the course of the disease.

Pneumonia often complicates the disease. Pleurisy is-

also met with occasionally and though nerve symptoms-

are pronounced sooner or later in almost every case, the-

derangement generally is of a functional nature, for organic

change is rarely seen ifi- the brain or the cord except such as-

occur in almost any fever.

Symptoms
In the clinic&I course of the disease the symptoms are-

varied and variable. The incubation period generally lasts-

itom ten to twenty days during which time the patient com*-

plains of chills, lassitude, headache, loss of appetite, pain in

tiie limbs and back and sometimes epistaxis. Towards the

doseof this period the face assumes a dull and ' listless ex^

pcesslon, the mind begins to become sluggish and a looseness

of the bowels is noticed. Musser considers cough and the

enkirged spleen as some of the earliest symptoms of the

dfseatm While enlat^ed spleen is invariabip presant after
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the disease has been in progress For a Few days, I do not think

cough is a necessary concomittant symptom unless the case

happens to be one with decided brochial or pneumonic com*

]>lications from the beginning. The step ladder ascent of the

temperature described by so many authors as characteristic

of the disease has very little significance according to ifly

experience. A continuous high temperature for days or even

weeks with slight morning remission is the general character*

istic of the fever. Bartlett justly remarks that exaggerated

diagnostic importance has been attached to the WanderlicH

curve especially in the past, when it was not uncommon for

some physicians to -insist upon its presence before a diagnosis

of typhoid fever could be established.

The fever of typhoid generally goes down by lysis, as a

rule, about the end of the third week ] the temperature goes

down to the normal or below normal in the morning. Occa*

sionaliy hyperpyraxia is noted about this time and is always

to be considered as of serious omen. The pulse is full and fre*

quent. If however the beat should count more than a hun-

dred and twenty, it is to be considered of serious omen.

In such cases the heart should be examined and watched

carefully.

The urine may be scanty and high -coloured or profuse

and passed involuntarily. Bartlett statM that it is now

positively known that infection may lie carried by this excre-

tion, although our impression has been to the contrary.

Ehrlichs Diazo reactipii appears in typhoid urines at

about the end of the first week.

It was at one time claimed to be a very reliable sign cf

typhoid fever but it is now found that it may occur in aca^l

phthisis, tubercular meningitis, rheumatism, measles,

Monia and einhosis of the liver.

Tbe napirdtioa b generally in aecord with the tea^ecatara
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excepting in cases that are complicated with bronchitis

^or pneumonia in which case it is likely to be hurried and
oppressed.

The nervous system appears to be affected to a greater or

•less extent in almost every case. There are cases where the

eilbct of the poison is marked on the nervous system from

the very beginning and with great intensity. There are

headache, photophobia, retraction of the neck, marked twitch-

ing of the muscles and even convulsions, while in mild cases

they consist of a hebetude and slight delirium only. But it

is always well to remember Stoke’s dictum that there is no

single nervous symptom that may not and does not occur

independently of any appreciable lesion of the brain, nerves or

spinal cord. A mistake in diagnosis is not infrequently made
in this direction. Such an eminent authority as Osier states

that typhoid fever may be mistaken for cerebro-spinal fever,

and be mentions three cases where this mistake had been

made, where post mortem examinations revealed not the

lightest trace of meningeal inflammation.

Typhid fever presents such a large variety of symptoms

tiiat it is very difflcult to classify it. Osier mentions the

following varieties and it is well to remember them.

1. The mild and abortive form.

2. The grave form.

3. The latent or ambulatory form.

4. The hemorrhagic form.

5. The afebrile typhoid. „

Sometimes again these are mixed together. Now in the

ambulatory form hemorrhage and perforation of the bowels

may be the first symptoms. Sir W. jenner called attention

the dangers of this form. In any case hemorrhage from

the bowels is a serious complication and generally occurs lA

cases of considerable severity. Graves and Trousseau held
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that it was not a very dangerous symptom but statistics

show that death follows in from 30 to 50 per cent of the cases.

1 will have occasion to mention of 3 or 4 cases under our

treatment where they all recovered.

Diagnosis.

Now a few words as to diagnosis and prognosis of the

malady before I pass on to the consideration of treatment.

If the patient is treated from the beginning of the

disease which is rarely the case here, there is very little

difficulty in diagnosis.

In well-developed cases sometimes difficulty arises in

diagnosing it from cerebro-spinal meningitis.

Sometimes a mistake is made in diagnosing a case

of pneumonia with typhoid fever, and Osier mentions such

an instance. Malaria can seldom be mistaken for typhoid

fever as the intermittent character of the fever and the

history of the cases and the countries they come from, will

frequently clear any doubts in this direction.

Under homeopathic treatment the prognosis i-s very

favourable. Very grave symptoms are high fever, delirium,

hemorrhage &c.

Sometimes sudden failure of the heart's action occurs

in which it is difficult to account for^ the death of the

patient Fat people bear typhoid fever badly and the

disease seems to be more fatal among women than among

men.

Since it is a well-established fact that typhoid is a

contagious disease, it behoves every conscientious physician

to take precautionary measures to prevent the outbreak

of an epidemic, whenever he sees stray cases of typhoid

fever breaking out in a locality. Linen, bed-clothes, the

clothing of the patient, in fact everything that comes In

contact with him should be thoroughly disinfected. Physicians

26
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and nurses should also beware that they may not be the

vehicle for the transmission of the malady. Great care should

be taken in boiling the drinking water and the milk, for it

has been conclusively proved that these have been frequently

the means of spreading the disease.

Treatment.

Professor Osier says, the profession was long in learn-

ing that typhoid fever is not a disease to be treated

by medicine. Careful nursing and a regulated diet are

'the essentials in a majority of the cases. Even though

1 have a very high regard for the learned professor, I am
afraid I cannot agree with him here. For 1 emphatically

•declare that medicine ((homeopathic) has decided good effect

and is capable of cutting short the duration of the disease

in many a case.

As to diet, barley, sago, cornflower, or some of these

preparations diluted with milk forms the best diet. I have

found that meat preparations do not agree very well.

Albumen water may be tried in very weak and debilitated

patients. Much has been said about hydrotherapy in this

disease, but the little I have seen makes me very pessimistic

about its results.

Another thing, aperients should never be given. Musser

justly remarks ‘‘even if constipation exists at first, a

laxative is apt to produce an excessive effect.” This remark

is so pre-eminently true that I think the use of purgatives is

beset with most disastrous results. In one case recently

vie that of a young boy, the frequent use of medicines

brought on diarrhoea which was quickly followed by severe

hemorrhage, which to my mind seemed to be the result of

^the injudicious medication. The patients should be allowed to

m6ve about slowly as soon as he is able, provided he is well

guarded against the inclemency of the weather.
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Now as regards the medicinal treatment which is so pre-

eminently successful according to our method, I shall not

bother you by giving you a long list of the remedies that are

likely to be indicated in a case of typhoid fever; for any reme-

dy beginning with Aconite and ending with Zincum, may be

indicated some time or other, during the course of tly:

disease. Suffice it to say that I have found Nash's Leaders

in Typhoid an excellent book for ready reference, but some-

times that even is not enough. A thorough and careful study

of the materia mcdica alone will enable us to treat cases

successfully. 1 will mention a few interesting cases in brief

before I conclude.

The first case that I was permitted to watch some years

ago, through the courtesy of Drs. D. N. Ray and P. C.

Majumdar, was that of a young lady who had suffered for

several days under allopathic teatment, when she came to be

treated by the homeopaths. She was completely unconscious,

with muttering delirium, and drowsiness. At the beginning

of our treatment she was constipated, but about the

fourth or fifth day she had copious abdominal hemorrhage

which made us all despair about her recovery, and but

for the intervention of our illustrious townsman Maharaja

Sir Jotindra Mohan Tagore, homeopathic treatment would

not have been persevered with. Lachesis d|jj wonders for

this patient. After the application of several remedies,

Lachesis cleared the way for the recovery of the patient.

My next case was that of a )roung boy, about lO' years

old, the son of a homeopathic physician, who struggled

between life and death for more than three weeks.

One day his condition became so grave that I had tO'

tell his father, that he must be prepared for the worst.

The temperature came down by crisis from 105 to loi itf

less than an hour. I gave a dose of Arsenic 200 and'
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requested .him to report again should the temperature go down

any more. Another day the delirium became very violent

and furious and Stramonium promptly checked this. Nux. V.,

Lachesis and ultimately Ant Tart had very good effect in

this case. I am proud to be able to say that this boy

i*j in perfect health to-day and he had none of the s nels

that so often follow this (Ksease.

I had another case of typhoid in a woman in the

eighth month of her pregnancy. She suffered for four weeks

and manifested many grave nervous and abdominal symp*

toms and ultimately recovered under our treatment. 1 dread-

ed very much the consequence of this in the child as the

mother was a primipara and suffered from profound anemia

during convalescence. However she was delivered of a healthy

female child at full' tern».

I had another well-marked case in an old gentle-

man about 70 years, who had been under Allopathic

treatment for 9 days. I was called on the tenth day

when the patient was in a very bad way. He was suffer-

ing from coma vigil and muttering the names of

Hindu gods and godesses in an incoherent way. He had

been fearfully constipated and had received large doses

of opening m^icines from the Allopathic physicians but

without any .avaH. The abdomen was tender and tym>-

panitic. He was also suffering from violent hiccough. Under

Hyos. Nig. the hiccough lessened and the delirium also became

much less, but the next morning when I visited the patient

again I found the stupor more pronoun<fed and the pulse

intermittent in character. In this case the idffficulty of breath-

ing was also pronounced and there was diffiuse bronchitis and

marked subsukus tendinum. Opium cured this case.

J. N. Majumdar/ m. d.
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( ConUnutdfrom Vol XV. No. 5, P. 757. y

ATAL VIIIAKI BHACURI M. A.
•

In our previous article under the head, we endeavoured

to indicate, at sonne length, the position which tobacco oc-

cupies in physiology, as ascertained from direct experiments

and daily observation. The toxk influence of this agent,

both in the acute and the chronic form, has been shown to

aflect largely the heart and its vessels, the pulse, the iris,

the pneumogastries and the head, and to superinduce an

abnormal condition of the system sufficient to cause such

diseases as Angina, Cardialgia, Colic, Constipation, Neph-

ralgia, Mania. Melancholy. Vertigo, and even Amaurosis.

It has been seen that the action thus manifested is not

exercised directly, but in a large measure, through the chief

nerve centres, and indirectly. While adding not even a mite

cd potential strength to the system, tobacco may spur the

weary brain or the enfeebled arm to unusal and undue

exertion for a time, but its ultimate work is destructive and

by no means, constructive. It does not add one molecule

to the plasm which contributes to the bujlding up of our

body. On the contrary, it exerts a most deleterious in-

fluence upon the human organism. It never supplies, but

always diminishes, vital force.

Chronic nicotism has been found to cause such

fluxion of the*^ salivary glands and total cessation of the

digestive functions as to Csupertnduce a consumptive de*

bility of the system. Blatin mentions, on the authority

of Dr. Rogues, a case of Pthisis Palmotudis, without %ny

other affection antecedent or concommitant than anorexia
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and salivation. Gradual diminution and ultimate abandon^

inont of tobacco led to a cure in three months*

One of the apparent symptoms of nicotism^ acute

or chronic, is blindness of vision. This is no doubt caused

by the continued excitement of the optic nerve under

thg inffuence of tobacco. Patients afflicted with amaurosis

have sometimes been found to have been inveterate smokers

of tobacco (Dr. Mackenzie). Cases of complete amaurosis^

incurable by any other means, have been conquered by

cessation from the weed. (Dr. Sichal). Though the evi-

dence is not quite conclusive, yet it has been an es-

tablished fact that asnaurosis is sometimes caused by

tobacco.

The use of this narcotic is upheld by some on the

ground that it serves to keep the cold out We should

tke to point out, however, that it reduces animal tem-

perature. It neither generates nor conserves heat, and

is, therefore, a destroyer of animal heat. It certainly

should be classed among the exciting substances. By
stimulation force is abstracted from, and not added to

the system, involving at the same time, the narcotic

paralysis of a portion of the functions, the activity of which

is essential to healthy life. It possesses no food value,

and does not fontribute to the growth of the body, but

on the other hand leads to its gradual impairment in

more ways than one, and. thus deteriorates the system. The

brutes, in. general, instinctively avoid it. The local affections

caused by this drug, might appear trftling
; but the gradual

saturatioa of the system with nicotine, accumulating in the

tissues, waits for an opportunity, varying according to the

habits, temperament and constitution of the individual, to^

dcclaas its poisonous character and prey upon the system^

In acute cases of poisoning with tobacco, the treatment
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adopted in general, consists in the exhibition of emetics and

stimulants, followed by the free use of tanin in any form.

This serves to keep the alkaloid insoluble. Strong tea, and

coflFee are also administered to the patient Iodine, dissolved

with iodide of potassium, though recommended, has seldom

been found to be of efficacy, and certainly superinduces layge

irritation of the stomach. The tincture of Nux Vomica, 20

to 30 rriinims repeated at intervals may be tried with much

efficacy. A hypodermic injection of 1—25 grain of the nitrate

or other soluble salt of strychnia may also he tried.

If the free indulgence in tobacco is followed by the super-

inducement of the distressing maladies mentioned above, it is

not unnatural to suppose that for the conditions commonly

.presented by those diseases, this drug may be used as a

therapeutic agency. Indeed, Homeopathy has very largely

utilized it, from a long time past, in the cure of these ab-

normal conditions of the human organism. Ordinary provings

of Tabacum have revealed such symptoms as—Violent beat-

ing and palpitation of the heart
;

pre-cordial anguish ;

oold extremities
; sweat, clammy and cold

;
pain at the

pit of the stomach • intense and persistent nausea, and

vomiting of food
;
vertigo and faintness

;
intense pallor of

the face. Sometimes there is tightness of chest, constipa-

tion or diarrhoea ; shocks in epigastrium
;

paralysis of the

bladder, and polyuria.

Our own personal experience goes far to establish the im-

portance of Tabacum^ in some of the more violent conditions
*•

exhibited in Cholera, Heart Disease, Dyspepsia, Colic &c. and

we have largely used it, and found it efficacious, in the

collapse stage with extremely hippocratic countenance,

intense pallor, body hot, extremities cold. In cases^of

severe colicky pain, the sequel of post-partum derangefbents.

It has been also very successfully applied, the patients being
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found to be of tobacco-chewing habits. In one case of

insomnia it acted as a miracle. The patient, a man of more

than 45 years, was distressed for about a year, with sleepless-

ness accompanied with cardiac irregularities. On examina-

tion, dilatation of the heart became apparent. In the

earlier part of the night, his sleep was disturbed with

occasional jerking of the legs and the arms, and an hour or

two having passed away in this condition, he was compelled

to sit up the rest of the night, with distressing wakefulness.

Six doses of Tabacum cured him, in little more than a

week.

A case of Heart Disease is still more interesting. The

patient was aged about 6o years, of excellent robust consti-^

tution and very active habits. He had been treated for

what was mistakenly diagnised by a first-rate native Kabiraj

in Calcutta to be chronic rheumatism. The chief symptom

of the malady at the onset was paroxysms of intense pain,

of a tingling character, about the region of the heart and

along and down the left arm. The treatment proved abor-

tive though continued for a year and a half, after which

decided symptoms of Angina made their appearance. The

paroxysms came on not less than thrice over during twenty-

four hours, more frequently at night, when the fits grew

severer than by day. The symptoms during paroxysm

were death-like pallor of the face ;
intense pain of a tiugl-

ing and jerking character beginning from about the region

of the heart and running down the left arm ; abdomen dis-

tended and tympanitic ; patient compelled to sit up motion-

less
; cold sweat on the face and the chest

;
empty eructations

relieved
; continued fanning necessary ;

patient could not lift

up the eye-lids.

^ thorough examination of the patient conducted on

several 'occasions and at different times revealed to me
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the j?ymptoms of a fatty condition being only at the inci-

pient stage. No sign, however, could yet be detected of any

superincumbent or interfibrillar fat. The arcus senilis made

its appearance distinctly. The heart's impulse was feeble,

intermittent and irregular, the sounds being sometimes very

distinctly audible
;
the pulse was soft, feeble, and intermittent

at times only
;

the bowels were sluggish. The urine con-

tained large deposits of oxalate of lime. The muscles

though copious, were flabby.

Two of my predecessors in the case had failedfjwith such

remedies as Kalmia Latifolia ^
Lachesis, Cuprum and Sulphur,

Olfaction with Amyl Nitrite was also tried during the

paroxysms, but proved unavailing.

The whole of the first two weeks of my treatment, I

put the patient mainly upon strictly dietetic and hygeinic

prescriptions. My regimen was gentle exercise^ in the open

air, morning and evening
;
food plain, simple and moderatCi

and without hot spices
;

all animal food was forbidden;

potatoes discarded altogether, as also vegetables or greens

containing a high percentage of sugar and starch
;
water

to be taken as little as possible, and strictly forbidden during

and shortly after meals. After a fortnight no other change

was reported to be perceptible than that the paroxysms were

a little reduced in their violence or intensity and duration.

One fact struck me as characteristically peculiar with

my client
; he was an inveterate smoker. From an early age

he was using tobacco in more shaDjiQ|i» than one; he smoked and

chewed and snuffed it incessantly. After each of the two

usual meals, the fits were ushered in after four or five puffs.

At the same time he felt an intensely morbid craving during

each of the paroxysms. This last symptom led me to pre-

scribe Tabacum in the third decimal potency, two doses after

I S minutes' interval, as soon as a fit was apprehended ; and

26
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•after 3 or 4. days, the course of the paroxysms was well*

nigh checked and sometimes retarded. The 30th potency

was next prescribed, thrice daily for a fortnight, after rc-

.gular intervals of respite for a couple of days and the patient

-improved considerably. The treatment was continued for

about two months, with intervals of cessation of medicine,

and the patient was completely restored. He is alive yet

-and has totally abandoned his former tobacco habit.

A girl of 26 years was suffering from dyspepsia and colic.

Protracted illness had made her weak and anoemic/ and of

irritable temper. She had constant nausea and vomited food

shortly after meals. The colic grew so severe as to make

her restless at every fit
;
sometimes she fainted. There was

a dull pain in the occiput and constant vertigo. Both the

bladder and the bowels were sluggish. She would drink water

very frequently, and each time she drank, an intense sticking

pain was felt in the stomach. She used tobacco in two shapes

and that at very frequent intervals. The habit had been first

contracted at the age of 14 ; and she was indulging in it for

more than 10 years. I put her upon Nux V. 30X for a

week, five doses in all ; and then upon TcAacum 30X for two

weeks more, which led to a complete cure. All tobacco was

of course prohibited during treatment.

We all knot)r how largely tobacco is used in every house*

hold in this country. Apart from the smoking habit

exhibited among men, our females indulge very freely in its

use, either chewing with betel-leaves or rubbing with it the

lower frontal gum. To us it appeam that to this habit is

to be largely attributed the acidity, heart-burn, pyrosis

and other symptoms of gastric disorders so extensively found

among the females of every household in our country. We
haveceen little children contracting this habit from the early

age of 9 or 10 years, and continuing to use it till the close
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of life. Whatever might be said in extenuation of the habitsi

of smoking and snuffing among men, on the ground of

relief after labour and considerations of a similar nature, such

a practice can hardly be defended in the case of our feraales<

From what necessary conditions, the practice begins in gene-

ral, either in men or in women, we are at a loss to conjecturd^

but we are of opinion that the arguments commonly put

forth in its favour have a basis more fanciful and conjectural'

than substantial^and needful. At any rate, there can be-

no possible ground, based upon rational considerations, for

the practice which obtains so largely in our country.

It will be said "What possible objections can there be

against tobacco, when it obtains so largely among the civilis-

ed nations all over the world Though it is undeniable,-

that all nations use tobacco, in one shape or another, in-

modern times, the fact remains as an incontrovertible truth,,

that it is a prolific source of various painful disorders in the-

human organism. It forms no part of the necessaries of life,

adds not a bit to its healthy growth and contributes nothing<

towards strength or development On the contrary, by caus-

ing superfluous excitation, it abstracts considerable force

from the muscles, the fibres, the tissues and the blood-vessels j.

and enough has been seen and shown- to prove that it is un-

deniably injurious to the individual. It can be fairly classed

among the mass of many social evils, in modern civilisation,

which though productive of miseries, are left unnoticed, and.

unconsciously tolerated by, the generality of men. To sup-

port or favour such a practice as “ a doubtful habit,” merely

on the ground of extensive circulation is as absurd, from a
Ibgical aspect, in the economy of human eivilisation, as if

we were to support a crime or a vice-, merely on the ground

of its comparative predominance in civilised societies. Withi

what reason can we possibly favour or recoounend the
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multitudinous mass of social evils or political crimes so

extensively sown broadcast around us f If this is allowed,

we ought with as much reason, to suffer vice smothering

virtue.

It will be said further, that tobacco' ^‘soothes and cheers

the weary toiler and solaces the over-worked brain.^ We do

not contest that such may be its momentary effect, but the

sequellos can never be ignored. All such arguments in favour

of tobacco are simply fallacious. When a certain amount

of labour, physical, mental or intellectual, has been under-

gone, nature requires time to recuperate, and all human

devices or expedients adopted with a view to avoid or es-

cape from such a requisition, must necessarily prove abortive.

It is bad policy to set the house on fire, in order to warm the

hands in the blaze. It should be understood, once for all,

that the temporary excitement created by tobacco is gained

only by the destruction of vitalforces and that it contains ab-

solutely nothing which can aid the growth or development

of the tissues of our body.

It can by no means be held that no hard work of human

life, can be performed without the aid of stimulants like

tobacco. The most glorious achievements of our race were

performed before the days of the introduction of this bane-

ful drug, no mlbnument of human efforts was ever raised

with the aid of tobacco. Without it, the heroes of Thermopyle

could perform their brilliant manoeuvers ;
and the early

philosophers could carry on their .momentous speculations.

Empires rose and fell, and men lived and loved and died

without any specious invigoration from tobacco. No drug

inspiration was required for Homer to sing his immortal

epic, Raphael to paint his glorious Madonnas, Luther to

preach his stirring sermons, Guttenberg to invent printing, or

Columbus to discover a New World.
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It is wise to kill an adder in the shell, and it behaves us

all to get rid of a hoary nuisance.

THE "TEST DRUG PROVING^ OF THE AMERICAN
OPHTHAL., OTOL. AND LARYNGOLOGICAL ’

SOCIETY.

We havejbeen favored by Professor Howard P. Bellows

with three small tracts on the study of Belladonna as deve-

loped in the Test Drug Proving of the above society. One
deals with headache, and one with the urinary symptoms

and the next upon the sides of the body. We cherished the

idea from a long time that the more drugs are proved and

reproved the more valuable they become to true homeopathic

physicians. So we hail with pleasure the appearance of these

pamphlets. Several drugs have been proved in this way by the

O. O. and L. Society and, as Dr. Bellows tells us, they will

be published in a book form. It will be a large, octavo volume

of about seven hundred pages, similar in size to one of the

volumes of Hering’s "Guiding Sjjmptoms."

THE TEST DRUG-PROVING OF THE O. O. & L. SOCIETY.

For the information of any who may not be acquainted with the

nature and scope of this work, it will be stated that it is a re-provitig

of Belladonna, under scientific conditions and by laboratory methods,

which has been carried opt under the auspices of the American

Homeopathic Ophthalniological, Otological and Laryngological

Society, with the endorsement and co-operation of the American

Institute of Homeopathy and various state and local societies, and

by the aid of proving boards of twelve or more physicians each,

mostly specialists, which were organized for this purpose ii\ elftven

of our largest cities.
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The History of the Test Proving.
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The Examiner’s Forms Employed in the Proving.
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Narratives and Synopses of the Provings.

Chapter IV.

The Results in a- New Schenifl>tic Form-

(Physiological or Systemic)

Chapter V.

The Results in the old Schematic Form

(Anatomical)
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COMMENDATION.

By J. B. Gregg Custis, m. d., Washington, d. c., Ex-Presidentr

of the American Institute of Homeopathy.

John P. Sutherland, m, ih^ Boston, Mass., Ex-Pres. of the

American Inst.

George Royal, m. d., Des Moines, Iowa, Ex-Pres. of the Ame-

rican Inst.
*

It has been my privilege to examine carefully the completed

Mss. of the ‘*Test Drug-Proving of the O. O. & L. Society,” as pre-

pared for publication by Prof. Howard Bellows, and it is with'

unafiecked pleasure 1 heartily commend the work to the favorable

consideration of my professional colleagues. Not only are the day-

books of the fifty-three persons who co-operated in the provings,

with the special examiner’s and director’s comments, presented

unabridged, with special comparisons and groupings of symptoms,

and modalities, but the volume contains minute and painstaking
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analyses of the provings made upon quite new and original lines

by the editor, which show profound thought and elaborate study,

and which open up in the realms of drug pathogenesy paths

heretofore untrodden. The book will prove of practical value to the

student of pure drug pathogenesy, to the general practitioner, to the

specialist, and may well serve as a model to those workers whose

field of investigations includes the provings of drugs.

John P. Sutherland., m. d.

* June 23rd, 1906.

Dear Doctor,

The manuscript for the book upon THE TEST DRUG-PROV-
ING OF THE O. O. & L. SOCIETY is ready for the printer.

It will make a large, octavo volume of about seven hundred pages,

similar in size to one of the volumes of Hering’s **Guiding Symp-

toms.’’ It will contain complete narratives of the fifty-three in-

dividual provings which constitute the body of the wotk, together

with a thorough digest and presentation of the results obtained in

synoptic and schematic forms and in different degrees of condensa-

tion. It will be illustrated with sphygmographic tracings and with

photomicrographs of changes induced by the drug in animal tissues,

Jt will be published by subscription^ and the price will be determined by

the number ef subscribers. It is designed to furnish the book to each

subscriber as nearly as possible at cost price, and, by vote of the O.

O. & L. Society, skos^d any profit chance to accruefrom the sale

of she work it will be devoted to the cause of drug-proving.

Your subscription is solicited upon the enclosed postal and its

{prompt return is most essential as it is desired to send the book to

jiress immediately.

Fraternally yours^

Howard P. Bellows,

General Director ofthe Proving

for the O. O. dr*. L. Society.
o

After carefnlly exanitiing the complete MSS. of the "Tes
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Drug-Proving **
of the 0. O. & L. Society, I most heartily rc^

'Commend it to all homeopathists, whether students, practitioners or

teachers. The symptoms are carefully compared and wisely grouped.

Better still, they are also piesented in narrative form as recorded by

the provers, so that one may see the order of their development and

judge of their reliability. Best of all, the arrangement of the symp-

toms makes their therapeutic application comprehensive and easy

Prof. Howard P Bellows, the director and editor of this work,

has placed us all under an obligation which we can only partly repay

by subscribing for the book.

Des Moines, Iowa. George Roval, m. d.

We have never seen such a complete analysis of symp-

toms under scientific condition. Our readers will do well to

read these provings. The task is undertaken by fifty-three

provers. Under Headache we find,

1 The types of headache, as frontal, occipital^ parietal,

supra orbital &c.

2 Sides—right and left

3 Directions in which headache spreads.

4 Intensity, slight or severe.

5 Duration.

6 Character,

7 Time.

8 Appoarancev

9 Causes.

10 Sensations.

11 Accompaniments.

12 Aggravation and amelioratibn.

13 Miscellaneous.

Thus our reaclers will be able to see that it is a complete

record of headache. So with the necessary symptoms and

(Jchpr anatomical parts of the body.

When the book will be completed it will be a Valuable aid
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to both students and physicians. The bqok will be published

by subscription and we earnestly request our readers to

subscribe at once as it will be a valuable work for study and

reference. We have seen that* the work has been recommend-

ed by such eminent homoeopaths as Dr. J. B. Gregg Custis,

John F. Sutherland and George Royal. •

STRAY LEAVES FROM MY DIARY.

Nov. i6th—Amulya Babu came to me with his little

daughter, aged 3 years, who was suffering from a peculiar

eczema all over her body. He said that those eruptions had

made her very fretful and restless, and at night she could

not sleep at all on account of constant itching and burning. 1

was requested to prescribe for her. She was a very intelligent

gill, but weak and emaciated in body, and every now and

then was suffering from liver derangements. Her stomach and

intestinal symptoms, and other symptoms which I eliminated

from her parent after careful enquiry pointed to Lycopodium

as her simillimum. I prescribed for the patient that remedy

in a very high potency, only one dose in the beginning and

provided her with a plentiful supply of that prince of

medicines, Sacharum lactis, which she would tajee twice a dayi

for two weeks, 'after which time her father would report to

me. He wanted to have some ointment for his child to

apply on the eruptions, but I told him that medicated oint-

ments are not required under the strict Homoeopathic treat*

ment, and if the eruptions burned unbearably, he might

apply some pure cocoanut oil on the sores to soothe them.

Nov, 2ist—Amulya Babu came again with his little child.

He said that the improvement in the girl’s body, thoii|[h

noticeable, was very slight indeed. She bad taken the internal

28
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medicines for the last 4 or 5 days, but his wife and the child

were becoming very impatient, and had earnestly requested

me to giv£ some good ointment for application which would

dry up the nasty sores within a very short time. I said that

such a step was not at all advisable, nay quite ,a dangerous

pQjcedure, though I could prescribe such an ointment (with

Hydrarg ammonio-chloride ) which would remove the skin

disease within 4 or 5 days. I then explained Amulya Babu

that this eruption was really an internal malady which

was coming from inside outwards, from the centre of the

vital organism towards the circumference, in order to

leave the patient finally. If any external application

checks this outward progress, the disease is thereby again

thrust inward, and will try to attack some important inner

organ of the body, such as liver, lungs, heart, brain &c. So I

told the little patient’s father to go on with the internal

medicines alone, which would certainly eradicate the disease

by attacking it from within. But that would surely take a

little longer time than the ointment treatment, for which a

little patience was required from the parents of the child.

But all this philosophy was rather too much for the father

who went away gcumbling and discontented.

Dec. 5th—Amulya Babu came in the morning with a

young t)oyt a rflation of his, who was suffering from a chronic

form of ophthalmia. He requested me to treat the boy's eyes

homeopathically, as he had tried allopathic medicines for a

pretty long time, but in vain. After examining and pre-

scribing for the boy’s ophthalmia I asked the gentleman, "By
the by. Sir, how is that little girl of yours who was suffering

from eczema and for whom I prescribed some medicines a

few days ago 7
*

"lam glad to tell you, Doctor, that the girl has been

completely cured by a Kabiraji Oil within a short' time. As
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you know, the ladies of my family became very impatient

with the slow progress of your Homeopathic treatment and

teased my life out for a good oil or ointment, to cure those

eruptions of the child. So I brought that wonderful oil from

our family Kabiraj which removed the eruptions beautifully

within about 5 days.^^
^

I grew rather unhappy and said " very sorry for the poor

child, my dear friend, you have killed her, 1 tell you/'

" Why, doctor, I don't think there is any reason for such

apprehension. The girl is quite as happy and joyful as be-

fore; and she sleeps soundly at night and eats well."

• Yes, Amulya Babu, she may appear hale and hearty for

the present. But rest assured^ there is danger ahead which

may take away her life.”

"But no other doctor says that.”

" It is the teaching of Homceopathy, and no one who
/

has not studied the works of Hahnetifann can possibly say

that And such teaching is perfectly true to the letter,’*

However my friend Amulya Babu could not understand

and assimilate the logic of Hahnemann's teaching. He
could not believe that a grave wrong had been done to bis

unfortunate girl.

Dec. loth—After lo o’clock I was going to take my
dinner, when an urgent and loud call from below reached my
ears. Hastily I came downstairsi and was met by my friend

Amulya Babu who wanted me to drive to his house at once.

He said his little girl was very ill, and I should make no fur«

ther delay. Wc drove pbst-haste to his house and at once

ran upstairs to see bis child. She was getting terrible con-

vulsions, and had a high temperature
; from the dusk th^

noticed a little fever which began to rise gradually. But the

convulsions were so severe that there was imminent risl* of

life. I quickly dissolved a few globules of medicine in a -glass
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of water, and told them to administer one spoonful every

quarter of an hour. But all was useless, the girl was a corpse

within half an hour.

Nripendra Nath Set, l. m.

Clinical Becords.

r. C. Majumdar, m. o.

I.

Argentum Nitric, in Neurasthenia.—Babu Mu-

kerji a young and robust-looking man came to me for

advice on the 15th October 1904. For two years previously

he had been suffering from acidity and dyspepsia. Had

heart'burn, waterbrash and colic in the abdomen. This ap-

parently reduced him greatly. He looked like an old man,

emaciated.

Tympanitic distention of the abdomen, gurgling, severe

twitching and rending pain in the abdomen which used to

travel to the back, causing breathlessness. Stools variable,

sometimes yellow but often greenish, thin and papascent.

There was considerable backache which was aggravated

by rising from a seat but continued walking gave him relief,

sexual desire greatly reduced, erections feeble. There was

shaking of the limbs, vertigo and great prostration.

Nux vom and Agaricus mus werd given to no purpose.

Argent, nitric, cc., one dose, a few globules dry on the

tongue produced favorable result at once. This was followed

by placebo. There was an occasional repetition of Arg. nit.

which cured the patient completely in the course of a month

and a half.
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II.

Sanguinaria Can. in headcache and Rheumatic pain.

—

Khanto, an elderly woman of plethoric constitution, had

rheumatic pain from a long time. Pain in the back, and in

upper limbs. She had allopathic treatment for a few days and

took Kabiraji medicines long to no effect. On the contraiy

she used to get a peculiar sick -headache. She was subject to

bilious attacks now and then.

Pain on right deltoid muscle, shifting, aggravated by

exposure to the sun. Pain extended to the whole arm.

Headache was occasional. It ca me on, in the morning and

increased as the day advanced. No pain at night. There was

sickne.ss at the stomach and often vomiting of bile. During

headache she complained of dimness of sight. Application of

cold water to the head gave her relief.

gave her Sanguin Can 30 one do.se every morning for

eight days. She was relieved of the headache and the rheu-

matic pain. Continuing the medicine for a longer period

with occasional stoppage of medicine cured her entirely.
^

1 forgot to mention that her menstrual function was regular

as to time of appearance but the flow was excessive and ac-

companied by headache. Bowels were rather constipated.

III.

Apis mcll in Ery.sepelatous swelling—Abdul Salim, a

robust young man of 24 years of age came to my Chow-

ringhce dispensary with a very great swelling of the left arm

and face. He narrated that he was bitten in those places

by a number of bees. He had made some application

without any benefit.

There was great burning and stinging pain in those pixels.

The next da)' the swelling appeared and there was some
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fever, Ledum Pal 6k was given internally and tincture was

applied to the bitten parts. These gave him very sight relief.

Apis mel 6x one dose morning and evening relieved him

at once. The swelling went down the next day and the pain

abated in twenty-four hours. He was completely cured in

tl;iree da}’s.

IV.

Natrum Sulph in Diarrhoea—Babu Charu Ch. Neogi had

been suffering from Dyspepsia from a lo-ng time. He was in

the habit of taking purgatives off and on. Now be had the

following symptoms

—

Had diarrhoea—three to five stools in the morning, stools

yellowish and then watery. Rumbling in the abdomen^

accumulation of flatus.

Considerable colicky pain in the abdomen before and

during stools.

He used to live in cold and damp bouses. Emission

of ^much flatus during stool which gave him considerable

relief.

Massage of the abdomen gave him relief of both the colic

and flatulence. A few doses of Natrum Sulph 30 effected
.
a

permanent cure.

Clippings from the Envoy.

Girls’ Appetites—“No doctrine*is more mischievous for

growing gilrs than that it is unladylike to have a good

appetite. The teachers of poor children in the lower parts of

large cities know very well how impossible it is to get good

e^uoational results from children who come to school insuffi-

ciently fed. The girls' meals should be of a scocial character.
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for cheerful conversation promotes both appetite and diges*

tion, and sufficient time should always be allowed for them*

Dmmimnd.

Food and Sleep.—

\

very phort time ago it was held

that the eating of food immediately before retiring was

almost a crime.

* Now, the whole theory is quite exploded. Some

physicians have changed, according to the times. I have at

all times taken food before retiring, and have never had any

bad results, but the reverse.

Indeed, a good deal of the prevalent insomnia is the

result of the unconscious craving in the stomach for food in

persons who have been unduly frightened by the opinion that

they must not cat before going to bed, or who have, like

many nervous women, been keeping themselves in a state of

semistarvation. Nothing is more agreeable, on retiring for

the night, than to take a small bowl of hot milk, malted

milk, hot broth, cup of hot cocoa with milk, oatmeal gruel,

or some good, nourishing soup, for it is a positive aid to ner-

vous people and induces peaceful slumber.

—

E. Mather,M,D.,

in Medical Brief.

Domestic Medicine Cases.—Every family living in the

country, or not within easy reach of q homoeopathic

physician, should have a 'domestic physician,* there are

many of them, and a homoeopathic medicine chest. If these

. are in the family possession, especially where there are young

children, much suffering atid, perhaps, serious illness may be

avoided. The directions are very plain in these books and

they are well worth their price.
,

The Explanation.—^“Why does vaccine virus injure apd

kill P A pamphlet on Serum Therapeutics just issued b/ the

Lister Institute kindly supplies the answer. It says : 'Calf
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vaccine, or vaccine proper, differs from other therapeutic

agents of microbial origin in that it is a preparation contain-

ing a living (sic) specific micro-organism.'

"Yes, that is the difference. Vaccination puts a living mi-

crobe iato the into the blood-current. It hits

the organism, as it were, below the belt. It violates the

organic guard, and gives the ''microbe of the di.sease everjf

advantage in working out its injurious c&ttct.”—Homeopathic

World.

Olroe Oilfor the Complexion.—An American correspondent

writes as follows : The pretty girls of Chicago and New York

are giving the luncheons of India, they call them the health

and beauty luncheons. They make a study of the best foods,

and they learn how to serve them. The centrepiece of the

table is fruit, upon which the main body of the luncheon is

built. They follow the London dietary laws, which have

almost driven appendicitis out of London.

It was to a reigning beauty of London during the present

season that the king’s physician gave his famous advice.

"What shall I take for my complexion ?* asked this beauty,

in distress, "I am a sight.”

"Take olive oil" said the physician. “Live on it, live in it,

live with it. Eat it, drink it, dress your food with it, and don't

do without it. Lubricate your system.”

The beauty did as she was told, and her complexion im-

proved. Meanwhile she ate no meat. She began to give health

and beauty dinners, and the CcAintess of Warwick, Mrs.

George Cornwallis West, Lady Henry Somerset, and the

Princess of Pless joined her. Today their vegetarian dinners

are famous

—

Health.
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BOERICKE &. TAFEL
WHOLESALE HOMEOPATHIO CHEMISTS.

We oarry the largest stock of Homeo-

pathic Medicines in the World.

PHARMACIES SUPPLIED WITH EVERYTHING
PERTAINING TO HOMEOPATHY.

CATALOGUES SENT ON REQUEST.
OOBRBSPONDBNGB SOLICITBD-

We have ten branches. Onr export house is

located at 145 Orad St-f

NEW YORK U. S. A.

M. BHATTACHARYYA AND CO-

BOONOMIC FHARBCACT.

Head Office Bonfields Lane,

Branch— Bats/ Basar Street, Calcutta,

Homeopathio Medioines

5 and 6 pies per dram.

Cholera Box with la, 24 , 30 and

48 phials of medicines, a dropper^

camphor and a guide Rs. 3, 3 8,

5-5, 6-4 and I i-SVespectively.

Family Box with 24, 30, 48, 60,

and lot phials of medicine, a

. dropper, and a guide, Rs. 3, 3.8,

5-3, 6-4i and li-8 respectively.

Pluumaoeutist's Manual, i, e,.

Homeopathic Pharmacopia in

Bengali and English ( Second
Edition, cloth > Rs. j-4.

Family Practice in' Bengali (3rd

Editon, thoroughly revised and
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A very useful book for family use.
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%mvi & do.;
WHOLESALE AND

RETAIL
CHEMISTS AND
DRUGGISTS.

HOOKSELLERS AND PUBLISHERS.

Importers of Homeopathic Brags and Sundries

FROM
ENGLAND, AMERICA AND GERMANY,

HEAD ESTABLISHMENT
35, POLLEGE pxREET, pALCUTTA.

BBANOa PHARBIU.OIBS.

I. SHOVAB.^ZAR BRANCH —295*1, TJoner Chitpore Road, Calcattd.

ar’ BARABAZAR BRANCH—2-2. BonfielcTs Lane, Calcutta^

3. BHOWANIPORE BRANCH —68, Rnssa Road, Bhowanipore^

4. BANKIPORE BRANCH—Chowhatta. Bankipore.

5. PATNA BRANCH -Chowk, Patna Cit^

6 MATHURA BRANCH—Harding's Gate. M ilhura, N. W, P.

Fresh and genuine Homeopathic medicines of every potency, medi-

cal publications both domestic and foreign, and Physicians’ Requisites

of all sorts always kept on hand.

All the Pharmacies are under the direct supervision of experienced

physicians,

JUST RECEIVED THEIR QUARTERLY INDENT OF
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES.

OBN^RAI^ RATBS,
Per Drachm.

Rs. As.

Mother Tinctures ... ... o 6

Dilutions up to 12th ... o 4

^ up to 30th ... o 6

,,
op to 200th ... I o

Rubini’s Spirits of Camphor

Yz oz. As. 8, 1 Dz. As. 14

Per Drachma

Rs. As.

Crude Drugs ^

Triturations up to 6 ... Q

» up to 30 o*
Tinct Triturations ...

Camphor Pilules yi oz. Re. i

• *01 Rs. 1*4

Plica Iiist Brea on Application.



The Bengal Soap Factory,
MAOHUA BAZAR ROAD,

OALOUTTA.

We sincerely believe that the chaice of a brand of Soaps is qtrite a
nerious affatr. For, apart from its cleansing properties, its action on the

skin should have our particular attention. The most delicate and almost

transparent skin often becomes bard and dull by using a quality of soaps

that contains dangerous irritants used by some manufacturers to lessen

the cost of production. Further point to be noted is that by allowing n
quantity of water to be left in the soaps, practically a lesser quantity is

sold to the buyer than he apparently pays for. When kepb for long, this

quantity of water evaporates and the soap is left in a shrunk,, hard and

deodourised condition.

BElKaAL SOAPS
do not corrode the skini, have no water in composition, possess lasting

and sweet fragrance and have thorough cleansing properties

pstatspAikif
OF

Dr. Willmar Schwabe, Leipzig, Germany.
The lergestand most celebrated Homeopathic Pharmaosr

in the^ World.

Wholesale and Retail Export,
of all Homeopathic Medioines

in tinctures, triturations, pilules, globules and tablets, con-

scientiously prepared in accordance with the instructions-

laid down by Hahnemann, the founder of Homeopathy.

IDomestIo, Travelling, Pookeli A Veterinary Oases;

Dxunedicated ^obules, pilules and sugar^ milk.

Dietotio preparations, homeopatMo pharmaoeutiaar
utensils and instruments for

medioine and surgery.
' PaUiostion and sals of homeopsthio works in eU

modem Isngoages.

niuetrated catalogues on demand
gntis and postfree.



THE GREAT HOMEOPATHIC HALL-
We beg to infonn the public that we have opened a Homeopathi6

establishment under the above name. The medicines are imported

from the most celebrated firms in ^Europe and America, and the work
supervision has been entrusted to an expert Pharmacist, whose ex-

perience in this line of business is of long standing. We have besides

secured the co-operation of the best Homeopathic Physicians who have
given us the advantage of maintaining by their instructions the newest

methods and processes. The prices compare fabourably with firms olf a

similar position as will be seen from our printed catalogue which we shall

be glad to send on application. We may mention the ‘‘Great Homeo-
pathic Hall” is an independent establishment, and not in any way sup*

plementary to our old Allopathic firm.

BUTTO KBISTO PAUL & Oo.,

12^ Bonfield^s Lane^ Calmtta.
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: SBEST BBAZIIi PEBBLiE SPECTACIiBS.

We supply alt sorts of spectacles in Gold, Silver^
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‘ A FEWtPOlNTED REASONS,

1st Oar Kt$hrmnjan a nicely scented flair Oil malstt

the bcain cool* head active, and hair soft and glossy $ therefoee» it sheidd

ht used by every brain worker, such m St^iideats» Scbolars» Advecnieak

Judges &c.

2nd. Our KESHRANjAK—has steed the teat of severe QeRiphtUion«

by 4ts virtue, quality and excellence. It gives the hair a luxurious

growth, removes baldness and makes it amenable to brush or

comb. For this reason, it is a pleasant toilet requisite fer ladies and

g«entlemen of every ^sitien in society. *

Price per phial »*« Re. i.

Packing and Postage ••• As. 5.

A DEPUTY CORONER'S TESTIMONY.
A. S. P. Joyasugha^ Dy. Coroner, Welegainpety (Ceylon) writes to ns

to say—* 'From tkelew boxes of your famous Panchatikta Batixa I

have cured several •cases of long standing lever with such beneficial effect

as to give no occasion for a relapse in a single case. Your Swasarista

after a few days' use made the patient (a friend of mine) much better

and he will send you order for another Phial.” The above extract will

-speak for itself.

Price per phial with a box of pills Re. K.

Packing and Postage As. j.

PLEASE NOTE IN A CORNER OF YOUR DIARY.

Our Samjiban Rasayan—is a cooling, soothing and invigorating

drink. It is reputed for its sustaining and restorative properties. It

nssttages tkirst, mitigates the burning blaze abd savage rage of the sum-

mer season. It is particularly valuable to students, pleaders, &c.

Price per phial ••o Re. I.

Packing and Postage ... As. 7.

Our asokarista-*- is the best medicine for all female irregu-

larities. In Metritis, Endometritis, Dysmenorboea, amenorrhsea and

X.eucorrhoea it acts as a charm. It easily cures colic pain, corrects

•displacement of the uterus„dispels general debility and wluses health

•and strength to tjhe system.

Price per phial with pills Rs. 1-3*

Packing and Postage As. 7.

Eavirtu Nagmdn Nath Sen.

Govt. Medical llln.oMA>HoLDBR|

M. C. S. (PMriB\ S. C. I. (LoDdon), M. S. A. S. <LoiidlM)|. ac.

Hob. 18-1 * 10, Lower Obitpw Boad. Oeleatta



DHIBAJ FLTJTB.\

? ' The/msic Commi|iiity of India have been onanimems in decTaring

ihatinmeistbebesthannoniumofibeday.lt is beautiful in desiffri,

lesMinisite in l^ooe and fitted with the latest improved mechanisms. A trial

order will bear out the truth of my assertions.

Piioeof Dhiraj Piute.
^

1 set Reed with 2 stoppers, Rs. 2$, a8, 52.

2 set Reed with 4 stoppers, Rs 45, 50, 55.

% set Reed with 5 stoppers, Rs. 65, with Coupler Rs.70.

1 undertalse to repair all kinds of Musical Instruments at a moderate

sate.

Please oompare my rates,

D. K. POLEX,

36, Cornwallis Strrkt, CALcmTA.



A FEW POINTED REASONS.

1st. Oor Keskranjan a jaicely scanted Jlav Oil wbicli iti'elm

itiie bimin cnnl. Iwad active and bair seOt and glossy ; tbet^ose, it ilionid

beused by*every braia-worker. such as Stadents, Scholas^ Advee^ii
Judges &c. *

2nd. Our KBSHRANjAii-»has steed the test of severe competition,

by its virtue, quality and excellence. It gives the hair a luxurious

growth, removes baldness and makes it amenable to brash or

comb. For this reason, it is a pleasant todet requisite far ladles and

gentlemen of every pesitton in society. *

Price per phial «•« Re. I.

Packing and Postage ••• As. 5 .

A DEPUTY CORONER^S TESTIMONY.
A. S. P. Joyasugha, Oy. Coroner, Welegainpety (Ceylon) writes in «e

'to say—'Trorn the few boxes of your famous Panchatikta BatiRA I

bave cured several cases of long standing fever with such beneficial elBlct

•as to give no occasion for a relapse in a single case. Your SwASARiavk

after a few days* use made the patient (a friend of mine) nrach better

and he will send you order for another Phial.*’ The above extract wilt

speak for itself.

Price per phial with a box of pills Re. z.

Packing and Postage As. 3.

PLEASE NOTE IN A CORNER OF YOUR DIARY.
Our Sanjiban Rasayan—is a cooling, soothing and invigorating

drink. It is reputed for its sustaining and lesterative properties. It

aissuages thirst, mitigates the burning blaze and savage rage of the sum*

mer season. It is particularly valuakle to students, pleaders, Ac.

Price per phial eee Re. 1.

Packing and Postage ...
^

As. 7.

Our asokarista—is the best medicine for all female iivegn-

*4arities. In Metritis, Endometritis, Dysmenorhoea. amenorrhoea and

Leucorrhcea it acts as a charm. It easily cures celic pain, corrects

displacement of the uterus, «dispels general debility and infuses bealth

and strength te the system.
*

Price per phial with pills Rs. i-B.

Packing and Postage ... As. 7.

lAvinu Nagendzs Nath Sen.

COVT. MEDICAL DIPL0MA*H0LDBR»

M. C, S. <rM:is\ S. C. I. (London), M. S. A. S. (London), ftb, Ac.

Mm. 181 ft 18, LowwObi^por Bond, Oaloailift
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' The fflUicComaifnity of India have been nnanimoas in dedarinK

that mine is the best barmomum of the day. It is beautiful in desifttit

«x(|U»ite in tone and fitted with the latest improved mechanisms. A trial

order wiil bear out the truth' of my assertions.

Price of DbirA] Blute.

a sef Reed with 2 stoppers, Rs. 35, 38, {2.

> 2 set Reed with 4 stoppers, Rs 45, 50, 55.

9 set Reed with 5 stoppers, Rs. 65, with Coupler Rs. jo.

1 undertake «> repair all kinds of Musical Instruments at a moderate

rate.

Please compare mjr rates,

D. K. POLE.X,

38, Cornwallis Strbet, Calcutta.
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SOME OF OUR HEALTH RESORTS.

Along with the spread of western civilization, the idea of

having recourse to a change of climate and scenery whenever

the system is in a run down condition is becoming more

and more popular in this country. There are still many
people who laugh at the idea of going for a change. They
argue and say, we never went for a change in the olden days

when railways were unknown and most of us kept better

health and acquired longevity that is seldom seen at the

present day. Be that as it may, it is needless to say that

according to our present ways of living and the nature of our

occupation generally, a change of climate is at times abso-

lutely essential.

Now then the questions naturally arise where to go and

when to go.
*

The first question is the principal object of this paper and

hence we will take it up at length, mentioning the different

places generally resorted to by people, and their individual

atmospheric and other advantages, •

As to the question, when to go, it may be said/ that

29
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whenever the general health feels run down, when the brain

feels fagged after a stretch of hard labor for any length of

time, it is advisable to go for a change particularly for people

who can afford it The hard-worked Government servant, the

busy practitioner of medicine and the astute lawyer,—they all

r^ed a change at least once a year. Some of them are very

unwise and never think of a change until they are actually

confined to bed and incapable to attend to work. There is

another kind of change of climate that people generally have

recourse to and that is general improvement of health after a

protracted course of illness. This is very essential. We have

frequently found that a change to a healthier climate enables

a person to recoup his health much more quickly than he

would if he stayed at home. Then there is another kind of

change that is very injurious, but one that is frequently ad-

vised by unscrupulous physicians, when they find they

are unable to do anything for their patient and are only

anxious to get rid of their patients somehow. This is a very

bad practice indeed. 1 frequently think it would be much

better and more honest for such physicians to recommend a

change of doctor and treatment rather than a change of

climate. It seems to me that the time for a change is only

when the patient is thoroughly cured of his disease and only

the weakness remains. So long as any of the symptoms of

disease remains it is almost criminal to recommend a change,

particularly when we know, that frequently, medical help is

not available at those places.

Darjeeling comes to our mind as being at once a sum-

mer and a health resort. It is more frequently resorted to

by Europeans living in Bengal than any other place. It has

been very truly termed the children’s paradise, for undoubt-

edly^ children thrive very well here. It is situated about 8000

feet above the sea level and is approached by a railway that
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is unique in the world. The scenery is most picturesque and

beautiful. The only drawback is the water which is not very

tasteful. People suffering from bowel complaints should

be very careful in going up to Darjeeling, for they are likely

to develop hill-diarrhcea, a most obstinate and intractable

disease.

Mussourie, Nainital and Simla are some of the other hifl

stations that are also visited by people. Simla, the summer

residence of the Viceroy and the Commander-in-chief of India,

is a very healthy place and is frequently visited by people

from all over the country. It is equally as cold as Darjeeling

but not so damp, for Simla seems to be more rocky than Ddr-

jecling. The new Simla Kalka Railway has made it more

accessible to the people. Mussourie and Nainital are smaller

hill stations that arc very healthy places but mostly resorted

to by Kuropcan.s.

Some of the stations in the R. I. Ry arc visited by a large

number of people from the metropolis. Madhupur, a station

about 180 miles from Calcutta has become a favourite resort

of the Bengali population, on account of its salubrious climate

and drinking water. Some of the wells contain water mixed

with various ingredients and help digestion materially.

Deoghar, the next station on the same line is preferred by

some as it contains the famous temple of Baidyanath. The

climate is about the same. Simultala, Jamtara*and Karmatar

are other places of the same nature being adjoining to

each other. Derhi on the river Sone is a place that is becom-

ing popular with some pefople. Monghyr, a station on the

loop line of the same railway is no longer regarded as a very

healthy place to go to, being infected with plague epidemic

for the last few years. Several other places in the North

Western provinces that were formerly visited by people ye
no longer of importance being infected with plague. Almbrab
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and the adjoining places are regarded by some as very

good places'for the consumptive, but so far as my experience

goes, I have never seen a single man recover, although I

have known many people to have gone there.

Puri on the sea'coast is a very nice place and is largely

resorted to by people since the opening of the Bengal-Nagpur

Line. It is easy of access from Calcutta and is particularly

beneficial to malarial cases. Europeans also like the place

and many bunglows are being built by them. Waltaire,

near Vizagapatan on the Madras coast has been recommend-

ed by some physicians, but 1 have not seen anybody who

derived any benefit by visiting the place. It is also said to

be good for consumtives but my experience has been to

the contrary. There are a few other places, but I will take

them up on a future occasion.

J. N. M.

CALCUTTA DURING THE RAINS.

The days in June, July, August and perhaps a few fti

September see the metropolis in what we call its rainy season,

and these are the days most opportune for any one to form

a notion of die mud and slush of an oriental city, which

when once experienced is hardly ever forgotten. But inspite

of the slush and mud, the way-side pools and the overflowing

vats, the city keeps fairly good health
;
and the ailments of

this season, excepting perhaps a few Jatent discrasia brought

to surface by the humid atmosphere, seldom go beyond

simple colds, rheumatisms or troubles of the kind.

, The advent of showers as a rule puts a stop to the different

epifiemics—plague, cholera, pox,—that ravage the city in the
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summer months. It is’ not without reason to hold the tre-

mendous dust storms that we have in our city during these

hot months as instrumental, to a great deal, in carrying

infections from one corner to another, till our heavy tropical

showers come to settle the dust down and the infections it

holds along.

The mud we now have on our thoroughfares is the re-

servoir of all the poisons that have ere long been hanging in

the air, and if you care to notice, you will find how these

epidemic diseases linger on while this mud lies on the streets.

Let us now come to the most unique feature of the Calcutta

streets—the Venetian aspect of them
;
when after a fairly

heavy shower, as every one living in the city can tell— the.

straws, twigs or dried leaves that happen to lie on the streets,

float at once with the flow of water to the sewer covers and

with the mud or dirt around help to retard, if not altogether

block up the passages of water into the drains. Thus in no

time wc have a water-city at home. It is a pretty sight ancL^

prettier still when the lights fall on it But sooner or later—

(depending on the locality of the town)—as the men from the

municipality make their appearance to take this novel sight

away, what is left to us is clean—clean washed streets and

side walks, specially where they are stone-paved. They look

cleaner than ever and present a healthy^ look which no

amount of disinfection from the corporation could give them

—they are thoroughly freed from their filth. But this is only

one side of the fact. There are in this city of ours, in almost

the very heart of it, pfaces where this stagnation of water

has its most detriihental efTccts. In the middle of bustees

(where poor people flock together in low thatched huts ) and

open courtyards, where the ground is not paved, and is full

of holes and hollows, this water gets in and cannot make its

way out. There it has to stand until absorbed in the ground
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or evaporated, if the rays of the sun may chance to find

access into this enviable realm. The water thus stagnated

and inevitably added with the wastes of human dwelling-

garbage excreta of cattle, and human too at times, these

bustees present to man a living picture of the dreaded here-

after. As physicians it is our lot to visit and see these dark

edrners of human habitation more than the lay inhabitants

of the town, and no doubt every brother of mine will be able

to add lines to this picture, how in these bustees to save his

boots from one slush he dipped them into another, and how

he had to keep his eyes hunting all round lest he should

tread over night soils, or hold his breath through the

abominable stench, to sec some of his most desperate fever

cases. These no doubt are enough grounds for any one to

war against the flooding of the streets, and surely as long as

we have bustees in the heart of the town we are sure to have

these slums. Unless however such steps—as of providing

extra exits for water, compulsory paving of lanes and bye-

lanes or courtyards—be taken, these important factors in

swelling the city mortality could never be done away with.

S. Goswami, m. a

Xn interesting case
CURED BY A SINGLE REMEDY.

t( Continuedfrom VolXIV, No, )

ATAL*VIHAKI BHADURI, M. A.

The striking case sketched under the above caption in

one of the foregoing issues of this periodical, deserves to be

takfn up after so long a time, and discussed with some atten-

.

tion aJid care if not for the edification of our readers, at least.
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in illustration of what has been and what can be done by

homeopathy, as well as of the reason which should impel

men of light and culture, in our country, to betake them-

selves to this mode of treatment, in preference to the older

stereotyped methods. It is, indeed, lamentably true, as wc

had occasion to observe more than once, that the generality

of our country-men, has recourse to this mode, only in cases

of urgent necessity, or when all other methods are found

failing in the desired effect. There is plent)^ of cases, the

majority unrecorded, which having baffled all other methods,

and having been practically pronounced as beyond the pale

of cure, yielded to homeopathy when adopted as a last

resort. Such a negligent way of consigning cases to the care

of the physician is really deplorable
;
and, as we have observ-

ed times out of number, is to be attributed to the weight of

patronage enjoyed by the older school of physicians, a tenth

part of which is hardly accorded to the scientific and refined

.system of Hahnemann. We are decidedly of opinion that if •

these so-called “incurable cases", be left to homeopathy

much earlier, our countrymen would undoubtedly be benefit-

ed in more respects than one. It is no part of our present

purpose to discourse on the comparative merits or demerits

of the different systems of cure prevalent amongst us. All

that we want to impress upon the minds of ou;; countrymen is

that homeopathy leads to a cure more speedy and efficacious,

less dangerous, as well as surer and safer than can be found

under the other systems.

The case to which we revert now, presents so many strik-

ing features, as to be fraught with an invaluable lesson to our

lay readers as well as practitioners. Without entering into

a needless recounting of what has been laid down in our

previous article to which our readers will kindly refe|^ Ve
wish to point out that of the several symptoms ranged
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under the five groups, some are ( i ) accidental, some ( 2 )

constitutional, some ( 3 ) characteristic, some ( 4 )
drug effects.

With a view to distinguish these from one another, as also

to eliminate those not essentially necessary to find out the

exact similimum, we put the patient upon Nux V. jox^ 4
dpses continued at intervals during the week that followed.

The next week, during which placebo prescriptions were

continued the case was observed to be considerably cleared

up. Some new symptoms cropped up which, together with the

remaining ones, led to a proper determination of the remedy

to be applied. Fresh examination by way of questioning the

patient as well as those about him confirmed to show that he

had been ( A ) originally of a strong and robust constitution

and lately grew apathetic to his affairs of life. He would

become almost, paralysed on the slightest cause of trouble.

During sleep at night, he would fall into a state of stupor

and mutter such gibberish jargons as could hardly be intelligi-

ble to those around him. ( B ) The head, as already described,

showed constantly decided symptoms of exhausted nerve

force—the vertigo and tremor
j
the frequent sinkings on

either side, the buzzing noise and the crackling sound ; the

dullness and confusion, the weakness of memory
; the langour

and exhaustion and the depression of spirits', in general.

( C ) In the urinary function the prominent peculiarities were

urination painful in general, and increased in number though

not in quantity. The sexual organs showed evident indica-

tions of debility and general atony—loss of retention, fluid

thin, occasional discharges when sti’aining at stool, and even

at other times, specially when the stomach was heated. ( D )

The bowels showed signs of occasional constipation followed

invariably by looseness.
( E ) The appetite was moderate and

good, and the patient complained very little on this score.

F ) As general debility prevailed all over the system, the
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spinal weakness was very prominent ; there was a depression

of spirits and inability to continue intellectual work for any
length of time. ( G }

His gait in general presented many
peculiarities which could very clearly lead to the exact simi<

limum of his case
;
he stumbled easily, making false steps

even during a short walk ; the l^s tottered and trembled*

amazingly, these features being more prominently observed in

the evening than in the morning or any other part of the day ;

an occasional sensation of shock was felt during a>walk
; and

the objects aroundhim appeared to move along as he walked.

From symptoms like these, elicited after severe toil and

trouble, the mere tyro will be induced to prescribe without a

moment's consideration. Indeed, I was at first inclined to put

my patient upon phosphorus. But fortunately for my poor

client, and no less for my own self, as the period for the pre*

vious remedy had not yet terminated, I was allowed some

time for refiection, which proved to be ofyeoman’s service in

the selection of the proper remedy. We leave it to the better

judgment of the profession, to find out the remarkable dififer*

ence between the effects of pho^horus and phosphoric add,

and whatever might be the difference between the twb retne*

dies administered homeopathicaHy, and however much might

a lay practitioner differ with the so-called profession, in the

choice of the proper remedy in this, particular case, upon

mature consideration, I became at last inclined in favour of

the latter remedy.

The case became cleared up, with occasional administra-

tion of Nux V. 30X at long* intervals, in course of a fortnight

and a complete and belutiful cure was effected in course of a

month. We were quite surprised with the marvellous effects

of a remedy taken up with such diffidence. We have had

occa^on to hear of the patient since, and we are satisfac((^i||r

informed that he has been relieved of all his coroplaintsi.
'

30
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X reference to the repertories and compends, published in

such prolific profusion in these days, would tax the energies

of the ablest practitioner amongst our Ijrotherhood in such a

case. The facts, however, show inwall cases, particularly in

this, thaf a mere reference to these tracts, will be far below

the mark, if not corrected and corroborated by evidences

from everyday experience.

We cannot conclude this article without offering a few

Observations relating to the interests of the several commu-

nities of our brotherhood for whom this journal is intended.

We ,mean the true line of demarkation in this case, that

induced us to be inclined to phosphoric acid, in preference

to phosphorus. It will be seen from the several groups of

indications classified above, that ( A ) and fB) show that the

patient was formerly of a robust constitution, and had latterly

become debilitated, evidently by the loss of vital fluids. This

is all the more confirmed by the particular habit referred to

in our previous article under this head ( Vide P375 Vol. XIV
No, 12. ).'j^ay.he lost all sympathy with worldly affairs—

a

consequence of the debility resulting from the cause men-

tioned a1>ove, coupled with the despondency and mortification

at the sense of unrequited merit. Group (i) of our previous

article Shows that there was a crackling sensation in the head.

Group f G ) labove shows the gait peculiar to phos. ac, to

wflich also the character of the aggravation points. The rest

.of the peculiarities in favour of our remedy can be gathered

Witliont much trouble and it is unnecessary to recount them

dnce more in this place.

Hiis is one of the “Single Remedy Cases* that so condo*

lively prove the truth of the Hahnemannian system, and in-

dicate the proper position of homeopathy amongst the exist*

PMSthods of core.



APPENDICITIS.

P. C. Majumdar, m. d.

Syn :—Appendiculv typhlitis.

Dcf :—An inflammation of the appendix vermiformis.

Anatomy of the appendix A long narrow wormshaped lube;*

situated at the junction of the large and th#small intestines. Frons

j to 6 inches in lengthy average diameter being about equal to that

of a goose-quili. It is directed upward and inward behind the

caecum coiled up on itself, and terminating in a blunt point. A fold

of the peritoneum which forms a sort of mesentery to it, holds

this organ in position.

Varieties :

—

(a) ulcerative (3) catarrhal. »

Etiology :
— I. Predisposing causes.

Whether we adopt the theory as ascertained by some authors

that the appendix is a functionless vestige of a part once useful

in our historic ancestors or adopt the reasons of others as an organ

placed within the organism for its individual function^ which

however may yet lie hidden to the science of the day, the fact of ita

being possessed of a low vitality and feeble resistant power truly
^

accounts to a great extent for its special susceptibility to inflamation.

To add to this susceptibility the anatomical position of the organC,

with its narrow orifice and coiled form, an unfortunate tnechanicat

situation, plays no inconsiderable part. This peculiar situation and

the shape of the appendix favors the stagnation of fluids in k, thus

presenting an excellent condition for the developipent of infections'

and ta terminate in ulceration and perforation. Being continuous

with the intestinal tract, it is easily accessible ta the micro^'Organisms

and other toxic elements present in the intestinal canal and the fact

of its being excluded from* the direct fecal current of the intes-

tines serves to- make this blind pouch a favorite resort for these Jq-

fii^ious debri. Tothese predisposing causes welnay add another, the

view of one author who holds appendicitis as analogous to tonsilitis

and calls the appendix the intestinal tonsil owing to its rich^esi^ in*

adenciid tissue, 'fbere is no marked period that specially mhhcsthe
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human susceptible to appendicitis^ but it has been the conclu-

sion of a large number of observers that the adult appendix is more

liable to inflammations ;
and although the two extremes of life are

spoken of. as comparatively exempt from these attacks, early child-

hood has often been seen to suffer from this disease.

Sex The absence of the appendiculo-ovarian artery in the

male is held by some authors as responsible, for making the appendix

more susceptible te inflammations in the male than in the female

{ about 5 • ^ )* While others attribute this to the larger calibre of the

appendix thus making passage for the fecal matter and debri into

the organ easier. The occupation of the male exposes them more

to traumatisms and such other causes, thus causing appendicitis

oftener in them than in the more protected sex.

2. Exciting causes.

ia) Invasion of general diseases ‘.-^'Diseases as tuberculosis,

rheumatism and such others may, though comparatively rarely, be

seen to localize in the appendix giving rise to an inflammation of

the organ.

(1) Bacteria :—Of the various micro-organisms found in the

intestinal tract and its neighbourhood, the bacterium colicommune

plays the most important part in producing an inflammation of the

appendix and in this strepto coccus pyogenes is his most common

associate! Dr. Fowler, to whom our indebtedness for different re-

searches in bacterology is great, calls the diplococci and the micrococus

flams liguifactionis as important factors in the production of an

inflamed appendix.

(^) Mechanical ;--When the distention of the ileum with gas

or of the caput coli with gas or foecal matter is sufficient to cause

a dragging on one or the other of these folds, already too scanty, the

tension of the appendix also is increased, causing an interference in

the blood supply of the organ through its sihgle vessel and in pro-

portion with the tension, produces congestion, tumifaction, catarrhal

inflammation, ulceration or gangrene in the organ.

,^{d) Foreign bodies in the appendix Their presence though

formerly accepted as the chief cause of appendicitis, is now classed
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among the causes of lesser importance and is only rarely found

to be the real cause in promoting an inflammation of the appeitdta.

Fecal concretions and foreign bodies as fruit seeds, pins, buttons kc.p

may get into the appendix and cause inflammation to the mucua

lining resulting in ulceration and perforation, but this happens only

in a very small per cent of cases. Autopsies on bodies dead from

other causes than appendicitis have reveafed the presence of subli

foreign bodies as pieces of stone, pins, grape seeds, within the ap*

pendix where there was no sign of an inflammation in the appendix

—a fact which leaves little importance to be given to these as causes

in the production of this disease.

Catarrhal inflammation of the appendix may result from an exten-

sion of a catarrhal condition of the caecum or its sorroonding tissues.

Traumatism, exposure to heat or cold and other circumstances geno

rally favorable to the development of a catarrhal condition have

been known to be the cause of a catarrhal appendkitis.

‘ Pathology :«^With the inflammation there is great deal of

vascularity in the mucus lining of the appendix and its consequent

thickening which may go on even to close its opening into the caecum

The discharge in the catarrhal form is a great deal more profuse than

in the ulcerative, while in the latter the lesions may be of any depth

from a superficial abrasion to a perforation of the
^
qppenditial

wall. The inflammation by spreading over the adjacent tissue may

give rise to typhlitis, peritiphlitis or even produce paratyphlitis

and cellulitis in a diflused form. The tumour is well defined after

suppuration has set in but not if perforation takes place when

symptoms of a local or general peritonitis are more marked. Some-

times even when perforation has taken place, the infection is kept

from spreading by a large quantity of plastic exudation being

thrown all round the appendix which becomes as if encased and is

thus isolated from the peritoneal cavity. The most favorable termina-

tion of appendicitis is when the inflammation goes down and the

thickened mucus membranh, to its normal condition and the exuda-

tion if any present is absorbed. Such a termination, is seldom ttdiicefl

Upless the case is early, diagnosed add treated properly.
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SjnnptOlW *With an onaet of a general cnaiaise and a ten*^

dency towards constipation is this malady generally heralded. Nausea,

vomiting and a localized paan< io the region of the well-known Mc»<

Burney's point are no less constant symptoms and ane often found

quite early after the detection of the disease. With the inflammation*

there is generally a slight fever varying from 99*— too* which though

nfiiy often be seen to go as high as 105. But this fever goes down> as-

suppuration sets in and we* mark the change in the character of the

pulse^ which becomes thin and quick. The tumour may be felt in

many cases at or around Me. Burney's point. In advanced cases if the

tumour bursts or perforation takes place in any manner, syroptonw*

of peritonitis are the usual outcome. In the catarrhal form we* have

little chance of findSng these septic symptoms, whereas in tlie ulkera-

tive variety they c<Hne frequently and: often surprisingly early.

Diagnosis (1) Mild eases may often be taken for typhlitis, bub

this, though it may exist as a primary disease, is- often* associated with

an attack of appendicitis. The reverse is also seen and cases of

typhlitis have been diagnosed as those of appendicits^ Both have

jslmost similar primary symptoms which make the diagnosis difficult

;

but later in the disease . the tumour helps in deciding upon the

diagnosis.

*

(») Pdcal distention of the colon This is always confined!

within the colon and a easeful diagnosis is req,uired^ as its detec-

tion will modify the prognosis to a great extent. This- is- mostly met

with in children and on palpation they reveal the boggy feeling due

to the presence of foecal matter. There is hardly any fever in them<.

(3:) Intestinal obstruction near the location of the appendix pre-

sents some difficulty in diagnosis. Not being an inflammatory tnouble*

intestinal obstruction has no fever with it, and a history of the

previous attack of appendicitis at any time in the patient wiUi makp*

the diagnosis easy.
^

( 4 ) Cases of appendicitis may often be taken as those of an*

inflammation of the gall-bladder ;
in typical cases however there'

Jo hardly any diflSculty to be encountered in difierentiating between
' the tVh but when the appendix, is.displaced upward* end adhesions
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liave been formed in the right tippet quadrant of the abdomen,

and the tip of the appendix becomes inflamed, there may be

some difficulty in difierentiating it from an inflammation of the

gall-bladder, but the character of the pain will decide an appendidda.

from an inflammation ofthe gall-bladder. Duration of suflering is no

less a factor in this diagnosis, for an inflammation of the appendix

will be of a much longer duration than a gall-bladder inflammation

which seldom lasts over 24 to 48 hours. Not infrequently, though

Co the difficulty of the diagnostician, do these troubles co-exist and

a careful study of the pathognomonic symptoms of the indiddual

disease alone will help in forming a conect diagnosis.

ie emtinved.)

NAJA OR COBRA.

P. C. Majumdar, m. d.

Naja or Cobra de capello is the most venomous snake in

the world. The action of its venotn is the quickest and sdeadP

liest of all the poisonous snakes known. In this sphere evert

the crotalus is not equal to it

This medicine is rather neglected bjr the phydcians of

our school. Thanks to the labors of our English collei^es

that Naja finds a place in our Materia Medtca. Drs. Russel,

Stokes, Dtysdale and A. C. Pope took the .medicine them-

selves and recorded the effects. Sir Joseph Fayrer in bis

elassicaJ work—Thanatophidia of India—recorded various

iekperifflents with the poisons of Cobra.

Its use is very extensive in this country by our native

(fli3rsician& It is co*nstdered by them as a life-giving prind*

pie. We have a great reputation of its power in our

gious books.
*

it is said ia rtvr ancient legends that our gods 4rere

enough to get tlMmsdves imaortel and with dds view
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they were trying to find out the principle of Tmmortality. In

their effort in this direction they got possession of this poison

which every body shrank from accepting as they knew it

to be the deadliest poison. Mahadeva, one of the gods, had
the courage to take it internally and by doing so proved it

OB himself as the best material to preserve life.

Whatever may be the outward meaning of this story, we
homeopaths know very well that by the method of drug prov-

ing promulgated by Hahnemann we can make the deadliest

poison to be the best remedy. About collecting and storing

this poison I wrote in the Indian Homeopathic Review
and Doctor Clarke notices it in his Dictionary of Materia

Medica. It says "Majumdar had no success with Naja until

he obtained fresh virus from the shake charmers ( the

cobra is the snake they charm) and made attenuations of that.

Previously the Naja used by the Indian homeopaths had

been re-imported into India from England in the form of

attenuations.* 1 fu?dier said that as soon as the poison is

exposed to the current of air, its virulence is gone, and then it

becomes a harmless thing. So our snake charmers have a

peculiar way of collecting it» excluding air by all means

during the extraction of the venum.

Naja is one of the most important remedies in our hands.

From the provjng we get very meagre symptoms of the

mental sphere. Low spirited the patient has no inclination

to talk. Drooping spirit, melancholy. Suicidal insanity

not like Aurum, but a kind of dejected life. It has the

symptoms of delirium. Incessent talking, seeing vision—in

one patient be thinks that fire is all ardbnd him and tries to

get out of bed for fear. It has been extensively used by

our native physicians for cases of typhoid fever. Burning

lisvdr, intense redness of eyes, delirious talks &c.

' Cobra is full of head symptoms. Intense ps^ in firontal
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region. Congestt^headache, neuralgic menstrual headadi6|

dull heavy pain, aching about the head, pain in the orbiw
region, especially the leill^ side. A lady had been sufferlhl^

from a bad headache in the menstrual period attended with

dimness of sight and nausea. I cueed her with 30th potency

of Naja.

In throat there are some very unique symptoms. Con-

striction and dryness of the throat, difficult and painful

deglutition, spasm of esophagus, diphtheria, sore throat 1

use Naja in cases of sore throat where Lachesis fails. Peculiar

heat in the throat is a guiding symptom with me.

We use Cobra in this country extensively in cases of

cholera. Stools are not characteristic, but the nervous symp-

toms, respiratory sympii^s and collapse state are particular-

ly benefited by it I have cured ^en desperate cases

where all hopes of life were extinct Cobra effected marvel-

lous cures.

White and greenish watery stool.

Dyspnoea and great prostration, pulselessness and extrem^f

coldness of body, cold and sticky perspiration, impeded ani^'

labored tbrCathing, sleepiness and drooping down are all th^'r

symptoms that point to the last stage of cholera

In this stage of cholera when both the heart and respira-

tory nervous systems are in great difficulty cobra performs

wonders. Cobra is used very freely in cases 0} heart disease

both organic and functional. We have the following symptoms

Worth recording.

Fluttering of heart with headache.

Palpitation, inability to speak, choking nervous palpita-

tion, chronic hypertrophy and valvular disease of heart

It is useful in Angina 4>ectoris. Attack of severe stitchlnig .

.

pun in the region of heart during which respiration aliii.f|jit

teases and death seems impending.

3 *
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ervous palpita*

of failure of^
iMart from anemia and extreme pro|totion cured by Naja,

6 trit The second dose produced great aggravation. For

whkih the medicine was stopped and cooling drinks and

application made which relieved at once. Valvular disease

of the heart have been also cured. A young man, a robust

student, got valvular diseaseof the heart owing to rheumatism

and he was cured by Naja 30.

The similarity of Naja with Lachesis is very close. Though
' Naja is also a left-sided remedy, I have found it efficacious in

symptoms of the right side as well. In cases of tonsilitis

the right side is affected by Naja.

Lately Naja has been very ex^nsively used by the

homeopaths as well as by the kobirajes in cases of plague.

Its indiscriminate and unscientific use in such cases by our

native physicians produced in many cases disastrous results.

By the judicious use and proper doses in our hands Naja has

'^‘lonemuch good.

^P^When typhoid symptoms fully set in, dilirium stupor,

^%iting breathing, unsteady gait, dull headache, flushings

V. ^ace and high fever, flickering of heat and low pulse are

. .»^t, Naja does its work wonderfully.

Homeopathic preparations are made as trituration of the

recently taken venum in sugar of milk or, first two (potencies

are prepared with glycirene. I generally use the sixth centesi-

mal potency. But in nervous headache and heart complaints,

higtMhv-tbat is 30th and upwards are preferable.

I have been aMe to cure many cases V
tion and fMdn in the heart I reported a case
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BY H. W. PIERSON, M. D., CHICAGO^ ILL.

[Read before the Regular Homeopathic Medical Society

of Chicago, June 4, 1906.]

It depends entirely upon what you wish to accomplish

how remedies should be employed. If you wish to prevent

the transmission of an impression through a sentient nerve

you may apply ether, chloroform, cocaine, e|c., locally to the

part involved, and for the time being the functional activity

of the nerve is arrested. The end for which you sought

remedial aid having been accomplished, you have the satis-

faction of knowing that your knowledge was of practical

value. If you wish mSte profound action the remedial agent

may be so given as to reach the nerve center from which

sensation arises.

If, as the result of arrested nutrition to a part, yov htvc

the breaking down of the organized structure and the fornia*

tion of an abscess, it is but logical that the introduction of

a sharp-pointed bistoury will open up a way for the speedy

evacuation of the dead tissue and thereby give nature an

opportunity for repairing the injury.

If you have a patient suffering from exposure tocdld«

heat may be applied to the surface, or th^ heart may be

stimulated to greater and more vigorous action, and the

sensation of cold removed. The converse is true^ and a

patient suffering from a fever may be put in a ''ice pack* or

the'blood pressure may be reduced by free perspiration or

liberal 'bleeding.*
*

The same rational ( f ) method of employing remedial

;

Agents capable of producing effects contrary to that alrs^y/.

existing may find firequent indications, but what '

gained by such medioda ? Temporary relief, ofttineii
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expense of life itself. The ultimate result ts never sa^isfae*

tqiqr, and the best that can be promised is restoration to a

stepdard that was already below par. It can find justification

({iqly ip ^ose cases where immediate results must be secured,

ana no more efficient means are at hand.

The evil effects of such practice are two*fold, temporizing

with human life, the most precious possession man has on

eartlv and the cultivating of a demoralizing habit that .in

time will utterly destroy the incentive for that close, careful

investigation that ultimately makes you master of the healing

art

You naturally ask why such practice is so prevalent if its

effects are so unsatisfactory. The answer is easy when you

become familiar with history of the evolution of medicine.

The wbple phenomena of life has been so shrouded with

mystery that all of the investigation of the past' has served

to jifeyeal the fact that we are only beginning to comprehend

^aoBjie'oif ita simplest propositions. The theory and practice

of medicine of the present day is as varied as the conclusions

of medical investigators. No two have reached the same con-

clusions
; but for .the sake of illustration we will divide ffie

practice into three groups, those who measure every pheno-

menon with a materialistic standard and set aside every

deduction bpsed upon a dynamic theory as purely speculative

apd consequently unscientific ;
2nd. Those who have become

disgusted with the *Will-o’-the Wisp" elusiveness of materia-

liirtic restrictions, and gone over to the speculative field of this

ethereal ; 3d. Those who never investigate anything bpjl tiy

first one thing and then another upon ^he "say so* of isoma

one else. This latter group is by far the largest of the three.

You find theme verywhere, and their, presence is made knowp

1^ the recital of their latest dimovery.

^ ^e first group* believing ail action dependent upon thb
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Stimulation of cell vibration, seek remedial agents cafiabUt

of forcing results, so, like the swinging of the penduluill»

if they use too great force, instead of waiting for nature'
(

to restore an equilibrium, they select a counteracting ageqt

that will arrest the former action and possibly drive in

an opposite direction. They determine results by frequent

examinations and analyses of the products of functional ac>

tivities. Because of their belief that the modified action ia

dependent upon the presence of the modifying agent, that

agent is continued until such time as the tests will show the

accomplishment 'Of the desired purpose, or new and unfavora*

ble complications compel the selection of a different remed*

ial agent.

The field occupied by the etherealist is new, and its boun*

daries unknown. The' possibilities are so great that every

one of a speculative turn of mind is naturally attracted to it

Bvery one whose previous experience has not been crowned

with success naturally attributes the failures of the past to <

other causes than their own inefficiency, and hoping to find

the key which will solve the mysteries of life they rush into

this enticing field with little preparation. As a rule they

.are extremists, whose rule of practice is to accept only that

which is diametrically opposite to what they formerly belie*

ved. *Mind is nq|w supreme.* Matter is only an incident

to be ignored. They seem to think the mind of man is

infinite in possibilities, and that only one thing is needed,

and that is selfiassertion. The substitution of positive, aggreS'*

aive floental activities for the negative, misdirected efforts of

the past They ignoib, as a rule, the logical consequences

following a misspent life to which may have been added the

inheritance of past genesations. Such a mind is about at

capable of working out its permanent restoration to the Staff

intended by nature by means of *mental suggestion** inTiuiy
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of its varied forms, as is the ordinary man of himself

by his boot-straps."

There is a basis element of truth in the theory, and in

time the demonstration may be satisfactory, but that time
might be hastened by the I^itimate use of means already at

Our command.

For a purpose we have not included Homeopathy in any
of tile above groups. The reason will become apparent when
we thoughtfully contemplate the truly scientific spirit which

directed the ‘‘Founder of Homeopathy'^in all of hisinvestiga-

tions. He started out with a mind absolutely free from

bias, ready and willing to follow any theory to its logical

conclusion. All he wanted was to to find the truth, because

when once found it became unchangeable and always in

harmony with all other truth. He was ever-ready to acknow-

ledge an error and subject any suggestion to its proper test.

He was very slow to announce a “discovery,*' but when once

promulgated an aggressive defender of its truth.

Homeopathy has been a process of evolution. It grew

steadily for a period of about fifty years under the direct

guidance of the “Master” and his immediate followers.

Persecution served the cause by limiting the investigators to

those who were actuated by the simple desire for truth, and

practically evetything they have given us ia^f priceless value.

The same spirit gave untiring zeal to the early promoters of

Homeopathy in this country. They were subjected to the

smne bitter persecution, but the results were different because

the power of government rested with and in the people.

Truth tiirives on opposition. It compSls thorough investiga-

tion for the defence of truth and the crashing out Of error.

Homeopathy drew to its ranks sonte of the brightest minds

itl^the profession, men who were honest seekers after truth,

and capable of defending it when once found
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The veiry difficulties under which it was obtained only

served to enhance its value. No one showed any desire fo

return to the old order of practice or to combine the old with

the new because the results were incomparably superior

to anything they had ever known before in the practice of

medicine. Homeopathy became popular, text-boobs were,

multiplied and difficulties lessened. A different class of

students was drawn to her colleges. The curriculum was

broadened to meet the demands of these students. This

necessitated a longer time for study, which in turn was

followed by an addition to the teaching corps of numbers'

who were not in sympathy with the principles of Borneo*

pathy. They were more in touch with the outside world and

consequently were able to secure the necessary means for the

material growth of the college and hospital, and as a natural

consequence soon became the dominating power in the

institution. Surgery and its kindred specialties were magni*

fied in importance while homeopathic materia mediea and,,

practice were relegated to the rear and left to the ibinistra-

tion of the least interesting men on the faculty. Is it surpris*

ing that the schools and hospitals gradually lost their distinc-

tive features and that Hahenmann became an 'object of

ridicule ?

. During all this time and in spite of all allurements of

modern medicine there has been an under current that could

not be turned from its course. It has steadily broadened

and deepened its channel through additicms of those who
recognised the truth underlying the 'law of similars.* They

'

have got what they ^uld from the colleges 'and added to

t^ knowledge the rich results to be obtained in the "school

of imperiencA"

They constitute the backbone of Homeopathy

It is hord to get at their numerical stieogth because. *the
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otdinaiy chAntiels through which they naturally Would make

known tiieir positions have been pre-empted by others. Many
Have lived isolated lives until silence has become second

naMte. The time has come when all who believe in the

principles of Homepathy should be brought into closer touch

with each other, and ways and means devised whereby these

ttttths shall recdve their proper recognition from the world

at large. Its present position is just what its professed

fbllowers have made it By its fruits' shall it be known. There

riiust and there will be a change. As an initial step this

sbciety-was' formed and declaration of principles adopted

that were broad enough to know what Homeopathy stood

for, and were willing to stand for the truth. No movement

Of recent years has attracted greater attention than has been

given th this one. It has been condemned by those who

iiatnrally object to any thing that brings their own practice

undet the search-light of investigation. It has been criticised

those who did not understand the causes leading up to

it, while the heartiest commendation has been given to it

from those who havejfelt the need for just such a step but

were not so situated as to make it effective. It does not

necessarily‘follow that this movement shall be revolutionary,

or that its members shall withdraw from the old, established

societies ; biit.it is the height of folly to hope or expect any

changes in the policies of these societies as the result of our

most' determined efforts until we shall have acquired the

strength that comes from concerted action. This is a good

plaoo'for the<development of the needed strength.

Are these charges true f Will Homeopathy suffer by

reaaeii' of this‘movement ? Is it- ill-advised and lacking in the

elements necessary for its perpetuation ? Can we do. better

by spending bot strength in protesting against measures and

taai^ngs thalf have become strongly intrenched thhough
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years of thoroughly organized efforts? This is no new or <

local affair. Protests have been made for forty years

more. The present condition has been predicted timea

without number and treated with ridicule as the absurd fan*

cies of cranks. It is the exception to find the graduates of

our so<aIIed homeopathic colleges making prescriptions that

,

have even the semblance of the law of similars to determine

its selection. It looks as though the sooner we faced .the

facts as they actually are, the greater would be our chances

of restoring Homeopathy to its proper place in medicine.

A CASE OF CONGENITAL ABSENCE OF THE
VAGINA. ANDA RUDIMENTARY CONDITION

OF THE UTERUS AND OVARIES.

BV A. M. LINN, M. D., OES MOINES, lA.

Atresia of the hymen is an unusual condition. It is met#'*

with occasionally in practice, and requires for its relief a dight

operation. As a rule, it is not a serious condition to correct

If, however, the menstrual flow is retained in the vaginal

tract for a number of months or years, very serious results

may follow. The vaginal tract and the uterus also may be-

come much dilated, and the health of the patient be very

seriously impaired. The dilatation of the uterus may become

so marked as to be mistaken for a morbid pelvic growth, or

even the condition of pregnancy. Congenital absence of the

vaginal tract occurs less frequently than atresion of the

hymen. It is likely to' be associated with a rudimentary cmi*

dition of both the uterus and the ovaries. With the latter

organs in rudimentary state, there is no indication for mxy

operation for its relief. Atresia ofthe hymen may be ‘iMi*

fleeted In cases where tl» patient having passed the tf^ of

3*
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puberty* gives indicAtion of a periodical monthly distorbmee,

with amenorrhoea, and shows a tendency towards declining

healA. hi'congenital absence of the vagina, when the utems

and ovaries are rudimentary, little or no monthly disturbance

Occurs, there is no menstrual excretion, and the patient's

Jheailtb does not suffer. The subject may develop in sym>

metrical form, the hips and breasts indicating the normal

eondhton. If the ovaries and uterus are normal in -size an

Operation fs demanded when the vagina is wanting. Their

removal is necessary.

I recently examined at the Methodist Hospital, assisted

by two of my confreres, a very interesting case of congenital

alnehce of the vagina. The patient. Miss L., 21 years of

age, had never menstruated. She was rather under the

average in size, but symmetrically built, revealing the normal,

mental traits of her sex. She was of a modest affectionate

disposirion, 'and was engaged to be married shortly. Exami*

I nation revealed an atresia of the hymen, and she was directed

to- go to the hospital for an examination under an anaesthetic

* and for an operation for her relief, if indicated. She gave a

liistory of never having menstruated, and no fluctuation

'OOuld be determined on palpitation of the hymen. Careful

examination under anaesthesia by rectum and bladder

revealed an entire absence of the vaginal tract A tudimen-

i)tary uterus was found, not larger than a hickory nut, and
' on either side in normal position the two ovaries were located,

'both,rudimentary, and about the size of filberts. The breasts

vrere well developed, and the pudenda natural in appearance*

The orifice of the urethra was someUrhat larger than usual,

and' its everted margins conveyed the impression to the eye

of diminntiva labia minor. The perineum was comparatively

less dense and firm than' in the normal 'case, end-, jdelded
‘

'tmbUly. to tensioa The patient gave a history ..‘Of AtgithMh
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ntioeitaia pains iif the pelvis at irregul^ intervals, and- within,

a week had quite severe pains, which were assumed to

an e^att of nature to establish the menstrual flow. Effort^

to create a vaginal tract under such conditions have usually

furoved abortive
;
the canal closing sooner or later, even after

having been maintained by means of an., artificial plug fote

months. In the case of the patient just examined at the*

hospital, it was deemed unwise to make any eflbrt to develop

a vaginal canal. It would in all probability have resulted

in failure.

Materia Medioa Notes'

Fsonia is one of our best remedies for fistula in ado,

particularly if Hepar and Silica fail and there' is great pain

at the rectum.

Kali lod is a very useful remedy in leucoderma, whether

it is syphilitic or not I have radically cured several cases i

with it.

Acalypha Indica has been used with advantage in ease*

of pulmonary hsmorrhage where it is not complidfted witlt

^ver. Ipecac is good if there is constant nansea with it and

the blood is bright red.

Nux noschata has been used with great
.
advantage in

eases of hysteria that are complicated with drowsiness and

globus hystericus.

Opium cured a case of hysteria of long standing where I

was led to use the remedy by the sterterous breathing of the

patient during the paibxysm.

Hyoacyamus is good if there is alternate laughing and

affying with ft. •
'

BacHlimum is an excellent remedy in malaria, parf^go^jf

iBjoanstluit are marited -'iy severe night sweats. ^ *
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<. Calc. Afs. haa become a universal favorite in this coun*

try in icases of infantile enlargement of the liver. But we

wfll requ^ our colleagues to make close differentiation, for

sometimes Calc. Carb is just as useful.

In a case of whooping cough where Conium 200 had been

persevered with for days. Coral Rub 6x relieved all the dis-

*tressing cough &c. in three doses. After all it is the right

remedy and not the potency that cures.

'
• Phosphorus 30 cured a case of cholera where vomiting

was very distressing and Ipecac and Iris had failed. The

vomited matter was hot and the vomiting was caused soon

after drinking.

A single dose of Silicea 200 cured a case of liver abscess

where it had opened through the lungs and quantities of

greenish pus was being expectorated.

Arsenic aoo relieved the burning pain, thirst &c. wonder*

folly lo an old case of diabetes. J. N. Majumdar, M. D.

ENLARGEMENTS OF THE GLANDS OF THE
.NECK CURED BY SULPHUR HIGH.

.. A Hindu lady, s^ed about 45 years, had been suffering

from enlatgement of the glands on the right side of the neck

pjt about a year and a half. She had been under the treat*

nent of an eminent Allopathic doctor in Calcutta, who
punctured it twice to let the blood out It proved palliative to

^ome e^ctent for the time being, but later on the glands

cesum^ their former size, new symptoms cropped up, and so

she was compelled to give up the treatment and was applying

put ofImr own whims with Tincture ginger’' without

any effect for 3 or 4 montiis. I was called. on lO! Ifareh

^tj^t the ease homeopathically. Then the comqihilnts

vera>->some 5 or 6 glands were sedb prominept at the. right
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side of the neck, numbness of the hands and feet specially, the

lower ends, palpitation of the heart, obesity->constipatjein,

flushings of the whole surface. I gave her Calost 30 twice

daily for 4 days but it failed totaily. On further enquiry' I

found that a new symptom in the shape of innumerable pea*

like eruptions appeared on the back, which came out In crops at

the interval of 15 or 20 days, and lasting for 5 or 6 days dis*

appeared itself. It caused a great burning on thewhole surface.

I left a dose Sul. 500 followed by placebo twice daily for a week.

This was marked by the homeopathic aggravation of the drug

symptoms, and after a week a perceptible improvement follow*

ed as she reported to me that she was very much susceptible

to cold before, but this medicine had proved so strong for her

that she could not tolerate it. She requested me to stop the

medicine for a few days. Accordingly I stopped it a few days.

The husband’of the lady came to me with the information

that the glands at the neck were contracting and she got a

little sttfength fn her limbs and the eruptions disappeared^^

placebo continued ; after a month the eruptions opened agidn

but in a very mild form. I repeated a dose which perfectly

relieved her of all the disturbances. It is now six months end

she has regained her former health. The other day I was called

in the same house, I found the lady very glad, at our meet-

ing she said *You have given my life, and I pray for your

longevity that such sorts of treatment which cure disease

radically, may attain its highest pitch.*

"
.

S. C Pal, Nmtapak.

WHAT IS TUBERCULOSIS f

Tuberculosis can be deiined roughly as a group of fljMi*

ses having different features, according to the tissues ofthe .

body affected, due to a specific, Uvii^, vegetable mgliriiaii
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cotninonly tiilled a gem or microbe, the bacillus tubereiriosis;

Hie definition does not rest upon any external anidomical

Cbaieiclier. Every disease is tubercular which is excited' by

the aetjion' of the specific organism. If this germ invades the

Ittbgli and eiccites infiammation, the result is pulmonary

t{fberculosis or consumption. If it invades the lymphatics

and glands, it produces the condition formerly called scrofula.

If it Mcites the joints to disease, it is called tuberculosis.

We' have tubercular enteritis, tubercula pleurisy, tubereulo*

sis of the liver, kidney, bones, etc. Nearly every organ of

the body may become tubercular.

The gems are minutely small. It takes two or tliree of

tbem to reach across a red blood corpuscle, and over three

theusand corpuscles side by side, to cover an inch. The germ

is ubiguitous, consequently comes in contact with every

person, Its means of conveyance are various, but it usually is

home upon particles ofdust floating in the air. It has no power

^o move itself, it rides into the body upon a conveyer, and,

mica there, depends upon the fluids and movements of the

Organs for distribution and transportation. It ismore frequent-

ly than in any other way admitted to the organs of respira-

i^n, bdng drawn in by inspiration. This accounts for the

ftaater number of cases being localized in the respiratory

dSgans, especially the breathing cells of the lungs.

As already indicated, the germs may be admitted to other

p^of the body beside the respiratory apparatus. They

•tduAan.carried directly to the digestive tract by foods and

drink,. When so admitted, the organs cont^ned within the

abdomen are invaded, provided the proper conditions exist

for inibetion to take i^ace. Tfintrodneed into the tfinod

atrean^theferns fire transported to nemote paite of tike body

and devetop If .lodged upon jmoqitive soil, diasemiDate

twttirtiiloaia. Aeqte 'miUary tubotadosis h implmtisditliroimb
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the btood stream. If the germs lodge from the air or- mor«

sels of food apon an inflamed tonsil they may reach through

the lymphatics, the glands of the neck and of other
.
paits,

producing glandular tuberculosis, which is very pommoti

especially in children. It is probable that through the.glands

an(i intercommunicating channels, the germ reaches the

pleural membranes exciting tubercular pkuritis. Ifcimay

be slipped along the mucous surfaces as hipm the pharynx to

the Eustachian tube and the middle-ear, thence the jpumey

is short to the meninges. Germs may be moved upwards by

air currents, pushing them along from the bronchial tabes to

the larynx. They are quite liable to be sucked downward

into the air cells of the lung. Tubercular laryngitis is usually

held to be secondary to tubercular infection of other parts,

especially of the lung substance. It is observed that-, the

germs upon entering the lungs, have once passed by .or over

the laryngeal structures leaving them unharmed. It is only

when these structures are depleted, by; general emaciatioa

and. weakening of the patient that may become receptive.

It is to be borne in mind that at this stage of the .disease

the germs are very abundant* and the throat is -.baithed in an

Infective fluid all the time. It is when these -conditions of

impaired .resistance .and continuous exposure exist that the

sore throat tuberculosis intervenes, adding-.to the-: dtscmn*

fort -ofthe pstient and assisting to finish his life the more

qukkly. In . a few. recorded cases the larynx sepms -to- .hf-vu

twem afibcted before the lungs. . It is possible, for
. tobemular

laryngitis to be secondary and not. associated, with' lung

involvetnent In such cases the infection .oocmis-thiough the

Uobd.. It isvery likely ithat^ most of <the. socelted primaiy

cases, belong to this dass.. Since it » .80.;oilii6n asspc|||pid

with diseased. lungs, -one not finding:tboae prgans>aj|igijedi:i b
Ijidile to fiul to recognise the primafy focus which mEy be in
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the kbdominal cavity instead of the thorax. Occasionally

a superficial tuberculous ulcer of the larynx has been healed,

but, on the whole, the complication adds great seriousness

to the case and the prognosis is decidedly grave.

How often do we see persons mal-formed by what^ is

commonly called spinal disease and hip-joint dlisease?

Deformed and crippled for life, they are walking evidences

of the fact that all tuberculosis is not confined to the resptra*

tory and digestive tracts. Briefly, the history of one of these

cases has been about as follows: Sometime, probably very

early in childhood, the vital resistance was low. The little

fellow became slightly scrofulous, which is the old way of

sayings that he had tubercular invasion of some of the glands

of the body, which usually manifests itselfby lumps around

the neck or about the angle qf the law. These lumps, if

smell and only detectable by feeling with the fingers, are

sometimes called "Kernels* or th :y may be quite large and

noticeable. Germs from these swollen glands are carried

through the various channels that transmit the bodily fluids.

An accident occurred, a fall, a bruise, a blow or some

other slight traumatism which probably had been foi^tten

or only remembered as 6ne of the many falls that every child

experiences. These little injuries are ordinarily of no moment

and are soon out of memory. However, one of them may be

sufficient to produce enough irritation to act as a focus of

in^tioh. If to it the exciting agents be borne they may
fiad a suitable point for lodgment and growth. It should be

remembered that before infection can occur in a new point,

that point must be, to an extent, at least, morbid. In diseases

of the bone and joints the morbidity is usually produced by

some vkdehce, which ordinarily appears to the observer

iiMl|;nificaet-^rils ‘CfNferrri^ Homopatkie Obstrvtr,



DIRECTORY
OF

HOMCBOPATHIC PHYSICIANS.
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G. L. GUPTA, M. D.

Oenoral Practice.

Residence Office

35 ChasHi Dhopa- 78, Upper Chitpur

para Street, Road.

Calcutta. Hours— 7-30 to 9 A.M.

5 to 6 P. M

Dr. J. N. MAJUMDAR.

General Practice.

Residence Office

203-1 Cornwallis St. 2-5 Chowringht

Calcutta. Calcutta.

7 8 A. M. 3-4 P. M. 10-1 1A.M. 5-6 P.M

NRIPENDRANATHSET.l. m. s.

General Practitioner.

78 and 79 Beadon Street, Calcutta.

Hours—7 to 8 A. M.

3 to 5 P. M.
6

Dr. P. C. MAJUMDAR.
Consultation Practice.

Residence Office
^

32 Loudon Str. 2-5 Cbowringhi,

Calcutta. Calcutta.

-7 A. M. 3-4 p. M. 5 to 6 P. M.

A. N. MUKERJEE, M. D.

Residence

io6*a Shambazar,

Calcutta.

Hours—

7 to 8-30. A. M.

3 to 5 P. M.

Office

1 19 Grey street,

Calcutta.

Hours—

8'30 to 9-30 A.M.

5 to 7- P- M.
a 1

S. GOSWAMI. M. D.

General Practice.

Office

21 Roopchand Roy’s Streep

Calcutta.

Hours— Hours—
8-10 A. M. 3.5 P.M.

J



C IRinger Si Co.

HOMEOPATHIC ESTABLISHMENT,

4, Dalhousie Square East,

CALCUTTA.

Just received per S. S. Anchoria

and Bavaria large Consign-

ments of fresh Medi-
cines and Books.

SPECIFIC FOR LEPROSY.

LEUCODERMA.
j^RICE JPeR 2 pz, J*OT jl^S, 2-8,

t
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BOERICKE & RUNYON,
MANUFACTURINa HOMSOPATHIO OHBUXGRCB

PUBLISHBBS AND IMPORTERS.

Headquarters for Fresh Plant, Tinctures, Triturations, Cbm*
pressed Tablets, Tablet Triturates, Cerates, Supposi-

tories, and everything pevtoining to Homeopathy.

PHYSICIANS AND PHARMACIES SUPPLIED.

We solicit a trial order and » comparison of our goods'witb
any in the market.

Write for CATALOOTTBS and Terms.

BONBIOKB Ss RUNYON,

II West 4aND. Street, New York, U. S. A.
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BOERICKE & TAFEL
WHOLESALE HOMEOPATHIC CHEMISTS.

We carry the largest stock of Homeo*

pathio Medicines in the World.

PHARMACIES SUPPLIED WITH, EVERYTHING
PERTAINING TO HOMEOPATHY.

CATALOGUES SENT ON REQUEST.
OOBBBSPONDBNCB SOLICITBD.

We have ten branches. Our export house is

located at 145 Orad St-*

NEW YORK U. S. A.

M. BHATTACHARYYA AND CG
BGONOMIC PHABMAGY.

Head Office—ii Bonfields Lane,

Branch—153 Bow Bazar Street, Calcutta.

Homeopathic Medicines

5 and 6 pies per dram.

Box with H, *4. 30 and

'48 phials of medicines, a dropper, ^
camphor and a Ruide Rs. 3, 3 8,

.5-5,^6-4 an^ 11-8 respectively.
( ^4, A • StCW )

Family Box with 24, 30, 48, 60,

and loi phials of medicine, a ^ I

dropper, and a guide, Rs. 3, 3 8,

5*3t 6*4f and Ii-S respectively.

Pharmaceutist’s Manual, /. e..

Homeopathic Pharmaqi^ia in

Bengali and English ( Second

Edition, cloth > Rs. 1-4*

]^|9t]Ciilir Praotfce tn^Bengali (3rd

Editon, tthorougbly revised and

rewritten) 180 pages, cloth As. 8.

A very useful book for family use.
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labiri & do..
WHOLESALE

RETAIL
CHEZMISTS AHr>
DRUGGISTS.

BOOKSELLERS AND PUBLISHERS.

Importers of Homeopathic Drugs and Sundries

FROM
ENGLAND, AMERICA AND GERMANY.

HEAD ESTABLISHMENT
55, pOLLEGE ^TREET, PalCUTTA,

BRANCH PHARMACIES.
I, SHOVARAZAR BRANCH—295-1. Udopf Chitpore Road, Calcutta*

a BARABAZAR BRANCH—2-2, Bonfield’s Lane, Calcutta.

3. BHOWANIPORE BRANCH~68. Riisaa Road, Bhowanipore.

4. BAN KIPORE BRANCH—Chowhatta. Bank
i
pore.

5. PATNA BRANCH—Chowk, Patna City.

6. MATHURA BRANCH—Harding's Gate. Mathura, N. W. P.

Fresh and p^enuine Homeopathic medicines of every- potency, medi*-

cal publications both doihestic and foreign, and Physicians' Requisites

of all sorts always kept*an hand.

All the Pharmacies are under the direct supervision of experienced!

physicians.

JUST RECEIVED THEIR QUARTERLY INDENT OF
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES.

GQNSIBAL BATES.
Per Drachm. Per Drachrm.

* Rs. As. Rs. As*

Mother Tinctures ... 0 6 Crude Drugs ... 0 12

Dilutions up to lath ... 0
.1

... 0
4 Triturations up- to 6 ... o

^ up to 30th 6 up to 30 ... o*

. up to 200th ••• 1 0 Tinct Triturations

Rubini's Spirits of Camphor Camphor Pilules oz. Re.

oz. As. 8, f oz. As. 14 I

* * OE Rs. 1-4

Price Liist fVee on Application.



The Bengal Soap Factory,
61-1 MAOHUA BAZAB BOAD,

OALOUTTA,

sincerely believe that the choice of a brand of Soaps is qnite a

serious affair. For, apart from its cleansing properties, its action on the

skin should have our particular attention. The most delicate and almost

transparent skin often becomes hard and dull by using a quality of soaps

that contains dangerous irritants used by some manufacturers to lessen

*tbe cost of production. Further point to be noted is that by allowing a

quantity of slater to be left in the soaps, practically a lesser quantity is

sold to the buyer than he apparently pays for. When kept for long, this

quantity of water evaporates and the soap is left in a shrunk, hard and

deodourised condition.

BBNaAIi SOAPS.

do not corrode the skin, have no water in composition, possess lasting

and sweet fragrance and have thorough cleansing properties.

,
OP

Dr. Willmar Schwabe. Leipzig, Germaiiy.
The largest and most celebrated Homeopathic Pharmacy

in the World. .

Wholesale and Retail Export
of all Homeopathic Medioinee

in tinctures, triturations, pilules, globules and tablets, con-

scientiously prepared in accordance with the instructions

laid down by Hahnemann, the founder of Homeopathy.

Domestic, Travelling, Pocket & Veterinary Oaseff.

Dnmedicated globules, pilules fud sugar of milk,

Dietetio preparations, homeopathlo pharmaoeutioat
utensils and instruments for

medicine and surgery.

PnbUoatlon and sale of homeopathio worka in aU
modem langnagea.

lUttstrated oatalogues on demand
gratis and postfree.



THE GREAT HOMEOPATHIC HALL
W« beg to inform the public that we have opened a Homeopathic

.

establishment under the above name. The medicines are imported

from the most celebrated firms in Europe and America, and the work
o( supervision has been entrusted to an expert Pharmacist, whose ex-

perience in this line of business is of long standing. We have besides

secured the co-operation of the best Homeopathic Physicians who have

given us the advantage of maintaining by their instructions the newest

methods and processes. The prices compare fabourably with firms of a

similar position as will be seen from our printed catalogue which we shall

be glad to send on application. We may mention the “Great Homeo-

pathic Hall” is an independent establishment, and not in any way sup-

plementary to our old Allopathic firm.

BXTTTO ERISTO PAUL ft Oo.,

/2, Bonfield^s Lane, Calcutta,
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BSST BBAZm PEBBLE SPECTACLES.
We suppJy all sorts of spectacles in Gold, Stiver^

Nickel and Steel Frames at moderate price. Occulist's

Prescriptions accurately t x quted. Price li&t free on
application.
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We siipoly Spectacles by V. P. P. to Mofussil
Customers on their statin^r their r>$*e^and how* far they
see small letters in day-Ii^ht, &c. and if required,
instrument for examinini; the eyes may be sent per
V. P. P. on depositing Rs lo.

RAY, MITTBB &:Co

,

OPTICIANS,

105, New China Basar Calcutta*

Branob Office,

PATUATULI, DACCA.
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HOMCBOFATHIC PHYSICIAl^S.
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G. L. (;U 1TA, M. D.

Geoerctl Practice

Residence Office

35 Chasa Ohopa- 78, Upper Chitpui

para Street, Road.

Calcutta. Hours^7-3oto9A.M.

Dr. J. N. MAJUMDAR.

General Practice.

Residence '

Office

203-1 Cornwallis St. 2-5 Chowringhi

Calcutta. Calcutta.

5 to 6 P. M. 7*8 A. M. 3-4 P. M. 10 XIA.M. 5-6 P.M.

NRIPENDRA NATH SET,L. m. s.!

General Practitioner.

78 and 79 Beadon Street, Calcutta.

Hours— 7 to 8 A. M.

3 to 5 p. M.

Dr. P. C. MAJUMDAR.
Oonsnltation Practice.

Residence Office
^

22 Loudon Str. 2-5 Chowringhi,

Calcutta. Calcutta.

6-7 A. M. 3-4 P. M. 5 to 6 P. M.

A. N, MUKERJEE, M. D.

Residence

106-2 Shambazar,

Calcutta.

Hours—

7 to 8-30. A. U.

3 to 5 P. M.

Office

119 Grey street,

Calcutta.

Hours—

8-30 to 9-30 A.M.

5 to P. M.

S. GOSWAMI, M. D.

General Practice.

Office

21 Roopchand Roy's Street,

Calcutta.

.Hours—
8 10 A. M.

Hours—
3-5 M.

4
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d. IRin^er d Co.

HOMEOPATHIC ESTABLISHMENT.
*

4, Dalhousie Square East^

CALCUTTA.

Just received per S. S. Anchoria

and Bavaria large Consign-

ments of fresh Medi-

cines and Books.

SPECIFIC FOR LEPROSY.

LEUCODERMA.
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BOERICKE & RUNYON,
MANTTFACTURINQ HOMEOPATHIC CHEMISTS

PUBLISHERS AND IMPORTERS.

Headquarters for Fresh Plant, Tinctures, Trituratioiia Com-
pressed Tablets, Tablet Triturates, Cerates, Supposi-

tories. and everything pertaining to Homeopathy.

PHYSICIANS AND PHARMACIES SUPPLIED.

We solidt a trial order and a comparison of our goods with

any in the market.

Write for CATALOOUES and Terms.

BOHBICKE & BUNYON,

II Wk.st 42ND. Strket, Nkw York, U. S. A.
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BOEKICKK & TAFEL.
WHOLESALE HOMEOPATHIO OHIftillSTS.

We carry the largest stock of Homeo-
pathic Medicines in the World.

PHARMACIES SUPPLIED WITH EVERYTHING
PERTAINING TO HOMEOPATHY.

CATALOGUES SENT ON REQUEST.
COBRBSPONDENCB SOLICITED-

We have ten branches. Our export house is

located at 145 Orad St-i

NEW YORK U. S. A,

M- BHATTACHARYYA AND CO-

ECONOMIC PHARMACY.

Head Office— ii Bonfields Lane,

Branch— 153 Bow Bazar Street^ Calcutta,

Homeopathic Medicines

5 and 6 pies per dram.

Cholera Box with 12, 24. 30 ^nd

48 phials of medicines, a dropper,

camphor and a Kuide Ra. 3, 3 8,

6-4 and 1 i-S re^tpeciively.

Family Box with 2.^, 30 48, 60,

and for pbia’«^ of medicine, a

dropper, and a ^uule, Rs. 3, 3-8,

5-3. 6-4, and ri-8 respectively.

Pharmaceutist's Manual, /. r.,

Homeopathic Phannacopia in

Bengali and English ( Second

Edition, cloth 1 Rs. 1-4.

Family Practice in Bengali r3rd

Editon, thoroughly revised and

180 pages, cloth As. 8.

A very useful book for family use.
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Xabiri & do.,
/IIOLESALE ANDl f CHEMISTS AND

RETAIL j I druggists.

nOOKSELLERS AND PUBLISHERS.

Importers of Homeopathic Drugs and Sundries

FROM
ENGLAND, AMERICA AND GERMANY.

HEAD ESTABLISHMENT
35, pOLLEOE ^TREET, pALCUTTA,

BRANCH PHARMACIES,
t. STIOVAHAZAR BRANCH—29^-1, Upoer Thilpoie Road. Calcutta.

2 BARABAZAR BRANCH—2-2. Bonfield’s Lane, Calcutta.

3 BHOWANIPORE BRANCH—68, Russa Road, Bhowanipore.

4 BANKIPORE BRANCH-Chowbatta, B.inkipore.

5. PATNA BRANCH -Chowk, Patna City.

6. MATHURA BRANCH— Hardin^i’s Gate, M.ithura, N. W. P. •

Fresh and genuine Homeopathic medicines of every potency, medi-

cal publications both domestic and foreign, and Physicians' Requisites

of all sorts always kept on hand.

All the Pharmacies are under the direct supervision of experienced

physicians.

JU.ST RECEIVED THEIR QUARTERLY INDENT OF
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES.

GBNSBAIi RATES.
Per Drachm. Per Drachm.

Rs. As. R*i. As.

Mother Tinctures ... o 6 Ciude Drugs o 12

Dilutions up to latli ... o 4 Triturations up to 6 ... o

up to 30th ... 06 „ up to 30 o

^ up to 200th ... "t' o Tinct Triturations

Rubini’s Spirits of Camphor Camphor Pilules oz. Re. i

% 02. As. 8, I oz. As. 14
• " oz Rs. I 4 t

Price List tree on Application.



The Bengal Soap Facto^,
641 MAOHUA BAZAB BOAD,

OALOUTTA.
We sincerely believe that the choice of a brand of Soaps is quite a

serious affair. Fur, apart from its cleansing properties, its action on the

skin should have our particular attention. The most delicate and almost

transparent skin often becomes hard arid dull by using a quality of soaps

that contains dangerous irritants used by some manufacturers to lessen

the cost of production. Futher point to be noted is that by allowing a

quantity of water to be left in the soaps, practically a lesser quantity is

sold to the buyer than he apparently pays for. When kept for long, this

quantity of water evaporates and the soap is left in a shrunk, hard and

deodourised condition.

BENGAL SOAPS
do not corrode the skin, have no water in composition, possess lasting

and sweet fragrance and have thorough cleansing properties.

1bie p0D(ie0ptltij( Neutral
OF

* Dr. Willmar Schwabe. Leipzig, (rennany.
The largest and most celebrated Homeopathic Pharmacy

in the World

Wholesale Retail and Export
of all Homeopathic Medicines

in tinctures, triturations, pilules, globules and tablets, con-

scientiously prepared in accordance with the instructions

laid down by Hahnemann, the founder of Homeopathy.

Domestic, Travelling, Pocket & Veterinary Cases.

Dnmedicated globules, pilules and sugar of milk.
Dietetic preparations, homeopatluo pharmaceutical

utensils and instruments for

medicine and surg^ery.

Publication and sale of home<^pathic works in all

'modem languages.

Illustrated catalo^^ues on demand
gratis and posifree.



THE EAT HOMEOPATHIC HALL
We beg to inform the public that we have opcMi«*(i a llcmieopathlc

establishment under the above name. The medicines aie imported

from the most celebrated firms in Europe and Amerif a, and the work

of supei vision has been entrusted to an expert l-*harma< ist, whose ex-

perience ill this line of business is of long standing. We have besides

secuted the co-operation of the best Homeopathic Physicians who ha\e

given us the advantage of maintaining by their instructions the newe-t

methods and processes. The prices compare fabourably with firms of a

similar position as will be seen from our printed catalogue which we shall

be glad to send on application. We may mention the “Gieat Homeo-
pathic Hall” is an independent establishment, and not in any way sup-

plementary to our old Allopathic firm.

BUTTO KBISTO PATTL & Co.,

12, Bonfiel(Vs Lane^ Cakutia.
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BHIST BBAZIIi PBBBLB SPBOTAOLiBS.

We supply all sorts of spectacles in Gold, Silver,

Nickel and Sie.el Frames at moderate price. Occulist*s
Picbciipnoii:» accuiaiely exccuied. Price list free on
application.

^t?l fsiat f5tr.*RWC*t Sftfsi I

^1, I «t»r Plait'S

ijtcsi F5?i<R'r i”

We supply Spectacles by V. P. P. to Mofussil
Customer.** on then htatint> their *tnd how fat they
see small letteis in day-lij^ht, &c. and if repuiied,

instrument for examining; the eyes may be sent per
V. P. I*, on depositing Rs lo.
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ON THE CURABILITY OF SO-CALLED SURGICAL

CASES WITH HOkEOPATHIC
MEDICINES.

Just as it Is impossible to set right a dislocated joint or

a fractured bone with medicine, so it is impossible to corfeft

the constitutional dyscrasia and the disease producing causes

by operating on the effects thereof. Here is a diseased appen*

dix, an enlarged tonsil, a hypertrophied uvula, a varicocele or

a hydrocele ;
these must be removed or else there is no ipna

This is the general impression of the laity ; and our brethip|^’

of the other school are fanning the fire to keep ap this mflr

taken notion, for oftentimes their bread depends on it. But

the frequent disastrous results that we are daily seeing, are

proof enough of the futility of such a procedure. It will per-

haps be news to physicians that operations for the radical euro

of hydrocele have been followed by paralysis of the lower ex-

l^lmities in one case, wbjle it caused total impotence in anefther t

the removal of enlarged tonsils has resulted in the growth

and development of laryngitis, pharyngitis and evenbrgnchltif

33
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end tuberculosis. The removal ofan elongated uvula was the

cause of driving the disease into the system in another case.

Removal of varicocle has resulted in complete impotence in an*

other case. These and many other similar cases add also the

success that has attended our treatment of appendicitis with

the indicated remedy lead us to think, that these conditions

could never be removed by the knife without the help of the

indicated remedyi for in many, if not in most of these cases,

the constitution is at fault and nothing can be done without

setting that right. If the affected part or the affected organ is

removed it will affect some other organ or tissue sooner or

later.

The other day we were called to see a gentleman suffering

from cystic growths on his back, when he had been advised

by the most eminent allopathic authorities to lay up in hos-

pital for a month or so and have the things removed, but he

was afraid, as his wife went to hospital under somewhat simi-

lar conditions and never returned from there. He was under

homeopathic treatment for about a month and he is ail right

today.

Under such circumstances it is our belief, and 1 think it

will be corroborated by all observing physicians, that in many,
if not all, these abnormal growths are the results of deranged

vitality and defective constitutional dyscrasias that must be
set right before the disease can be cured. These are not local

diseases as they are so often thought to be by so many of

our eminent surgical authorities.

J. N. M.



LAY EXPERIENCE OF HOMEOPATHY IN

SMALL-POX.

SuRENDRA Nath Ghosh, Allahabad, India.

If there is any disease of which I was mortally afraid, it

was small-pox. But it was so ordained that I should be fn

close touch with it, and during the last month the several

cases of variola that came under my care, have shown that

if the treatment of small-pox is carried on on homeopathic

principles, it can be shorn of much of its terrors.

My first case was a princely looking boy of 6, son of a

friend and neighbour of mine. He complained of general

lassitude, inappetancy, and malaise feeling for a week or ten

days, when one evening his father showed him to me in a

slightly feverish condition. The fever increased at night and

next morning, the temperature read 104". There were decided

indications for Belladonna, but I was dissuaded from its use

.by an elderly homeopath who urged that Aconite was tlie

remedy in all initial fevers. As might be expected, 24 pre-

cious hours were lost without amelioration of the symptoms.

On the contrary the patient’s condition became torpid and

heavy. There were sure indications of languor and depression,

trembling, drooping eyelids and headache “as ifa band encircled

the templet ( the child is very intelligent ), and he was better

by tbpious urination. Gelsimium 12, every 2 hours had been

g^ven but a few doses when the small pox eruptions began to

make their appearance. Gelsimium was replaced by Antioi

Tart, which as my Consultant suggested is the sheet-anchor of

^ur treatment. Antim Tart, however, could not arrest thtt

eAtptions nor change their character and they came out iu

crops. In fact it was a case of confluent small-pox.
^

After a patient trial of Antim Tart for three days# whic&
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failed to manifest any decided change for the better, and

on the recurrence of the fever during the suppurative pro-

cess I substitued a dose a day of Variolin lod^ for two

days. With the very first dose the papullae began to look

foolish and if I had not repeated the dose the next day the

recovery would have been earlier. The eruptions began to

dry up, the boy otherwise showed signs of improvement and

reviving animation
;

but at the same time be had fever

unattended with any cerebral and other troubles. But

there the fever was. It at once struck me that Variolin was

responsible for this mischief and I accordingly gave two

globules of Sulphur 200 with the result that the fever left

at night and the next morning the child was relieved of

a mass of fecal matter, A cold bath was given and the im*

provement was rapid. He has obtained a new lease of life

and there is nothing, except the marks which are rapidly

fading, to show that he had such a narrow escape from the

j%ws of death.

I have to thank Gelsimium and Variolin for this satisfac-

tory resolution. After all I am constrained to admit that

Antim Tart could not do anything in this case. Nor in some

4 or S other cases where the patients left solely on this,

all died. Another reason of its failure that I can account for

is that in the light of the law ofsimilars its application was

not precisionised. In short there was neither nausea not

respiratory troubles present.
^

On the other hand there is nothing which can take the

place of Variolin which has acted in my hands as an unfhil-

ing prophylactic. There were a dozen children in the houses
all unvaccinated-~in which the first case occurred. This

‘medicine though administered late i^evented the disease^in

nln^. and only brought out a mild type’ of Varioloid In the

ineteMnder who were very much exposed to the diseMe, !o
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fact one girl was all right in six days’ time, the eruptions all

drying up within that period.

My experience in three cases has been quite different, in

that I used a remedy that is not usually thought of in this

disease. Dr. Hughes speaks of the admirable results obtained

from Baptisia in small pox by Dr. Eubulus Williams in an*

epidemic at Bristol, where “of I85 cases treated with ordinary

remedies 19 died, of 72 treated with Baptisia ‘'alone none*.

The relegation of the abortive powers of Baptisia to continued

fever is a positive significance and I have had sufficient ex-

perience for confirming it. The initial fever and the whole

eruptive process have presented a tame appearance under the

use of Baptisia.

Again, in one family a girl died of small pox and another

was attacked. There had been about that time several fatal

cases and no recovery in the neighbourhood. Antim Tart

was being given and the patient ^as sinking fast. Delirium,

diarrhoea and undeveloped eruptions all suggested a typhoid*

condition. But at my special request Antim Tart was

substituted for by 2 hourly doses of Baptisia I, with

marked improvement after the first dose. I am glad to

record that convalescence was speedily followed by complete

recovery.

It is not my object, much less my province to discuss the

relative virtues of Antim Tart and Baptisia in small pox.

But if,*during the small recesses obtained after long hours of

work at desk, one can with a fair knowledge of Ihq principles

enfolded by Hahnemann relieve distress and palliate suffer*

ings in his fellow-creatures, one can reasonably be permitted

to adduce evidence in pjroof of the practical utility of ^he

therapeutic rule ’‘Similia similUms mtentur*
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( Cmiinuedfrom p. j6y^ Vol. XV

^
No. 6 )

Atal Vihari bhaduki. m. a.

We cannot conclude this discourse without adverting to

some features of Homeopathy, which, in our humble opinion,

should accord to it a place in the forefront of the existing

systems of the healing art The new method of cure is

undoubtedly superior to the older ones. The first place must

be given to its comparatively great success ; for to this test, of

course, must the value of all improvements be eventually

referred. We quote from an eminent authority :

—

^'If its method of cure could be shown to be only equal to

that of its opponents, it would deserve a preference for its

safety and pleasantness
;
but when we can show that it is not

only safer and surer, but that mortality* even in the fiercest

and most intractable diseases, has been greatly diminished

under its influence* surely e^^ery sane and unprejudiced person

%tnust admit that a fair case has been made out for the es-

tablishment of Homeopathic Hospitals^*

At this distance from America and Europe, we are unable

to consult at will those documents that would give us an

opportunity of laying before our readers, a complete exhibi-

tion of the power of homeopathic treatment. Tlie results

obtained, not from the invidious selection of particular hospi-

tals. but from the summary of the reports which have been

published, are clearly indicative of the superior position of

the new sjrstem to the old ; for instance, the allopathic hospi-

tals, of Berlin, Vienna, Leipsic, Dresden and many other

German hospitals ; the provincial infirmaries of France, as

thpse of Montpelier and Lyons and the Paris hospitals ; the

hospitals of St. Thomas and St. George, and the Royal Infir-

nji^iy of Edinburgh have furnished the same result ; and the

homeopathic institutions, whose reports have been consulted
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such as those of Leipsic, Vienna, Munich, Breig in Silesia,

and the ho.spitals in Hungary, point to the same direction.

It has been ascertained from these, that the* proportion of

deaths to the number of cases treated in allopathic hospitals

and infirmaries, varies from 9 to 10 per cent. In homeopathic

institutions, this varies from 4 to 5 per cent This leaves a

balance of 5 per cent in favour of homeopathy. Again, the

'

mean duration of treatment of patients in allopathic hospitals

and infirmaries is from 28 to 29 days ; in homeopathic insti*

tutions, from 20 to 21 days. This gives an average of 8 days

less with homeopathic than with allopathic treatment

We venture to state that if a commission of enquiry, be

appointed by some competent authority, medical or of any

other character, to examine the books of best allopathic and

homeopathic practitioners in this country as well as in

America and Europe, with a view to ascertain the respective

proportions between cases treated and deaths, the balance

would certainly be found in favour of homeopathy. We
learn upon^ompetent authority, that such a comparison yras*

made, more than once, during the earlier years of the homeo-

pathic era in Europe ; and we assert that in that instituted

by Duke William of Brunswick, the highest homeopathic

proportion obtained was three in the hundred, and the lowest

less than one ;
whilst the allopathic proportion ranged from

eight to ten in the hundred. Statistical information of this

kind must be allowed to have great weight, when it is known
that in Brunswick in those days, practitioners of either class,

were obliged, under pain of penalties, to keep a faithful regis-

ter of cases treated an^ deaths occurring.

As far as we have been able to ascertain the comparative

results of treatment under allopathy and homoeopathy, the

following tables will ^rve our readers as proper standards

and enable them to form opinions for themselves
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Allopathic Treat*

ment
Horn. Treatment

1

Name of Disease

No.

cases

No.

deaths ja a

ss

"i
No.

cases

No.

deaths

Death

per

cent

'‘Inflammation of the substance

of tke Lumps
Pneumonia 3^5 40 10.5 180 15 8.0

Inflammation in theperitoneum
Peritonitis as 12 32-3 60 4 6.9

Erysepelas 95 10 86 I2S 3 1.6

Inflammation of the Liver
Hepatitis 100 15 14.0 12 0 0

Small Pox^
Variola ••• 160 ss 33.3 5S 10 18.S

Waler in the Head
Hydrocephalus 70 6S 900 7 4 S7.I

Treated allopathically Died

4,95.030 3.40,239

Giving 49 as the percentage of deaths.

Treated Homoeopathically Died
** in the same Districts

2.339 ESShH 170

Giving 7.5 as the percentage of deaths.

3. Homoeopathy, strictly speaking, acts according to a

tertain law, as fixed and unalterable as the law of gravitation.

The true homeopathist alone can prescribe the remedy that

strikes exactly at the point where the deterioration of the

vital organism has begun, and succeeds in an unfailing manner

in restoring the human system to its natural and normal

condition of equilibrium. Our fle^h is heir to a multiplicity of

ills. Man is no machine, and it is but according to the will of

the Supreme Being that we live and move and have our being.

Ttte obstacles to health and comfort are to be found in our

own carelessness, intemperance or indulgence of evil passions,

vAiose subtile influence upon the diseased frame will over<
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power that of the best physician, who has not under his control

the secret g^efs and sorrows which are more gr less the por-

tion of every son and daughter of Adam. For certain pahts

and sufferings, the homeopathist alone has in store, an exact,

corresponding remedy and expects their removal as a scienti-

fic result of its exhibition.

3. Homeopathy possesses comparatively better power

in the cure of human ailments than any other method.

The grand object of Allopathy appears to be to render

the unhappy bowels *the sink, whose part’s to drain all

noisome filth and keep the kitchen clean”, but homeopathy

requires, a distinct and appropriate remedy for each casq^of

a disease. Nor is this all ; the use of anti-psoric remedies

will often effect the cure of a malady after hope has long

fled. To the stricken parent, homeopathy is the very

messenger of hope, telling him that his tender babes may
yet grow up in health and strength, or that the hereditary

disease, which has seized upon member after member of th^

cherished group, may yet, with God’s blessing, be eradicated

or lessened in force.

4. The homeopathic system is without doubt, com-

paratively gentler in its mode of operation. Disorders with-

out number, hitherto given up to the lancet as the only cure,

have been found amenable to homeopathic treatment.

Dr. Malan after relating some cases of cataract, observed

that when this disorder is hereditary, we might as well hope

to cure a tree of Internal disease, by plucking off the rotten

fruit, as think of eradicating cataract by the knife. Dr. Oiy-

anne observes in cdses of "tumours, abnormal growths^

ulcerations, diseased joints, cancer, ftc. the sufferings ma^ be

greatly alleviated, and the cure often effected without the aid

of the lancet.” To homoeopathy undoubtedly, the aredi^ is

,

entirely due, of dmtorying at once the whole m^cilen

34
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system of purging, and with it, bleeding, either from lancet

or leech, setons, blisters and blistering ointments, whose use

has made the old method one of torture instead of cure.

Should not he that has marked the fair neck disfigured by

ruthless plunges of the lancet or by setons. or who has placed

,with reluctant hands, the burning blister, or watched with

sickening apprehension the bleeding leech-bite on the neck of

the little infant, which nothing will stop, or the blanched cheek

and sinking pulse of the wife, whose best hope lay in that

life-blood, of which she is being so mercilessly deprived, hail

with delight and admiration the advance of a science, which

wH) for ever exterminate such helpless barbarities.

5, The homoeopathic form of treatment is undeniably

s<^r-than the other methods. It does not war against

nature ;
and the remedy, even when it does no good, through

mistaken choice or application, crccites no harm. The allo-

pathist on the other hand, unwittingly enters into a violent

pontest with nature, and often proceeds against her recognis-

ed modes of operation. He takes little count of the tendency

of the humman organism, apart from the interference of

remedial agents, towards efforts for health. Dashing purga-

tives and drowsy opiates, benumbing sedatives and heavy-

eyed narcotics, form no inconsiderable part of his plans and

prescriptions. In certain cases, the helpless patient is

victimized with iodine, or rudely handled by having his face

blanched with bleeding, or turned blue with nitrate of silver ;

and it is by no means seldom that we meet With "those un-

fortunate persons who, in consequence of large doses oi

mercury, have had their teeth destroyed, their limbs racked

byjiocturnal pain, who suffer from diseased liver, constant

excruciating headaches, and who canbot expose themselves to

the slightest degree of cold without being affected by it The
hommopathist carefully guards the vital strength by attention
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to diet and abstaining from all exhausting applications or

appliances ;
and taking nature as his best fri,end and coun-

sellor, listens to her suggestions, aids her imperfect effort's,

and gently supplies her deficiencies, watching scrupulously,

lest his own rude handling her should' destroy her truer and

more delicate operations. In the old system, the alarmin{*

symptoms in a dangerous case, may arouse the fears and

quicken the attention of the medical practitioner, but

can hardly relieve him from the apprehension, that the

morbid principle, being so rampant, the violent contest he

must excite to quell it, may end in the destruction of the

patient. Not so in the humble system of Hahnemann, Th$re,

in the most dangerous malady, the strongly marked symp-

toms so clearly indicate the healing medicine, that thet^eriest

tyro in the science may meet with th^ most a.stonishing

success
;
and this we have witnessed repeatedly.

6. The application of a single remedy together with the

administration of infinitesimal doses, forms the most striking

feature of homeopathy. Indeed, it is this simplicity which

envelopes it with a shroud of mysticism to the uninformed

multitude. That a remedy administered in quantity undis-

cernible by the taste or feeling of the patient, will accomplish

the desired end is really difficult to conceive at first, yet we

venture to assert it is this simplicity which makes it easy of

perception whether the desired end has been worked or pot.

The experienced physician will ascertain in a few hours

whether his choice has been made successfully. For no

remedy that is truly homeopathic, as we think Hahnemann

has observed, will fkd to respond in a short time, at least in

acute cases, and to show indication of change for the better,

however slight, in twent3^-four hours. At the same time the

sufferer, undisturbed as it were by external force, finds^ne

difficulty in determining whether his pains have been lefsesfd
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or increased dnce he began to take the medicine. In the

former case, the practitioner has at once gained the data for

further proceedings ; in the latter case, he judges speedily

that he has erred, or that some constitutional tendency stood

in the way, and has marred his efforts. The old method of

introducing into the system large quantities of crude, bitter,

purging, nauseous medicines, renders it really difficult for the

physician to define and ascertain how much the altered state

of the patient may be due to the disease or how much to the

effect of the drugs he has taken. Dr. Gully, in his very able

treatise upon chronic diseases, has observed, that mercury

cannot be taken internally for a derangement of the liver,

without at the same time "plunging a sword through the

stomath."

y. Homeopathic is further characterised by the compara*

tive rationality of its dietary regimen. One object which the

homeopathist never loses sight of, is the husbanding of the

patientis strength ; for he considers and very rightly, that all

jillnwas*^ imply a deficiency of vital power, or nature would

require no aid. Keeping this great principle ever in view, he

never starves as a system ;
his dietary, though subject, of

course, to individual restrictions, comprises all those articles

which science or prescription has demonstrated to be most

nourishing or easy of digestion. Nothing is forbidden as a rule

but such as having a medicinal action of their own, would

interfere directly with the action of remedies. In the appli*

eation of his dietetic roles the homeopathist observes a

rationality and displays a good sense, hardly to be met with

in the opposite school, (a) Considering^ that illness implies a

mo]^id irritation somewhere in the organism, he repudiates the

idea of keeping up the strength by irritating wines or bitter

^ befrs ;
all this he considers to be only feeding the ditease,

and increasing the cause of the loss of strength, {h) When
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there is appetite, he considerately administers a nouHsh*

ment, which is lightest and most easily digested, guided in

some measure, at the same time, by the taste and liking of the

patient, (c) If the appetite has failed, he never presses food,
'

taking nature’s own clear indication that the digestive powers

are not in a condition to assimilate it, and conceiving it to be #

his part to restore the appetite by appropriate treatment,

while the strength will take care of itself, or rather return, on

the removal of the disorder, with a speed astonishing to those

new to the art. In bare justice to the cause of truth, we shall

be permitted to observe, that when a patient is not only

drugged to a lamentable extent, but often forced to eat food

which is loathed as much as the medicine, taking broth made

of animal, or juice of raw meat, and therefore stimulating

food during fever, or crammed with wine or beer during con*

valescence, and all to keep up strength, we consider the doctor

to be only confessing his blunders—that he has indeed

knocked over nature with a bludgeon, and is now trying t9

set her on her legs again by his own clumsy contrivances.

8. The last and not least, point to which we should refer,

as decidedly establishing the superior eminence of Homoeo*

pathy is the fact that in the choice of remedies, there must

necessarily be a mrdial agreement among its different pre/essors.

Provided the physicians agree as to the character of the

malady in all its entirety, there can be no rational diiierence

of opinion as to the correct prescription. In the case of new

diseases, an accurate knowledge of the properties of medicines

will at once suggest the right remedy, or at all events teach

the physicians to seek for one upon rational grounds. When

the Asiatic Cholera first made its appearance in Europe,^be

professors of homeopa\hy with one consent, fixed upon

camphor as the healing agent most likely to be successft||[
) ,

and to this day, the same remedy has remained tlMscUef
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amongst the weapons in combating with this -formidable

disorder.

Witness the pitiful contrast in the confessions of their

ower professors in the otlier school. The Reports of medical

meni who held councils in London, during the visitation of

^the Asiatic Cholera, show that the only point in which all

seemed to agree was a bland acktiowledgment of their com-

plete failure in the discovery of any remedy, which could

be relied upon for diminishing the enormous proportion of

deaths. We learn with regret from the contents of the vari-

ous reports, that each member of the council rose in turn to

propose his own nostrum and to denounce that of the previ-

ous speaker as either futile or noxious. Dr. James Ru.sh of

Philadelphia then said :
—“The history of cholera, summoned

up from the four quarters of the globe, presents only one

tumultuous Babel of opinion, and one farrago of practice ;

even the populace learned this from the daily Gazettes, and

(hey hooted us accordingly.’' The same gentleman observ-

ed *It is equally ttue that if the inquisitive fears of the

community were to bring the real state of professional medi-

cine to the bar of public discussion, we should find the folly

and confusion scarcely less remarkable on nearly all other

topics of the art.” The confession of Mr. Pinny appears to

be still more striking **The opinions on the subject of

treatment are almost as numerous as the practitioners them-

selves. Witness the mass of contradiction on the treatment

of even one disease

—

consumption. S—attributes its frequency

to the introduction of bark ; M—considers bark an effectual

cure. R—aseribes the frequency of the malady to the use

of rntratry ; B—asserts that it is curable by mercury alone.

R—holds that consumption is an inflammatory disease, and

should be tmted by bleeding, purging, cooling medicines

and starvation ; S -says thatR is a disease of debility and
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should be treated by tonics, stinaulating remedies and a

generous diet. G*—recommended vinegar as a preventive of

consumption }
D—assests that it is often brought on by taking

vinegar to prevent obeisity. B—considers fox- glove as a speci-

fic }
Dr. P—found fox-glove more injurious than beneficial.

Such are the contradictory statements of medical men. Wbo^
we boldly say, that has to make his way as a student, or who

is rash enough to seek for health amid, truly, such a Babol

of confusion, experiment and individual fantasy, and can

compare it with the calm principle, and as far as human

skill can ensure it, certainty of the Hahnemannian method,

but must feel as if he had walked out of darkness into light

}

as if after being tossed upon an ocean without compass or

rudder, he had suddenly found himself sailing upon a calm

lake with all the appliances of modern science at command,

his pilot skilful and thoroughly conversant with every line

of the coast to which he is bound.

* PLAGUE EXPERIENCES IN INDIA

IN A SEGREGATION CAMP.

The continued prevalence of the plague in spite of all the

measures taken to combat it lends additional interest to an

account given by a writer in the United Service Magazine of his

experiences as one of the officers in charge of a segregation camp

just after the disease had made its first appearance in India—in

Bombay, in September, 1896. Some 3,000 detenus were in camp,

he says, and **they comprised all nations under heaven”—Pathan

camel-drivers returning from Australia ( on at least two occasiCNas,

we regret to say, with white wives ), merchants from Bokharaww}
Samarkhand : once a band of pilgrims from the wilds of Central

Asia, who only talked Eastern Turkhi, or some other outlan4isli

tongue. They were on their way to Mecca, and to otir aiJIolote
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MOM, when producing the mon^ to pay for their ticket! brought

forward piles o{ English sovereigns I In those days, these wae not

part of the Indian currency, and whence they got them we know not

Queer figures they were with long, quilted cloaks and high knee-

boots, and with the flat, ugly Mongolian features. On another

^
occasion we had a band of Malays, also bound for Mecca, a cheery,

good-humoured crew, despite the villainous Vises- they were all

armed with. They looked upon the whole thing as a great joke.

Another distinguished visitor was an Armenian priest or bishop.

We endeavoured to converse with him in what we remembered of

Greek, but Hindustani would keep cropping up and we had to

desist

We nearly had an excitement one day. It was just after the

Poona murders, and some villainous looking Sidis and lowcaste

Arabs, who were evidently fleeing up-country, arrived in the camp.

They were not going to be ditinfected, not they, "we only have to

kill a saAii or two and all this Mu/um (oppression) will end.” At the

same time there was a significant touching of long, vicious looking

Rnives. This was too much for flesh and blood, and the ringleader

fell neatly into the disinfecting tub with a cheek laid open by a

signet ring. As no one else seemed disposed to argue, there was no

more trouble. They afterwards became quite friendly, but we can

imagine the vapourings of the native press had they heard of the

incident.

*'We bad many amazing incidents. One day an Arab arrived in

the camp with two women, the younger of whom was quite pretty as

she carefully permitted the writer to see. The Arab seemed a man

vS substance and when his time came to go made quite a polite

little speech. They had been escorted up to the station when sud-

denly a wild shrieking was heard in his latq residence, and the aged

female came rushing out It appeared she bad sold her daughter to

th* merchant for Be 30,000, but inastfd on going op north with

her. He, conning man, thought the money and no mother-in-law

WM the better part, so drugged her with opium, and went off with

the. ifioney and the dat^bter. Unluckily for him, the dose was not
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enough. She woke up in time, and we just got her to the station in

time for the train, and we shall not soon forget the son-in law's face

when he saw her arrive
j

'‘One day a tall, gaunt man, clad in the sacred ochre-coloured

garments that betoken the Sunyassi^ or highest caste of Hindu

ascetic, arrived in our camp. Wc had no particular love for these

holy men and when he began to talk perfect English, wc set him down ,*

as a rule the worst we had to deal with. What was our surprise when,

on our showing him the special Brahmin’s washingplace, he answered

that he was a Christian. As our experience of converts had tuaght

us they practically all came from the lowest castes, who had nothing

to lose by a change ofjeligion, wc gazed in amazement, for he wore

the sacred thread betokening the twice-born Brahmin. It appears

he was a Calcutta B. A. and had got a post as a schoolmaster some-

where. He wanted to improve his English, so by chance read some

of Newman’s books for this purpose. He was much impressed

and got hold of more, and finally placed himself under instruction

and within *a year was received into the Catholic Church.

Having found, as he thought, salvation himself, he was desirous

of winning over his co-religionists. “He saw that the missionarici

made no progress in getting hold of the higher caste men, so he

donned the robe of the Sunyasi and proceeded to try and win over

his fellow caste men. All the old rules of Brahminism, such as

vegetarianism, ceremonial washings, etc., he still observed, not, as

he said, because he believed them essential, but for the sake of the

weaker brethren. His aim was to engraft Christianity on to the

higher and purer Hinduism. At that time he had made seven other

converts, all Brahmins like himself, and had founded a sort of

monastery in Southern India, and was then on his way to Rome to

try and get recognition from the Pope. He published a paper at his

monastery* with the object of proselytising.’ We never heard any

more of him, or how far his aims were successful.’* For disinfecting

purposes phenyle was used.* A curious circumstance narrated bjf^he

writer was that a dead rat was always the first warning of the pre-

sence of plague.

3S
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**Tbe next day there would be more ; and then, if we did not

evacuate the house, there would be a human case. Then of course

evacuation, and the houses being mostly catcha structures, we used

to bum them gaily, and ask for sanction afterwards I

*Tt was curious to note how very fatal the first few cases used to

be, and how the later ones were milder, as though the virulence of

Jthe bacillus spent itself in the original cases and gradually got milder.

The period of detention was ten days, but as a rule fresh cases

appeared from the third to the fifth day, cases after the eighth day

being very rare. We had one very curious case. Our quarter was

quite free from plague, and there were only very few cases in the

city close by. Suddenly a man, a down-country man, died. There

was no case near him, none of his caste fellows had it for weeks.

The only connection was a waistcoat belonging to a cousin who had

died of plague three months before. The dead man had got hold of

this, and had concealed it in his death box, and three days before

bis death had taken it out and put it on. The doctors ridiculed this

theory, but they could furnish no better explanation, and that

seemed the only possible origin.”

« *‘We had, of course, like everyone else on plague duty, to give

evidence before the Plague Commission. It carried us back to early

days when, in clothes of a 'subfuse’ hue and white tie we had faced

the awful three in*the schools at Oxford. All went well till the end,

when the President, who up till then had taken no notice of us,

looked at us sternly over his glasses and said, 'What in your opinion

is the origin of the plague f We were in the presence of some of the

most distinguished savants in Europe ( to say nothing of the re-

porters ), and we were dumb, 'Turn to page so and so of that Blue-

book’. We turned and, to our horror, saw one of our own reports.’

'Kindly read that passage |’ And feeling as though we could sink

into the floor, we had to read our own theory of the origin and

causes of plague. 'And you still hold to that ?* 'Implicitly / and

weevere permitted to depart. It was a wprse experience than all the

rest of the plague put together.”— 71^ Statesman,
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P. Cj»Majomdar, m. d.

It is a deep acting remedy
;
though its therapeutic applt*

cations are not extensive, still it is very useful in a certain

number of symptoms which are very peculiar.

Its mental symptoms are not worthy of note. Excitable

and passionate disposition
;
very forgetful, when engaged in

doing one thing, he forgets and neglects others. You will

find such patients among the tradespeople and profess*

ional men.

Rush of blood suddenly to the head is a marked symptom.

It occurs in chronic headache-

Ear symptoms are extensive and characteristic. Ears itch

and burn. It has chronic inflammation of external and middle

ear. Watei-y and fishy smelling discharge from the ear, hear-

ing impaired. Membrana tympani permanently injured and

bearing greatly diminished. •

Sometime ago we had a case of otorrbcea of long duration.

It was a case of a young boy aet 14. He had the running

almost from his birth. The parents are confirmed homoeopaths.

Many of our well proved remedies had been tried without

much benefit Tellurium in lower potencies up to the 30th

had been tried with partial relief. But complete cure was

effected by a single dose of the C. M. potency.

In this case the membrane was partially damaged and

hearing greatly reduced. Now both have been restored.

Intense itching, eczema behind the ear with formation of

thick crust

All the dischaiges from the body smell offensive. Tj|[^

is garlic like smell in the armpit

In various kinds of rheumatic pains Tellurium is a os^ul
,

remedy. Sciatica on the right side aggravated by movomeiifc
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and lying on the affected side. We have cured some chronic

cases of sciatitih which were aggravated during the change of

the moon. Earthy complexion of the face and profound

anemia.

Skin symptoms of Tellurium are worthy of study. Ring

worms in various parts of the body have been noticed. It is

more particularly noticed on the face, on the lower limbs and

on single parts. It covers the whole body. Barber’s itch.

Bright red and small pimples noticeable everywhere, severe

itching day and night, but mostly at night, undressing and

going to bed.

Body thickly covered with rings of herpes cincinatus.

Eruptions very marked especially on the thigh and leg,

rings intersect each other and in some places so crowded as

to obliterate specific character of affection.

Great heat of skin, restlessness ; rapid pulse, thirst and

headache. In these particulars Tellurium is specific for acute

forms of tinia circinata. Here It resembles Rhustox, and we
have been able to cure such cases after Rhus fails.

In Eczema, psoriasis and other skin affections with prick-

ing, itching and offensive watery discharge it is a proved

remedy. It is useful in diseases of the heart with palpitation

and weakne-ss.

In conjunctivitis eyes red, with thickness of lids and

covered with pustules. It is a deep acting remedy and so

should not be repeated too often.

Olinica] Gases^

1* A ca86 of Dental Fistula

^Babu Nritya Gopal Dass, an inhabitant of Mahesb, Sree-

ramppre, aged about 47 years old, had been suffering fifoni
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an attack of chronic dental fistula of one incispr tooth of

upper-jaw for a long time. He came to me for homeopathic

treatment on the I2th October 1904, after having been treated

by best Allopathic doctors for a long time, who having failed

to cure him by medicines, advised him as a last recourse to

getit removed at once by best surgeons. I gave him Silicea

30, a few powders with saclac, to be taken twice daily morn-

ing and evening for a week. After taking Silicea 30 for 5 days

only, the unhealthy pus from his dental fistula, which was
situated just on the border of the gums in the upper incisor

tooth, ceased to ooze out, 1 discontinued the medicine and

gave him a few powders of placebo for a week, to be taken

twice daily morning and evening just as in the previous

week. The report of the 3rd week was, again he had a re«

lapse of pus in the 3nd week, caused by the irritation in the

said affected part of the gum, owing to the insertion of a
small piece of fish bone in it. 1 removed the fish-bone which

still sticked to the gums and gave 6 powders of Arnica 30 fdlf

3 days, to be taken twice daily ; but no improvement or

change was worked. I gave him a dose of Sulphur 30 and no
other medicines for 48 hours. But pus did not stop. Again

I gave him a few powders of Silicea 200, for a week, to be

taken twice daily morning and evening. After the use of

Silicea 200 for 2 days only has stopped, dental fistula cured

and since then I have heard no complaints from him for the

last 2 years.

2. A very obstinate and interesting Bemittent fever ease
with typhoid symptqpis

Babu Kalikananda Brahmachar/s son Bharoo, a boy of

6 year old, was attacked with remittent fever on the Mtit
March 1906. Fever was at onset just like an ordhuuy
Catarrhal fever. Coryza, constant sneezing, watery

little cough from time to time, \hirst, little beadacba/limr.
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temperaturf rising from loi to' 104, all these symptoms were

present in the beginning. On premeditation that there might

be eruption of measles in his boy, Brahmachary Mahasaya

did not think it a matter of importance to take much care

for the treatment of his boy from the very beginning. On
the 6th day after the commencement of fever, that is, when

the chance of eruption of measles was over, he placed his son

under my treatment on the ayth March 1906. When 1 saw

the boy, he was suffering from an attack of high, continued

fever with dysentery, the color of the stool being bloody

mucous, 6 or 7 stools in 24 hours
;
nausea, sometimes vomit-

ing, violent thirst for cold drinks, very bad smell from the

mouth, perspiration over the body on the least exertion,

region of liver painful and sensitive to touch, restless and

sleeplessness, frequent urination, ulcerated tongue, cough

every now and then with accumulation of much phlegm in the

bronchial tubes, little uneasiness in the head always. I ad-

i^inistered more gold 30, 8 powders, every 4 hours for 2 days.

Merc Sol 30, did him much good. The color of the stool

changed, dysentky almost disappeared, thirst and frequent

urination were much reduced, patient had a sound sleep that

night The peculiarity of the case was, in spite of all the

favourable symptoms brought on by Merc Sol 30, the fever

still continued to perisst along with bronchial symptoms. On
the 3rd day whtfn I went to see the boy in the morning, he

complained very often of an itching sensation in the rectum.

I gave him 2 doses of Cina 1000 in 24 hours. Itching sensa-

tion in the rectum, though disappeared, fever with bronchitis

instead of decreasing, began to increase day by day. Tem«

peAture rose this time from lOi toii04-6. He had violent

thirst for lai^e drinking, though not often, great heaviness

* of* bead; the boy wAs delirious sometimes in sleep, the

biDQ^I^ s}rmptoms were eqttally present. I gave him 6 doses
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of Bryonia 30, every 3 hours. The patient seemed to remain

little better for 4 days. Fever and bronchitis both lessened.

Bronchial tubes seemed to have been clear of phlegm. Tem-
perature was reduced from 104^ to 102®. But on the 3rd

week from the commencement of fever, that is on the isth

day and in the 2nd week of my treatment, the fever became

very high, temperature rose from 102 to 105.5^, the boy was
'

very much delirious, he was drowsy, he fell into a deep sleep

while answering a question, in whatever position the patient

laid, the parts rested upon^, felt sore and bruised. I gave him

Arnica 30 and Ilyos 30 in alternate doses, every 4 hours

for 48 hours, but to no purpose. I changed Arnica 30 for

Bapt 3rd. I began to give Bapt 3rd and Hyos 30 alternately

every 4 hours. In this time owing to the over anxiety and

impatience of the boy’s parents, I was compelled to call Dr.

Gopal Chandra Gossain,
(
for whom I have great regard as

the most intelligent, and thoroughly educated, renowned best

homeopath of the whole Hoogly District ) for consnlation

twice. He too, thoroughly examined the case and was of

the same opinion with me in giving this poor sufferer, Bapt

& Hyos in alternate doses, every 4 hours in (he present state

of the case. In spite of the presence of all the particular

symptoms of Bapt and Hyos, notwithstanding the adminis-

tration of the above medicines in consultation with the best

homeopath of the place, to my utter astonishment, the

boy’s state gradually became worse and precarious, the boy

from sleepy state fell into profound coma. He could be

scarcely roused from this deep slumber and that was with

the greatest difficulty.. Extremities became cold, involuntary

stool and urine in bed, murmuring delirium, tympanitis, be

seemed to have lost the power of control over all his seq|es.

He remained in this precarious state nearly for a fortnight

The pa treats of the boy, surrounding neighbours andei(ea<
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w« gave up all hopes of his life. I tried Opium 30, Phos*

> pheric Acid 30, Hyos 30, Helleborous 30. Alb 30, Secale

Cor 30, Lach 30, Colch 30, Bapt 3rd & Ars Alb 30 accord-

ing to the particular and changeable symptoms of the case.

It is not out of place to mention here, that out of the above

medicines, administered and selected in this unconscious

state of the patient. Opium 30, Hellebrous 30, Hyos 30, Phos-

pheric Acid 30, Lach 30, did much pelp to the boy. However'

by the blessing of the Almighty Father and by the wonderful

power and effect of the infinitesimal dose, the poor victim,

who was standing on the verge of bis life began to regain his

power of sense by and by nearly after 37 days. Diaerhoea

gradually stopped, cough disappeared altogether. Tempera-

ture much reduced, it was not more than 102 to 102-$, this

time. He began to open his eyes several times in a day and

was conscious of what was passing about him, but he remained

almost deaf and dumb for several days. During this state

of the patient, I have tried Lachnanth 6, Nitr. sp-d 30, Bell

fo, Carbo Veg 20, Stramm 30, Phosph Acid 30, puls 30, a

dose orlwo in 12 hours according to the symtoms of sense of

hearing and unintelligible, muttering and mubling voice of

the patient. During this long and tedious course of my treat-

ment, I was compelled to stop medicine altogether for a day

or two. Sometimes I administered a dose of Sulphur 200 in

34 hours. To tell the truth, it was about in 2 months, that

this boy was brought round, his defect in the power of speech

and sense of hearing was removed, then he was in a posi-

“ tion to stand erect During my practice for nearly a quarter

of a century I have never had the occasion to come across

such a difficult, obstinate and tedious remittent fever

wifh typhoid symptoms, thought ol had the opportunity

of treating several cases of remittent fever with typhoid

* sylnptoms ' accompanied with bronchitis, pneumonia, and
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other complications. Public have general impressions that

homeopathic medicines are mostly applicable in cholera

cases, but I can with bold assertion say that Hahnemaniatl

truth is ever unchangeable, it is equally applicable in all

cases^ all classes, all sects if properly selected and timely

administered. In conclusion 1 beg to say that 1 am greatly^

thankful to Dr. Gopal Chandra Gossain for his kind suggest*

tion and encouragement in conducting this most obstinate

case, whom I was compelled to call twice for consultation for

the satisfaction of the boy's parents.

3. A caao of Liver Abscess

A lady of a respectable family Rishra, Srerampore, aged

about 25, was attacked with low Remittent Fever on the

3rd November 1905, accompanied with headache, nausea,

bilious vomiting, dry cough, pain on the loins, acute hepatitis,

thirst and great constipation. I was called to treat the case on
' the 5th November 1905. I commenced the treatment ist with

Nux vom 30, 4 powders, every 3 hours. Next morning I saiv

the patient almost in the same state, except her bowel was

moved, she passed 4 or 5 hard dry stools, as^ if burnt and she

complained very much of great pain in the sideofLiv^ri

yellow coated tongue with bitter, bilious vomiting. \ gave

her Bryon 30, of which I gave every hour a teaspoon ful of a

watery solution. 3rd day morning when 1 saw her, her tem-

perature was 102, though she .had copious perspiration on the

previous night, nausea and pain on the loins were still persis-

tent, bilious vomiting very rare, thirst every now and then.

After thorough examination, I saw that her liver was very much

tender, painful and greatly swollen, she had excessive pain

on the side of liver on coughing, could not bear any pressure

about hypochondria. Then I was really in the positiQi}, to

find out my own mistake in diognising the case. 1 unjjler-^

stood^ that it was a case of pure liver abscess and not a tow

36
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remittent fever, as I thought first, the continued fever was

only a secondary and accompanying symptom of liver-

absgess^ I gave her Merc Sol 30, thrice daily morning, noon

and evening, and instructed her husband to apply hot

linseed poultice on the affected part 4 or 5 times daily.

^ From, the next day, she seemed to have improved in every

respect Her fever and nausea became less, bilious vomiting

stopped, inflainmation on liver was much reduced, pain on

the loins gradually subsided with the disappearance of liver-

abscess. 1 have cured the case radically within 3 weeks only

by the administration of a few doses of Merc Sol 30, six doses

ofLachesis 30 and a dose or two of Sulphur 30, patient's

diet was strictly restricted to sago and water, pomegranate-

grains ( ), grapes and grape-juice.

4. A wonderful cure of an Intermittent Fever* by a few

doses of Menyanthes only.

Babu Prya Nath Laha^s son, aged about 14 years old,

i^Jhabitant of Mahesh, Srerampore, came under my treatment

on the 17th October 1902. He was suffering from and attack

of intermittent fever from 2nd October and had been treated

by an allopathic doctor, passed L. M. S. for the first 14 days.

The history of the case was as follows ;—Fever used to come

every day with new paroxysm, generally between 9 and 12

A, M., sometimes at any time of day with great chilliness,

which lasted for a long time, little headache, thirstlessness
;

‘ after long lasting chilly stage, hot stage supervened with the

burning sensation of the body, which ended in copious pers-

piration in the night in bed with perfect intermission in the

morning. The fever was checked for a week with big doses

of Quinine by my learned allopatlnc brother, but it soon

relapsed with addition of a few new symptoms, such as

^
constant nausea, sometimes bilious vomiting and every now

and then burning sensation in stomach. When 1 was called
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to treat the boy on the l/th October 1902, at about A* M,,

1 got the following symptoms in him. Feve^; came that day

at about ii A. M with great chilliness. Icy coldness of the

hands and feet, feet cold as far up as the knees, as if they

were in iced water. Nausea, one or two vomiting, avcmiou

to food with loathing when merely looking at it and still more^

when smelling it, burning sensation in stomach. I gave him

Colchicuin Autumnalc ^30), 4 doses in watery solution with

instruction of taking each dose every 3 hours after hot stage^

that is, when the perspiration would commence. Next day

when I went to .see the patient in the same hour at 12 A. M*

1 heard tlu^ same complaints from the boy. He got fever

nearly at the same hour with the previous symptoms except

that his nausea was much less and no vomiting. I gave him

Menyanthe.s (30), 6 doses, every 3 hours to be taken after hot

stage. On the 3rd day when I went to see him in the after-

noon, I saw him much better, no chilliness, no nausea, vomit-

ing, even not the burning sensation in the stomach, which I

thought, was caused only by the administration of big doses

of Quinine and which symptoms were not present before its

administration. This day though the p&tient felt little

feverishness in the afternoon at about 3 1 ’, M. with same icy-

cold ness of the hands and feet, yet he was far better than on

previous days. I continued the same medicine Menyanthe.s

30, 4 doses only, every 4 hours for the next day and he was

all right. I have used Menyanthes in several intermittent

fevers with great chilliness and icy-coldness of the hands, feet

and nose and have been successful in very many casc.s, thus

saving myself a gooB deal of necessary seeking and compar-

ing. I generally clifTerentiale Menyanthes and Ipecacuanha

in following way :—Wnen there is long lasting chilly Aage

present, with icy-coldness of the hands, feet and nose, thirst-

lessnebs, the hot stage of short duration which end^ with
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, commencemenl of sweat in the evening^ in bed, I unhesitat-

ingly prescrib(; Menyanthes 30. There may or may not

be nausea aud vomiting tendency in it, but there must be

ky-coldness of the hands and feet present in Menyanthes* In

Menyanthes, time almost always irregular. In Ipecacuanha,,

^fever comes V0h chilliness, the hands and feet are icy cold

and sometimelj wet with cold sweat, thirstlcssness, the hot

stage is of long duration, after which there may or may not

be perspiration. Nausea, vomiting is the guiding symptom
of it Symptoms of cough and oppressed breathing are

generally present in it Fever of Ipecacuanha is generally

between 9 and 1 1 a. M. and 4 p* m.

CONCERNING IMMUNITY FROM SYPHILIS*

J. B. Kinley, m. d.

At the last meeting of the Homeopathic Society of this slate,

the writer made some observations conceruTng conditions under

which one may be immune from syphilis. The purpose of this paper

is to show some new light upon this subject

The usual belief is that one attack gives immunity for life from

subsequent attacks. There is also the condition exemplified in

Colles law as follows : “A syphilitic child cannot infect its own
mother after its birth.” This law was not formulated by Dr. Colles,

but resulted from the following statement made by him in Dublin

in 1837. “One fact well deserving our attention is this : that a

child born of a mother who is without any obvious venereal symp-

toms, and which without being exposed to any infection subsequent

to its birth, shows this disease when a few* weeks old, this child

will infect the most healthy nurse, whether she suckle it or merely

handle it or dress it j and yet this child never known to infect its

own mother, ev^n though she suckle it while it has v.enereal ulcers

"

« before the Denver Homeoparhic Club, May 28, 1906.
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on its lips and tongue.” He also says : have not seen any instance'

in which an infant infected by the mother communicated a venereal

sore of the nipple to her.'* (Practical Observations on Venereal

Diseases, Colles. ) There is also what is called Profeta law^ viz, :

that a healthy child born of a syphilitic mother is immune against

the disease.

I will, however, endeavour to show that neither of the above

conditions is absolutely clinically correct

Theoretically they seem all right, but there are so many cases*

seen in private practice that we seem to be pretty much at sea at

this time. Jonathan Hutchison says ( Medico-Chirurgical Society

Transactions, 1896) : *‘An infant conceived by a mother and pro-

created by u syphilitic father will exert such influence in them as to

render her susceptible of syphilis in a degree different from normal

;

it confers on her an acquired immunity.^?

1 will quote from eminent syphilographers as well os from private

.

practice. Dr. Campbell in the Medical News discusses the question

of whether hereditary syphilis can manifest itself for the first time

some years after birth by the presence of such lesions as occur in

in the acquired form and with an absence of tertiary symptom^

^Inasmuch as there are long periods of latency in the acquired form

there should also be periods of latency in the hereditary form, if this

were not true, the virus in this disease would differ in different

forms.** “Children born of syphilitic parents may not develop

lesions until late in life. Other children are born showing symptoms

early in life of hereditary congenital syphilis but show none later.**

Some most excellent syphilographers such as Kaposi and l^nd

state that cases of latent hereditary symptoms are not authentic

while others believe the opposite.

Among the opposite school we should mention Fournier, Sig-

mund and Hebra representing respectively French, (Serman and

Austrian schools. The wr^r has seen a case of admitted syphilsa.

with Dr, Harris, wherein a syhilitic osteoma appeared in an a^uU

woman aged 40, who showed no symptoms of congenital syf^ilia
^

up to that advanced age. The father of this woman admits |iawm
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had syphilis in his youth, was cured, married a non syphilitic womair,.

. and had s^en children, four died in infancy, the three last born

ehildreo being the only ones alive and the youngest of these three

is thOi patient under consideration, the other two as far as I know

ar^ well. , This patient has three children, one a daughter, aged i6,

is epileptic, a boy, aged 8 or lo years, has spina bifida and is very

nrnch undergrown ; the third or youngest child seems fairly well*

' This case would Seem to refute one of the fairly well established

laws of syphilitic immunity.

The following case is worthy of note and is recorded by Fournier

( La Syphilis, Volume ti. ). A patient 43 years old, male, for nine

years had an eruption covering the lower part of abdomen, surpi-

ginous jn character. It was cured in a few weeks by mercurial

treatment His brother, 24 years old, had had a syphilitic sore on

his thigh since he was 5 year.^ old. There were four other children

in this family, two of whom died in infancy of meningitis and one

has hip joint disease, both of the above described patients show the

stigmata of syphilis in the eyes, ears and teeth. The father of these

in the eyes and teeth, his mother contracted syphilis before his birth,

his children, therefore, are congeuital syphilitics of the second

generation.

The following Case is also worthy of study : By Newman ( Wien

Woch Number 20, VoL XVII. ). In discussing inherited syphilis,

he says : ‘‘The influence of a syphilitic mother is greater than that

of a syphilitic father.’' He attempts to demonstrate and apparently

very successfully, that the father can transmit the leutic disease to

the foetus without infecting the mother. He cites numerous cases

from his private practice which he has followed for years and in no

instance has the mother shown any sign of syphilis, yet the father

and each of the children were unmistakably syphilitic.

In another series of six cases the father suffered from the severe

forips of the disease, pregnancies either^ germinated in abortions or

the birth of syphilitic children. The mother in each case remained

.^healthy. He believes that post conceptional syphilitic infection may.

affect t^e foetus even at a very late state of pregnancy.



CONCERNING IMMUNITY FROM SYPHILIS.

Iii Prof. Gaucher*$ clinic at the St. Louis Hospital in Paris,

three patients were exhibited with congential syphiiis^who had subse*

quently contragted this disease. In each of the cases the antecedent

syphilis was certain. He called attention to the stigmata of the

eyes and teeth, also to the stature as he made the following remark :

*'Some one may ask if the same distrophies cannot be due to some

other infection than syphilis ?** Then he replies : “Yes, but syphilis

is the only chronic foetal infection which allows the foetus to

live, the others kill it”. He exhibited a woman bearing the charac-

teristics of inherited syphilis and showed three hard chancres on

the vulva.

The next case which he presented was the most remarkable of

all. A woman, aged 23 years, had a sunken bridge of the nose due

to tertiary syphilitic ulceration at the age of 4 years, this was inheri-

ted. At the age of x6 she married, contracted syphilis from her

husband, three years after, she miscarried. Two years ago she

married a noivsyphilitic man by whom she had a baby 10 months

ago. This baby had no other distrophy than enlarged superficial

veins of the scalp, but had inherited secondary syphilitic lesion^

viz. : mucous placqucs of the mouth and arms. So you see this

woman seven years after contracting syphilis and showing no aymal

syphilitic lesions at the time, impregnated by a Wealthy man, gave

birth to a syphilitic child.

The most remarkable feature of the case is that the patient’s

mother ws^s syphilitic, had 13 children, only 3 of whom lived. The

mother contracted the syphilis from k nursling, she contractnig a

chancre on the breast, after the birth of her first child and 15 years

before the patient’s birth, the father having died in this same hos-

pital with syphilitic symptoms. Here then is a baby, the child and

grandchild of a syphilitic, who shows the secondary lesions of the

disease. This woman then was born of syphilitic parents, she had

a syphilitic ulceration of'ffe nose during her childhood in sjgate

of which she contracted syphilis at the age of 16 years. Seven

years later she gave birth to a syphilitic baby in spite of anhestMl

syphilis. •
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This illustrates one of the many troublesome features in the

course of syphiljs. It should put us on our guard, concerning the

advice we give to syphilitics who contemplate marriage. We can

•assure them freedom from syphilitic manifestations neither in them-

selves m>r their children. We must watch for all possible manifesta-

tions and advise long continued treatment.

To illustrate the violence of syphilis when it is first introduced

into a community, I will mention an example; Twenty-two miles

southeast of Denver on Terrapin Creek, there lived a tribe of Plains

Indians, prosperous and comfortable* They hunted on the plains

and fished in the mountain streams. Near them were living springs

and romantic wooded bottom lands. As the great stream of immi-

gtants was starting toward the setting sun, in '49 to California and

in ’59 to Pike’s Peak, the soldiers built an abode fort on the Smoky

Hill stage route, not far from their village. The Indians were peace*

able and associated with the soldiers. The maidens were easy prey

when tempted by the brass trinkets and the silver coins of the

eoldiers, and syphilis in its most violent form broke out among them.

Twenty-five years ago the last Indian was wrapped in his blanket

and buried with his fathers on Lookout Knob. This is a' typical

illustration of an entire tribe being wiped out through the agency

iofThis dread disease, wherein no form of immunity had as yet been

established.

Twenty years ago I saw a string 0/ human vertebrae 40 feet long

in a lariat made of white women's hair. The lariat represented the

hair of 20 immigrant women killed by Indians of this tribe, and the

vertebrae represented many Indians killed by syphilis contracted

immediately from white soldiers of Uncle Sam. On T-ookout Knob

may now be found Indians’ bones upon which syphilitic nodes may

be found and other stigmata showing that infected

with leutic disease.

^ Denver, Cola V
(Froiress^ Aug. ipo6.)



DHIRAJFLUTE.
‘file music Community of India have been unanimous iti declaring

fhat mine is the best harmonium of the day. It is beautiful in desighi

Exquisite in tone and fitted with the latest improved mechanisms. A trial

order will bear out the truth of my assertions.

Price of Dhiri^ Elute,

1 set Reed with 2 stoppers, Rs. 2$, 28, 52.

* e set Reed with 4 stoppers, Rs 45, 50, 55.

2 set Reed with 5 stoppers, Rs. 65, with Coupler Rs. 70

I undertake A repair all kinds of Musical Instruments at a inodera&

rate.

Please compare my rates, D. K. POLEX,

38, Cornwallis Strrkt, Calcutta.

,
THE VOLUNTARY MEDICAL MISSIONARY

,

SOCIETY'S

PHILANTHROPIOAL PHARMACY.
ESTABLISHED SOLELY FOR PHILANTHROPICAL*

' AND CHARITABLE PURPOSES,

BY •

Some Medical Workers, MisBionaieB & Othasi^^ .

under the Directorship and management of Dr. B. M. Dass^

O. M. 8. Bony. Medical Worker.

152/1 Bewbazar Street Oaloutta/

Best, genuine, fresh, and purely American medicines, all directlv

imported from Messrs. Boerickc and Tafel, America, and sold at half
,

prices to enable the poor to buy the genuine and best American medi«
cines, and to remove the disgrace brought upon the cause of Homoas*
pathy by the purchase of worthless medicines.

N0TI023.

We offer a great deal of help and allow 'a considerable dUtsaaftil*
those who have charitable work or charitable dispensaries. Wo.havs
already been helping mar^charitable dispensaries and individual tchariiy.,

workers, with half the quantities of medicines required for thA pulrpose*

We do hope in the course of time to be able, by God^ grace, to start,

some charitable dispensaries at those mofusstl places where thouiMinide'

,

of brothers and sisters are dyinv, unitoticed of, only for wantt pr medical
help. We therefore draw th# attention of the physicians towards the
helpless poor of the moftiissil, and solicit their cooperation ,%itB Sa. .

physician should be a physician and a priest at the saittc tttaeb^ says

a great mill. ' \



A FEW POINTED REASONS.

!st. Our Keskranjan Oi7— is a nicely scented Hair Oil which makei

the brain coo]» bead active and hair soft and glossy ; therefore, it should

be used by every brain;worker, such as Students, Scbolars^ Advocates,

Judges Ac.

and. Our Kbshranjan—has stood the test of severe competition,'

by its viftne,\ualUy and exceliencep It gives the hair a luxurious

growth, removes baldness and makes it amenable to brush
,
or

""cofllb* For this reason, it is a pleasant toilet requisite for ladies and

gektlemen of every position in society.

,

Price per phial Re? I.

Packing and Poftage As.

A DEPUTY CORONER'S TESTIMONY.

A. S. P. Joyasugha, Dy. Coroner, Welegainpety (Ceylon) writes to us

to say—“From the few boxes of your famous Panchatikta Batika T
have cured seveml eases of long standing fever with such beneficial effend

as to give no occasion for a relapse^ in a single case. Your Swasarista

after a few days' use made the patient '(a friend of mine) much better

and be will send you order for another Phial." The above extract dill

speak for itself.

Price per phial with a box of pills ... Re. i.

^
Packing and Postage ... As. 3.

PLEASE NOTE IN A CORNER OF YOUR DIARY.

Ourit^.'CAiiBAN Ras^yan—is a cooling, soothing and invigorating

drink. It is reputed for its sustaining and restorative properties. It

assuages thirst, mitigates the burning blaze and savage rage of the sum-

mer season. It is particularly valuable to students, pleaders, &c.

Price per phial ... Re. i.

Packing and Postage ... As. 7.

Our ASOKARlSTA—is the best medicine for all female irregu*

larities. In Metritis, Endometritis, Dysmenorhoea, amenorrhcea and

Leucorrhcea it acts as a charm. It easily cures colic pain, corrects

displacement of the uterus, dispels geneitl debility and infuses health

and strength to the system. '

Price per pbigl with pills ••• Rs. 1-8,

Packing and Postage As. 7.

Eaviny Nagendra Nath Sen,

GoyT. MBDICAL DlPLq^A-HOLDER,

V . C. S. (Paris), S. C. I. (London), M. S. A. S. (London), Ac.,

j;^;V Non. 191 Al 19» Lower Ohitpur Bond, Oatoottoi. > . . ,



DHIRAJ FLUTE.
• • < f

The music Community of India have been unanimous in
'
;ddeli|iif|f

that mine is the best harmonium of the day. It is beautiful in design^

exquisite in tone and fitted with the latest improved mechanisisiK A trial

order will bear out the truth of my assertions.

Priee of DhirpJ Flute. \

t set Reed with 2 stoppers, Rs. 2$, 28, 52.

2 set Reed with 4 stoppers,' Rs 45, 50, 55.

2 set Reed with 5 stoppers, Rs. 6$, with Coupler Rs.70.

1 undertake to repair all kinds of Musical Instruments at a modetacis

cate.

Please compare my rates, D. K. POLEX,

38, CORMWALUS STRRRT, CALCUTTA.

THE VOLUNTARY MEDICAL MISSIONARY
SOCIETY'^"

• PHILANTHBOHCAL PHAKMAQY;
ESTABLISHED SOLELY FOR PHILANTHROPICAL

AND CHARITABLE PURPOSES,

BY

Borne Medical Workers, Missionaies ^ Others^

under the Diredtorship and management of Dr. B. M. Oass.

O. M. S. Hony. Medical Worker.

162/1 Bewbasar Street, Oaloutta.

Best, gens ne, fresh, and purely American medicines, all diiectly

imported from Messrs. Bcericke and Tafel, America, and sold at half

prices to enable the poor to buy the genuine and best American modi*

cines, and to remove the disgrace brought upon the cause of Homoeo*
pathy hy the purchase of worthless medicines.

.

!

NOTIOa.
*

We offer a great deal of jAlp and allow a considerable discotfhlUp

.

those who have charitable work or charitable dispensaries. Wettjm
already been helping many charitable dispeiisartes and tndividniri mmty
workers, with half the quantities of medicines re4uired for Ike
We db hbpe in the course of time to be aWe, by God’s grace, tneiak
some charitable dispensaries at those nsofimsil places rriiere thoAiims
ofbrothersandsistersaisedyiog, uQiioticedo(^.oalyfQr want of medimi
kelp. We .tfaereibre draw the attention of the physicians ,tOwR|diito
Mjriess imor cd the mofihss^ imd solicit their cchof^rattilm’

pbyticijsn. riitould be a i^ysiciaii at idm ssHia eeilN
a<gieal QttuL''^

'
' *



MENTAL LABOUR AND LONGEVITY.

It was fbtmertv a sort of proverb ^•''That one of the rewards of
philosophy is long fife.* But Brain«work to be thus beneficial, must be
regulated with the most scrupulous care, for nothing can be more injiidi*

Clous, than the .mistake which the Ministers^ Barristers, Vakflst

Magistrates^ fudges. Physicians, University-Candidates; Editors,
Authors so often make of disregarding the Laws of Nature. They
should know that the power of an overworked and fatigued brain may
break down at any moment and they should take proper care for its

prevention. Our world-renowned KESHRANJUN OIL is not only a
most perfumed preparation, but it has the medicinal virtue of restoring
the fatigued brain to its proper order. It cools the head, softens the
hair, strengthens the hair-roots, promotes the growth of hair and pre-
vents infection, brings a sort of pleasantness and cheerfulness to a
desponding heart. No professional gentlemen should be without this.

Price of Small Phial ••• ... Re i .o o
Packing and Postage • •• ••• 19 ^ S ^
3 Small Phials • •• eae 99 ft 8 O
Packing and Postage ... ••• f, o ix o

BASAKARISHTA.
OR

OOUGHiLINCTUS.
A8 a remedy for coughs in general, asthma, difficulty of breathing,

shortness of breath, tightness and oppression of ches*, wheezing, night-
sweats, etc., this mixture is unrivalled. Any one labouring under any
of the above complaints need only try one phial. He will then dbe that
it is the best of all offered to the public for asthmatic and consumptive
coughs, hoarseness, and oppression of the chest. It speedily removes
that sense of oppression and difficulty of breathing which deprives
the patient every night of rest and sleep. It gives almost instantaneous
rOlief and comfort to those afflicted with the above distressing maladies
which when neglected, prove dangerous in their consequences.

Price per phial Re. loo
Packi]^ and Postage

IP o 5 ^
PANCHATIKTA BATIKA. .

OR
ANTIMALARIOUS PILLS.

M Safe and very Sure Remedyfar Fever,)

The power of this medicine to cure longstanding chronic fevers
IS unique. However difficult and longstanding the case of fever
may be, its use always ensures a permanent cure. For all sorts of
niafavious fever, chronic fever, high or low fever, accompanied by
enlargement of both spleen and liver and cough, brain fever, double
quptmian fever, in short, in all chronic cases of fever, we can strongly
recommend its use. In malarious fever or in *Kala a jvara”, it acts
most effectually.

.
The fever that does not yield to quinine and before which quinine

stands perfii^ctly helpless, is easily^nd radically cured by this pilk

,
. Another specikl feature of these pilll^, is that they not only care

chronic fever for tho time but effectively prevent its recurrence,

.

Pjrice for one box containing 30 pills ... Rs. x.

,

Packing and PosUge rnsm Rs. 3-

' Saviny Kagendn Nath Sen,
GOVX. MSDICAt. Oifloma-Holdce,

& (Pwi«V S. C. 1. (LondonX M. S. A. S. (|.ondiniX 4ec. fte.
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THE HOPE OF THE FUTURE.

The signs of the times are propitious. For the last twenty

five years the homoeopathic physicians in the country have

been engaged in establishing a faith in the new system of

medicine. They have been striving hard for their own main-

tenance as well as for infusing into the minds of the peopla

the true spirit of the homoeopathic law of cure. That they

are eminently successful in their efforts^ {here is

shadow of doubt. By their care of inveterate cases of illness,

by their effort to study materia medica, and by their untiring

energy and devotion towards their patients, they have got a

name and fame quite worthy of our profession. If they had

not done so, most likely Hahnemann’s illustrious discovery

would have remained in darkness. But they have not directed

their attention towards organization and public sympathy.

Some isolated efforts have been made by some individual

or individuals, but th*ey were not properly carried out. When

people outside Calcut^ wanted homoeopathic help, tl^ey

seldom got it at their door. So efforts were made to teach

some people the principles and practice of homeopatJ»y,

,

With this object in view, the Calcutta School of Homeo^

37
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path}’ was ushered into existence. In order to commemorate

the birth-day df our illustrious Master Samuel Hahnemann,

a Hahnemannian Society was formed ;
but it used to sit once

in the year. Even there, all the members of our profession sel-

dom met There was no discussion of any kind or there have

been no attempts to propagate the method of cure. This

•neeting was only formed. Now we have hopes for the future

):fore u.'-. We have got a large number of practitioners

among our own people. Some of them have had their educa-

tion and training in American Colleges, and many are the gra-

duates of our allopathic College of Calcutta who have been

converted to homeopathy by observing the cures which were

declared hopeless by the allopathic physicians. We have

also some laymen practising our system of medicine with

credit to themselves and benefit to the public.

Now we have got, since the beginning of this year, an

organised society, the Calcutta Homeopathic Society. The

manner in which the business of the society is at present con-

ducted augurs best signs for improvement in various direc-

,,(j[iiiiiwiThe men^iers of this society evince considerable in-

terest in the deliberations
; the papers read and the discussions

thit follow are very enjoyable and profitable. There is a hope

of further improvement for this society. Then again, we have

had from some time past, a scheme for the establishment of a

homeopathic hospital in this city. A public meeting was held

and a strong committee has been formed to give effect to this

plan. This committee has, for its members, men of consider-

able influence and strong social position in our society, and

we hope the hbspital will be an accomplished fact in the near

fulj^ure. We now observe a sign of activity among its members.

A plot of land has been selected in a prominent and central

,poj>ition in the city, and in their next meeting a ddinitc

tnuMacdon is expected.
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So, we see hopes in various directions for the great future

of homeopathy in this country. We need sending out a

batch of strong and faithful homeopathic practitioners in

different parts of this vast country, and hope by their

energetic effort, homeopathy will gain laurels.

P. C. M.

MEDICINES CHANGED UNNECESSARILY.

Sometimes in our practice we are in the habit of chang*

ing medicines without sufficient reason. This leads to bad

and unsuccessful practice. This happens invariably in our

anxiety to cure patients soon, and often by the importunities

of our clients.

We observed this very recently in two cases. We shall

give a short history of these cases to show the correctness of

our remarks.

A few days ago, a young man had an attack of fever. TMs

fever was brought on by bad food and exposure to rain and

night travelling in a railway train. The face was flushe(ff1WtaM«

were pain over the whole body ameliorated by pressure, great

restlessness and thirst. Aggravation of fever in the evening,

when he used to toss about in bed, and very irritable. Bowels

constipated after a slight touch of diarrhoea. A friend of mine

and a good homeopath prescribed Rhustox and gave him a

few doses with considerable amelioration of symptoms
;
the

patient became impatient and wanted the doctor to cure him

soon to enable him t^ come down to Calcutta, The doctor

in his anxiety, most reluctantly changed the medicine to

Eup. Perf. This remedy'^evidently did not act better. I yas

consulted and I prescribed Rhustox 30 and a complete cure

was effected at once. The cure was safe and permanent • <

1 had another case very recently. An elderly gentSemm
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got fever. SH|;ht chill, hands and feet cold, not much thirst,

bowels at first loose but afterwards confined. A young

homeopath prescribed two or three remedies and Nux V. was

given last. This seemed to reduce the fever and the genera!

complaints of the patient. But the doctor becoming Impa-

, tient, changed this to Ipecac. It had no effect and 1 was

consulted. I advised him to give Nux Vom. He said he gave

it a fair trial without much benefit. I thought it to be a true

. case for Nux Vom ;
so one dose of the 200th was given dry

on the tongue. There was much less fever the next day and

I advised the doctor to wait. The next day I got a letter

from our patient that he had no fever since that day.

We have frequently observed this state of affairs in our

daily practice. It is a pity we oftentimes lose sight of the

partial amelioration on the first administration of the indicat-

ed remedy. If we carefully notice even the slightest improve-

ment and wait, we will be able to recognise the greatest im-

provement probably in our next visit. The only thing re-

quired is to find out the proper remedy according to the

of symptoms.

P. C. Majumdar, m. d.

SPONGING A PATIENT.

In addition to the prescription of remedies, some accessory

methods are sometimes adopted by the physician to facili-

tate courses of treatment. It must not be understood that

such means cannot be dispensed with, in the majority of cases

w;^ have to manage. Sometimes thes^ are not at all necessary

;

and very often appliances are prescribed, where the physi-

ckm^eould easily do without them, but for the importunities

of thb patient or those about him. We venture to say, that
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simplicity in the treatment of diseases is preferable to a com*

plicated course of appliances, and the more we*can manage to

do without these, the happier would be the lot of humanity.

We can, by no means, bring ourselves to Relieve that the

high temperature of fever patients cannot be reduced, even

in critical conditions, without .the aid of sponging. Thera*

peutic treatment, rightly conducted and implicitly followed,

will go a great way towards the desired end. We are certainly

not in favour of those high-handed and rather clumsy

measures adopted by the physicians of the other schools.

At the same time we can assure our readers that by a

judicious selection and application of right homoeopathic

remedies, results have been achieved of late, in reducing the

high temperature of fever patients, unprecedented in the

annals of any other system of treatment. We arrived at such

such results, to the highest advantage of homoeopathy, when

treating cases side by side with our allopathic brethrep. Some
years ago, a young boy of 16 years, who had suffered severely

from chronic malarial fever for some considerable length of

time, and was then in a convalescent condition under

treatment, got a sudden attack of fever, which rose very high

within 24 hours. Drastic purgatives were prescribed, followed

by some accessory treatments, with the object of reducing the

temperature. The consequence was a too rapid
.
sinking of

the pulse and collapse, and the ill-fated boy died of syncope

tlie next day. Simultaneously with this case, there was

another in the next house, which was treated by ourselves

homoeopathically. ,It was a young child of% years, pale,

emaciated and shrivelled, the sequelae of measles, which had

attacked the poor littld 'creature nearly a couple of mo^hs
before. The fever rose as high as io6*

;
one single remedy.

Gels Ix was applied at intervals of 2 hours, and the tempera-*

ture came down to 97. 5 in 8 hours. Indeed, we haite tried
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the remedy in numerous other cases of sudden, high tempera-

ture, invariabljr with the result indicated above.

Cases like these are hard and concrete instances, derived

from the common experience and observation of even the

merest tyro in homoeopathy, and one is apt to be driven to

the natural conclusion as to the utter futility of methods

like accessory treatment. Unluckily, in actual practice, the

case often turns out to be otherwise, specially in fever

patients
;
and the physician is compelled either from the

critical condition of the patient, or owing to the impatience

and importunities of those about him, to have recourse to

such methods.

From what we have been able to derive from the latest

observations and experiments of best medical experts at

home and abroad, the method to be recommended in cases

of sponging in excessively high temperature during fever,

appears to be the following :
—

« The correct temperature of the body must be observed, as

the preliminary and the most important step. The tempera-

|p«**e)v<the water to be used for the purpose, in tepidsponging,

need not exceed go* and fall bellow 8o° F, The towels,

sponges, basins and all other requisites should be placed close

to the patient and near at hand, as under no circumstances

should the operator leave the patient during the work. All

personal clothings should be removed from the patient, and

blanicets put under and over the body. The operation should

be commenced from the head downwards, and only one part

or limb shoul^ be taken at a time. Thp sponging over, the

patient should be very carefully wrapped up with a warm

blanket aod left ondistarbed for not less than an hour -and

a half..

, •Simitar is the process also iot coldsponging. Before the

^plioation of cold, it would be prudent to sponge the
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limbs over with tepid water, as tending to cause very little

shock to the patient. It has been found expedient to keep

hot bottles at the feet of the patient during the process of

sponging, inasmuch as then there is very little chance of

the patient feeling chilly. This is specially necessary in the

case of patients suffering from high fever, in which there

is always more or less chance of rapid sinking of the pulse,

or collapse or syncope.

When the temperature shall have been observed to have

come down to the desirable extent, the body must be dried

gently and flannels put on.

Cold sponging is generally followed by a fall of tempera*

ture of from one to six degrees, the reaction taking place

in direct proportion to the coldness of the water.

The operation of sponging may also be very effectively

carried out in the following manner;

—

Wring towels out of cold water dry enough not to drip,

and put them successively from the neck of the patient down*

wards. When the the feet shall have been thus reached

carefully begin again at the head, renewing.^ the proecsa‘4«;^

succession and continuing as long as necessary.

* Atal Bihari Biiaduki, m. a.

A CASE OF ECZEMA.

February 2oth 1906. A ladybrought her little daughter

to me, suffering from Eczema. Since her vaccination 10

months previously, she had been covestd with the eruption

all over her body as well'hs her bead. In fact the soles pf

her feet and the palms of her hands were the only parts on*
^

touched with the disease. The child • had been treated tjy «

allopaths with usual ointments and aperients for bawdk
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with the. usual results. Advised to try Homoeopathy they

came to me. 1 prescribed our dose of Sulphur 50M. trit.

Feb: 27th. Remarkable improvement in body—no medi-

cine.

Mar. 6th. Still improving, no medicine. Mar. 9th improve-

ment not so marked. Sulphur 50 M. i dose trit.

Mar. 17th. Body nearly clear, hardly a sign of ecaema

and the skin quite of normal appearance. But the head was

in a dreadful state and the stench therefrom fearful and

irritation unbearable. Graphites 30. i dose—trit—to be given

next night at bed-time.

March 24, Head somewhat better ; as vaccination was

the cause, I thought it wise to alternate Thuja 30 and

Graphites 30 one dose each day.

April 3rd. Head improving, repeat Thuja 30 and Graphi-

tes 30, increasing interval to a day between each dose.

April 15th. Improvement not so marked. Graphites C. C.

powders 2 days between.

April 2ist. Improving. Graphites C. C. on alternate

>As the4mother complained that the child was unable

to retain her food and liable to sickness and as she had scales

oa chest, I gave Ipecacuanha 2X— i pilule every day ^ hour.

May 4th. Had been in country during interval—Head

worse, presefibed Malandrinum 30.,. 2 powders three days

between. May i2th Head better. Repeat Malan 30 as before.

During this time body remained perfectly clear. May 19th

Head much improved 'Sac. Lac for a week.

May 27. Malan. C. to be taken at })ed-time. i

7une 3rd. Still better. Malan C. 1 powdet. June iith,

Igaprovement more marked Sac. ISac. for a week,

Jun 14th. No.further improvement Malan C. -as. before.

• June 23rd, Better—Malan C. as before. Juheaftb. Mai

C. G to be taken on 29th at bed-time.
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July 5th. Head very much better, but behiQd the eat$ a

thick mattery discharge, very irritable.

Graphites C. C. i powder.

July lath. Ears much better—improvement maintained

in the head. Graphites C- C. trit. I dose at bed-time. July aoth.

Improvements marked, Malan M. trit. I dose at bed-time.

July 28th. Irritation nearly gone, Malan M. trit i dose at

bed-time. Aug. r4th. Hair growing nicely, body perfectly

clean, face and head quite clean with the exception of small

patches behind the ears. This case went on to perfect cure.

Geo. W. Robertson.

COMPARISONS OF SOME OF OUR HEADACHE
REMEDIES.

S^t^e&'a,the headache commences at the back of the headf^

darting through from behind towards the left eye.

In this, it resembles Siffeea headache whkh cofiflfiiSti&as^

from the back of the head and forwards to the right eye.

Conditions of aggravatftn and amelioration are almost the

.same. Better by warmth and pressure on the head.

The left eye is affected in Spigelia and the right eye in

Silicea. Bryonia headache—the pain bursting, throbbing from

forehead to the back of the occiput, the direction of pain is

the opposite of what we get in Silicea and Sptgelia.

Belladona has acute congestive headache, pains come sud-

denly and go as suddenly, mostly frontal headache. There is

rush of blood to the head.

It may becom pared with Sanguio^a, but the direction of

the<pains in the latter remedy is lil0^I{eea. Pains commeifoe •

from the occiput, spread over the head and settle in th^ right'

eye. Like Belladona, pains aggiavated by the sun', jar hmit

38
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noise. Sanguinarla headache commences with the rising of

the sun, increases during the day and lasts till evening. It

is called **American sick headache." It is biliousi rheumatic

and menstrual headache.

Henyanthes headache like Spigelia and Sllicea^ come
from the nape of the neck over the head in forehead and

temples, better by pressure like Silicea but not by warmth.

It has a pressure from above downward or without inward.

Lachesis has climacteric headache. All pain relieved by
the appearance of the discharge. It has a left*sided headache

and scalp sensitive, the headache very much unlike Spigelia.

RATIONAL DIETETICS.

I

^
Atal Vihari Bbaduri, M. A.

Good health depends primarily on the nature, quality, quantity

MinOM oi the food taken for the sustenance of the human

organism, and accordingly, one of the essentials of a physician’s duty

ought to be to prescribe a dietary for |^e patient, proper to his

condition of health. Such a course of diet appears to be as much

necessary, if not more, as the prescription he makes, of the suggest-

ed remedies. Unhappily, from what We observe daily around us,

it appears that this part of the doctor's duty is in general, lost sight

of, or neglected > and in the vast majority of cases, such a dietary is

imposed upon patients, as puts an effectual obstacle in the way of

a permanent cure. The more the attention of the physician can be

drawn to this part of his duty, the bet^ it will be for the health and

wealth of the people.

It has been said that diseases are oftener due to mal-asstmila-

tfon of food than to any other cause,and that too mudi good food if

a very common cause of disease, much more than its badness or

defidency. If this is true^ the physician is very greatly liable for mal-
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administration of diet to his patients. The true landmark for this part

of the physician's work, upon which his patients as well as their rela-

tives can rely* largely depends upon his acquaintance with the patient's

morbidity, general tastes, desires and aversions in the healthy state,

and aptitudes in the morbid condition# but mostly on his knowledge

and experience of the nature and properties of the several articles of

food and diet prevalent in the country and the community to which

the patient belongs. Yet it is this last point which often proves to .

be "the great serbonlan bog”, where the whole array of our physicians

has been often found to sink.

Nobody will deny that the human body is an extremely complex

organism—a compound of different systems of life, such as the ar//r,

the organs, the museks, the senses and the irain. To maintain all

these in a proper condition# and restore their equilibrium whenever

necessary, in a state of health by food, in a state of disease oi 'dis-

order by medicines and diet, ought to be the rationale of a physi

clan’s work. In other words, the introduction of food or medicinal

agents should be effected with an eye to the preservation or creation

of the (one or mutual sympathy existing among the different stnec*

Cures of the organism indicated above. It is thus that the lives of

the different parts, organs or structures, can be mjyntaine^J^* '^4^0;

ing that normal condition in which they may be enabled to nourish

and grow by assimOatian, to perform their appointed functions by

secretion^ excretion and motion, and lastly by multiplying themselves

into other like formations, whenever necessary, by acts of refrodne^

Hon. **Our chief aim should be”, says an eminent physician, ^'to

feed the remoter tissues, or render them fit to receive nourishment,

by first introducing food into the system if that bad been cut off, and

also by carrying the same to the different members if the passages

have been blocked up,*and by emptying them If too full, or replenish*

ing them, if otherwise, sy^d further by cleansing them of their

impurities, and providing against future contamination or huptful

contact of any sort, if possible.’’ In other words, our chief work, ^

as physicians, ought to be to endeavour to assist nature in cat^fing

on the process of alimentation in its normal vigour and in mtoring
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their balance whenever by any cause it has been disordered or threa*.

tened with danger.

Before proceeding farther, we may be allowed to observe that in

the entire range of living organisms, there appears to be a homo-

geneity of functions deducible from the sameness of material in their

general structure. Every animal is fundamentally made of one and

the same substance or tissue, which appears to be diversified in

different animal organisms or in the several portions of the same

organism, being only differently fashioned and modified in different

manifestations. In the same manner, the three great organic sys-

tems of animals, the alimentary^ the circulating^ and the nervous^ are

built upon one and the same plan, and correspond to the three great

functions of alimentation^ circulation and innervation. When the

coarse, animal or vegetable food wc daily consume, passes through

these three grand transformations, it generates certain products or

forces by the influence of the vital operations. Our ordinary food

consists, chemically considered, of oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, car-

bon, sulphur, phosphorus, potassium, iron, sodium &:c. In simple

alimentation, only those elements or proximate principles are selected

which can supply the various natural demands of the system, and

^J^porfiM'Of the/ood thus selected becomes, after passing through

certain changes in the vascular apparatus, pure arterial blood for the

nourishment of the tissues.

, It may be laid down, that the function of the heart in propelling

and receiving blood to and from the lungs and the whole body, is

the same to the vascular system, as the stomach is to the alimentary

system, both being recipients and expellants of their peculiar ali-

ments^Tjrtbe chyle and the common food. The food in its descent is

mingled with saliva and gastric juice to undergo chymification, the

chyle thus prepared being then sent down to^ allow of its nutritious

parts being absorbed by the chyle vessels, and the inert or useless

• l<arS to be thrown out as excrement by the lower bowels. In the same
A *

*
.

manner^ the chyle, the food of the heart may be chymified bycom-

Inixture with the venous blood in the right auricle and ventricle, and

the arteVial side of the lungs, and cbylified in the venous side of the
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lungs, the left auricle and ventricle, and arteries, by exposure to

oxygen. This cardiac chyle or pure arterial blood is then circulated

through the capillary channels, along and around the minute cells

and fibres, which constitute the different organs and structures, and

constantly exuded from their permeating walls, as if to induce those'

constituent parts to appropriate the blood chyle as much as is con-

sistent with their well-being, and excreting and secreting organs to

remove what is obnoxious, and to elaborate what is congenial to the

healthy purposes of nature, the remaining blood serving as gastric

juice, as it were, to a second course of chyle, the cardiac aliment.

Briefly speaking, the suction of the chyle may be compared to the

deglutition of the Common food, its transmission to the right side

of the heart and mixture with venous blood to the descent and

chymification of food in the stomach
; the exposure of this mingled

chyle to oxygen in the lungs, the left side of the heart, and the arter-

ies, to the ordinary chylification of food by contact with the bile in

the duodonum
; the passage of blood through flie capillaries to

motion of chyle in the small intestines
;

the exudation of the nou^

ishing part of the blood and its appropriation by the constituAlt

parts of the body to absorption of chyle by the chyle vessels ;
and

lastly, the removal of the noxious portions of the Uood bffhe 8eclJ^‘*

ing and excreting organs to defecation by the large intestines. It will

thus appear that the two functions, the vascular and the alimen-

tary,correspond with each other in their minutest details, the

former being, as it were, an extension of the latter, for the prepara-

tion or conversion of chyle into blood necessary for the sustenance

of the superior organism. The vascular system may be supposed

to be a lighter form of the digestive apparatus, or a highly organised

parasite placed over one lowly endowed, the alimentary channel

Alimentation, it will thus be found, consists of prehensiott^

mastication, deglutition, chymifleation, chylifleation and defecation

;

and circulation or more properly re-alimentation comprises suckon

of the chyle and lymph, their mixture with venous blood, the modod
of this mingled fluid and the changes it undergoes in its^

conversion into bloody assimilation^ secretion The fotmcfi faow^
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ever, is the most universal and necessary function of an animaV

without which^ indeed, no animal existence is possible.

Natural tone or health of whatever kind is an energy, being the

collective result of the full possession of life by the different portions

of which the body fs composed. Health presupposes life, on which

it must necessarily be founded. It therefore follows, that all measures

adopted by the physician, in prescribing food or diet for the patient

should be directed to the accomplishment of the desired end—e/s :

to sustain life, so that all deviations from the normal equilibrium

due to disorders or irregularities of function of the different structures

of the organism, may be rectified. Such appears to us to be the only

rational mode of prescription of either remedial agents, or articles

of food or diet, which all healers of the human organism ought to

have in view.

The sketch given above, necessarily brief, of the introduction of

substances’ into the human organism, and their alimentation in the

system will comfince our readers, of the immense importance, on

• the part of the prescriber, of an intimate knowledge of the nature

aifd properties of the various articles of food and diet, their influ*

ence upon the different structures of the organism and their power

^.a^uildhip’or re-huilding tissues, as also of establishing a general

tone of harmony or equilibrium in the organism. At the same time

the utmost care and caution is necessary to find that ( a ) the sub-

stances thus introduced may be bland or inoffensive, so that they

might not be repulsed, rejected or expelled suddenly from the aK*

mentary channel or any excretory organ, without undergoing the

proper process of digestion and alimentation, in consequence of a

too powerful discordance ( or discordant impression ) in the course

of their passage to the intended destination ; ( ^ ) it is also necessary

to see that it should be so minutely and lat'gely divided as to be

easily miscible in blood and capable of ready absorption by that

fluitt « ( ^ ) it must not so change the blood as to render it in any

wsy ill-suited to fulfil its destined purpose
;

( d ) it must be such as

Id Vb capable of supplying those elements or principles by which the

Uood IS formed and kept up in its normal purity and health;
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(#) lastly, it must be made to act slowly and generally, and to be dls*

tributed into the system in a continqous cunent, so that the outti*

tire process may not in any manner be violently disturbed.

Olinioal Oases.

P. C. Majumdar, M. D.

Case I—Tumor of the Breast

A fairly nourished, young, married woman, aged about 37,

childless, suffered long from headache from her younger days.

Menstruation irregular and scanty. Headache generally used

to come from the back of the head. Mother had tumor of the

breast but she was cured.
^

.

About four years ago she had Rheumatism in the various

parts of the body. It was cured by some kobiraji medicine in

a. short time. A few days after this apparent cure, she noticed

some heaviness in the breast Both the mammary glands

seemed heavy and a dragging sensation was felt But the left

one was more so. »

Gradually she noticed some hardness of the left mama;

on pressure it was hard and nodular. Some pain was also

felt on pressure. There was no history of injury of any kind.

She came to me on the yth November 1904, with a hard

round mass on the left breast about the size of a large orange.

Pain was not very marked, but some shooting and burning

was felt, and that was very distressing sometimes. Right

mama was also slightly.painful. Nipplenvas somewhat retract*

ed. The mass of the tumor was movable.

During the change of the moon, specially during

moon, there was an increase of the pain and the size of the

tumor. Agravation by bathing and cold application. Bettrg.

warm application. *
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She is a chilly patient, hands and feet always remain cold.

HAd bleeding piles before and continuous leucorrhic das'

charge. Calc 30, one dose^ every morning for one week and

then stopped for.the same period. It had some effect on her

ge neral state of health and pain was much less.

Another week the same medicine was given and she was

perfectly cured in the course of two months. The remedy was

less frequently administered.

II—A Syphilinum Case.

Babu J. Bose aged 45, strong and well-built, rather of

plethoric constitution. Had syphilis ^bout eight years ago and

was drugged with mercury. No secondary eruptions followed,

periosteum in frontal bone was affected. Excruciating noctur*

I nal pain and much sweating of the forehead. Gradually a

tumor appeared there, hard and painful. Felt feverish in the

evening and headache at night.

^
Syphilinum 200, one dose, followed by placebo in powder

for eight days.

He jjgproved wonderfully. Fever and headache disap-

‘peered and tumor began to decrease.

He was perfectly cured in a month and a half. Only two

doses of syphilinum required and the rest were placebos.

III.

'A bad case of malarious fever with serious complica*

tion. Babu Romoni kanta Gossian> a young lad of ten sum*

mers, was brought to me in a deplorable condition. He had

been suffering long from malarious feven with the evil effect

of abuse of quinine.
^

JFever came on irregularly every day. Sometimes though

the temperature was not high but the pulse indicated dis>

fever.

Hands and feet were burning and a glow of warmth in the
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face perceived generally in the evening. Spleen enormously

enlarged, and hard, and occupied nearly the whole of the by
pochondrium.

There were bleeding from the nose and ulceration of gums.

The case was a perfect picture of anemia. There was slight

cough.

Bowels irregular, sometimes stools very hard and const!*

pation, at other times diarrhoea.-

The symptoms of fever were masked by mal-treatment.

They were very irregular and could not be depended upon

for the selection of the appropriate remedy.

I gave Ferrum Ars. 30 r^ularly morning and evening for

several days and the effect was marvellous. I must say that

before giving this comparatively untried medicine a trial, I

gave Nux Vom. 30 and 200, Arnica 30 and a few other medi-

cines without much benefit

Ferrum Ars cured the case, but the cure was a tedioit^

one.

Materia Medioa Notes-

P. C. Majumdar, m.d.

Cocaine—Magnan described as a characteristic symptom

of cocaine-poisoning a hallucination which consisted of a

sensation as if foreign bodies were under the skin, generally,

small, round substances like grains of sand.

Karsacoff reported a case of a woman suffering from mul-.

tiple neuritis, who complained of a sensation as if a worm'

were under the skin. This woman was being treatid.*4t
the same time for a uterine affection by means of vagfaud^

tampoon containing cocaine. A discontinuance Unaia

caused the subcutaneous sensation td disappear.

39
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Plantago tnajor—A snake-tamer divulged his secret of

making rattle-snake bites harmless, and showed upon himself

the action of the drinking of the juice of the Plantago major,

and the application of a poultice of the crushed leaves to the

bitten part. In poisoned wounds from catfish horns, Plantago

applied acts excellently. The action of Plantago in neuralgic

earache, with pains going from one ear to the other through

the head, as well as its local use in toothache in the hollow'

teeth, and its use in eneuresis should not be forgotten.

( Dewey.

)

Syphilinum—It is used after the healing of chancre, a

fresh pustular eruption appears on different parts of the body

which, when the pustules have discharged an ichorus fluid

and are healed up, leave fresh coppery patchmarks.

Melilotus alba—headache so intense as to cause purple

redness of the face and bloodshot eyes, culminating in epis-

ta^is which affords relief. Terrible headache, with vertigo,

faintness and nausea.

Epis^^is profuse, attended with high fever and violent

congestion of head and face.

Natrum sulph is pre-eminently a verified remedy for

morning diarrhoea. It is very much like sulphur, but with

.this difference that in sulphur cases, the patient hurries out

suddenly from bed and very early in the morning. Natrum

sulph. more in the forenoon after getting up. Diarrhoea in

sycotic or hydrogenoid constitutions finds its remedy in

Nat S.

Natrum sulph. has the following sjrmptoms diarrhoea of

yellow wateiy stools, considerable flatulence, belching and

eidctation after eating, pain in illio-coecal region.

Magnesia phos. has been considered by many homoeo*

patfec physicians as a pain-killer. So they prescribe it indis-

orimiaately aad'isahy failures are the result is no doubt
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• good remedy for various kinds of pain, but symptoms must

be taken into account. Dr. H. C. Allen has the following*^

characteristics It appears to act best in lean, thin, emaciated

persons of highly nervous organisation.

Affections on the right side of the body ; of head
; face

}

chest ; abdomen ;
ovary

;
sciatic nerve.

Pain : sharp, cutting, piercing like knife ; shooting, stitch*

ing; lightning like in coming and going ; intermittent in charac*

ter, becoming almost intolerable in paroxysms and like Kalt

Bich, Lac Can and Puls often rapidly changing place ;
A

squeezing, constricting sensation like Calc, and Suiph.

Cramping pains in neurajgic affections of abdomen and

pelvis. Great dread of cold air, of uncovering, of moving.

Attacks are often attended with great prostration.

Complaints from standing or walking in cold water like Calc.

Abdominal pains radiate from the umbilical region, are

attended with flatulent colic, relieved by heat, by pressut;^

and by bending double like Colocynth, Plumbum and Poddph.

Aggravation : from motion ;
lying on the back; stretched out;

cold air
;
a draught of air or cold wind

;
cold wasSiRg

;
touch.

Amelioration—heat, warmth and pressure.

We have been able to cure several cases of colic, sciatica

and neuralgic headache of a very painful nature by this

remedy ; symptomatic indications are to be strictly followed.

In a case of enteralgia, whep all allopathic resources failed,

even the hypodermic injection of morphia, I was called and

gave some medicines in a hurry without any benefit

Symptoms were caiefujly studied and a single dose of

nesia phos in the thirtieth potency induced sleep at oncdi
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D. C. Mq. LAREN, M. D, NoskviUe, Mich.

Sulphur—the writer has nothing new to offer regarding

this or the following remedies he has chosen to consider at

this time* but desires to emphasize the thought of the leaders

viz, their position in homoeopathic theory and practice as

antipsorics. Many of the fraterhity reject the Psoric theory of

Hahnemann and dislike the name, but all or most of these re*

cognize the^iact of diseases being suppressed by improper ex*

ternal medication, the further fact ofsuch diseases remaining

latent in the human system for lengthy intervals, sometimes

manifesting themselves by outbreaks totally removed differ*

ent from the original malady, and greatest truth of all, the

certainty that many homoeopathic remedies possess the in-

valuable power of restoring and curing the original complaint

Suph remedies we call antipsorics and until a'much better

name is suggested, it should stand. Probably the greatest

searcher aittr rev^aler of the bidden secrets of the organism

is Sulphur.

When yet fresh from college, the writer had a case of

severe congestion of the lungs in an infant, caused by the

suppression of an eruption on the chest
;
a few doses of sal*

phur relieved the lungs, brought back and finally cured the

eruption. Soon after a troublesome case of chronic headache

presented itself for treatment and no good result was db*

tained until the fact was ascertained thjit tl;e headache dated

from hn attack of facial erysipelas which had been supressed

by the orthodox allopathic 'painting.'' Sulphur cured this

case, every dose being followed by a marked Hushing and

of the face, lasting several days. Few chronic diseases

are ever* cured without the aid of this sovereign retbcdy,
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and its fMwer to ov«rcome the most stubborn ^cute maiadiot

is equally great and significant. Though the provings give

us something like four thousand symptoms, the keynotes are

few in number, easily remembered and found ; the remedy will

cure every time. Such are the following:— vertigo,falling to the

left side, hunger, faintness an hour or so before dinner ; cold

feet all day with soles burning, so that at night they must be

thrust out of bedi flushes of heat,with faintness; marked thirst

with loss of appetite ; desire for liquor drinking on the sly

ragged philosophers, dirty people ; children dislike being

washed even in warm water ; eruptions where present, itch

most when getting warm in bed. With these indications single

doses have frequently cured climacteric troubles, uterine dhi*

placements, acute and chronic rheumatism, inveterate scabies

and a host of ills that flesh is heir ta Second only to sul*

phur is-~

Calcarea—called by Hahnemann Carbonica and by Hering

Osteorum. The writer would fain name it Calcarea Magna, lot

a truly great remedy it is, possessing an almost unrivalled

power over diseased tissue changes, and old chronic’SScharges.

Polypi and other growths are only to be removed by Uhs

remedy. In these features and in some of its prominent

•symptoms it is closely related to ( and in treatment follonred

well by ) Silicia, which however has a far less extensive range

of action. It has remarkable power over the healing process

in broken bones, apparently when the nutrition of the bone

is at fault

Its salient kidicallons are : Tendency to grow fat, while

at the same time the tf^eth are soft and decay easily

)

patient sweats easily ; the feet are always cold, damp Shd

clammy, and in the female the oeniKs are too early at^ too

profuse, also frequently brought on by any excitement DeMve*

for eggs and great thirst, with sore ideerahed nostrils. ^fSireNt
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tendency to cold in the head, always chilly, the least cold air

seems to penetrate right through the patient

Lycopodium follows Calcarea well. It is a remedy that

should always follow—never lead } in chronic cases generally

Calcarea, in acute cases generally Nux Vomica, sometimes

Lachesis. Why. it is impossible to say ;
enough that it is abun<

dantly proven from the experience of the most successful pre*

scribers from Hahnemann dqwn to the present time. It has a

wonderful power to effect the removal of the bad results of

fevers, especially morbid tissue changes e.g. fistulous ulcers,

caries and sinuses, glandular swellings, inflammation of the

bones with nocturnal pains, chronic urticaria, and blood

tumors. Its range in acute cases is quite large : Tonsilitis

and diphtheria, typhoid pneumonia, inflammation of the liver,

gallstone colic, renal colic, peritonitis, cystitis, hematurea, ova>

rian tumours, ovarian and other dropsies. In all of these the

disease begins on the right side and extends to the left, the

aggravation occurs from 4 to 8 F M., and the breathing is so

disturbed that the nostrils have a decided fan-like motion

;

generally too, the urine deposits a brickdust sediment. With

these indications the remedy has frequently removed chronic

liver enlargements, all hepatizations of the lungs and many

iioflammatory growths.

Psorinum is the least known and least used of all our.

antipsorics, but nevertheless it is a very valuable therapeutic

agent It restores the sinking vitality in cases of chronic debi>

lity, and removes the bad effects oftyphus and typhoid fevcra,

only as a rule,when no organic lesions aib present, thus difler*

ing notably from Lycopodium. It Jiolds the same place in

regard to chronic diseases that Sulphur does to acute, rousing

the sJumbering vitality when the properly selected remedy

&itt to act Like wl/kur it is a drug for dirty people, in

wboin* the. body .haaafetid smell; its stools and ulcerous
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dlschftrges are •always foul ; tuberculous ^nd scrofukHia

diseases, following suppressed eruptions ; boilsi blotches and

itching eruptions which bleed easily and constantly tend

to suppuration. It is probably th^ only remedy which can

remove the internal miasmatic condition upon which hay*

fever depends.

A strong indication for its use in chronic diseases is the

profuse sweating which relieves, all the complaints. Putrid'

discharges from the ears ; raw oozing sores on and behind

the ears ;
pustular and herpetic eruptions of the scalp and

face, frequently foul and breeding lice ( also Lycopodium ).

It is a great mistake to suppose that these foul eruptions

must be removed by external applications. They only retard

the ultimate cure which can only be accomplished by the use

of the homoeopathic remedy both properly selected and

properly administered.

{Medical Advance^ Vet.

SOME NEURALGIA REMEDIES.

Alstotonea—neuralgia originating from stomach disorder

and marusmus, various kinds of pain aggravated at night.

Argentum met—is a very important remedy for neuralgia

of a spasmodic character. Muscular pain in heart aggravated

when lying on the back. Badly nourished and emaciated

people.

Arsenic—prceminentV & valuable remedy in neuralgia,

Periodicity is very well-marked. Malarial neuralgia, so it i| a

very useful remedy in this country. Burning, tearing, cottiag ;

aggravation at night, during rest, better from external

cation of beat. *
. .
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Be11adonna-;>graduaI invasion but sudden cessation of pain

is a characteristic of Bell. Lancinating burning pain aggr. by

motion, light, noise or contact, better by sitting up in bed.

Bryonia—Aggravation of pain by motion and in the morn*

ing, better by hard pressure, lying on the affected side and

application of cold.

Causticum—similar to Bryonia. Lancinating pain aggr. by

motion and contact. Pain comes in paroxysms, mostly in the

head.

Cedron~in malarial neuralgia, if Arsenic is not beneficial.

Periodicity is well-marked, supraorbital neuralgia and that

induced by coitus.

China—in all kinds of neuralgia but especially malarial.

Periodicity is very well marked. Aggravation by exposure to

cold and by movement, better by rest Flashes of heat and

burning. Unilateral neuralgia. China Sulph is similar to China

and w a veiy good remedy for this complaint It affects mostly

the head, face and eyes. Sciatic neuralgia, very marked

periodicity.

Cimidfuga—sympathetic neuralgia from uterine and

ovarian affection. Sharp lancinating pain like electric shocks,

supraorbital pain shooting up the top of the head, numb
fediog in the arm and whole body.

Dioscoria—neuralgia especially of the abdomen, sciatica,

severe drawing pains, spasmodic in character, aggravated by

moving or sitting up in bed, better by lying still. Sharp pain

in various'parts of the body.

Ferrum met—-Drawing, tearing and laming pain constant

in both deltoid muscles, and also in hip-joint and feet, worse in

' bed Itnd moving but better by external heat.

Kali Phos—very severe pain, sensitiveness to light and

better by gentle motion, worse when alone and rising

frpm a seat, irrital^lity and ill -humor.
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Kalmia—Right>sided pain in aupraorbital regtoni «laD

occipital neuralgia worse by heat and in summer, better by

cold. Pain shooting and like electric current.

Magnesia Phos. Nightly neuralgia, patient almoat free

during the day. Pains are very severe, paroxysmal, excru-

ciating, Right side specially affected ; aggr. by contact and
movement, better by rest and warm application. Abdominal

neuralgia.

Plumbum—neuralgia of bowels, drawing and gnawing pain«

worse towards evening and night, better by hard pressure.

Pulsat—jerking, tearing, erratic pain, which are uiibear>

able, aggravated by moving, better by rest and sleep.

Rhubtox*-Rheumatic neuralgia by exposure to rain and

draught of cold air. Better by warm application and move*

ment, worse by rest.

Sulphur—Malarial neuralgia, when other remedies fail,

worse at noon or midnight, gradually coming and gradually

leaving.

P. C. Majomdar, I1I.D.

REPORT OF THE MONTHLY MEETING OF THE
CALCUTTA HOMEOPATHIC SOCIETY.

The last Meeting of the Calcutta Homeopathic Society

was held on ist September, 1906.

Present

*

Drs. D. N. Roy, M.D., W. Younan, M.B., A. K. Dutt. LM'.a, >

B. B. Chatterjee, M. «., tBaridbaran Mukeiji, M. B., S. X.

Nang, M.D., Srihari Ghosh.| D. R. Outt, N. B. Doss., AmtUB
Kridtna putt, Lolit Mohan Sanyal., N. P. Mukeiji., ITbllll*

nath Maitra and others.

The Pmsident, Dr. P. C. Majumdar, M. O. waa not ||M(||.'a

sent, having been shortly out of town to attend a very

case. The Vice-President, Dr. C S-Kalii LH.S,, WM MlbtO

40 j
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. alMient, owing to ill-health. He had sent a letter,, express-

ing regret for Ws absence. Dr. Younan, M.B., was accordingl]r

yotOd lo the chair, as proposed by Dr. D. N. Roy, M.D., and

seconded by Dr. A. K. Dutt,

. . The first and foremost part of the business of the day was

to accord a hearty welcome to Dr. S. K. Naug, M.D., recently

arrived from America. The worthy doctor was most cour-

teously introduced to the audience and the members of the

committee by the Secretary, Vith eulogiums deserving of the

doctor’s brilliant academical career and eminent position in

the profession. Having wen his degree from the Calcutta

Medical College with high honors and gold medals, Dr. Naug

betook himself to the study of Homoeopathy, and struck with

its marvellous cures, as well as impressed with the highly

scientific character of its principles, set out for America with

a view to learn the science thoroughly under the eminent

savants across the waters. He was admitted into the Hering

College, Chicago, where having acquired a very high position

among the successful students, and occupying an eminent

place in 4lrc final Examination, he came out to India with

the title of M.D.
'

Dr. Younan, M.B., next introduced some of the most inter-

esting cases in his practice, on the subject of the action of

Vstilago Myades in ineflectual labour pain* The patients

,
yrere all stout and strong and in every case, a single dose of

'

tlie' remedy, in the 30th potency, facilitated fhe fpain to the

desirable extent, and led to the easy birth of the infant with

tbe.fhembrane. It is a noteworthy faqt, that in these cases, op

jpirevious occasions, the delivery could not be effected withoMtt-

nmhanical a.id and the help of forceps.

.'Dr. A. i(. .Dutt, L.M.S,, cil^ a case of pclypaiS

in the 6th p^ncy. He further tA>serv(^ „

aelx tot in taU^ful tJUn wommt, while

.;^:ielie;'toQkt|d .for .Where' the patients wet stotU
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.? THB NAUSEA OF PREGNANCV.

Dr. D. N« Roy further remarked, as having cured seyeij^tl

cases of uterine hemorrhage with UsHlago^ «in the

trituration.

The meeting then closed with the usual vote of thanks to V

the chair.

THE NAUSEA OF PREGNANCY.

The profession have, very geners^Jly, given their endorsement to

the toxic theory in the nausea of pregnancy. There can be little

doubt that this view of the matter is amply verified by very positive

evidence from the laboratory.

In badly intoxicated cases uric acid has been detected in

saliva, whilst the leucomaines fparoxanthin and peteroxanthin) him
been deduced, in crystal form^ from the urine. These substances

not being formed in renal tissue, must come from the blood, and

would seem to furnish ample reason for the inco^ordination of the

gastric reflexes and many of the other/phenomena.

It is evident that with the awakening of gestation, the gangliogic

cycle of the sympathetic becomes aroused, physiologically, to in*

creased irritability. This is perhaps the first imp9rtaiiat»^ct to be

observed in connection with the subject, and if we add to this the

non-elimination and consequent accumulation of toxins, we have as

a necessary symptom, nausea and vomiting, just as we have it in

accumulated poisons resulting from lesions of the bowel^ kidney or

other organs.
^

Just whether this symptom^ nausea in pregnancy is occadoned

by spasmodic secondary impressions via the vaso-motor complex and,, ',

' the gestation center in the lumbar gray, or whether it passes via tito
;;

infeiior hypogastric anfl tke solar chain to the terminal

as yet, not determined, but the former hypotheses would seeiri

probable since it is a law of the transmission avenues of the. 4$^
euttMnatically receive and pass impressions from the

theit medulUry hucltn, when, in toxic states, the cerebettur
^

ial relation ilhmld insure persistem adack^ of
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In tbii way he would be able to bett^ account for the gastric and

diaphragmatic phenomena, not as a simple reflex, but as a direct

result of the auto-intoxication acting upon the various centres of the

cpxd of the bulb. The marked diminution of urea excretion^ in

these*^cases, is the very best evidence of the part this substance plays

in the general systemic hegira.

As to the exquisite sympathy of the uterine reflexes with those

of the abdominal cycle and their cord relations, we need only recall

that the terminal fibres of the “pelvic brain” of Robinson are very

largely distributed below Randal’s ring, which separates the distent

site from the dilatable uterus, and that these are the mischief makers

is evidenced by the fact that dilatation of the external os, which

enters upon its evolutionary cycle at the beginning of pregnancy,

will often put an end to the symptoms or at least greatly modify

them, and that a misplaced or flexed womb will cause the most

intractable vomiting of pregnancy. *

If the auto-intoxication of pregnancy continues, its evolution

eventually means the conversion of urea into ammonium com-

pounds,—the carbonates probably—«nd the victim hangs upon the

borderland of eclampsia. We do not believe that, even here, nature

is always unequal to the frame responsibilities confronting her, but

if the fight^mmsltn unequal one, the careful physician will adopt

some measure of relief for his patient.

fortunately this can usually be done, but it requires an experienc-

ed eye to detect the very early symptoms of danger, when measures

of relief may be most effective. The presence of albumin in the

tirliie id not, by any means, always susceptible of grave prognosis.

SspedaQy we do not look for, and expqct Vaso motor spasm of the

renal viesseUi during uterine contractions, accompanied with albumin,

but if comparatively early in a pregnancy, ,tba’e be, accompanying

even a small per centum of albumin, other elements of undoubted

pathologic character, we are at least justftted in grave suspicions of

locali and perhaps dangerous disorder which may be traceable lo

g^stemic toaicity.

Odo^lbirm inhibits the formation of the ammoniiinf
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«tid Ibonoe tbe action of this drug becomes, not only a pans^St IHt

at timeff a life saver, under conditions which all accouOhemr fif

varied experience, must expect to meet Happily eclampsia is Una

commou than formerly, but upon general principles if an anestbetbl

be indicated, chloroform, for the reasons above stated, is pst

excellence, the one to select.

—

Progress, Aug., 1906.

MENSTRUAL SUPPRESSION IN CONSUMPTION.
Walter m. i3akb, m. d.

1 have been asked many times whether it is best in consumption

for a woman to cease nienstruality early, or to continue it And
being unable to answer the question I have undertaken this paper*

hoping to bring out in the discussion something decisive.

Louis, who was probably the most acute and painstaking obser*

ver off tuberculosis of all who have ever written upon it, says t •T.'lUl

catamenia were almost invariably suppressed sooner or later in

phthisis. Once only they continued until death, but were irregular,

scanty, and duiing the last three months recurred every ten daga»

This patient was ill nine months and a half, and during tbe whole

time did not expectorate
j

after death we found ^um^vgus eacave^

tions in the lungs
; the uterus was small and healthy. When tho

duration of phthisis was less than one year, the aveiage period of

the catamenial suppression was about the middle of its progtess.

When the affection was prolonged from one to tlpree yearn, the sup*

pression occurred during the last third.^’

In the last few lines quoted you will notice that in the experience

of Louis we would seem to be justified in stating that the oooiump*

tive who continued to menstruate lived the longest, and yet be doge

not say that this is so.e • ,

^
In my own experience I would sfiy that thore in whom |the«dertif

an early suppression withstood the ravages of the disease lQiigefl«

where recovery was at all possible, seei|9e4 4p have the besi fihlpt#

for life. V ,

Some eight years ago, ^ t>9 iMMsur Ifla
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lien qaite an extensive area in the upper right lobe involved^

iiere was fever, much expectoration, and one hemorrhage. After,

be-bemorrbage there was no more menstruation, and from that time

sere was a decided though slow improvement- The cough lessened,

lesh was regained, fever ceased and the patient is living today. But

here has never been a menstrual return. It may have been a coin-

cidence, it may not

In the rapid form of tuberculosis known as acute pulmonic

uberculosis I have noted that menstruation was frequently present

rithin a few days of death
; while in those cases where the duration

vas longer, where it seemed that the case might become one of

:hronic phthisis, menstjuation ceased within a few days after the

lisease had become clearly recognized. This, too. may be a coin-

cidence.

, Of course, it is well known that the cause of suppression is the

prevailing anemia •, and it may be said that given anemia enough to

cause the suppression the patient ought sooner to die than one in

whom the blood condition was better and who continued to men-

stniate. And to this view we can add the weight of the fact that to

all women suppression, in pulmonary tuberculosis, has come to be

accepted aa.e necessarily fatal symptom, that after it there can be
but one result—death. The psychological force of this thought has

led, or aided materially, to the death of many female consumptives.

On the other hand, when we consider the cessation of a drain

on the system that it is but poorly able to stand, when the pain that

in many, if not most cases, accompanies this function, does not con-
tinue to depress and exhaust her, we would be somewhat justified

in considering the early suppression as an effort on the part of
oatu^ to conserve fever, and to so prolong the struggle or 'perhaps

increase the chance^for a successful issue.
* ^

y .But tbe question we cannot now decide. 1 think, however, that

we ssay at‘ loast, speak more hopefully tb those in wboin this symp^

explain the fact that there are as good ai{;ttments cij*

of its bring a benefit, as on that which has so long {urevaile^
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That pregnai^qr in phthisis was long considered a procastii^l^
^

of the fatdl end we all know
; and some of us have* seen those

'

dest of all cases where the end of pregnancy and of tubercal<^.<

approached together
;
and if this idea was the result of observStloih 1

and had some foundation of fact, I do not see how we can escapi^^

« the conclusion that where suppression takes place, without preg«.

pancy, there should be a prolongation of life and a better chance fot,

recovery. But the arguments on the two sides seem to neatly

balance, and the question is open fdr discussion.

e

PLAGUE STATISTICS.

STEADY INCREASE IN MORTALITY.

The following Government Report will show that plagtt*

mortality is steadily on the increase in this countyi and w»
ought not to remain content because Calcutta has been pern*

liarly free this year

Simla, Sept.

The total number of plague seizures and deaths during,

the weekending September 15th was 6,436 and 4,S>4Si
respectively, the deaths being 1,129 more than in the previous '

;

Week. The deaths in the principal provinces numbered :

Bombay 2,918 j Madras 20 ; Bengal 69 ; United Frovinces,;;

148 ; Punjab 95 ; Burma 99 j Central Provinces 657 ; Mysprif''!

131 j Central Indie 787 j Rajputana 16, and Kashit||r'

There is thus an increue in most provinces, espedflly

Bombay, the Central Provinces and Central India,

worst places are Poona City with t,o, Nagpur
36a, and Indore.State with 685, the last being for

eniliog isth. '

'Jf

' ’
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d fhnftsi 0^ CMtra andKIniM D. tJ. Roy, M.b.
L. S. A- (Loodoo/with an Introduction by T. F. ADen, A. M. M.D.,

pttbU$hed by Messrs .King and Co. .Calcutta. While some portions

of the book are k reprint of an older edition, which was a juvenile

attempt of the doctor, being written while he was yet a student

in America, the present volume contains a great deal more new

material and has become a valuable book of reference for the busy

practitioner, as the difficulties that are encountered by physicians

in this disease are many and taribus. The medicinal treatment as

incorporated in this book is the most complete that we have yet

come across, in a treatise on cholera, and the sixty cases reported

at the end of the book^are a very interesting study and reveal the

difficulties we frequently meet with in treating a cholera case.

The vast experience of the doctor in the metropolis of India, 'the

hot bed of cholera, has made the book invaluable. We are sorry

we cannot say much in praise of the printers and publishers for

the book contains many printing mistakes which might well have

been avoided. “Petten kofer” is not ‘Tattcn kofer” and the errata

Added at the end of che book are to6 many indeed. The binding

in green cloth is gjoed.

Pocket Manual of Homeopathic Materia Mtdica—by William

Rnewukke M. D., with the addition of a repertory by Oscar. E.

BOAtteke, A. B- D published by Boericke & Runyon, Newyork.

The very fact thait this handy book on Materia Medica gonss

dllAUgh three editions in so short A time is proof enough 'ef the

populkrtty of the work. As we had occasion to review the book

when dim df the former editions Was published, we do not thidk

we need recapitulate all the good things tWebaid about thiS work.

It is A very bandy book including nearly ^ll the drugs in the Materia

Medica and is complete in itself. The incorporation of a reportory

|iiAA keen an additional advantage that has really enhanced the vaUiA

: book, the {wioe remaining the same. The bible paper* the

,,
lakittnk land the doatble leather binding, all do dr^t |o the

: smUxsiusA.
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*

OF

BOXOKIPATHIO PHTSI01AH8.

I

G. L. GUPTA, M. D.

Oeoeral PraoiUoe.

Residence Office

Chua Dhopa* 78, Upper Cbitpur

para Street, Road.

CalcuttSi Hotus--7<30ta9A.M.

5 to 6 F. M.

Dr. J. N. MAJUMDAR.

Oenersl Praetioa.

Residence Office

203*1 Cornwallis St. 2.5 CbowringhI

Calcutta. Calcutta.

7-8 A. H. 3-4’F. M. lO-IIAJI. s*6f.h.

NRIPEN DRA NATH SET.t. m. s.

General Practitioner.

78 and 79 Beadon, Street, Calcutta.

Hours—7 to 8 A. M.

3 to 5 v. ti.

Dr. P. C. MAJUMDAR.

Oonenltation Fraottoe.

Residence Office

22 Loudoa Str. 2.$ Chewting^i,

Cakutu. Calcutta.

6-7:a. m. 3-4 p* ® *' ***

Ai. H. MUKERJEB, K. D.

,

Residenee

io^a Shaitorar,

Oblevna.'

Ilours—

3 toSP. M.

Offica

119 Grey street,

Calcutta.

Hours—*

8-30 to 9-30 A. Me

3 to#. P|U.

S. GOSWABCI. He Da

Oeneral FrMtioe.

Residence

ii4«t Maokktola
Stt Calcutta.

Hours <«*

6-30^7.304. M.

3-4 F. Me

Office.

21 Roopchand Roy^e

St, Calcuttae

Hours— /

8-10 A, Me -

.

5-7 p-ffi*.



BOERICKE & TAFEL
WH0L£m£ HOMEOFATHIG CHEMISTS.

We cwiy^e largest stock of Homeo*
patluc Medicines in tke World.

PHARMACIES SUPPLIED WITH EVERYTHING
PERTAINING TO HOMEOPATHY. ’

CATALOGUES SENt ON REQUEST.
OOBBBSPONDBNGB SOLICITBD-

We have ten branches. Our e::q)ort house is

located at 145 Grad St-i

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

M. BHATTACHARYYA AND CO-

XiOONOMIC PHARMACY.
Head Office~it Bonfields Lane^

* Bow Bazar Street, Calcutta.

Bmnvopaibio Medloinee CVtf*l'9*tItfVv

5 and 6 pies per dram.

Cholera Box with la, 34, 30 and

48 phiats of iMdicines,.a dropper,

;
camphor and a guide Rs. 3, 3 8,

' 5“S» **4 aoi 1 1-8 respectively.

iPaaokily Box with 24, 30, 48, 60^

' and loi phials of medicine, a
dropper, and a guide, Re. 3, 3-8,

S‘3. 6-4, and n-8 respectively.

PharmaOeutisti’B Mantial, i.

Homeopathic Pharmacopia in

Bengali and English ( Second
Editim, cloth ) Ra 1-4.

' Paa^ily praottoe in Bengali .fsrd

Edtkoo.' thoroughly revised and
nwritten) i«o pages, doth Aa8.
A wy BsnfttI heak for fitnaily use.

i^spB ip»iT ( A, A * *tWl gtm

)

-<V •

'xattutc*! f»rro nhii >^18 1 -futi

f^-8 f8881 ettfstw Btfw/

’«Jt8TCT8 f*IV^ *181 fi|t?

’em Rt8,

vit« fwl ttff i



C. IRfnget Co.

HOMEOPATHIC ESTABLISHMENT,

4, Dalhousie Square £ast,

OALdUTTA.

Just received per S. S. Anchoria
and Bavaria large Consign-

ments of fresh Medi-
cines and BoohSik

.

SPECIFIC FOR LEPROSY.

LEUCODERMA.
2 pz, ^OT'^S, 2-8,

i*» ^ppUa«ioi%



THE GREAT HOMEOPATHICHKL
We beg to iofbnti the poblic that we have opened a Homeopathic

eitabItsliQient under the above name. The medicines are imported

from the most celebrated firms in Euibpe and America, and the work

of supervision entrusted to an .expert Pharmacist, whose ex-

perience in this line"bf business is of long standing. We have besides

secured the co-operation of the best Homeopathic Physicians who have

given us the advantage of maintaining by their instructions the newest

methods and processes. The prices compare fabourably with firms of a

similgr position as will be seen from our printed catalogue which we shall

be glad to send on application. We may mention the **Great Homeo-
pathic Hall*’ is an independent establishment, and not in any way sup-

plementary to our old Allopathic firm^^

BXTTTO XBISTO PAUL & Oo..

I2y BonfiekPs Lane, Calcutta,

4.itcii ii««i aivti 5,

ffepFW mw,
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X^biri & do
( TSEIS”

BOOKSELLERS AND PUBLISHEl^

> Importora of Homeopathic Drugs and Sundries

FROM
ENGLAND, AMERICAIAND GERMANY,

HEAD ESTABLISHMENT
35, jDoLLEOB ^TREET, pAlX^UTTA,

BBAKOH PHABMAC1H8,
I. SHOVABAZAR BRANCH—29S'if Upper Chitpore Road. Calcutta.

%. BARASAZAR branch—a-a, Bonfield’s Lane. Calcutta.

3. BHOWANIPORE BRANCH-68, Rossa Road. Bhowaaipore.

4. BANKIPORE BRANCH—Chowhatta, Bankipore.

5. PATNA BRANCH—Cbowk, Patna qty.

6. MATHURA BRANCH—Harding’s Gate, Mathura, N. W. P.

Fresh and genuine Homeopathic medictoes of everjf ffQlteocyg medi-

cal publications both domestic and foreigUp and Physicians’ Requisites

of all sorts always kept on hand.

All the PHaRMACiBS are under the direct supervision of experienced

physicians,

JUST RECEIVED THEIR QUARTERLY INDENT OF
* HOMEOPATHIC M|(piClNES.

OBNaBAIi RATOS.
Per Drachm. Per OraChm.

- RS.AS. Ra.AA
Mother Tinctutes •so eee o ^6 I

Crude Drugs e.e ••• o te

Dilutions op to isth ••• o 4 Triturations up to 6 o •

^ • up to 30th ••• 06 Up to 3P U .

. up to 200th ... 1 o Tinci Triturations ^
Ruhini*s Spirits of Camphor Camphor Pilules % os. Re.

|
}i os« As. 8| I os. As. 14

* * os. Rs. x-4

Prio* Xjtat fir** on ApplioatioA.



B0ER1CKE;&: RUNYON,
MAin7FAf>h7BINa HOMBOPATHIO OHBMISTS

PUBLISHBBS AND mJ^ORTEBS.

Headquarters for Fresh Plant, Tinotures, Tritorationa 0om>
pressed Tablets, Tablet Triturates, Cerates, Supposi-

tories, and everything pertaining to Homeopathy.

PHYSICIANS AND PHARMACIES SUPPLIED.

We solioita trial order and^ comparison of our goods with
any in the market.

Write for OATALOaXTBS and Terms.

BOHBIOKB & BUNTON,

II West 42NO. Street, New York, U. S. A.
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Tte Bengal Soap Factory,
04.1 mAchua bazab boad,

OALOUTTA.
We sincerely* believe thaiil the choice of a brand of S^aps is quite i

serious affair. For, apart from its cleansing properties, i^shction dn ttke*

skin should have our particular attention. The most delicate and almost

transparent skin often becomes hard and dull by using a'quality of soaps

that contains dangerous irritants used by some manufacturers to lessen '^

the cost of production. Further point to be noted is that by allowing a

quantity of water to be left in the soaps, practically a lesser quantity ig

sold to the buyer than he apparently pays for. When kept for long, this

quantity of water evaporates and the sogp is left in a shrunk, hiurd an4

dcodourised condition.

^
BElNaAL SOAPS

do not corrode the skin, have no water in composition, possess lasting

and sweet fragrance and have thorough cleansingjproperties.

OP

Dr. Willmar Schwabe. ISipzig. Gemumy.
The largest and most oelebrated Homeopathic^Pl^armaoy

in the World.

Wholesale and Retail Export
of all Homeopathio Medioinea -

in tinctures, triturations, pilules, globules and tablets, con-

^scientiously prepared in accordanc| with the instructions

laid down by Hahnemann, the founder of Homeopathy.

Oomestio, TraToUing, FookaA ft Veterinary Oases.

TJnmedicated globules, pilules and sugar of milk*
Dieteticpreparations, homeopathio pharmaoeatioal

utensils and’ instruments for
medioine and' surgery.

Pabliostion and Mia of homeopatltio works in all

modam languagaa.

Illustrated eatalogues on demand
gratis and poiiiree.



mmn bbaszL fbbhui sMBAOLas.
We supply all torts of spectacles its Gold, Silver,

Nickel and StedI Frames at moderate price. OccnIist'S
Prescriptions accurately executed. Price-list free on
application.
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We supply Spectacles by V. P. P. to Mofoesil
Customers on their statins^ their a(;e and how far they
see small letters in daylight, .&c. and if required,
instrument for examining the eyes may be sent per*
V. P. P. on depositing Rs la

BAT.MimRdhCo.,
^ OPnCIANS,

lOS, NItw China Banr Calcu/ta,

Branch OfiLoe,
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,
HHIRAJ PLUm

The music Community of India have heen unantmoas ill
'

lhA*t mine is the best harmonium of the day. It is beatktifhl ill

,
exquisite in tone and fitted with the latest improved mechanisAuu 11^'

order will bear out the truth of my assertions.
*

Price of Dhiri^ Flute.

1 set Reed with 2 stoppers, Rs. 2$, a8. 52.

3 set Reed with 4 stoppers, Rs 45, 50, 55.

2 set Reed with 5 stoppers, Rs. 65, with Coupler Rs. 70.

I undertake to repair all kinds of Musical Instruments at a modevili

rate.

Please compare jay rates, D. K. POLEX,

38, Cornwallis Stricbt, CAifetritA.

THE VOLUNTARY MEDICAL MISSIONARY
SOCIETY’S

PHILANTHROPIOAL PHARMAOT*
KST.\BLISHED SOLELY FOR PHILANTHROPICAL

AND CHARITABLE PURPOSES,
BY

Some Medical Workers, Missionaries ft O&ers,

under the Dhreotorship and management ofJDr. M- Dass^

C. M. S., Hony. Medical Worker,

152/1 Bowbazar Street, Oalcutta.

Best, trenuine, fresh, and purely American medicines, all directly

imported from Messrs. Boericke and Tafel, America, and sold at half

prices to enable the poor to buy the genuine and best American medf^

cities, and to remove the disgrace brought upon the causb of Homose^
pathy by the purchase of worthless medicines.

NOTIOa.
• • .

-

We offer a great deal of help and allow a considerable discoiaM to
thset who have charitable ^ork or charitable dipensaries. Wo
already been helping many charitable dispensaries and individual chglrity
workers, with half the quantities of medicines required for the
We do hope in the course of time to be able, by God’s grace, to Slaft
some charitable dispensaries at those mofosstl places yrbere

'

of brothers and sisters are dying, unnoticed of, only for want 'ofmeiB^
help. We therefore drakr the aftentioti df'the physicians '

helpless poor of the moffussil, and solicit their co<operaiioii
physician should he a physician and a priest at the tame timfiT lj||9e

a great man. '



MENTAL LABOUR AND LONGEVITY.

It wfts formerly a sort of. proverb *--'*Tbat one of tbe rewards ot
iMettopby is long life,* But Brain-work to be thus beneficial, must be

legutated witti the most scrupulous care, for nothing can be more injudi-

thaA the mistake which the Ministers, Barristers, Vakils,

•Magtstrates, Judges, Physicians, University-Candidates, ' Editors,

AutbOft BO often ^ake of disregarding the Laws of Nature. They
should know thet the power of an overworked and fatigued brain may
break down at any moment and they should take proper care for its

preveitifon. Our world-renowned KESHRANJUN OIL is not only a
most perfumed preparation, but it has the medicinal virtue of restoring

the fatigued brain to its proper order. It cools the head, softens the

hair, sirengtbens the hair-roots, promotes the growth of hair and pre-

vents infection, brings a sort of pleasantness and cheerfulness to a

idesponding heart. No professional gentlemen should be without this.

Price of Small Phial ... ... Re j o o
Packing and Postage ... ... „ 050
3 Small Phials * ... ... „ a B o
Packing.and.Postage ••• ••• „ o 11 o

BASAKARISHTA.
OR

COUGH LINCTUS.
As a remedy for coughs in general, asthma, difficulty of breathing,

shortness of breath, tightness and oppression of chest, wheezing, night-

sweats, etc., this mixture is unrivalled- Any one labouring under any
of the above complaints need only try one phial. He will then see that

is the best of all offered to the public for asthmatic and consumptive
coughs, hoarseness, and oppression of the chest. It speedily removes
that sense of oppression and difficulty of breathing which deprives

the patient every night of rest and sleep. It gives almost instantaneous

i^ief and comfort to those afflicted with tbe above distressing maladies

wbikh when nejglected, prove dangerous in their consequences.
Price per phial ... Re. 100
Padking and Postage ... ... ,,050
* ^ PANCHATIKTA BATIKA.

OR
ANTIMALARIOUS PILLS.

I
{A very ySafe and very Sure Retnedy for Fever,

The power of this medicine to cure longstanding chronic fevers

It unique. However difficult and longstanding the case of fever

inay ^ its use always ensures a permanent cure. For all sorts of

furious fever, chronic fever, high or low fever, accompanied by
enlargement of both spleen and liver and cough, brain fever, double

^uoiiman 'fever, in short, in all chronic cases of fever, we can strongly

nMioiamend its use. In malarious fever or in *lCala a jvara^ it acts

most e^tually.
The fever that does not yield to quinine and before which quinine

stands perfectly helpless, is easily and radicaWy chred by this pill.

‘ Another! special feature of these pills is that they not only cuss
kkfbnic fever for the time but effectively prevent its recurrence,

4 Price for one box containing 30 pills ... Re. x.

Packing and Postage ... Rs. 3.

> . Esvii^j Nagendia Nath Sen.
'

^ Govt. Medical Diploma-Holdbr,

r Mf C. S. (Parish S. C. 1 . (London), M. S. A. S. (London), Ac., te
v; VTob. ia-1 fo horww Obibpur Eoad,; Onlouttfo
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HOMEOPATHIC REVIEW.
A Mo&tblT' Journal of Bomaopatbj and

Collateral Soienoes.
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SEVENTH QUINQUENNIAL INTERNATIONAL

HOMCEOPATHIC CONGRESS.

Held at Atlantic City N. J.from September loth to istA, I906.

This Homeopathic Congress met at that historic Atlantic

City of New Jersey, United States of America, in the month

of September 1906. Renowned homeopathic physlciana

and surgeons from different parts of the worl^^£ame there to

discuss various subjects connected with the progress and

development of the Homeopathic healing art and science.:

Dr. J. H. McClelland of Pittsburgh was unanlmoustp

elected President. No better selection could have been made,,

as Dr. McClelland has achieved great success in various

directions for the.furtherance.of the cause of homeopathy.

It was through his exertion mainly that a bill had beeit

passed for the erec^on of that glorious monument of Habnd*

0)pnn in the city of Washington.. There were other notable

persons of our rank who*graced the meeting by their presbiHiiA

Our esteemed friend Dr. J. B. Gregg Custis, the indefsdijhllda

worker in the field of homeopathic practice and nateida,

medical did a goed deal for the success of the meeti^* ..
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Dr. Sutherlandt the working spirit of the meting was

worthily elected^as the Secretary. We are grateful to him as

he was kind enough to read the report of the progress of

homeopathy in India wldch we had the honor of sending to

him. A pleasant function was performed in the form of a

complimentary dinner* and the presentation of a handsome

loving cup to Dr. H. F. Blggar, the grand old man of

AmericMn homeopathy.

There was our respected friend Dr. H. C. Allen of Chicago,

« Encore worker and a notable personality. He has been

working for the cause of true homoeopathy for the whole

course of Kis life. We have been blessed with such a veteran

supporter of Hahnemann in America. There was quite a

gallaxy of American homeopaths who graced that august

Nssembly.

Among the foreign delegates there was Dr. John H.

Clarke, the untiring genius of the homeopathic publications

in j^ngland and a great missionary worker for our cause

riiere. There were also the en^etic Dr. Searson, Mr. Knox

Shaw, Dr. jK <A^Neatby and Dr. Burford of England.

From Australia came Dr. W. R. Bouton of Melbourne

and Brazil delegated Dr. Garcia Lieao.

On the first day office-bearers were elected. The high office

ef President was bestowed with acclamation on Dr. J. K.

MaeQelland. Our friend. Dr. J. H. Clarke vfas made an

Hdnonry'President As Vice-Presidents there were chosen

Dr. Epgiiie Porter of New York, Professor Billows of Boston,

Dr. ' P- C. Majamdar of Calcutta, Dr. J. F. Wanters of Hoi*

iMd, D**- Bouton of Melbourne, Dr. wrE. Green ofArkansfn^

and Dr. Geofgo Burford of London. Dr. J. R. Homer'm

OaleMnd ofi^ted as sessktoal Secretary. Dr. J. H. Claekn

SMln appointed Ptemnnent Soeietary in succession to tbo late

.]jtl^,''|[id^ Hoifbea.



THE SUN AND ITS HtFLUHtCI. 1

The formal opening meeting of the Congren WM bfl4 IP:'

the evening at 8 P. M. in the Marine Hall.
^

From the next day and the following days sectloiritt

.

meetings were hel(] where discuMiona on various aubjecte

were taken up.

There were also reports of progress of homeopathy ill

different parts of the world. Papers were sent in by reprt*

sentative men belonging to each country,

Report of progress and status of Homeopathy in Eng*

land since 1900 was written by Dr. Dyce Brown ; that of

Australia was recorded by Dr. Bouton ; Report of India by

Dr. P. C. Majumdar ; Report from France by Dr. B. Uon

Simon
;
German Report by Dr. B. Krauz j

Italian, by Dr. G.

Bouino ; and last of all, the Report of the United States pf

America was'prepared by®r. J. B. Gregg Custis.

THE SUN AND ITS INFLUENCE
^

Atal vihari Bhaduri, m. a;

It is impossible to over>estimate the diverse eftcts cxerc{»

sed the solar rays for the benefit of man upon earth and

everything upon It What that bright luminary. H«nvnn^n

first creation, means to us. and how dependent we are on it

for Ufe, health, cheerfulness and Impfdness is really a theme

for solemn contemplation. The early poet may have wl*

mired the mazy dance of planets, and the philosopher may

have speculated on the heaveuly barmouies ^ but it was Upon •

the simple ancestor's of the first and earliest oriental

Shat 8 knowledge of that glittering guide, the golden had^.^

ghe aaure dial of heaven^ first (burned, as a 'queatioN

•nd deetb.

Solas rays consist of a laethUic diower
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the surface of the earth and the contents upon it with ‘^ele-

mentary iron, .sodium, magnesium, calcium, zinc, copper,

nickel and hydrogen. The sun has been determined to be

one uniform and vast ocean of a hot apd fiery fluid, with a

flaming atmosphere of vaporized metals and such gases as

oxygen and hydrogen.

Sunshine is essential to all vitality and growth upon the

surface of the earth ; and whether this is true of the other

planets or not, is at present Gy[ily a matter of conjecture.

It has been ascertained from the natural habits characteris-

tic of several nations, that the free absorption of the unob-

. structed rays of the sun, into the human system is a power

ful source of recuperation and health, strength, vitality and

endurance, and general immunity from all diseases. In our

humble opinion, however, the dbservation appears to be

nothing better than conjectural and insuffleient, the general

condition of health in different constitutions varying in

different countries and depending upon different climatic

conditions. At the same time, it must be undoubtedly held

to be true thf^tjsome of the rude races upon e^^rth are purer

and stronger than the so-called civilized nations. Under the

’genial influence of the sun and the air, all prurient sensations

would disappear, the surface of the skin is kindled into un-

usual vigour and activity, and all internal congestions and

. 'inflammations that lead to so much animalism are com-

pletdy done away with.

Under the genial influence of the solar rays, plants and
' vegetables acquire a character and property peculiarly favour-

able to the growth and nourishment df tlie animal organism

;

and accordingly, those commonly qsed as human eatables

'ShtAtld be cultured under full exposure to the solar light, 90

aS'to enable them to develop in themselves properly those

<<iljbi^c|ils which build up our tissues and nourish^our bodies.

'
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It has f)een said that the more man can eat fruits ^ibte ha

a raw or semi-cooked condition, the better it «;puld be for the

sustenance of bis body, inasmuch as the virtues acquired or

communicated from the solar rays will thus remain in taetj

and not be destroyed by culinary manipulations. It therefore

follows that fruits should neither be plucked until they shall

have arrived at full development and perfect maturity, nor

eaten long after being gathered. The moment they are sepo*

rated from the body of the tree qr the plant, the process of

decay and of vital force begins, and decomposition follows

rapidly ; and thus the enjoyment derived from the relish Ipf

fresh, sound and luscious fruits with their delightful tint and

precious colour due to the solar rays, ceases to be of any

benefit.

The custom of using sun-heated water for the bath of

infants, prevalent in this country has been considered to be of

peculiarly excellent benefit to the juvenile constitution. There

is no better tonic and invigorator of the system. The regu-

lar daily exposure to the solar rays for a considerable length

of time, of new-born infants, for successive days after birth, is

a custom in this country which is dying out as i hoary

nuisance,* under the influence of western culture. The ap-

plication of solar heat however, has been often found to be

extremely efficacious in many infant ailments, such as chafing

or intertrigo, ricketts &c. In infantile atrophy of muscular

tissues it has at times produced miraculous results. In Eng-

land several experiments have been made witli the incidence

of concentrated rays upon patients suffering from the goujt,

when all other remedites «nd methods proved abortive and tho

results were almost invafi9.bly successful. The method - jlM

also been tried in America, with very satisfactory and rettid^

effects. It is our suggestion that in all countries, and
,

cularly in the tropics, invaluable services might .be
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from the intelU^rent utilization of the various chemicals com*

prised in the splar spectra. Regard being had to the fact

that the sun is the prime source of all organisms upon the

earth, it is but natural and therefore consistent with reason

to suppose that deviations from the natural condition of the

animal, specially the human organisms should have no incQn«

siderable bearing in regard to the chemical ingredients of the

solar orb.

Apart from the direct influence of the solar rays, concen-

trated or In any other forms upon the human system, their

indirect or intermediate effect communicated through air and

•water can by no means be ignored with impunity. Meteoro*

logical observations and researches so extensively carried

on of late years, have contributed very largely to discoveries

of many scientific methods in aid and assistance of medical

practice.

Very recently, Dr. Sven Hedin presented the Indian

meteorological authorities with an Angstrom's pyrheliometer.

object of the instrument, as the name implies, is to

measure accurately the quantity of solar heat derived from

that bright luminary, and absorbed by the body of the earth.

For more than the last thirty years, various black-bulb ther-

mometers have been used from time to time, for the purpose

of measuring the radiation of the heat of the sun and ita

apprcncimately probable influence upon the terrestrial atmos-

phere, all of which have been found wanting and untrust-

worthy for purposes of observation, as being liable to various

giadiatiant of change, particularly when the operation extends

s aeries of years. The learned«dottor's gift to the de-

portment will thus psQve to be a b^on of no mean' value to*

tke country ; and though the explorer may Itave ielt .somr

„ difficulty in calculating the accurrate measurements on bis

tisroag^ tba time required foe oblate^
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neAstirefflents «nd the dangers of arrangement being mhcb
more than he had anticipated, the aothorities, h is hoped,

not be long in realising the importandb of such an eminent

'

discovery, which at the same time, will form a valuable addi->'

tion to the two pyrheliometers that had already been ordered

for some time before.

MATERIA MEDICA.

I Magnesia Oarboniea.

It is a very important remedy. It is used in many cotll*

plaints where the symptomatic medications are very clear. It

has not been very extensively used as its true sphere ofaction

is Imperfectly studied.

Magnesia Carb may be considered as an antipsoric like

Sulphur. In its therapeutic application, it very much resembles

Sulphur, the king of the antipsorics. It is a remedy to be used

in nervousness induced by undue care and worry in life. It

is therefore suitable for worn-out women. One Uadii)g charac*

teristic of Magnesia Carb is sensitiveness both bodily and

mental. Sensitiveness to touch and Cold air.

Magnesia Carb has violent neuralgic pairi everywhere,

espg^lly the face and gums. Neuralgic pain at night, driving

him out of bed and moving about in the room. I^ft side b
particularly affected. It is just like Rhus tox in that the pain

is better by movement and warm application.

Magnesia Carb I\ good for _tootha<!hei the root of the

teeth being prinoipaliy afrected. Toothache during tnenstriia*

tion and pregnancy. Herb the woman has a good deal^df

mental sensitiveness and worry. In nervousness of children ft

Is a very useful remedy.

Dr. Kent sejie *I have observed, especially eesong^
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ts'mate infants, those that have been conceived by clandestine

coition, that they have a tendency to sinking in of the back Of

the head. The occipital bone will sink in and the parietal

bones Jut out over it, and there will be a depression. That

b notan uncommon thing in children that go into marasmus*

The doctor once had the charge of an orphanage where he had

sixty to one hundred babies on hand all the time, and many
ran into marasmus, and Dr. Kent was in djfficulty to find

out a right remedy for them. After watching the symptoms

carefully, he finally came across Magnesia Carb as the true

remedy for these cases. Like Sulphur, the Magnesia Carb

patient cannot bear cow’s milk. Here its use in cases of

marasmus is very opportune, as such children cannot be fed

properly. Puny and sickly children who refuse milk and

get pain in the stomach, ulcer in the jtnouth and greenish

diarrhoea wkH tallow-like matter floating in the stool, are

always benefited by this remedy.

^ It is useful in various kinds of diarrhoea ; first yellow

watery stools, then white and slimy, mixed with blood and

green watery^ubstance like the scum of a frog pond. Magnesia

Carb is a remedy for constipation also. It has ineffectual

urging like NuxVom., scanty faeces or only emission of urine;

in acid diarrhoea with sour smell pervading the whole body.

Appetite good and much food taken but no buildit|g up

of body is peculiar to this remedy.

^ Diarrhoea—like putty stools, white like clay, sour stools,

sour stomach and even sour eructation.

Pain in the stomach after eating. Flatulence after eating.

Inordinate desire for meat in tifbercular children, eating

much of it but losing flesh. •

* Dry cough, not much expectoration. There is much suffer*

ing during menses. Flow profuse, more during day and not

Et*nigjit, constant headache during menstrual period, menses
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retarded, sometimes scanty. Tired and weak feeling pervades

the whole system. Aching and painfulness* of the whole

body, especially the extremities, and there is also back*

ache.

Sleepiness during the day and sleepless nights. Tired

and unrefreshing sleep. Magnes C. suits chilly patients.

II. SanguinarlaOaa
Mind angry and irritable, confusion. Vertigo with sick

feeling, rush of blood into the head.

Sick headache—rush of blood, nausea, vomiting and faint*

ness. Violent pains begin in the occiput, spread over the

head and settle on the right eye. Compare here Belladonna,

Mclelotus, Iris vens, and Faullinia Sorbilis.

Metrfirrhagia—Flushes of heat, bright red, clotted and

offensive blood with faintness, nausea and vomiting of bile.

Compare here Glonoin, Amyl nitrate and Lachesis.

Phthisis florida.—FJushings of face, bright red cheek.

Hectic fever at 3 or 4 F.M., dry cough, tickling in larynx apd

trachea. Stitching pain in right lung, great dyspnoea.

Pneumonia—Right lung principally affected,’ rusty sputa,

distressing cough and dyspepsia. Covered with sweat and

faintness.

Compare here Verat vir, Antim Tart, Phosphorus and

Sulphur.

Croup—Wheezing and whistling cough, dryness of the

whole body and burning.

Polypus in various tissues of the body, bleeding profuselyi

coryza and profuse salivation.

Pain in the right deltoid muscle
;
^rrum. in the^left.

F. C. MAJUMDAR, 1iI«D.

42



VARIOLA.

(Cases front Practice.)

P, C. Majumdar, M. D.

In the beginning of the year we had an epidemic of Small

Pox in Calcutta and its suburbs. The cases were unusually

severe, but fortunately we were able to cure many cases.

Many of these cases were serious forms of confluent

Small Fox. Hemorrhagic cases were few and far between.

I got only one case in the last stage where I had no

opportunity of testing the efficacy of well-selected remedies

in this form of the disease.

The peculiarity in this epidemic was that many of these cases

were marked by fits of convulsion j and they were quickly

combated by Cuprum Met. and in a few cases by high

potency of Hyoscyamus,

*Variolinum high played a very important part in the cure

of these cases. In the first stage where the fever was very

high, vomiting, pain in the loins and some nervous symptoms,

Belladonna gave a prompt relief. Mercurius was very seldom

used in the suppurative stage. After the sphere of Belladonna

had been over and the suppurative stage begun, I made use

of one or two doses of Variolinum, and that was enough to

bring the disease to a safe termination.

I had an idea at the time that Variolinum was the genus

epidemicus of the year. But strange it is, the symptomatic

indications also pointed to that direefciorf.

It is a curious fact and it has beeq ascertained by the epi-

demic of the last quarter of the century here, that Calcutta is

visited by a*severe form of epidemic of Small Pox every five

jj|||||il;and so we are in the habit oftaking all sorts of precaution
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to avoid this untoward visitation. Our health authorltfei

have been all along busy in their vaccination crusade, and

we as homeopaths, are assailed by requests from our patients

to provide them with protective measures against Small Pox.

About a decade ago 1 wrote in the daily papers of this city

about thte prophylactic virtue of Vaccininum as an internal

medicine, and it was eagerly taken up by many with very

good result.

But unfortunately this year I was not so fortunate with

the result of this remedy as a preventive. By this I do not

mean to say that Vaccininum failed in every case, but l am
constrained to say that I failed In some cases. To a young

boy of European parentage who had not been vaccinated

before, I gave five doses of Vaccininum for three weeks,

one dose a week, but he got rather a severe form of Variola

of which I had been able to cure him by judicious

homeopathic treatment.

Another, a young Mahomedan boy of respectable family,

had two doses of Vaccininum. He was down with rather

a severe form of Small Fox, and I cured him with great difli«

culty. In a few other cases Vaccininum failed *to do the

desired help.

I am just giving a few clinical cases from my own

practice.

Case I. A boy of robust frame and generally good health,

had high fever, with pain in loins, vomiting and a few efup*

tions on the arm and the face. Gels. 30, one dose every 4 hours.

Better next day, fever and pain much relieved, but more

eruptions came out.* •

29th January, 1905. .After four days fever rose again,

great restlessness and constant delirium. Rhus. 30, one dtose

every 4 hours.

2nd February. Eruptions on the face, of a con0l^^
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nature, face greatly swollen, suppuration took place. Merc.

Sol 6 three times a day.

No Improvement, fever high, convulsion, profuse suppura*

tion, sore throat, could not swallow food—even milk. Varioli*

num 200 two doses this day.

The convulsion stopped, the boy could swallow well

and fever abated.

6th February. Very great itching all over the body. Sweet

oil had to be applied. No medicine.

Suppuration was complete and fever almost gone.

12th February. The boy was convalescent ; no mark on

the face, some bn the extremities and the body, but they were

superficial. No medicine was given. Complete cure was

effected in a few days.

Case II. A puny and emaciated boy of three years of

age, at Fathuriaghata, was down with confluent form of Small

Po* on the 3rd February. There were hard chills and high

£ever. Small pimples like eruptions appeared all over the

body, especially more on the face. These were of pale color

and without the characteristic red areola.

On the^cond day of fever the child had severe convul*

sions. I was called in and gave Hyoscyamus 30 every

three hours.

Four doses were taken and convulsions stopped. The

next day I gave him placebo in the same way. The child

was very weak and exhausted. Suppuration began rather

early, and the pox had been of a blackish appearance.

Variolinum 200 one dose dry on the tongue on the 6th

•February. Suppuration complete and the pox assumed a

normal appearance. Placebo three powders a day. The fever was

agajn very high and two doses of Merc sol 30 were given. Abdo*

men distended, high fever, no stools. Nux. Vom. 200 one dose,

Qres^ deal of nausea, the bowels seemed to be loose, placebo.
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15th February, Generally better ; placebo. After that the

child was convalescent. But there was some^fever generally

in the afternoon which was obstinate, for which Calc, Ars

30 was given, and the cure was complete.

Case III. On the 8th February a young girl about 7 years

old, came under my treatment for a very bad form of Small

Fox. She was a neighbour of the patient last reported. I

got the case on the 6th day.

The patient xvas completely drow.sy, fever very high, deli-

rious talks and utter prostration. Gelsim 30 every four hours.

Better next day. Placebo in the same way.

I ith February. Pox became black, drowsiness appeared

again, the patient could not swallow anything, there was loose

cough. Antim Tart 30.

Not at all better, delirium increasd and inability to swal-

low even a drop of milk continued.

Variolinum 200 one dose every 6 hours. Three doses

were taken and the ca.se took a favorable course the next

day.
*

No other medicine was given but a few powders of placebo,

morning and evening. Desication was complefe in three

weeks’ time. This was a very important case.

A FEW REMEDIES FOR COUGH.

BV J. H. Wilson, m. d, Bellefontaine, Ohio.

Cough is a symptom not a disease, but frequently such an

isolated - one, and a*s we are so often consulted about it, X

thought a comparison of a few remedies that have a special

affinity upon the air-passages might be acceptable to this

body.

We have many kinds of coughs which do not de^nS
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upon tubercular disease nor chronic bronchitis, and it is these

coughs I wish ,to speak about, and especially the cough

accompanying and following acute catarrhal and inflamma-

tory conditions of the air-passages. The nervous coughs due

to reflex trouble I have never been able to get much relief

from with remedies, especially those coming from some reflex

uterine or those arising from ear trouble and nasal polypi or

hypertrophied tissue in nares. The nervous cough following

la grippe is more amenable to cure from the properly selected

remedy. When we undertake to select a remedy for a cough,

the special part aflected, the character of the cough and

expectoration, the parts affected by the cough, and the spe-

cial symptoms preceding, accompanying and following the

cough, with its aggravation and amelioration, should all be

taken into consideration before we make our selection. To
give you or try to compare all remedies you may find useful

in cough would prolong this paper beyond the time limit.

I shall therefore only speak of those I have found most fre-

quently indicated, and caution you not to confine yourself

to these in your prescribing, but to ever search your Materia

Medica for others which may serve you better. If you

will do this, you will not buy the cough mixtures our

pharmacies and drug houses are putting out by the gallon

for our use.

Aconite.—Not often indicated except in the beginning

of very acute inflammatory conditions of the air-passages,

especially of the larynx, with marked sudden hoarseness,

generally in children ; cough spasmodic, waking out of

sleep with the characteristic hoarse, scroupy cough. ' AconiU

frequently repeated, accompanied .with the cold compress

ove^ the larynx, changed every fifteen minutes, is generally

all that is required to abort these cases or change then) SP

the trance of the treatment is very simple.
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Belladonna.—This remedy I find frequently indicated.

It has congestion of larynx and pharynx, with marked red-

ness, burning and dryness and frequently sensation of a lump
in the throat when swallowing

j cough dry, little or no ex-

pectoration ; deep, hard cough, which seems to jar all .over ;

may have hoarseness, but more often not
; aggravated when

lying down and at night The part affected by the cough is

the bowels. This is contrary to Belladonna in general, as

most of Belladonna ailments go up to the head. Patient

generally holds the bowels with the hands when coughing,

and the whole abdomen is sensitive to pressure or jar. This

symptom 1 believe to be very valuable in differentiating bet-

ween this drug and several others which have equally as deep

hard cough, but I know of no remedy that has .so much sore-

ness in the bowels when coughing as Belladonna. It ha.s

severe paroxysms of cough all through the night. This may

be caused in part from lying down, but is not relieved from

sitting up.
^

Hyoscyamus.—Patient i.s generally of the nervous hyste-

rical type with irritation of the spine, and the cough is from

a nervous irritation in the larynx, spasmodic in character,

without expectoration, aggravated on lying down. As soon

as patient lies down the tickling in the larynx and the spas-

modic cough comes on, which is dry and harassing and keeps

up until the patient sits up, which relieves the cough.

Bryonia.— I fear this remedy is used in a routine way

too often. The catarrhal cough suited to Bryonia, the catarrh

frequently commences in anterior nares passing back, involv-

ing the mucous surface •of larynx and bronchia, and may

end in pneumonia. There jnay be loss of voice with rawness

in the trachea and soreness in the chest
;
cough dry and haiQ.

with feeling as though chest would burst ;
cough aggravates

the headache and patient will hold the head when coughihg
*'
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and like all other complaints of Bryonia, is aggravated by

motion. There i!< generally a hard coughing spell as soon as

they get out of bed and begin to move around, and fre-

quently have expectoration of mucus, aggravated by going

into a warm room and ameliorated by^old air.

Phosphorus.—Affects especially the larynx in these

acute catarrhal conditions
;
there is great sensitiveness of the

larynx to touch with pain and burning, weakness of the

vocal cords, aggravated by qpld air and talking
;
cough hard

dry and racking, which ;shakes the whole body. The hoarse*

ness is aggravated toward evening. This is probably caused

from using the voice, as talking aggravates the throat symp-

toms. If this Irritation passes 'down the air-passage affecting

trachea and lungs we then have a number of valuable chest

symptoms. The irritation commences in larynx and not in

nares, as Bryonia, the aggravation from cold air, Bryonia

from warm |
the hoarseness is greater and the pain in the

chest confined more to one spot behind the sternum.

Allium CEFA.—-Like Bryonia in manner of taking cold,

commencing in anterior nares and extending back to larynx

and bronctiial tubes. I believe this remedy of little value in

bronchial and lung trouble. It has always seemed to me that

Its greatest power of action was on mucous membrane of nose,

and as the inflammation extends toward the lungs its power

lessened. That of Bryonia is exactly opposite. Its power

of action increasing as the inflammation extends toward

the lungs. If any expectoration it is thin in character. We
always have the nasal symptoms of thin, acrid discharge,

marked sneeaing etc, preceding thd cough, all aggravated

bywarmth, except at times the laryageal symptoms are aggra-

vated by deep breath of cold air. Larynx has tearing sensa*

tion in it when coughing
; the acrid discharge from nose,

thela^avatioos from warmth or deep breathing of cold air
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and on going to bed with the tearing aensation in larj^ng;

when coughing, are a group of symptoms quickly relieved

this remedy.

RUMBX.—The discharge is frequently very copious from

the mucous surface of all the air-passages ; at first thin, frothy

white mucus, followed by a thick yellow tough discharge,

difficult to raise ; extreme rawness in larynx and trachea»

with burning and smarting j throat very sensitive to pressure §

marked aggravation from inhaling cold air or from deep

breathing and from change either to warm or cold, a morning

diarrhoea accompanying ; these catarrhal conditions always

call for Rumex. Another striking feature is pain, wi^ •

sensation of rawness, under the clavicle. It has been my
observation that Rumex has not the marked nasal symptoms

of AlUum cepa ; the discharges are not so acrid or thin, but

has more sensitiveness of the larynx. Patient will fre*

quently grasp the larynx when coughing, and is especially

sensitive to change of air. •

Sanguinaria nitrate.—The first effect of this drug is

dryness of the mucous surface lining the air-pasjages, with

burning and feeling as if mucous membrane would crack

open, and with this generally there is marked hoarseness.

This condition is followed by apparent thickening of these

membranes and a mucous discharge, which is frequently acrid.

There is a condition frequently met with, in these acute

catarrhal troubles to which this drug seems to have a special

affinity, viz., a soreness and rawness with a collection of

mucus in post nares .gind upper part of pharynx. Where or

how I learned this I do not know. The cough is sometimes,

fallowed by empty eructations or passing of flatus, which is a

peculiar symptom. No other drug has it that I know of.
-

Causticum.—-The cough is a deep hard racking eo^g^i

with sensation of not being able to cough deep enough to

43
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Start the mucus, rawness in Iar)mx but not the tearing sensa-

tion of Allium err Rumex. The cough is more like the B$lli^

donna cough, but not the soreness of the bowels. The spurt-

ing of urine when coughing is a frequent and prominent

symptom and often overlooked unless your examination is

so direct as to bring it out. The amelioration ‘ from cold

drink is another valuable symptom. I find this remedy fre-

quently indicated and to act quickly.

With these remedies I am generally able to cure cases

ofcough arising from acute catarrhal conditions, but occasion-

ally have to select another remedy from the many that may

become indicated in these conditions.—/rvw Transactions

ofHomcs^^thic Medical Society of Ohio. •

A CASE OF DIPHTHERIA.

Sometime ago I had occasion to write about this malady

in the pages of this journal. The large number of cases that

I have seen to be unsuccessful both under homoeopathic and

allopathic treatment, makes me most pessimistic as regards

its prognosis. In two cases under my own care and obser*

vation death resulted from cardiac failure due probiibly to a

toxic neuritis which ultimately resulted in paralysis of the

heart In another case, that of a young girl about ii years

old, death resulted from heart failure, even after we had dis
'

charged the case as cured. In this case I was called in at the

patient's house two days after I had discontinued treatment

to see how my patient was getting along. * 1 found the patient

sitting, playing cards with an elder sister of hers. But I was

very much disturbed to find that the*child’s pulse was inter-

mittent, even though she was in such excellent condition as

tq bq^able to sit up and play cards. I told the child's guard-

ian that, her life was in a critical condition. So great was
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their amazement to hear this, that they thought f was only

trying to frighten them to get a few fees out of them. They
accordingly changed treatment and called in the beat allopt^*

thic physician, but the next morning I heard that the child

had died at midnight from heart failure.

The present case vAs that of a young boy about two years

old, who had been ailing about 6 days before i was called in.

The boy had been under allopathic treatment up to the even*

ing of the sixth day. They had advised anti toxin injections

but as the patient's parents were^unwilling to put him under

the injection treatment, I was called. The child was extreme*

ly prostrated. The pulse was small and frequent. There was

rattling breathing and partial cyanosis. I found the throat

hnd even the back part of the tongue covered with that dirty

grey membrane. 1 gave Ant. Tart 200 four doses to be re*

peated every hour until improvement was noticed, a thing

I least expected. About midnight I was informed that the

gasping for breath was slightly better, otherwise the patient

was in the same condition. Placebo was continued every

hour during the night. I visited the patient early th? next

morning when I found him in the same lifeless* condition

with perhaps the slightest improvement inasmuch as the

respiration was not so bad. But there was that hoarse,

whistling sound going on regularly that reminded me of

Bromine, our great croup remedy. I gave Bromium 6 to be

administered every three hours during the day. In the

evening I saw the patient again, and my delight knew no

bounds when I found my patient decidedly better. He had

opened his eyes and was asking for food, a thing he had not

done for 3 or 4 days.

Placebo continued.

On the 4th day of my treatment I gave a dose of Licb.

300 as slight difficulty of breathing still persisted.
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On the 6th day I discharged the patient as cured, giving

him a dose of Cal C. 200 as I thought his constitution

needed it.

I am glad to say that the boy is a hale and hearty child

tO'day.

f. N. MAJUMDAR, M.D.

SACCHARpM ALBUM.

(
White Sugar.

)

As I tras reading Periodic Drug Disorders by L. Salzer, M.n., my

attention was first drawn to Saccharum Album. It says that in period-

ic drug fevers, it causes “Intermittent fever every one, two or

three days, irregular in its type. From another prover, rather over-

sensitive to the effects of white sugar as commonly used, we have a

description of the fever, which was invariably caused in him, when-

ever he took 8U£^ : chill commencing in the small of the back,

and spreading thence up and down
; severe headache, and occasion-

al 4bmiting fever followed by headache, morbid hunger, and a

hectic ffush on the cheeks, before and during the paroxysm
; the

pain in lining in the stomach and back was simply intolerable, no

thirst."

And further we see in the Encyclopedia of pure Materia Medirn,

that its fever begins with chilliness from 10 a. m. till evening, with

melancholic mood,—chill commencing tic, as mentioned above. We
believe it will rival our old friend Natrum Muriaticum. the common
salt we use, which is quite inert in its crude state. Its ini»diMnq]

property is not well developed till we come to the two-hundredth

potency.
,

And so it is.
,

«

When we think of infantile Marasma, it tanks with Natrum
Muriaticum, Abrotanum, Silicia, Semcufum, Calcarea Phos, Iodine.

Nafrum and Abrotanum have the same morbid appetitei even

amounting to canine hunger
; while eating well losing flesh. As to
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Chylopetic and Buccul Groups, Saedumtm Album will vie more

powerfully with Natrum. Saccharutn*i abdomen is very much en*

larged with enlargement of liver and spleen. Sacchafum and Natrum

both have scurvy. Both have liquificationi of blood. In the last stage

of wasting diseases, it gives its palm to Acetic acid, Calc PhoSi

Natrum and Iodine, specially when dropsy appears.

There are some friends among us, who are never inclined to

believe that we can cure diseases by Natrum Muriaticum, the com-

mon salt we use. It is for their satisfaction 1 quote verbatim from

Leaders in Homeopathic Therapeutics by £. B. Nash, m. d. He
writes “A gentleman once said to me when I prescribed a dose of

Sulphur 30, Tshaw, I get more sulphur, than that in my egg 1 eat.

How can that do me any good ?’ My answer . was wait and see.

And he was cured of both doubts and disease. There is no

remedy in the Materia Medica I think, that so disgusts the advo-

cates of the law potency and law only as this one.’*

We give Materia Medica of Saccharum Alb. from Encyclopedia,

and the names of the reliable, faithful and good provers well-known

physicians they were.

X. Dr. Ad. Lippe, M. d„ Hahn. Month. 3,141. *The fragm&t-

ary provings and clinical observation now presented* have been

obtained from Dr. S. Bcenninghausen, and Dr. S. G.^ Bute who

gloved the 30th potency on himself.”

a. Samuel Swan, m. d., Hahn. Month. 7,495. ”Mr. A states that

the following symptoms appeared about twenty five years since, and

after fourteen years he discovered that they were caused by sugar ;

he has passed through the hands of sixteen*physicians with the same

train of symptoms, from two to four days after eating it.
”

SYMPTOMS.

Mind.—Violent temper ; irritable temper ;
quarrelsome j—Bilious

sanguinous temperament —Increased modesty in women ;-«Home-

sickness Anxiousness Melancholic mood ; peevishness

Low-spirited, hypochondriac mood Want of childish cheeriruL

ness Indifference from homesickneiss ^wlndifference }-^Dishi<*

clioation to talk ; want of interest Stupidity.
^
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Head.--<}iddiness, from indigestion ; severe headache with the

chill
i

Headache every week the same day ; The hair grows

npidly. *

Eyes are closed on account of the swelling of the eyelids ; Vari>

cose extension of the vessels of the eyes ; Inflammation of the eye*

lids
i

(Edematous swelling of the eyelids ; Obscuration of sight

;

Dimness of sight,

{To be amtitmed )

Nilambvr Hut,

, Sirajgunge (Fubna.)

OPIUM :-A PRACTICAL STUDY.

BY P. W. SlIEDD, M.D., NeW YORK.

"There are no storms, no noise, but silence and eternal sleep.*

* « • *

“Not poppy nor mandragora

Nor all the drowsy syrups of the world

Shall ever medicine thee to that sweet sleep

* Which thou own’dst yesterday,*

So sang the wondrous Shakespeare years ago. Even the

wtpingntly^practical may well ponder a moment over his lines.

Opium is particularly adapted to diseases of infancy aiifl

old age {
to the effects of fright ; to the systems of little

vital reaction, unrespondent to well indicated remedies ; to

constipation ;
to lead«poisoning (opium and plumbum are

reciprocally antidotal) j
to cerebral congestion

;
to insolation ;

to mania ;
to retention of urine ; to alcoholism.

' Hahnemann attributes to narcotic drugs, of which opium

the prototype, a primary drug action aVid a secondary drug

action ;
other non-narcotic drugs ei^hibiting only a primary

drug effect, followed by the systemic or vital re-action. He
says : “Opium has not the power of effectually curing any

Rind of pain whatever, because instead of exciting pain
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during its first action it extinguishes the first sense of it, the

inevitable reaction of which causes'greater sensitiveness than

before.” This distinction or assertion is logically controverted

by Teste, Hempel and various pathogeneses, and the narco*

tics are brought back to earth again.

Teste remarks that either the symptoms that Hahnemann
believed to be simple phenomena of organic reaction are

really (primary) opium effects, in which case the diseases in

which it is homeopathically indicated become immediately

increased in number, or else the true symptoms of the drug

are the few noted by Hahnemann, who swept away by his

hypotheses of primary and secondary drug effects, delimits

its pathogenesis and declares it rarely curative in disease.

If dynamised opium be experimented with, the sufferings,

some of them terrible, which Hahnemann thought due to the

reaction of the organism will be exhibited as primaiy effects

(primary disturbances of cellular equilibrium). As the pri<

mary effects of drugs according to Hahnemann (with his sqle

exception of the narcotics) determine their homeopathiclty to

disease, this is a desirable truth to establish.
^

, In other words, the pathogeneses of Opium 6, 30, or ofOpium

mother tincture are equally primary. Quoting from Hempel and

various pathogeneses, we find that even physiologic doses of

opium will cause excruciating pain in individuals of a certain

sensitivity. Hempel says; “In the Journal Universal de Medi-

cine we find a case of opium poisoning where a soldier took

two drachms of the solid drug and died in six hours and a

half, after being aile<;ted with lockjaw and dreadful spasms

and suffering for some time after taking the poison with aolte

pain in the stomach. In another case, the accession of scmi*

nolency was attended with excruciating colicky pains of tiko

days' duration. If we should be called upon to prescribe for A

case of violent cerebral irritation, furious deliriumi contracted
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pupn3, dark, livid complexion, parched brown tongue and

lips, the presence of vomiting, of pain in the bowels, even

of diarrhoea would be no contra-indication to the use of this

agent, for, owing to some idiosyncrasy, opium will cause

diarrhoea in certain individuals as a primary symptom.

Even neuralgic affections of sensory and splanchnic nerves

have been cured*by the sole use of opium, for it is undeniable

that neuralgic pains are among the legitimate effects of the

continued use of opium.* .

Opium is therefore a remedy for pain as well as for condi«

tions in which painlessness is prominent Were it otherwise,

half of the pathogenesis of opium would directly contradict

the curative law of similars, as shown by the following patho*

genetic excerpts in which not alone the purely pain-producing

but the excitant effects of opium are exhibited:

MIND, HEAD, FACE.

Nervous and irritable. Ailments from excessive joy, fright,

anger or ^hame. The fear of the fright remains after the

fright Aching pains all over the head as if from congestion,

with warmth in face and scalp ; these signs of congestion

were soon followed by diarrhoea ; at one time the pain in the

head would streak down to the tip of the nose where it would

teirminate in a sort of griping t from tincture or crude drug).

Stupefying pain in the frontal eminence streaking down to the

tip of the nose (tincture). Stupefying pain all over head fol-

lowed by cutting in the bowels and diarrhoea (tincture). The

head pains in many provers were acc6mpanied by a sense of

oppression on the chest, with stitches in the chest and even

a hacking cough ( tincture or crude ). Painful headache <
by moving Uie eyes ; also particularly in the occiput Head*

hchh in one side of the forehead, front within owtward, <
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from external pressure. Lacerating and beating in the fore*

head as far as the eyes and nose. Pain in the head as if all

the contents were torn. Great sensitivity to sound, light and

the faintest odors. Trembling, twitching spasms of4he facial

muscles. Corners of the mouth twitch. Distortion of the

mouth. Lockjaw. Violent pains in the upper jaw ; in the

lower jaw. Fierce corrosive pains in the dental nerve.

THORAX, ABDOMEN, PELVIS.

Drawing, lacerating pains in the side of the chest. Acute

cardialgia with epigastric distress, vomiting of blood and

mucus, with symptoms of cerebral congestion, flushed face,

protruded and suffused eyes ; or else pallor, sopor, cold skin,

thin, hurried pulse. Frequent nausea and vomiting. Violent

retching. Pain in stomach and convulsive motions during

which she vomits. Violent pain in the stomach. Constrictive

pain in the stomach, intolerable and causing a deadly anguish.

Frightful epigastric distension. Nausea, retching, bitter taste,

constipation, pinching pains in the bowels with spasmqfJic

closure of anus during the paroxysm of pain. Excessive

rectal pain with distensive pressure. Squeezing ^abdominal

pains as if something were forced through a narrow space ;

shooting pains into testes and bladder
;
restless, anxious,

changijjig position. Nephralgia. Crampy intestinal motions.

Lead colic. Incarcerated umbilical and inguinal hernia.

Excessive labour*pains, with anxious ineffectual urging to

stool (Nux Vomica), Violent movements of the fetus. False,

spasmodic labor-pains.

GENERAL ^ND OTHER SYMPTOMS.

Frightful pains penetrating into the very marrow of the

bones. Convulsions and spasmodic motions with foam at 4;he

mouth. Emaciation, trembling of the limbs, violent paiii^.

Twitching and spasmodic movement of the limbs | treofblitilg

44
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after fright . Spasms. Painful crawling in the lower limbi.

Convulsions ;
with suspensibn of consciousness ( Strychnine,

consciousness ), pupils contracted or dilated, frothy at the

mouth, locked jaw. stertorus respiration. Burning pain and

sometimes itching of the skin. Stinging, itching of the skin

here and there. Burning skin drenched in a watery sweat.

Moaning while asleep. Lamenting cries. Restless sleep, full

of moaning and groaning. Characteristic : Renewal of aggra*

vation of the pains when becoming heated.

Thebaine, one of the alkaloids of opium, and htnc* tnUt^

ing into its pathogenesis, is one of the principal constituents

antagonistic to morphine and hence to the general action of

opium. It is a powerfully poisonous irritant of the spinal

centers, producing convulsions. If pain is to be eliminated

from the opium pathogenesis, the thebaine should also be re*

moved from the poppy-juice.

A magazine article may fulfill its purposes in drug-study

ifemphasis be laid upon certain points, the student’s interest

leacling him to investigate the full pathogenesis. The INDEX

ClINICUS *and the COMPARISONS will rather round out the

sphere of dpium and the hitherto exclusively painful considera-

tion of the drug be ended.

INDEX CLINICUS.

During the stage of insensibility, or when the

foce is dusky red, puffed. Coma *, stertor ; slow, irregular

respiration $
dilated and unsensitive pupils ; twitching of

muscles ;
convulsive motion of the limbs or tetanic

stiffness of the whole body
;
hot sweat on the head and face

;

dropping of the jaw and hemiplegia.,,

Short inspiration, with a marked in-drawing of

the epigastrium ;
fine rfiles

j
constant cough

; soporous. Slight

riHief from, cold air and by bending forward. Face bluish'}
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extreme anguish and dread of sufibcation
; ^ by eatings by

wine, by smoking. .

Bronekitis.—Convulsive, dry, tickling, paroxysmal cough,

< at night. Drowsy, yet unable to sleep ( Belladonna

ComtipiOien—Stools in hard, round Mack balls }. decided

torpor,'even paralysis of rectum. Vomiting of stercoraceous

substances in intussusception. Inearetrated hernia.

Convulsions.—With sopor and snoring
; retention of urine

after a fright, or from nursing ^n after a sudden fright of

the mother. Convulsion < from a hot bath. A child in

convulsions which have been aggravated by the usual hot

bath, calls for Apis or Opium.

Delirium tremens.—Stupor from which be starts in terror,

or mutters deliriously in his sleep. Dreams of animals or

human faces with fierce, red eyes. Vitality low.

Eclampsia.—Dwnng labour—cessation of the painsi coma,

retention of stool and urine
;
after a fright Apopicctiform

convulsions during or after labour.

Enteralgia.—{ With flatulence ). When there is great

pressure downwards upon bladder and rectum, without any

passing off of fceces, gas or urine. Lead colic, viotent cutting

pains. Constipation with haird, distended abdomen, pains

w.orse before and after stool. Hypochondria pamful when

touched. Flatulent accumulation in the upper bowel causing

umbilical distension, with antiperistaltic motion, belching and

vomiting ; bowels seem perfectly closed, but there is constant

urging to stool and to urinate. The pains are cutting, pres*

sive, twisting.
,

Inamtuia.—Great wakefulness, or drowsiness with inability

to sleep ;
acute hearing*—any slight noise keeps the patient

awake. In high potency it relieves the stupor of cnablid

congestion, especially when there is a tendency to ^topteny ).

particularly suited to senile insomnia. With apoplebtii?
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habit the palliative (physiologic) use of opium which acceler-

ates the cerebral congestion is a bid for the undertaker.

Furibund
;

rage, fear, distortion of the face
;
pro;

trudipg, congested eyes
;
swollen, bliiish-red lips

;
paroxysms

of rage, with rolling on the floor and threats against his own

relatives whom he does not seem to recognize.

Meningtiis (cerebrO‘Spinal).^StupoT, spasms, opisthotonos

or rolls from side to side. With or without delirium. Deep,

slow respiration
;
very quick (Or very slow pulse. Head and

limbs feel cold, numb, heavy
;
eyes fixed and half-closed.

Also in meningitis after violent mental emotions, fear, grief,

fright which act like a blow, stunning the whole nervous

system.

Paralysis (hemiplegic)-^ apoplexy ;
(with insensibili-

ty ), in drunkards } in seniles. Retention of stool and urine.

Complete stupor, cannot be roused, or with

difficulty. Lies speechless with open eyes and stiff limbs.

Mjjd or furious delirium. Congestion of the head, face dark

red, bloated. Respiration slow, deep, sighing, stertorous.

Constipation, or offensive watery diarrhoea. Invoulntary stools.

Retention of urine.

Vertigo,—With stupefaction of the senses or after fright

:

with apoplectic symptoms ( arnica ) ; ocular vertigo depend-

ing upon paralysis of accommodation.
I

COMPAKISOMS.

Opium Agaricus.

Cerebral congestion. Cerebral congestion.

Paralysis from apoplexy. General paralysis
; primary de>

mentis.

Constipation. Diarrhoea.

Paretic conditions from fright. Paretic conditions from de-

bauchery.
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Opium.

Convulsions,

General insensibility of the

whole body.

> walking in the open air.

Opium.

Cerebral congestion.

Effects of fright.

Constipation.

Whole body burning even

though bathed in sweat.

Persons with light hair, lax

muscles, want of bodily irri-

tability j insensitive to well

chosen remedies.

Agaricus,

Choreic twitch^ngs.

Great sensitivity of the whole

body ; the softest pressure pro*^

duces continued pain.

^walking in the open air.

Arnica.

Cerebral congestion.

Effects of trauma.

Diarrhoea.

Hot head> cold body.

Sanguine, plethoric persons with

lively complexions and disposed

to cerebral cogestion.

Opium.
ft

Cerebral congestion.

Light hair., Heat with inclin-

ation to uncover.

Pulse full and slow, or quick

and hard.

Volitional paralysis.*

Respiration predominantly

loud.

> from coffee.

> out doors.
,

^ from warmth.
"

Sleepy, but can't sleep.’

Belladonna.
%

Cerebral congestion.

Dark ( or light ) hair. Heat with

aversion to uncover.

Pulse generally quick, full, hard,

tense.

Will power usually active.

Respiration predominantly low,

< from coffee.

< out doors.

> from warmth.

Ditto.

• Ct author's article, •'Volitioasl Paralysis,’'M A.Journ ofHohwP.t
becamber, 1904. * »
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Opium,

CerebrAl congestioo.

CmmoHr Imkca.

Cerebral congestion.

Psychic eonfusioiv frightful Psychic exaltation with grand-

visions of human and ani- iose visions and hallucinations,

mal faces.

Wants to sleep but cannot

{ Bell.
)'

General insensibility of

whole nervous system.

Constipation.

Catalepsy.

Ditto.

Extreme sensitivenesa to noise..

#

Diarrhea.

Catalepsy.

Opium. CtdroH..

Cerebral congestion.

No periodicity.

Negative.

Predominantly vascular.

Nocturnal epilepsy.
«

Lack of bodily irritability.

t

Cerebral congestion.

Periodicity.

All symptoms < after coitus.

Predominantly neural.

Epileptiform convulsions during

menses.

Voluptuous, excitable, nervous ^
especially females.

Opium, Ladiusis.

Cerebral congestion.

No bipod degeneration

( active ).

> in open air.

Constipation predomin-

ant.

Affects both sides.

"Happy Hooligan."

Suitable for old women >

and> idaobolics.

Cerebral Congestion;

Blood degeneration.

Must have open air;

Diarrhoea predominant.

•

Predonunan^tly left-sided.

"Gloomy Gus.’'

Suited to tho cUmaxia and for ' *

weak, meager, melanoltoiy jpumm.
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Lacktsti.

«r chlorotk, sickly,young girlA
)7egative. Worse after sleep.

Ofimm> Stramonium.

Cerebral congestion. Cerebral congestion.

Apoplexia sanguinea. A|>opIexia nervosa.

Hemiplegia. Diplegia.

Often indicated in seniles. Often indicated in children-*^

^mania, chorea, fever.

Lies on back during sleep. Lies on the belly.

Heat or sweat .with desire to Heat or sweat with aversioil

uncover. o uncover.

Delirium tremens in old, ema- D. T. *s in young, pJethoric

dated, veduced persons. individuals.

Imagines part of the body Imagines half his body cut

enormously swollen, or lower off.

limbs cut off.

Salivation predominates. Dryness of mouth predooil*

nates.

< from warmth. < from cold.

FOUR APOPLECTIC REMeUIUS.

Arnica. BcUaebnna.

Paralysis of left side, with in- Head hot.eyes red and blood-

sensibility and stertor
;
invo- shot, face flushed, throbbing

luntaryi fasces and urine* cerebral’ vessels." Convulsive

symptoms of shock in seniles, movement, when spontaneous

also suitable to the middle* are additionally indicative. It

aged with strong* plethoric follows Aconite well when

constitutions. Prophylactic the Aconite syndrome is tKit

in such cases
; also lesorbent relieved,

of the effused blood after the

hemeniMfe.
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Opium.

Rivals all remedies during the

stage of coma or when the

face is dusky, puflfed. Deep

comatose state with stertor-

ous respiration, slo^ irregular

breathing, dilated insensitive

irides ;
face and bead covered

with cold sweat ;
dropping of

the jaw and hemiplegia.

Laurocerasus.

Deep quiet coma \
pulse scarce-

ly perceptible
;

cold, clam-

my skin
;

palpitation
;

defi-

cient susceptibility to other

remedies
;
patient speechless

even when conscious*

HINTS.
*
•There is nothing better than pure olive oil in diseases of

the excretory ducts of the body.^ ^Old Doc^** in Medical

Brief. %

Out of seventy samples of Hamamelis recently analyzed

4fty*two were found to contain that deadly poison, wood

alcAhol. Buy your Hamamelis from reliable homeopathic

pharmacies«and avoid this danger.

Years ago Dr. David Thayer wrote that if any one sub-

ject to gallstone colic would take a dose of China 15 three

times a day for a month he, or she, would never have an-

other attack.

Dr. Richard Hughes, in his Pharmacodynamics^ wrote

that Calcarea card. 30th "has, for me, quite superseded

Chloroform and the hot bath for the intense pain caused by

the passage of the biliary or renal calculi — gallstones.”

Graphites is indicated in an atropkic codition of the tym-

panum^ when the patient heafs better in a noisy place, when

thetEustachiaw tube is freely open and when, although. infla-

tion freely moves the drum-membrane, no improven||ht of

hearing results therefrom.— Throat Journ* ‘



DIRECTORY
OF

HOMGBOPATHIC PHTSIOIANS.

a L. GUPTA, M. D.

Gaoeral Practice.

Residence Office

[35 Chasa Dhopa- 78, Upper Chitpur

para Street, Road.

Calcutta. Hours— 7-30 to 9A.M.

5 to 6 P. M.

Dr. J. N. MAJUMDAR,

General Practice.

Residence Office -

203’C Cornwallis St. 2-5 Cbowringbi

Calcutta. Calcutta.

7 8 A. M. 3-4 P. M. IO IIA.M. $-6 P.M.

NRIPENDRA NATH SET.l. m. s.!

General Practitioner.

78 and 79 Beadon Street,^Calcutta.

Hours-7 to 8 A. M.

3 to 5 P. M.

Dr. P. C. MAJUMDAR.

Consultation Practice.

Residence Office

22 Loudon Str. 2.5 ChowrinRhi,

Calcutta. Calcutta. ^

6 7 A. M. 3-4 P. M. 5 to 6

A N. MUKCRJEE, M. D.

Residence

106-2 Shambazar,

Calcutta.

Hours—

7 to 8-30. A. M.

3 to 5 P. M.

i
---

Office

1 19 Grey street,

Calcutta.

Hours—

8-30 to 9-30 A. M.

5 to 7. P. M.

S. GOSWAMI, M. D.

General*PraotiDe.

Residence

114-1 Manicktola
St^ Calcutta.

Hours—
6-30— 7*30 A. M.

3-4P. M.

Office.

Roopchand Roy’*

St., Calcutta.

Hours—
8—10 A. M.

5-7 P.M.



BOERICKE & TAFEL
WHOLESALE HOMEOFATHIG CHEMISTS.

We oaxrj the largest stoek (d Homee*
patMc Medicines in the World.

PHARMACIES SUPPLIED WITH EVERYTHING
PERTAINING TO HOMEOPATHY.

CATALOGUES SENT ON REQUEST.
OOBRESPONDBNCE SOLICITED-

We have ten branches. Our export house is

located at 145 Grad St>>

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

M- BHATTACHARYYA AND CO-
BOONOMIC PHARMACY.
Head Office— ii Bonfields Latu,

Branch— 153 Bow Bazar Street^ Calcutta^

Honveopftthic Medioines

5 flCfid 6 pies per dram.

Cholera Box ^ith 12, 24, 30 and

48 phials uf medicines, a dropper,

camphor and a guAde Re. 3, 3 8,

5-5, 6*4 and ri-8 lespectively.

Family Box with 24, 30. 48, 60,

and lox phiajs of medicine, a

dropper, and a Rs- 3» 3-8,

5*3, 6-4, and xt-8 respectively.

Pharmaceutist's Manual, 1. 4.,

Homeopaihic P'harinacopia in

Bengali and English ( Second
Edition, cloth > Rs. 1-4.

Pl^l&otice in Benf^ali (3rd

Editon, thoroughly revised and
rexvrltteii,) 180 pages, cloth As. 8.

A very useful bo^k for family use.
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C .IRinget S; Co.
#

HOMEOPATHIC ESTABLISHMENT.

4, Dalhousie Square East,

CALCUTTA.

Just received per S. S. Anchoria

and Bavaria large Consign-

ments of fresh Medi-

cines and Books.

SPECIFIC FOR LEPROSY.

LEUCODERMA.

J^rice 2 pz. for fs, 2-8,



THE GREAT HOMEOPATHIC HALL
We beg to inform the public* that we have opened a Homeopathic

establishment under the above name. The medicines are imported

from the most celebrated firms in Europe and America, and the work

of supervision has been entrusted to an expert Pharmacist, whose ex-

perience in this line of business is of long standing, ifb have besides

secuied the co-operation of the best Homeopathic Physicians who have

given us the advantage of maintaining by their instructions the newest

methods and processes. The prices compare fabourably with firms of a

similar position as will be seen from our printed catalogue which we shall

be glad to send on application. We may mention the “Great Homeo-
pathic Hall” is an independent establishment, and not in any way sup-

plementary to our old Allopathic firm.

BUTTO KBISTO PAUL & Co.,

12, Bonfield^s Lane, Calcutta.
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Oablri S Co.,
WHOLESALE AND 1 i CHEMISTS ANO

RETAIL / \ druggists.

;^OOKSELLERS AND PUBLISHERS.

Importers of Homeopathlo Drugs and Simdiies

FROM
ENGLAND, AMERICA^AND GERMANY,

35 >

HEAD ESTA-BLISHMENT
College ^treet, Palcutta,

BRANCH FHABMAOIBS,
1. SHOVABAZAR BRANCH—295**t Upper Chitpore Road, Calcatta.

2. BARABAZAR BRANCH—2-2. Bonfield’s Lane, Calcutta.

3. BHOWANIPORE BRANCH—68, Russa Hoad, Bhowanipore.

4. BANKIPORE BRANCH—Chowhatta, Bankipore.

5. PATNA BRANCH—Chowk, Patna City.
*

6. MATHURA BRANCH—Harding’s Gate, Mathura, N* W. P.

Fresh and genuine Homeopathic medicines of every 90tency, medi-

cal publications both domestic and foreign, and Physicians* Requisites

of all sorts always kep on hpnd. •

All the Pharmacies are under the direct supervision of experienced

physicians.

JUST RECEIVED THEIR QUARTERLY INDENT Of
Ho!tlEOPATHlC MEDICINES.

GBNSBAIj RATBia
Per Drachm.
* » Rs. As.

Mother Tinctures o 6

Dilutions up to isth ... o 4

^ up to 30th o 6
'

. up to 300th ... I o

Rubini’s Spirits of Camphor

}4 oz. As. 8, I oz. As. 14

Per Drachm*

Rt. As.

Crude Dfugs o **

Triturations up to 6 ^
^ op to 30 ••• O

Tinej Triturations
^

Camphor Pilules }4 oz. Re. l

• • oz. Rii! 1-4

Price List tree on Application.



BOERICKE & RUNYON,
UANUPAOTUBHra HOMBOPATHIO OHBMISTS

PTJBUSHBBS AND IMPORTED.
Headquarters for Fresh Plant, Tinctures, Triturations^ Oom*

pressed Tablets, Tablet Triturates, Cerates, Supposi-
tories, and everything pertaining to Homeopathy.

PHYSICIANS AND PHARMACIES SUPPLIED.
We solicit a trial order and a comparison of our goods with

any in the market.

Write for CATALOOT7ES and Terms.

BOHBICKB & BUNYON,

11 Wkst 42ND. Street, New York, U. S. A.
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The Bengal Soap Factory,
64-1 MAOHUA BAZAR ROAD,

• OALOUTTA.
We sincerely believe that the Choice of a brand of Soaps is quite ft

serious afiUir. For, apart from its cleansing properties, its action on the

skin should have our paiticular attention. Tlie most delicate and almost

transparent skin often becomes hard and dull by usvog a quality of soaps

that contains dangerous irritants used by some manufacturers to lessen

the cost of production. Further point to be noted is that by allowing e

quantity of water to be left in the soaps, practically a lesser quantity ia

sold to the buyer than he apparently pays for. When kept for long, this

quantity of water evaporates and the soap is left in a shrunk, hard and

deodourised condition. •

BBNaAIi SOAPS
do not corrode the skin, have no water in composition, possess lasting

and sweet fragran ce and have thorough cleansing properties.

OF
Dr. Willmar Schwabe. Leipzig, Oermany.

'

The largest and most celebrated .Homeopathio‘Pharmacy
in the World. *

Wholesale and Retail pxport
of all Homeo|>sthio Medioines

in tinctures, triturations, pilules, globutesT'and tablets, con>

scientiously preparejl in accordance with the instruc^ons

laid down by HahnemanS, the founder of Homeopathy*

Domestic, Travelling, Fooket a Veterinary Oases.

Dnmedioated ^obiilee, piluleB and sugar ef inilk*

Dietetiopreparations, homeopatiiio f>liarmaoetttloal

utfinslls and instruments for
medicine and surjg;ery.

Publication and s^e ofbbmeo^thio works in all

modemlafignagss.

lUustratetit catalOiE^es on demand
gratis flitd piatfrec. .



BflBT BRAZIL PBBBLB SPBOTAPLBS.

_

We snppljr ell sorts of spectacles in Gold, Silver,
NicM ^nd SteeldFramei at moderate price. Ocrulisi’s
Prescnptions accurawly executed. Price-list free on
application. *• t ^
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We supply Spectacles by V. P. P. to Mofussil

Customers ou tbeir statinj; their a^e and how far^tbey
see small letters in day-li}*bt, &c. and if required,
instrument .for aexamining the eyes may be sent per

^V. P. Pe on depositing Rs ro.

iRAY, MITTBR & Co.,

OPTICIANS,

105, Afew China Bazar Si; Calcuitmm

Branch Office,

PATUATULI, DACCA.
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DHIRAJ FLUTte.
The music Community of India have been tmaotmous in declaring

that mine is the best harmonium of. the day. It is beautiful in desigil«

exquisite in tone and fitted with the latest improved mechanisms. A. trial

order will bear out the truth of my assertions.

Price of Flute.
* i

1 set .Reed with 3 stoppers, Rs. 2 $, 28, 52.

2 set Reed with 4 stoppers, «Rs 45, 50, 55.

2 set Reed with 5 stoppers, Rs. 65, with Coupler Rs. 70.

I undertake to repair all kinds of Musical Instruments at a QSOderatn

cate.

Pleaee compare my rates," D. K. POLEX,

38, Cornwallis Street, Calcutta.

THE VOLUNTARY MEDICAL MISSIONARY
SOClETY*S

PHILANTHROPIOAL PHARMACY.
ESTABLISHED SOLELY FOR PHILANTHROPIC^t.

AND CHARITABLE PURPOSES.

BY

Some Medical Workers, Missionaries & Others,

under the Directorship and management of Dr^ B.*M. Daso^

C. M. S., Hony. Medical Worker.

162^1 Bowbazar^Street, Calcutta.

Best, genuine, fresh^ and purely American ttiedicinas, all directly

imported from Messrs.* Boericke and Tafel, America, and'.sold at half

prices to enable the poor to buy the genuine and best American mediw

eines, and to remove the .disgrace broughj^ upon the cause of llomceo*

pathy by the purchase of worthless medicmes.

NOTIOB.
We offer a great den! of jielp and allow a considerable discount td

those who have charitable work or charitable dipensartes. We have
already been helping many charitable dispensaries and individual chftrity

work ers, with half the quantities ohmedicines required for the purpose.
We do hope in the course of time to be able, by God's grace, to start
some charitable dispensaries at those mofu^sil plages where thcgisaiflds

of brothers and sisters are dying, unoqticed of, only for want of medical
help. We therefore draw ' the attention of the |Eibysicians towards the
helpless poor of the mofTussil, and solicit'^ tlieir co*>operation with us,
‘^'A physician should be a physician and a priest at the same timei” says
a great man.

f



MENTAL LABOUR AND LONGEVITY.

It was formerly a sort of proverb—**That one of the rewards of
philosophy is long life.* But Brain>work to be thus beneficial, must be
regulated with the most scrupulous care, for nothing can be more injudi-

cious, than the mistake which the Ministers, Barristers, Vakils,
Magistrates, Jifdges, Physicians, University-Candidates, Editors,
Authors so often make of disregarding the Laws of Nature. They
should know that the power of an overworked and fatigued brain may
break down at any moment and they should take proper care for its

prevention. Our world-renowned KESHRANJUN OIL is not only a
most perfumed preparation, but it has the ipedicinal virtue of restoring
the fatigued brain to its proper order. It cools the head, softens the
hair, strengthens the hair-roots, promotes the growth of hair and pre-
vents infection, brings a sort of pleasantness and cheerfulness toa
desponding heart. No professional gentlemen should be without this.

Price of Small Phial ... ... Re i o o
Packing and Postage ••• ... „ 050
3 Small Phials ... ... „ 280
Packing and«Postage ... ... „ o 11 o

BASAKARISHTA.
OR

COUGH LINCTUS.
As a remedy for coughs in general, asthma, difficulty of breathing,

shortness of breath, tightness and oppression of chest, wheezing, night-
sweats, etc , this mixture is unrivalled- Any one labouring under any
of the above complaints need only try one phial. He will then see that
U is the best of all offered to the public for asthmatic and consumptive
coughs, hoarseness, and oppression of the chest. It speedily removes
that sense of oppression and difficulty of breathing which depiives
the patient every night of rest and sleep. It gives almost instantaneous
relkfif and comfort to those afflicted with the above distressing maladies
which when neprlected, prove dangerous in their consequences.

Price per phial ... ... Re. 100
J’acking and Postage ... ... » o 5 o

PANCHATIKTA BATIKA.
OR

^ ANTIMALARIOUS PILLS.
(A very Safe and very Sure Remedy for Fever,)

The power of this medicine to cure longstanding chronic fevers

is unique. However difficult and longstanding the case of fever
may be, its use always ensures a permanent cure. For all sorts of
malarioils fever, chronic fever, high or low fever, accompanied by
enlargement of both spleen |ind liver and cough, brain fever, double
quotidian fever, in short, in all chronic cases of fever, we can strongly
recommend its use. In malarious fever or in *Kala jvara*’, it acts
most effectually. «

The fever that does not yield to quinine Sfnd before which quinine
stands perfectly helpless, is easily and radically cured by this pill.

Another special feature of these pills is that they not only cure
chrgnic fever for the time but' effectively prevent its recurrence.

Price for one box containing 30 pills ... Re. i.

Packing and Postage ... Rs. 3.

Eavirsy .Nagendra Nath Sen.
^ Govt. Medical Diploma-Holder,

M. C. S. (Parish, S. C. I. (Loudon), M. S. A. S. (London), &c., &c.

Nos. 18-1 dk 18, Lower Ohitpur Boad, Calcutta.
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INTERMITTENT FEVER AND QUININE.
I do not know when we shall cease to hear of the pana-

cea Quinine for intermittent fever and people will learn
,

to

take a more rational view of things. Here are a few eases

in point. Dr. B—a young medical practitioner in the em-

ployment of Government, came home for the, Pujas fro/h

his working station. Both his place of employment* and his

native home are notorious malarial places, so that & change

from the one to the other ought not to have affected him in

any way.

Three days after he had been home, he was attacked

with high fever, ushered in with a chill and accompanied

with great thirst, headache and restlessness
;
his face looked

flushed and he also complained of violent headache. As I was

present at the place and the patient’s father was a great

homeopath, he sent ft>r ane. I saw the patient and gave him

a few doses of Bellad. 30. This stopped the fever and the

next morning, he was free from feven But not content witti

the effect of our medicine and to make assurance double, he

took three or four doses of Quinine, four grains at a timci*
#

45
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without tellings me any thing about it. What was the eflfect ?

In the evening^ I found him in high fever again, and when

his father told me what he had done, I almost felt like say-

ing, “it served him right* It was days before this fever

left him.

The other day, a young man came to see me in my office,

who said he was suffering from remittent fever. On enquiry

I found that he was suffering from intermittent fever at the

beginning, but since the administration of large doses of

Quinine, the fever had become remittent He had great

thirst and there was constant nausea. A few{doses of Ipecac.

30 stopped this fever and the man is all right today. So after

all. Quinine is not always able to check the fever paroxysm,

and as regards cure, tJiere are others that are just as good.

A young boy came to me with an enormously enlarged

spleen with very high fever. I was told that he had been

suffering from this fever for months and he had taken any

amount of Quinine, and this was the result. He had violent

hd&dache, the fever generally came on with a chill about 10, il

A. M. In short, he had all the symptoms of Natrum mur. •, and

repeated doses of the 30th stopped the fever effectively. He
was under observation for nearly three months and an occa-

sional dose of^Natrum was all that he received. He made

a perfect recovery, the huge spleen disappeared and he is a

hale and hearty boy today.

A gentleman living up country in a very healthy place,

came down to his native home, where he stayed only two

days, when he came down to Calcutta and was attacked

with high fever. As is usual in this oouAtry, he took some

fever mixture and fplli||iired it up^ with Quinine mixture,

iiVipite of the fact that the temperature remained at 102*

when he took the Quinine. The result was that the tempera-

turaiat once rose to 106* and refused to cone down at all.
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He was in great agony. The bowels were constipated j he had

violent headache, great thirst, alternate droyj^siness and rest-

lessness, and there was great heat of the body with slight

moisture about the skin. As he had^ taken so much of allo-

pathic medicines, I began the treatment with Nux V. 20a

one dose and followed it up with Placebo.

The next morning I got the report that the temperature

had gone down to loi*. I continued the Placebo.

About three o’clock in the afternoon I got the report again

that the temperature began to Vise again between lO and

1 1 A. M. and the patient had great chill with it

Natrum mur 30 every 3 hours. The next morning I had

the report that the temperature continued unabated. Now
I took the history of the case over again and found Bellad.

to be the indicated remedy, but I gave it very reluctantly

as I was under the impression that this was a malarious case

and Belladonna could do no good.

He had 3 doses of Bellad. 3x during the night In the

morning when I saw him the temperature was 95®. I %ont*

tinued the medicine every 3 hours the whole, day. In the

evening I heard that the temperature had contimied normal

during the whole day. Placebo was administered during the

next two days and the patient is all right to*day. From this

case I learn once again, that it never does for a physician

to run away with any notion that this is a malarial case,

that one is a tubercular case and the third one is a syphilitic

case- Treat every individual case on its own merits. There

can be no better motto than take down the symptoms of

your case carefully, 1^ alone theories and conjectures, and

stick to the law Siinilia^ Similibus i^urantur.

J. N. lij.



UTERINE TUMOR.

P. C Majumdar, m. d.

We have treated many cases of uterine tumors of various

kinds with medicine successfully. In our allopathic days we

had no faith that medicine can cure such cases. We now feel

ashamed to find that we were ever bold to say dogmatically

that tumors can never be cured without the help of knife. A
decided attack upon our dogmatism was made by my late

father-indaw, the distinguished homeopath of this city, Dr. B.

L. Bhaduri. It was a case of an elderly lady who had a big

tumor of the uterus occupying whole of the pelvic cavity. The
patient was a menapause and of thin, emaciated appearance.

She suffered long from acidity and looseness of bowels. She

was under treatment of allopathic and Kabiraj physicians.

An operation was decided upon but the lady resolutely re-

fused to submit to an operation. She said she would rather die

than allow anything of the kind.

Treatment was temmcnced with Calc, carb in the high

potency, oiae dose every fourth day. This gave a perfect re-

covery in the course of three months. She gained health, acid-

ity was no morfc and the big fleshy mass completely vanished.

The next case I had, was a that of a young lady of about

eighteen summers. It was'a bad form of polypoid tumor of

the uterus. She was of robust frame of body and mind. No
other complaints of any kind. The hemorrhage from the

uterus was alarming. Profuse, bright red and hot blood came
out in gushes. She used to get headachy nOw and then.

I gave her Belladonna 30, one dose, three times a day. This

was continued for one week. Hemorrhage was less but not

entirely gone. A lady doctor examined the uterus and found

a pol;jjpus as large as a hen’s egg. I prescribed Sanguinaria
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Can 3x. morning and evening. To the astonishment of

the lady doctor, after ten days* use of the remedy, the tnmor

was dislodged and came out entire. The cure was complete

and the young lady bore several children afterwards.

I was consulted in a case of uterine Fibroid in a young

woman of about twenty-five years. She was mother of four

children, two of them died early. When the child was born

she had tedious labour with considerable postpartum

hemorrhage.
^

Menses stopped about eighteen months. It was followed

by very profuse menses which lasted long. She was ple-

thoric and of sanguine temperament, complaining often of

palpitation of heart and shortness of breath after slightest

exertion. After even a sparing meal she complained of burst-

ing sensation in the abdomen and the pelvic region, and drag-

ging down sensation in moving about. She had acidity and

heartburn and gradually she noticed enlargement of the abdo-

men. A midwife was consulted and she said there was ti^mor

in the uterus. Operation was advised but she did not give her

consent to that.
*

1 was consulted and visited her with that midwife. I tried

Lycopod, Cal. Carb without much benefit At last I decided

upon Lilium Trig, of which the third decimal potency was

given, morning and evening. At the end of the first week of my
treatment she felt rpuch relieved of the heaviness of abdomen

and shortness of breath. She now felt light and easy. This

medicine was continued with occasional stoppage for a few

days. Gradually her digestion got improved and acidity and

heartburn relieved. P did not change the remedy and she

made a complete recovery in six months. The midwife was

quite astonished how this big mass of fleshy growth disap-

peared without any application or external means.

A short, thin and emaciated woman about forty yelrs *of
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age, consulted me for a tumor in the abdomen. I found it wa.T

a hard, resistent;, fibroid growth in utero. She was mother of

several children born shortly after one another in quick

succession.

Tumor about the si^e of a bad fruit, moveable but very

hard. Menses appeared late scanty, painful and followed by

leucorrhcea of fish brine color and intensity, fetid smell. She

used to get slight fever in the afternoon, burning of hands,

feet and eyes, and little or no thirst. Bowels obstinately

constipated. Mind dejected and hopeless ;
complained of

rheumatic pains in various joints.

Pulsat 30 one dose every other day. Fever disappeared in

a few' days with its concomittant symptoms. She was brighter

and more cheerful. No medicine for one week.

Menses appeared in usual time but the discharge was as

bad as ever.

The leucorrheal discharge was offensive.

Secale cor 200 one dose followed by placebo. A week

after, the tumor seemed to me softer and little smaJler. An-

other dose was given after that time. In this way I continued

the treatm^t of the patient.

By and by she gained in flesh and improved in body and

mind. No other remedies were given and .she got rid of the

tumor in eight months after the first taking of my remedy.

This is a marvellous cure and since that time for about five

years she continued in good health.

So there is no despair about the cure of morbid growths.

They are, as usual, the result of deranged action of the vital

force and if we can restore that force no tts normal activity,,

there is no doubt that these growths ^also dLsappear.



PLAGUE AND PETROLEUM,

We most 'heartily congratulate the HeaTlh Department

of the Bombay Municipality upon its issue of a small and

useful brochure on "Petroleum : Its uses for Disinfection,”

for the guidance of the vast population of that great city

against the impending outset of that most terrible scourge,

the Plague, during the approaching cold weather. The illus-

trations with tinted sketches will serve to store the minds

of men with valuable instructions in order to enable them to

ward off that hydra-he ided monster, which has been ravag-

ing the whole extent of oiir country during the last few

years. These have come out under the signature of Dr,

Turnee, the Executive Health Officer,

The residue of the distilatipn of crude petroleum has been

called "Pesterine,” which is recommended to be used as a

household disinfectant, by all clas.ses of the population* If

rats have infested any house, or plague ever appeared in the

locality, or is suspected to make its appearance, the aub-

stance ought to be used as a sure preventive
, for it has been

established from various experiments that fleas a;e the chief

agents in conveying the infection of plague from one rat to

another, or from rats to human subjects. The destruction of

fleas is the prime aim of the present scheme, and "pesterine"

has been considered a happy agent for the purpose.

The following a*re the items of the articles to be used for

the purpose :—(i) “Pesterine," (3) Zinc or wooden buckets.

(3) Watering Cans. (4I Brushes, ($) Brooms.

The men working^ out the disinfection are enjoined to

wear long coats and have flieir feet protected with ehumpals

or shoes.

The work of disinfection begins with a little sprinkling 0^

the Pesterine cn the floors of rooms or other areal r|q»\fed
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to be disinfected. All furnitare, and other articles should

therefore be necessarily removed from the rooms. Fleas al-

ready existing in such rooms, must necessarily be dislodged

during the process and will be presumably caught in the

Festerine already sprinkled on the floor. All clothings are

recommended by the Corporation to be collected together in

sacks and sent to some sterilizer^ to be disinfected with

steam. The rooms or other spaces being thus vacated, the

operation begins by spreading Festerine with long brushes,

first over the ceiling and their over the upper portions of the

walls. During this process, all cracks, and nooks and corners

should be very carefully attended to, as the fleas are expect-

ed to have found a happy shelter in such crevices and ledges.

For facility and quickness of work, the brushes should be

drawn horizontally. Subsequent sprinkling >of a little more

Festerine on the floor and spreading it' all over uniformly

with brooms will be found very efficacious. The quantity of.

Festerine sprinkled at the outset together with that splashed

whib doing the walls and the ceilings, will be found quite

sufficient for the floor.

Every rajf-hole on the floor or in any other part of the

room or the house should be poured into with little quantities

of Festerine. *

Rooms thus disinfected, and completed, become fit for

reoccupation after being allowed to stand over for twenty

four hours. Urinals, latrines and receptacles for night-soil

and every accumulation of filth or dirt may be disinfected

with Festerine. Flies, mosquitoes, and other insects and

their ovums may likewise be killed ,
wit^ itf

We are afraid, lest we should be taxing upon the patience

of our .readers by adducing quotations!*and extracts from con*

^em^rary medical literature. Yet we beg to be pardoned

for what follows..
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Mr. H. J. Meinkc, of Brooklyn, New York, writes "Vott

ask how to keep ants out of the house. I had trouble with

them in my windows some time ago. The best and surest

way I havt found is to use clove oil^ and apply the same with

a bru>.!» whenever they appear through the cracks. I have

tried many things, but the clove oil is the best I find to get

rid of them. It has an agreeable smell and will keep them

out. For an ant-hill in the yard I use kerosine oil and pour

over the .same."

Mrs. £. J. Feaz, Milwaukee, "writes ; *I lived in Colorado

where ants abide in all sizes and colors that belong to the

tribe. I tried every thing I could hear of. At least for the

house kind, I smeared their runs with oil of sassafras. As

long as the smell remained, the ants stayed away. Of course

this had to be repeated, but I was very thankful for relief.

"We had many ant-hills on the land. We tried many and

varic 's ways to de.stroy them, but failed. Then we heard

of catching them by placing wide-mouth bottles in the centre

of the hill, so the top of the bottle would be even with the

top of the hill. The habit of the ant is to go to (be top of

their house to go in, so when they got to the centre, they

tumbled in the bottle and could not get out During the

summer we caught and burnt many quarfe ridding the

land of ants.

*'I would like to tell how to rid the premises of rats. I

once moved in a house, where when night came, I found it

was overrun with rats. We could not keep any thing away

from them, nor sleep at night I was thoroughly disgusted

when some one toM tqe the remedy. I got a wire trap, caught

one, lit some paper under it and gave him a good singeing,

for I felt just like it. ^tlow he did squeal when I tadk got

my satisfaction on the one poor victim. I took him to a cop>*

board where there was a rat-hole, opened the trap, sgid

46
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wasn’t long in finding the hole. In two days’ time, there

wasn’t a rat in the place^ I lived there three years after in

perfect peace with rats. He probably told the rest of them
to keep away from that dangerous place.”

The following may be found interesting, by some of our

readers :

—

•Query—On every hand doctors advance the theory that

mosquitoes carry yellow fever. I would like to know an
opinion regarding this theory. What are the symptoms, as

a rule ? 1 believe any one in good health is immune.

-J. R. Florida.

•Answer—You are perfectly corr^t, that any one in good

health is perfectly immune from yellow fever, I am well

acquainted with a man here who had been a sl^ip surgeon for

several years. He was in and out among yellow fever, and

was with the crew on his ship. No one, however, took yellow

fever. All they did about it was to keep themselves clean,

avoid excesses of all sorts, and take plenty of sound refresh-

ing sleep.

An attack of yellow fever is very similar to acute malaria.

Sometimes^ the disease is quite difficult to diagnose. I presume
that much that is called yellow fever in New Orleans and is

thrown into such afuror to-day is due to heat stroke, acute

prostration and other similar diseases.

It is a matter greatly to be deplored that New Orleans
should be thrown into such a furor of excitbment over so small

a matter. Had they kept their city clean, or would even
now begin to clean it up, everything would be all right I

am glad that the federal authorities have*, taken the matter
out of the hands of the boards of healt&, as they have shown
themselves to be wholly ihcompetent^p handle the situation*

••The mosquito .theory at the spread of yellow fever is per*

fectly ridiculous. Any bug, such as the common hou^-fl/»
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might be the means of spreading any contagious disease,

under favorable conditions. But to say that mosquitoes are

the cause of yellow fever is too indiotic for a moment’s cook

sideration."—C. S. Carr, M. D.

So much is now-a-days bang discussed in the orthodox

medical school, through the medium of journals and associa*

tions, and so many theories are being daily discovered and

as readily abandoned, about the various germ theories, that

it appears to be impossible, in the fullness of sound sense and

reason, to believe in one or another. Indeed, we find the

theories and remedies crop up with the rapidity of the pro*

phet’s gourd
;
and we will not know what we are at, and where

all this will terminate. The dreary desert of Sahara is not

more full of sand than the journals abound in germs. One
is certain to meet with some newly discovered disease germ

officially reported almost every ‘ morning. "Health Boards,

in their great zeal to save the dearpeople from the assaults of

these microscopic monsters which, we are gravely told, swarm

in the air we breathe, in the water we drink, in the food we

eat, and lurk on the lips of lovers in millions, billionsi trillions

quadrillions, quintillions, and so on infinitum^ are Squander*

ing millions of public funds in waging an incessant and- futile

warfare upon these imaginary foes of human existence.'^

We are indeed of opinion that the announcement of germs is

as startling as that pf the prophylactic means. Our own

municipal corporation here, is never slow or remiss in its zeal

for the adoption and propagation of these methods. Had

these microbes so sedulously discovered, anything to do with

the prevention or cure ®f diseases, people would very long

ago have ceased to die of cancer and cholera, consumpUon

and diphtheria, malarial^ever or typhoid fever and pneumok

nia. The fact, however, remains that these diseases are even

•s strongly prevailing in these times as ever, or in lliii*
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premicrobian period. We can boldly assert upon the testi-

mony ofvery reliable authorities that two of the maladies men-

tioned above, viz: cancer and consumption, have been specially

rampant with increasing frequency since the discovery of the

several germ theories.

On looking into the sirum therapy^ a necessary outcome

ofthe^rm theory^ we find quite a preponderance of expert

medical opinion in favour of the view that the two diseases

referred to above^ have showed remarkably increased preva-

lence since the employment of products of diseased animal

tissues as remedial agents. It seems almost to be a work of

supererrogation to indicate that by this process the many
communicable diseases are necessarily disseminated among
the healthy people. It will be seen to be a fact that since the

discovery of the germ theory and the consequent investiture

of boards of health in different countries all over the world,

with power and authority to force this ‘'ruinous fad*' upon
physicians and the people, the mortality from the very

diseases has been shown by the statistical returns to be rapidly

increasing^. This alone is a sure and strong evidence of the

popular injury done by monstrous medical fallacies.

^1 It

( All articles of food, solid as well as liquid, are fraught

with immense peril : then where are we to make our choice

from, and how are we to live
J ) is a very common maxim

among us. "If we are to believe the germ theorists, all the

actions of our daily life, our letters, our money, our books,

our clothes, our dwellings, the trolley-cyir, ihe cab, the waiting

room, the train, the theatre, the drinking cup, our every bite

and sup-*are all fraught* with the iil<Qst hideous perils. It is

indeed, touchingly pathetic to witness the hold which the

po^ern craze regarding germs and their destruction has
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obtained upon the minds of the credulous and emotional class*

cs of society as well as upon sensational newsp.'^cr editors and

reporters, who implicitly follow faith instead of reason. If

we believed one half of what the microbe theorists tell us,

we would not dare to breathe, eat or drink. There can hence-

forth be no rest for the man or the woman who believes in the

disease germ and its universality. The credulous people of

this germ-infested planet might just as well realise first as

last that there is no safety for them unless they get fumigat-

ed and be hermetically sealed up in sterilized glass cases, or

jump into a bath of carbolic acid and remain there."

Considering the theories and prophylactic means and

methods prescribed by the medical boards in this country,

from time to time, regarding malaria, cholera, the plague, and

some other diseases, as well as their ever»incrcasing preval-

ences one can feel no diffidence in accepting as true^ the

opinion indicated above.

The very theory concerning malaria and its cause or origin

is a glaring instance in point
;
and the methods recommendled

for its prevention by the medical or magesterial authorities

have ever turned out to be anything but acceptable. One

way or another has always been supplanted by a theory more

preposterous than its predecessors. In the face of ail that

the medical authorities of our country might as.sert,

and all that the magesterial powers might enforce upon our

country, we boldly affirm that a close and careful examina-

tion of statistical returns is sure to unfold that the ever in-

creasing prevalence of malaria in this land has kept pace

with the abundance* ofrintroduction of the bark. Facts are

often stern realities
; and the manner igi which quinine is being

used, or rather abused, ^1 over the country, has proved to ,

be a prolific source of risk and peril to our country.

We are plainly of opinion that theories and theoretical^
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methods ref^arding diseases and their prevention, have already

outgrown amoi^gst us to admit of any rational exposition*

The country has already been aroused from a dormant con-

dition and under the benignant influence of the Hahne-

mannian light and lustre, the theoretical gloom of the so-

called disinfectants^ has begun some considerable time ago,

to be dispelled.

Clinical Gases.

P. C. Majumdar, m. d.

Case I. Intermittent fever cured by a single dose of

Ipecac high.—An elderly gentleman, thin and emaciated,

came under my treatment for malarious Intermittent fever*

He is a staunch homeopath and in the beginning of his ail-

ment he placed himself under a homeopathic physician. The

doctor gave him some medicine but failing, advi.sed him to

taice large doses of quinine. He had done so without any

benefit. Fever used to come every other day at about 1 1 A. M.

or 12 nooft.

Chill hard and prolonged ;
slight heat, burning of hands

and feet.

There was no perspiration, but a good deal of hoarse*

cough with considerable quantity of white, tough sputa.
‘

Profuse salivation, saliva bad tasting.

Nausea and inclination to vomit, not actual vomiting;

Bowels generally constipated ;
sometimes diarrhoea.

Ipecac 200 one dose dry on the tdhgue, followed by

placebo. Next paroxysqj was slight. Another dose of Ipecac

200 was given ;
but this, now I belieW, was a mistake.

There was no more paroxysm and the gentleman ia

oured* «
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Case II. Intermittent fever cured by Bryonia.-—A fairly

nourished young man got chill at a malarious place near our

city.

Fever came on early morning at 6 A. M. with hard chill.

Chill lasted a long time and nothing could mitigate it

Very great thirst even during chill, which continued through-

out all the stages. He drank large quantity and not often.

Heat not very marked. Feeling chilly even during heat

Tongue very much coated and bowels obstinately con-

stipated.
*

Complained of pain over the whole body. Did not venture

to move for fear of pain. Liver was congested and tender

on pressure. No enlargement of spleen. Urine high-coloured

and scanty.

Bryonia 6x morning and evening.

Much better next morning, though fever came on. Chill

not so violent
;
and thirst and pain much less.

Continued Bryonia three times to-day, no medicine. No
fever this morning and the patient got all right. The patient

came to me on the 5th November 1904, and since then did

not suffer from malarious fever. •

Case III. Babu Bijoy Chandra Majumdar, aged 35, thin

and anaemic-looking, had been suffering off anB on for six

months. Took big doses of quinine and all the symptoms

became irregular.

Spleen enormously enlarged and hard, not tender on*

pressure
;
profound anoemia.

On the 3rd November 1904 when became to me he had a

very high fever, temperatpre 105. No perspiration, consider;-

able thirst. No chill, glow of warmth inside his body. Ten-

dency to vomiting. Boy^ls obstinately constipated. No;

appetite. Feet slightly swollen and so the eyelids, very rest*-

less during fever.
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Ferrum Phos. 30 morning and evening.

After four days the patient came to report that he was

feeling better. Temperature did npt go beyond loi F and

came down to 99.

Placebo eight powders, morning and evening.

Continued better^ placebo in the same way. No fever for

a fortnight.

During new moon he had an attack of fever but it was

not so high. Ferrum Phos 200 one dose every morning for

some days followed by placebo did him a lot of good.

Fever subsided, enlargement of spleen reduced greatly,

and It wa^ softer than before, and anemia disappeared. I

used to give him a dose of Ferrum Phos 200 once a week,

though there was no relapse of fever. He got well in two

months.

SUPPRESSED INTERMITTENT FEVER.

An jpiderly-looking, anemic and emaciated man was

brougljtrfo my office for consultation. He was very much

prostrated, sallow and worn oqt in appearance.

Had fevbr of a malarious nature for upwards of six

months. Drugged with big doses of quinine, Fever was

suppressed. Relapses were frequent and at each time attend*

ed with graver symptoms. Had diarrIVcea with puffiness of

abdomen and no inclination for food which tasted bad.

Burning of hands, feet and eyes, urine copious '.and fre-

quent. Fearful disposition, in goin^ toi talk about his case

he frequently sobbed. Heart’s action feeble but natural. No
cough or cold. * \

Had Pneumonia some three years ago but was cured by

_
a local homeopath.
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Complains of shifting pains here and there, frequent spitting

of saliva. Ferrum Phos 30^ one dose, morning and evening.

No improvement in five days. His son came and narrat*

ed the same history.

Pulsat 30, one dose every morning during intermission.

Improvement noticed attonce. Diarrhoea almost stopped,

appetite improved and he is gaining flesh now.

P. C. Majumdar, m. d.

DIARRHCEA CURED BY DIGITALIS.

A young and robust looking man came under my «treat-

ment for a peculiar kind of diarrhoea. He used to pass small

balls of white color as stools for a long time. These balls

were like small pieces of marble or hard lime.

For this reason he used take purgatives and other opening

allopathic medicines. Stools became soft now and then, but

the color remained the same. When the medicine was stop^-

ped, the usual constipation returned again. Some kabiraj

gave him a purgative and he used to pass thin watery stools,

frequently in the day time
;
seldom any stools at ni^t.

The stools were like stirred lime-water, sometimes thicker

in consistency but never of normal color.

I gave him Podophyllum 6x and 30 without much bene-

fit. Calc carb in the high potency fared the same fate. No
change whatever. •

Urine scanty, high-colored and frequent. The patient felt

very much fatigued and his appetite was diminishing day by

day. (Complained of hea^y feeling in the stomach, especially

after meals. A few doses ^Digitalis 6k morning and evening

changed the color and tne consistency of the stools. There

were only two stools in the day, one morning and one at

5 P. M.

47
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He made a complete recovery and since then it is about

8 year he has never had white stools again.
«

P. C. MaJUMDAR, M. Ds

THE NASO-PHARYNX IN CHILDREN.

By J.^Robbrtson Day, M. D. (Lond.), Physician for Diseases of

Children to the London ribraeopathic Hospital.

There h no part of the organism which more commonly

calls for treatment than the* nose and throat in childhood.

There is a particular age when the tissue* variously de-

scribed as lymphoid or adenoid tissue, is most prolific in its

growth. It is not met with in infancy—newly-born children

never have latge tonsils or adenoid growths, but about the

time the first dentition is completed, this tissue tends to

assume an exuberant growth.

It is so widely distributed that we find it in most situ-

ations of the body.
* The lymphatic glands, or lymph nodes of the American

writers, are entirely composed of it, the spleen, the solitary

glands^ d!nd Peyer’s patches of the intestinal tract, the

tonsils in the fauces and the pharyngeal tonsil, besides

numerous small nodules in the naso-pharynx.

With the advent of puberty this tissue ceases to proliferate

and tends to subside in its activity as ^other developmental

changes take place.

During this period of lymphoid activity a large majority

of children of the present day are troubled more or less with

a long train of symptoms resulting ftom enlargement of the

tonsils and adenoid vegetations the upper respiratory

|9assages.

I purpose limiting my remarks to this particular phase of

\he* condition.
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Enlarged tonsils and adenoids may be found separately

or co-existent

The adenoid child is too well known to require any de-

tailed .description. The characteristic physiognomy, with

stupid expression, open mouth, under-hung jaw, high arch

to the palate, Gothic arch of upper alveolar border, otitis,

deafness, with otorrhea associated with a deformed chest*

we meet with constantly. Nor need we spend time on the

etiology of this condition, interesting as it may be.

The Cooper Club I understand to be a therapeutic societ y

and so we will hasten to a consideration of the remedies for

the cure of this condition.

Preventive Measures,— In no disease, perhaps, is it more

important than here to check the beginnings.

Young children easily take‘'colds in the head*'—a catarrh-

al state of the nasal mucous membrane^ results—-with swell-

ing and occlusion of the nasal passage.*;. There follows mouth

breathing and the vicious habit is thus acquired.

These children should be promptly treated with Arsenimtm

3, hot fomentations to the nose, and be kept in a warm

but well ventilated room, and on no account be p^mitted to

go out of doors till the nasal discharge has ceased. After

Arsenicum some constitutional remedy will be? necessary as

may be indicated. It often happens there is a tubercular or

syphilitic taint, and the latter will of itself keep up a chronic

rhinitis
;

indeed, snuffles in babies is very suspicious of

syphilis, and if accompanied by a sanguineous discharge is

pathognomonic. Mercurius vivus 2x or weekly doses of

Syphilinum 200 I ftnd^uits such.

The tubercular type of children who often have adenoids

require Tuberculinum 3cy^iven in the same way.

WJiere adenoids are present it is necessary to ascertain K.9

Read before the Cooper Club, October 2Sth. , ^
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whslit extent they are causing obstruction. This should be

done, by first making the child blow its nose, if it is old

enough to do Then, keeping the mouth and lips closed^

test each nostril separately as to its patency. If air can pass

brough under these conditions, the case can be cured by

medicinal means. It may happen that you have to deal with

n acute catarrh in a chronic condition, causing for the time

being a total obstruction, so in such a case do not hastily

despair of treatment. Such a case I saw to-day, mouth breath*

ing, no enlarged tonsils, but total occlusion of both nostrils

and a watery discharge excoriating the anterior nares. I

prescribed Merc, sol 6 and local fomentations, and quite

expect to find the nostrils patent next time I see him.

These slighter cases of adenoids are curable, but take time,

varying with the extent of the disease and the amount of

attention they are able to obtain.

Agraphis 12 I have found of value in many cases, and

have given it in the absence of indications for other better-

kffown remedies.

Calc.pkos. 12 seems particularly suited to adenoids and

follicular pharyngitis.

Pulsatilla 3X where the catarrh has extended along the

Eustachian tube to the middle ear.

Silica 12 and 30 where there is an accompanying otorrhea.

If the tonsils are enlarged as well, as is often the casej

Baryta carbonica 12 or Baryta iodc^ta 12 are excellent remedies.

Phytolacca ix or 2x I have used where there has been

much swelling of the cervical lymph glands as well. I have

. also used it as a paint to the tonsils ^wiiph glycerine and as a

spray to the nose.

Where the tonsils are enlarged\tther alone or In associa*

tion with the adenoids, Hydrastis with glycerine as a paint

to the tonsils and in the form of a spray is most useful.
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These chronically enlarged tonsils are freqnently liable

to acute attacks, the follicles being blocked with secretion

and inflamed. In such cases Mere. ty. I3 or the biuiod. 3X

give most satisfactory results.

Rickets often accompanies this disease, and then Ca4r.

carb. 6 or I3 is very valuable.

I And there is no specific for all cases, each must be treat*

ed on its own merits. It is essentially a' disease requiring

a long course of treatment, and constitutional remedies are

always required at some time oV another.

Hitherto I have spoken of the medicinal means of com*

bating this disease, but there are certein cases which require

operative treatment as well.
'

These cases have persistent and absolute nasal obstruc*

tion, a.ssociated with deafness and often otitis as well. Often

very large tonsils extend a long way down the pharynx. In

such cases to delay operation may be followed by most seri-

ous result.s, and the operation after all is so slight and the

patient so'quickly recovers from it, that it should be then

advised. At the same time it should be most distinctly

pointed out to the parents that the operation alt>ne will not

cure the patient, and a steady course of med[pinal treatment

will be required in order to prevent a recurrence.

It is absolutely necessary to be emphatic on this point,

especially with hospital patients, for the immediate results

of the operation are so beneficial, that the parents con-

sider the cure has been completed. Recurrence of the

growths is frequent, and I have met with cases that have bera

operated on a second and even a third time for the same

trouble.
,

•

There are certain adjuvant methods which 1 find oMmu*'

greate.<:t value in expediting a cure.

What you have to aim at is to make the,child Hkreathe
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through its nose. The physiological law—atrophy follows

disuse—is nowhere better seen than in these cases.

These children are mouth- breathers, and the nasal pas-

sages are only partially used or not at all, hence they

continue infantile in structure. Make the child breathe

through its nose and you at once begin to develop these

passages.

In order to do "this apply some simple ointment to the

nose and foment frequently and well steam the face
;
this

soothes the mucous membrane, lessens congestion, and opens

up the nasal passages. The child should be taught the use

of the pocket-handkerchief. A small boy's pocket-handker-

chief appears to be used for every purpose but the right one,

viz., for cleansing the nose. This habit has to be diligently

taught.

A simple nose and throat spray with a hot normal saline

lotion or medicated with Hydrastis is often of great help

too.
€

When the nostrils have been thus cleared and made

available fcJr the purpose for which they were intended, the

mouth shoii^d be kept closed by means of a chin- strap. This

should be worn^constantly at first ( except during meals ) so

as to break the mouth-breathing habit. If applied at bedtime

it will effectually stop snoring. The moral effect of this strap

is not without value, and it should be applied whenever the

mouth is found open.

Lastly, Breathing Exercises,—No account of the treat-

ment of adenoids would be complete without reference to

this most important means of cure gfnd prevention. Flat-

chest generally accompanies thes^ troubles. Few children

H^braathe properly—shallow, superficiaT breathing is their rule.

All those movements which cause deep breathing should be

pilictllsed, the mouth being kept closed during inspiration
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and expiration. In this way not only are the nasal passages

properly inflated, but the blood is oxygenated and the gene^

ral health improves.

Change of air to the seaside, such &s the coast of Kent,

where the air is bracing as well as impregnated with salt,

is also of signal service.

Elsie Warner, age 7. Post-nasal adenoids and deafness.

June 15, 1905— History of present illness : Coughy

especially in winter, worse. Measles last year. Snores at

night. Wakes with cough.
*

Present condition : Complete nasal obstruction. Deaf-

ness for two winters. Follicular pharyngitis. Aff^aph, 12

ter. die. Tub. 30 weekly.

June 29th —Cpugh much better and not so deaf. Still

mouth breathing— to wear chin-strap. Rep. ambo.

July 13th—Doing very well. Not deaf now. Rep.

July 28th—Ver> much better. Still a good deal of mucus.

Hydrastis 3X ter. die.

Gertrude Willcox, age 3J^.

July 13, 1905— Rickets and syphilis. Mouth breathing

and nasal obstruction. To wear chin-strap. Agra/lkis 12 ter. ;

Tub. 30 weekly. Repeated through July and ^ugust.

September iith—Headache, earache, sore throat, coryza^

stuffy nose cold. Nux, v, 3X 3 hrs.

September 22n^—Ear-ache. Puls, 30 ter.
;

Syph. 200

weekly.

October 6th—Mouth is generally closed now. Ear better.

Rep. ^
October 27th—Ffesh cold. Excoriated nares, TonsiU

enlarged. Ars. a. 3x 2 brs.

November 3rd.—Cough quite well. Thickness in^thrta4.i

Merc. sol. 3 gr. i 3 hrs.

November 17th—Very much better, breathes well tlftotllih
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nose. Tongue clean
;
appetite good. Earache wellr Calc

phos. 6 ter. ,

December 15th—Still improving. Breathes well. Tongue

clean. Colds last muih shorter time if she takes one.

January $, 1906*—Quite free from cold. Calc, phos, 6 ;

Tub, 30 weekly.

April 6th —Tonsils enlarged and cough. Phytolac, Ix ter.

April 20th—Nasal catarrh. Cough. Ars, 5, % hrs.

June 22nd—Been very m uch better, but for last few

nights snored again. Tonsils still enlarged. Baryta tod

12 ter.

June 29th—Glands of neck tender. Phytolac, 2X and

Glyc. of Phytolac.

September 14th—Tonsils smaller.

October Sth— Follicular pharyngitis. Calc phos. \ 2.

Frank Middleton, age 5.

November 5, 1905—History of present illness : Nasal

obstruction and great difficulty in breathing at night. Mouth

breathing. Otorrhea.

Present * condition : Nasal discharge and obstruction.

Agraphis I2*ter. Hydrastis spray and chin-strap.

November 9th—Breathes much better. Otorrhea and

earache. Puls. 3x 2 hrs. Rep. Hydrastis spray.

November i6th—Much better. Keeps his mouth closed

. now and breathes well. Ear ceased dischai;ging. There is now

some pain in right ear but no discharge.

November 24th—Very much better. , No nasal catarrh.

Pharynx normal. Breathes through nose. No pain in ears,

but left; discharges pus. Silica la ter.^ »
*

December ,8th—Very much better, has discharge from ear.

Silica 12.
'

December 29th—’No discharge.

'February 91 1906—Very much better. Breathes well
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through nose. Some granular pharyngitis. Cole. pkas. li

ter. and continue Hydrastis spray.

Thomas Pledger, age 9.

March 26, 1906.—History of previous illness : Twice

operated on for adenoids at Bartholomew’s and London
Hospitals. Mother fears his throat is going wrong again.

Snores dreadfully. Very nervous and a little deaf.

Present .condition : Nasal catarrh, but can breathe

through both nostrils. Follicular pharynx. Pkytolac. lx

in miij ter. and spray of Pkytolac.

April 6th—Catarrh much better. Rep.

Fred. Goodes, age 10.

January 22, 1906 -Present condition: Came for *a
growth in his nose." Unhealthy state of mucous membrane

which bleeds easily. Nasal catarrh and mouth>breathing.

Calc, pltos. 12
;
Tub. 30 weekly and chin-strap.

February i6th—Tongue furred. Mere, soL 3 and Tub. 30.

April 20th—Tongue white fur. Ant. crud. 12.

May 25th—Rep. and spray of Hydrastis.

June 8th—Rep. Tongue cleaner, and generally greatly

improved.
*

James Goodes, age 7, brother of the abojip.

January 22, 1906—Nasal obstruction, sent from school

for dullness. His condition was very similar to that of

his brother. Cede, phos la ter ; Tub 30, chin-strap.

I|y April 2dth so much improved that his teacher . sent

a message she would like to know the medicine which had

made such a great improvement

Reginald Brid^, igp 7%.

July 12, 1906—Ver}( thick nasal discharge. Tonsils ed*

larged
,
glands enlarged. H^. s.

September 3rd—-Much betted no discharge. Heating good^;

Breathes through nose. Tonsils smaller. Baryta e. 12 ; tidf^
48 !
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September 24th—Much better.

October 12th—Improvement continues. Hearing better.

He had been advised by school doctor to have an operation.

Rep.

Sarah Thomas, age i.

October 6, 1905—Had congenital syphilis and has onl^

four teeth. Nasal obstruction and mouth-breathing.

A^aphis 12, 3 hrs.

October 20th—Breathes through nose. Rep.

November 20th—Doing well.

Laurence B., age 5.

First seen September 1905. with nasal catarrh and

mouth breathing, Ars. a. 3x, Merc. sol. 3, Nux. v. 3X,

Hydrastis spray with the use of the chin-strap, and sub*

sequently breathing exercises were followed by the greatest

benefit.

Again in February^ 1906, took fresh cold with mouth-

breathing. Tonsils enlarged. Same treatment was repeated,

and In addition Bhytolac. lx and a course of Calc. phos. 6.

He has beeij perfectly well all the summer.

These cases could be multiplied indefinitely, but the

above, taken at random from scores of others, will serve to

illustrate the niethods of treatment I find to be most suc-

cessful.

We reproduce the above article of Dr Robertson Day with great plea-

sure, because it is highly instructive and useful. Some cases of adenoids

and enlarged tpnsils that we had to treat lately, have made us feel the

necessity of being well up in these matters. Medicinal treatment is highly

saU.sfactory in these,cases, and the remedies recommended by Dr. Day

are excellent. Only the alternations had been less frequent, perhaps

the cures might have boen moc^npld. We have found Baryta, Calcarea,

ffld ighytolacca of special service, while Calc! and Syphil. het better when

g^n in the aootb, Rhytolacca &c. have acted better in the 3X. The

adjuvant methods, and the breathing excercises recommended are very

useful. -



RULES OF CONSULTATION.

For the long time that it was my good fortune to be

under the preceptorship of Dr. H. C, Allen, I came in

contact with physicians of both very high and low order, in

both the homeopathic and the dominant schools of medicine

and it was my privilege to have observed the dealings they

had with each other. I have seen the most eminent surgeons

performing major operation^, gladly availing themselves

of the help and advice of comparatively junior men, while t

also saw youngsters starting in the domain of surgery looking

up to their seniors for fraternal advice and patronage. Simi-

larly in the practice of medicine, I have seen the master ma-

teria medicist, the now-no- more our revered Timothy calling

in consultation Dr. Dillinghem and others in cases that have

perplexed him and baffled his best prescriptions. I frequently

saw our hoary H. C Allen, calling in consultation Dr.

Tomhagen and others. But that is not all. I have eveA seen

him asking a Taylor or a Majumdar about a certain character-

istic symptoms that had slipped his memory in a difficult

case. But never before have I seen the chaotic confusion

that prevails among the practitioners of India, particularly

of Calcutta, specially of the homeopathic school, witK regard

to the rules of consultation. Having passed through several

phases of a city practice in India, and standing as I do, mid-

way between the higher and the lower ranks of our professioi^

I consider myself thoroughly competent to pass an opinipn

^Nin the matter. In*my earlier days wiien I was yet strug^TIbg

ibt^n existence, it was my misfQ|tupe to;havc^ come in can-

’^tact "v^ith ^en, who had 'some How or other made a

lion, who would gladly take the case from my hand9 by

means fair or foul, for the sake of gaining dirty luor^i
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though the bold fact stood out prominently before their

conscience, that it was 1 who had called them in consul-

tation. Happily those days are over for me now, but I

bear from the junior members of our profession that they

Still cling on to the dirty practice. But I should be

lacking in my duty should I fail to say also a few words in

gratitude to the noble members of the
'
profession, who

have always been glad to lend a helping band in times

of difficulty. They have stood back and watched us manage

a case, given us good counsel, pointed out our mistakes

in private, and never tried to belittle us as well as the

profession by exposing our mistakes, but have always

encouraged us when we made the right prescription and

gave the right remedy and did not veto the medicine and give

another simply because they had been called in consultation,

and show the people that they could do something better.

Such‘a friend I had in Leopold Salzer, a man to whom I am
indebted in various wajrs. There are others also who have

beenVilling to help us in a similar way and who have de-

servedly arrived at the highest pinnacle of fame and reputa-

tion. But then I must mention the converse of this, not be-

cause it matters much to me now, but becau.se such experi-

ments'may not be repeated with the junior members of our

profession. Gentlemen, we always do well to remember that

by belittling other members of our fraternity we injure our-

selves. It was in the earlier days of my practice that I had

called in a colleague in consultation, wtio was senior to me

by many years In age, but who lacked even the little of good

sanse and propriety that 1 possessed. He^lingered long in the

patient’s house, even after jve had fipished seeing our case

-ji d̂jvQuld not tell me the name of the medioide that he

' would give, when at last I had to leave the. patient's house

in disgust Of coune 1 did not bear any more from the
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patient, but I learned afterwards that the good doctor had '

'

abused and vilified me before the party in my absense and then,

gave the patient his wonderful remedy which unfortunately

hastened the end of the poor patient’s life which was fast ap-

proaching. What do you thi nk was the effect of such a proce'

dure? Ever afterwards I always religiously avoided calling him

in consultation and even if he was called without my
knowledge I told the patient's people that I would not see the

case in consultation with him, because he lacked in common

good sense—a thing in which we ought always to reciprocate.

I have frequently heard from many of my colleagues that

they have called others in consultation who have very gra*

cionsly discarded them and usurped the case for themselves

for the purpose of gaining a few dirty silver coins I suppose.

Gentlemen, we have seen vendors in meat markets and

fish-stalls haggling for customers, but I did not know that

living had become so difficult even among the members of

such a noble and honourable profession as that of medicine*

I am told that it has become a common practice among

consulting physicians to give medicines out of their own

boxes to patients. It appears to me to be a most ftnwarrant*

able procedure. It is the duty of the attending, physician tn

attend to that part of the business. The consulting physician's

duty is to confer with his colleague and to give him his opi* .

nion on the matter. Jhere his business ends. It has been said -

in justification of this procedure that the junior members of

the profession here never give the medicine, their consultants

prescribe and thereby bring the consulting physician to tUs*
'

;

repute. In such a case,<Gentlemen, it seems to me to be the

wiser procedure not to set^a.case in ^nsultation with a nah
whom we consider to be so mean as all that, (ot after *1^..

what does it matter if we lose a case for the sake of buf -

good name and fame ? Now>a«days I tell people plainly that
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I would not see a case with Drs. A. B. and C. while I gladly

go in consultation with X. Y. Z. Now the long and short of

the whole thing seems to me to be as follows

When you are in difficult}^ call a man in consultation fropi

whom you can get the best advice which will be of the most
good to your patient

; do not call anybody because the

patient's people desire you to do so, for in matters medical

you ought to be the better judge and do not sacrifice your
conscience for the sake of of a single patient or a few silver

rupees. Now as regards tlie consulting physician I do not

think he ought to see a case with anybody whom he thinks

to be capable of bringing him into disrepute by vilifying him.

A consultant is called to confer with his colleague and to

give him his opinion with regard to the etiology, pathology,

diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of the case in hand

and how to proceed about the matter. He may be justified

in telling the patient’s people about the condition of the

patient but he is in no way justified in meddling with the

treatment of the case, not to speak of prescribing out of his

own box?

Now S few words to the lay practitioners, before I con-

clude. Gentlqmen, do not think that your reputation depends

on your ability to abuse and calumniate the other practi-

tioners. Try to cure your cases and you will have more prac-

tice. If you have to call anybody in consultation, try to con-

fer with him and get the best advice on the case in hand and
• •

do not try to show the people that the other doctor is no

better than you are, for in that way you gain nothing, while

if you can cure your case even after 'a’ consultation, people

will think yell of you as well as yQiur colleague.
'

J. N. Majumdar, M. ©.
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35 Chasa Dhopa- 78, Upper Chiipur Residence Office

para Street, Road. 203-1* Cornwallis St. 2-5 Chowringbi

Calcutta. HourS'-7-3oio9A.M. Calcutta. Calcutta.

5 to 6 p. M. 7 8 a. m. 3-4 P. M. 10-ixA.M. 5-6 P.M.

NRIPENDRANATHSET.l. m. s.

General Practitioner.

78 and 79 Beadon Street, Calcutta.

Hours—7 to 8 A. M.

3 to 5 P. M.

On P. C MAJUMDAR.

Oonsultation Praotioe.

Residence Office

22 Loudon Str. 2-5 Chowringhi,

Calcutta. Calculta.s

6-7 A. M. 3-4 P. 5 40 6 P. M.

%

A. N. MUKERJEE, M. D.

Residence Office

io6-a Shambazar, 1 19 Grey street,

Calcutta.

Hours—

7 to 8-30. A. M.

Calcutta,

Hours—

8-30 to 9-30 A.M.

5 to 7 - P- M.

S. GOSWAMI, M. D.

General Praotioe.

Residence Office. . J

1I4-X Manicktola 2i Roopchand Roy’s

St. Calcutta. St. Calcutta. ,

Hours— * Hour$—

6-30— 7-30 A.M. 8—10 A.M.

3-4 F.M. S—



BOERICKE & rAFEL
'nH0LESAI£ HOMEOFATHIO CHEMISTS-

We carry the largest stock of Homeo-

pathic Medicines in the World.

PHARMACIES SUPPLIED WITH EVERYTHING
PERTAINING TO HOMEOPATHY.

CATALOGUES SENT ON REQUEST.
OORBBSPONDlDNCli SOUOITBD.

We have ten branches. Onr export honse is

located at 145 drad St.i

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

M- BHATTACHARYYA AND CO-

BOONOMIO PHABMAGT.
Head Office—ii Bonfields Lane,

Branch— Bow Bazar Street, Calcutta.

Honmopathio Medioioas

f and 6 pies per dram.

Cholera Box with xa, 24, 30 and

48 phials of medi^nes, a dropper,

camphor and a guide Re. 3, 3 8,

5-5, 6-4 and j 1-8 respectively.

Family Box with 24, 30. 48, 60^

and Iox phials of medicine, a

dropper, ^d a guide, Rs. 3, 3-8,

5-3i 6-4. and 1 1-8 respectively.

PharmaoeutiBt*s lianual, f. 4.,

^
^nSomeopathic

.
Pharmacopia in

Bengali and English ( Second
Edition, cloth ) Rs. 1-4.

"Vastly Praotioe in Bengali (3rd

Bditon, thoroughly revised and
reerritChn) 180 pages, cloth As. 8.

A very usefa* bo ilc for family use.

Sill'S Y«(T ( A, *npri stt^

)

^siBitcn fJrw *rrti 1

^rtutnw *iar wrtl

fiw. ottHiSn, •

5^•Ic« Iwi •rtff I



C IRin^er <51 Co.

HOMEOPATHIC ESTABLISHMENT.

4, Dalhousie Square East^

CALCUTTA.

Just received per. S. S. Anchoria
and Bavaria large Consign-

ments of fresh Medi-
cines and Books.

SPECIFIC FOR LEPROSY.

LEUCODERMA.
• •

j^^RICE j=*ER a pz, j^OT Jis, 2-8,

• «



THE GREAT HOMEOPATHIC HALL-
'

W« begf to inform the public that we have opened a Homeopathic

establishment under thecabove name. The medicines are imported

from the most celebrated firms in Europe and America, and the wor^-

of'supcrvision has been entrusted to an expert Pharmacist, who^.

perience ip this line pf business is of long standing. We hav

secured the co-operation of the best Homeopathic Physicians who havw

given us the advantage of maintaining by their instructions the newest

methods and processes. The prices compare fabourably with firms of a
similar position as will be seen from our printed catalogue which we shall

be glad to send on application. We may mention the **Great Ho mfo
pathic Hall” is an independent establishment, and not in any way sup-

plementary to our old Allopathic firm.

BUTTO KBISTO PAUL & Co.,

12, Bonfield's Lane, Calcutta,

<1511

I
•

^
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Xabfd d (To.,

BOOKSELLERS ANO PUBLISiIeRS.
'

Importers of Homeopathic Drags and Sundries

FROM *

ENGLAND, AMERICA)AND GERMANY.

HEAD ESTABLISHMENT
35, pOl^LEGE ^TREET, pALCUTTA,

BRANCH PHA^AOIBS,
1. SHOVABAZAR BRANCH—29$-!, Upper Chitpore Road, Calcutta.

. BARABAZAR BRANCH—2-2, Bonfield’s Lane, Calcutta.

3. BHOWANIPORE BRANCH-68, Russa Road. Bhowanipore.

4. BANKIPORE BRANCH—Chowhatta, Bankipore.

5. PATNA BRANCH—Chowk, Patna City. •

. MATHURA BRANCH—Harding’s Gate, Mathura, N. W. P.

Fresh and genuine Homeopathic medicines of every potency, medi-

cal publications both domestic and foreign, and Phyj^icians’ Requisites

of all sorts always kept on hand. ^
All the Pharmacies are under the direct supervision of experienced

physicians.

JUST RECEIVED THEIR QUARTERLY INDENT OF ,

HOMOEOPATHIC MEDlblNES.

QINaBAL BATBS.*
Per Drachm. Per Drad^tn.^

• ^Rs. As. Ri.' As."

Mother Tinctures ... ... 0 6 Crude Drugs ... o'lai

Dilutions up to lath ... o«4 Triturations up to 6 ... ® ^
'

up to 30th ... 0 6 « up %o 30

, up to 200th ... I 0 Tinct Triturations
•

• ee
/ ' A .'•i 'A 4

Rabini’s Spirits of Camphor *

|
Camphor Pilules'^ ob Ro. i*

' *

ii oz. As. 8, t oz. As. 14 I
* * ot. Rs.«'4

Price List fl*ee on Applioatien.



BOERICKE & RUNYON,
MANnFAOTXmm0 bombopathxo ohbmists

PUBLISBBBS ABD mPOBTBRa
Beadquartera for Vreah Plant, Tinoturea, Tritaration% Oom*

preaaed Tableta, Tal>let l^turatea, Oeratea, Supposi-
torieaj and everytiung pertaining to Homeopathy.

PHYSICIANS AND PHARMACIES SUPPLIED.
We aolioit a trial order and a oompariaon of our gooda with

any in the market.

Write for OATALOQUBS and Terme.

BOBBIOKB & RUNYON,

IX Wkst 4aKD. Sti^eeXi New York, U. S. A.

biai <«’«»
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The Bengal Soap Factory,
MAGHUA BAZAR ROAD,

.oaloutta:
We sincerely believe that the choice of a brand of Soaps is quite e

serious affair. For, apart from its cleansing properties, its action on the

skin should have our particular attention. The most delicate and allhosi;

transparent skin often becomes hard and dull by using a quality of soaps

that contains dangerous irritants used by soma manufacturers to ieatett

the cost of production. Further point to be iioted is that by allowing a

quantity of water to be left in the soaps, practically a lesser quantity Is

sold to the buyer than he apparently pays for. When kept for long, this

quantity of water evaporates and the soap is left in a shrunk, bard sud

deodourtsed condition.

BBNOAL SOAPS
do not corrode the skin, have no water in composition, possess lasting

and sweet fragra nee and have thorough cleansing properties.

site p«we«,atiiw (fnritxl ftoinit»({
OP

Dr. WiUmar Schwabe. Lnpdg. Qernmjk
The largrest and most oelelmted Homeopathio Pharmacy

in the World,

Wholesale and Retail Export
of all Homeopathio Medlolhee

in tinctures, trituratio'ns. pilules, globules and tablets, con*

scientiously prepared in accordance with the instructions
'

laid down by Hahnemann, the founder of Homeopathy.

DomeetiOi TraveSlnff, Pocket St Veterinary Oases.

.

Unmedicated ^bules, pilules and sugar of milk
Dletetloprepatations, homeopathic pharmaoeugiogr^

Utensils and instyiments for.

mMidine and surgery.

PnUioatloo and sale ofhomeopathio sroiks in tfU

modem laegoagee.-

niustrated oatalogaeB on demao^
gratis and postfree.



Prescriptions accurately executed. Price*list free ,ei|
• applicatTdia.

\ • . i
'
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We supply Spectacles by V. P.
,
P, ti> Mojfussil

Customers on their katini? their a^e dnd how far they
see small letters in day*lif>ht, &c, and if rejqulred,

instrument for examining the eyes may he sent p«v
V. P. P* on depositing Rs 10.

RATMITTBBdbOo.,
OI^lClANS,

' io5iMw China Bazar St; Caituita.

Bmnoh Office,

PATUATULI, OACCA.

c^, c^\v'
, C»R. CWUtn^r, I
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